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This dissertation traces the perceptual history of jazz in Germany between 1918
and 1960. It argues that jazz was a multi-sensory cultural object: jazz was never just
sound but was fundamentally composed of many different media and their respective
combinations of sensory address. This work follows the major transformations of the
perception of jazz. During the 1920s, it argues, jazz was primarily a visual and textual
phenomenon; by 1960, its audience considered sound to be its most important attribute
and its consumption involved a well-developed hermeneutics of listening.
As an intersection point for multiple media—it was a subject in newspaper
articles, books, street advertisements, film, radio, and sound recordings—jazz opens a
vii

window onto the larger history of media and perception in Germany.. During the
twentieth century, Germany witnessed a shift in its dominant media regime. Before the
rise of sound film, Germans public communication was dominated by images and text;
between 1929 and 1940, German society became inundated with sound. These media
regimes shaped both the contours of perception and the form and presence of cultural
objects.
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Introduction

And yet, who knows very much of what jazz is really about?
Or how shall we ever know until we are willing to confront
anything and everything which it sweeps across our path?
-Ralph Ellison, “On Bird, Bird-Watching, and Jazz”

What follows is an attempt to tell in words what the prologue says and shows in
sound and image. Both outline a history of the many ways that people have encountered
and perceived music in the twentieth century. Taking jazz as its object, this study argues
that the music of the last century was deeply multi-sensory. Music was never simply
sound, but was always comprised of a constellation of different perceptual phenomena
and media. Jazz, it shows, was made manifest in text, image, film, records, radio waves,
and live performance and, as such, it was something audiences read, saw, listened to, and
felt. Such manifestations occurred independently and as a host of combinations.
Between 1918 and 1960, the shape and form of jazz changed dramatically in
Germany. During roughly its first decade, it was mostly a visual and textual phenomenon.
With the introduction of sound film in 1929, it gained a voice and, for most Germans, it
had a definite sound for the first time. After Hitler and the National Socialists rose to
power in the 1930s, jazz became mute once again, albeit during a decade replete with
radio and Musikfilme. The collapse of the Third Reich in 1945 brought sound back once
again, but, after the creation of the two Cold War Germanys in 1949, the meaning of its
2

sound had two very different interpreters. Over the course of the 1950s, the perceptual
qualities of jazz fragmented and solidified into new genres. It was only during this decade
that the sonic details of jazz—the brash tone and high drama of Louis Armstrong’s
trumpet playing or the startling, vibrato-less melodic invention of Charlie Parker—
became paramount.
The genealogy of jazz traced here contradicts a long-standing, fundamental
assumption about music: that music is essentially a cultural phenomenon that privileges
sound. This assumption is tied to the legacy of Absolute Music, the nineteenth century
philosophical and cultural claim that music is an autonomous, self-referential art form.
The term “absolute music,” although itself coined only in the middle of the nineteenth
century, encapsulates a developing conception of music that began more than fifty years
before its appearance. Music has been identified as something sonic from the beginning,
but it was only in the late eighteenth century that European critics, philosophers, and
literary writers began to claim that music was, in essence, pure, abstract sound.1 This was
something new. Before 1790, the meaning and reception of music was deeply tied to
external practices and specific contexts—it received its significance from the functions it
played in the rituals of the church and court.2 To Kant, instrumental music’s lack of
content and its inability to represent things—whether it be concepts, people, or events—

1 For important studies of the history of the concept of Absolute Music, see Mark Evan
Bonds, Music as Thought: Listening to the Symphony in the Age of Beethoven (Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2006) and Mark Evan Bonds, Absolute Music: The
History of an Idea (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014).
2 Lydia Goehr, The Imaginary Museum of Musical Works: An Essay in the Philosophy of
Music (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 122-123.
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made it a flawed artistic form. In the years around and after 1790, however, the
perception of music began to alter radically in Central Europe. For German idealists like
Wilhelm Heinrich Wackenroder, Ludwig Tieck, and E.T.A. Hoffmann, wordless music’s
lack of representation was not a handicap but its supreme virtue. Instrumental music,
according to their ears, was a “vehicle of ideas” and, in their writings, “the act of
listening became equated with the act of thinking.”3 Outside of human language and
beyond the forms of the sensible world, the abstract sounds of music, they believed,
could reveal deeper, more ideal forms of reality. In these circles of intellectuals and their
readers, the symphony became a “mode of philosophy, a way of knowing” and listening
became “associated with the quest for truth.”4 In the words of Hoffmann, music—and
especially the music of Beethoven—is perhaps “is the most romantic of all the arts, one
might almost say the only really romantic art, for its sole object is the expression of the
infinite.”5 During this seismic shift in the hierarchy of aesthetics, instrumental music
became the paragon of music in general. Although music was prized as autonomous, the
musical idealists did not necessarily set the sound of music in opposition to the other
senses, however.6

3 Bonds, Music as Thought, xiv.
4 Bonds, Music as Thought, xv.
5 Arthur Ware Locke and E.T.A. Hoffmann, “Beethoven’s Instrumental Music:
Translated from E.T.A. Hoffmann’s Kreisleriana with an Introductory Note,” The
Musical Quarterly 3, no. 1 (1917): 127.
6 Simon Shaw-Miller, Eye hEar: The Visual in Music (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2013),
31-39.
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In the middle of the nineteenth century, the intellectual movement associated with
autonomous music split into two rival factions and it was in the midst of the debates
between the followers of Viennese critic Eduard Hanslick and the composer Richard
Wagner that the term “absolute music” began to be used. Although the phrase was first
used by Wagner in a denigrating manner, “absolute music” was taken up and defended by
Hanslick and his followers. In what became the manifesto of absolute music, the 1854
The Beautiful in Music (Vom musikalische Schönen), Hanslick celebrated music’s
abstractness and autonomy and claimed that musical beauty had unique self-referential
qualities. Music, in his mind, was cut off from the social and natural world and was thus a
perfect example of aesthetic form. Music was defined musically—by its form and
internal dynamics. Everything else was deemed “extra-musical.”7 Most importantly, he
conceived music as pure sound: in his famous definition, the essence of music is
“sonically moving forms” (tönend bewegte Formen). Absolute music “turned its back not
only on words, language and the world, but also turned away from sight.”8
Antagonism to the visual in music was quite evident in criticisms of the gestural
displays of Franz Liszt’s virtuosic piano recitals and the antagonistic fears that the
spectacle of his flashy, showman-like performances promoted a “listening gaze.” Such
visual displays, for musical idealists, degraded music from a transcendent art to a form of

7 For a discussion and analysis of the musical and extra-musical, see Lydia Goehr, The
Quest for Voice: On Music, Politics, and the Limits of Philosophy (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1998).
8 Simon Shaw-Miller, “Foreword: Disciplining the Senses: Beethoven as Synaesthetic
Paradigm,” in Art, History, and the Senses: 1830 to the Present, ed. Patrizia di Bello and
Gabriel Koureas (Surrey, England: Ashgate, 2010), xvii.
5

commercial entertainment.9 Similarly, the late nineteenth century Viennese press
lambasted the visuality of Gustav Mahler’s gestures as a conductor and bound together
his frenetic movements, his Jewishness, and the pathologies of modernity.10
For Hanslick, concert music’s sonic exclusivity also separated it from the “light”
[leichte] music genres of the nineteenth century. As a form of dance music, the waltz, in
particular, was a lower form of music, for it mixed listening with movement and tactility.
Music and listening were hierarchical for Hanslick: the “sonically moving forms” of
absolute music required an active form of immobile, contemplative listening; the waltz’s
physicality, he argued, involved a “pathological” form of listening mired in emotion and
sensual intoxication. Dance prevented true listening, which absolute music demanded.
Moreover, this form of musical perception had racial attributes in Hanslick’s mind. Since
they were the most culturally advanced, Northern Europeans had developed a heightened
capacity for the type of listening required by concert music’s sophisticated emphasis on
melody and harmony, he contended. Rhythmically-based musics—which were associated
with non-Europeans—were still close to a state of nature.11 Hanslick’s characterization of
the waltz, a form at the heart of the formation of popular music genres during the

9 Lawrence Kramer, Musical Meaning: Toward a Critical History (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 2002), 68-99. Hanslick also criticized Liszt’s “programme
symphonies” as “vision-promoting medicine” and considered their visual elements to be
linked to “religiosity, imaginative sight and perhaps illness.” Shaw-Miller, Eye hEar, 40.
10 K. M. Knittel, “’Ein hypermoderner Dirigent’: Mahler and Anti-Semitism in ‘Fin-desiecle’ Vienna,” 19th-Century Music 3 (1995).
11 Chantal Frankenbach, “Waltzing around the Musically Beautiful,” in Rethinking
Hanslick: Music, Formalism, and Expression, ed. Siobhán Donovan, Nicole Grimes, and
Wolfgang Marx (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2013).
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nineteenth century, helped set the stage for the hierarchical distinction between art music
and popular music across the globe.12
Absolute Music became a “flashpoint of musical aesthetics” and the controversy
over its value “extended across the nineteenth century,” as critics and musicians debated
each new edition of The Beautiful in Music.13 It was during the twentieth century,
however, that this conception of music as autonomous sound reached its apogee of
significance. Proponents of early twentieth century musical modernism like Arnold
Schoenberg and Igor Stravinsky adopted the views of Hanslick, most obviously in their
drive towards “objectivity” in the 1920s.14 Absolute Music received its “greatest esteem”
during the Cold War, however, when it became “the widely accepted premise of high art
music in the second half of the twentieth century.”15
It was only in the 1980s that a small group of musicologists, including Susan
McClary, Rose Subonik, and Richard Leppert, began to challenge the notion of autonomy
in music. The landmark 1987 edited volume Music and Society argued that the tenets of
absolute music were themselves historical (and ideological) and asserted the necessity of

12 For a discussion of the waltz’s place within the creation of popular music in the
nineteenth century, see Derek B. Scott, Sounds of the Metropolis: The 19th-Century
Popular Music Revolution in London, New York, Paris, and Vienna (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2008).
13 Bonds, Absolute Music, 1, 8.
14 Bonds, Absolute Music, 12; Christopher H. Gibbs and Richard Taruskin, The Oxford
History of Western Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 889-920.
15 Bonds, Absolute Music, 13.
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the integration of music within its political, social, and cultural contexts.16 The authors of
Music and Society—and other subsequent members of what became known as “New
Musicology”—insisted that musicology should take note of the “extra-musical” and that
music should be analyzed historically through the lenses of gender, race, class, sexuality,
and power.
In addition to New Musicology’s emphasis on the social, Leppert’s work initiated
a challenge to the sonic exclusivity of music. “Music’s effects and meanings,” Leppert
argues, “are produced both aurally and visually” in performance.17 Through the study of
visuality in his The Sight of Sound, Leppert attempted to integrate tenets of absolute
music with the study of its social meaning. “Precisely because musical sound is abstract,
intangible, and ethereal—lost as soon as it is gained,” he claimed, “the visual experience
of its production is crucial to both musicians and audience alike for locating and
communicating the place of music and musical sound within society and culture.”18 Since
The Sight of Sound, other scholars have studied the audiovisuality of music in sound film
and the music video.19 Michael Chion, for example, has analysed the way that film music

16 Richard Leppert and Susan McClary eds., Music and Society (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1987).
17 Richard Leppert, The Sight of Sound: Music, Representation, and the History of the
Body (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), xxi.
18 Leppert, The Sight of Sound, xx-xxi.
19 Simon Frith, Andrew Godwin, and Lawrence Grossberg, eds., Sound and Vision: The
Music Video Reader (New York: Routledge, 1993); John Richardson, An Eye for Music:
Popular Music and the Audiovisual Surreal (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012);
Anne Leonard and Tim Shephard, eds., The Routledge Companion to Music and Visual
Culture (New York: Routledge, 2013).
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works within the larger dynamics of “synchresis”: “the spontaneous and irresistible weld
produced between a particularly auditory phenomenon and visual phenomenon when they
occur at the same time.”20 Most recently, Simon Shaw-Miller has stressed the importance
of “communication between visuality and music.”21
Despite these crucial studies on the importance of visuality and the extra-musical
to music, the privilege of sound still remains. Visuality and the extra-musical are treated
as fundamental to music’s meaning and its interpretation, but often are still located
outside the musical object itself. Similarly, music becomes audiovisual if film, video, or
bodies are added to sound. In this manner, sound remains the defining feature of music.
This project does not consider sound conceptually essential to music as a
historical object. Sound, it contends, need not be primary or even present for music to be
traced as a historical object. Instead, this study argues that music, as a cultural
phenomenon, is a multi-sensory, multi-media object. Through a history of jazz in
Germany, it examines all the ways that Germans encountered music and the myriad ways
it was made manifest. This project treats jazz as present anytime it was the subject of a
phenomenon: as a text, an image, or as sound. It locates jazz in all the places where
Germans came into contact with it, whether it be as a story in a newspaper, a
reproduction of a Jackson Pollack painting on an album cover, or as a live quintet

20 Michael Chion, Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen, trans. Claudia Gorbman (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1994), 63.
21 Shaw-Miller, Eye hEar, 3.
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performance in an underground existentialist club in Köln. In short, this dissertation
attempts to provide a type of phenomenological history of jazz in Germany.
If we treat music as a historical assemblage composed of many perceptual
components, instead of an inherently sonic object, we can more aptly understand the
many complex ways that historical subjects have encountered and made sense of music
during the last century and a half. Concerts or recordings were only two ways that people
have had contact with music and, as we shall see, they were not always the predominate
form that Germans experienced it. A phenomenological treatment offers a richer sense of
both the formal and social life of music. Christopher Smalls has contended that music is
really musicking, that “music is not a thing at all but an activity.”22 We can add that
musicking is a historical activity that occurs in the conflicting, collaborative space
between multiple media, forms, and musical subjects. Music occurs in reading, writing,
painting, sounding, listening, seeing, and dancing.
This approach is particularly apt for the study of music since the nineteenth
century, for music has been increasingly transformed into a media mosaic over the last
two hundred years. By the first two decades of the twentieth century, music had become a
diverse constellation of cultural components and media forms. Such a process began in
the first half of the nineteenth century with the rise of music journals and photography.23

22 Christopher Smalls, Musicking: The Meaning of Performing and Listening (Hanover:
University Press of New England, 1998), 2.
23 For an overview and analysis of the rise of music criticism in central Europe and its
relationship to the definition of Absolute music and German national identity, see Celia
Applegate, Bach in Berlin: Nation and Culture in Mendelssohn’s Revival of the St.
Matthew’s Passion (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2005).
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It reached a critical mass during the communication revolution that occurred between
1850 and 1930—this period witnessed the arrival of the mass press, lithography, posters,
mass advertising, film, sound recording, and radio.24 By the early years of the last
century, the public encountered music in a multitude of forms—not just (or even
primarily) as rapt listeners within the symphony hall or in a dance hall, but on advertising
columns on the street, in the photographs of illustrated newspapers and concert reports of
dailies at home, and in the smooth flow of images of film. Not coincidentally, the
construction of Absolute Music—its conception as autonomous, abstract sound—
occurred at roughly the same time that music became more and more things besides
sound. Claims for musical autonomy, in effect, were a refusal of the effects of the mediaization of music. To register this profound shift in the manifestation and intelligibility of
music since the second half of the nineteenth century, it is necessary to open up the
substantive boundaries of music more widely than the tradition and legacy of absolute
music allows.
This dissertation charts out the multi-sensory, multi-media history of music
through an examination of jazz in Germany between 1918 and 1960. As an extended case
study, jazz reveals the way that music was divided between many different forms and
perceptual languages particularly clearly. As scholars have long noted, the nature,
development, and dissemination of jazz have been inextricably intertwined with

24 For a detailed discussion of the explosion of media in Germany during this period, see
Corey Ross, Media and the Making of Modern Germany: Mass Communications, Society,
and Politics from the Empire to the Third Reich (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006).
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mechanical reproduction—especially sound recording—since the Original Dixieland Jazz
Band first recorded “Livery Stable Blues” and “Dixie Jass Band One Step” in New York
in 1917. 25 Put succinctly, “jazz and the phonograph were made for each other.”26 At the
same time, jazz has been constructed as a symbol and constitutive piece of both modern
life—urban, cosmopolitan, “nervous,” and mechanized—and a representative product of
racial and cultural Others.27 An object of fascination and dread, it was a perennial subject
across the wide expanse of media communication and cultural forms, appearing
everywhere from the Technicolor comedy sketches and outlandishly illustrated big band
performances of King of Jazz (1930) to the black and white cartoons of Bill Haley fans in
East German newspapers in the late 1950s.
Studying jazz in Germany is particularly illuminating, for it demonstrates how
brittle and fragile the connections within media assemblages could be. The different
elements composing jazz in Germany—the discourse about it, the images that represented
it, its sound in film—were ultimately extremely malleable and, over the course of its first
half-century, it was continuously dismembered and recomposed. Twentieth century
Germany’s special combination of class division, intense cultural debate, technological
advancement, and constant political rupture was a potent crucible for revealing how

25 See, for example, Joachim Ernst Berendt, Das Jazzbuch: Entwicklung und Bedeutung
der Jazzmusik (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer Bücherei, 1953), 117-119 and Dan
Morgenstern, “Recorded Jazz,” in The Oxford Companion to Jazz, ed. Bill Kirchner
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000).
26 Morgenstern, “Recorded Jazz,” 766.
27 Theodore F. Rippey, “Rationalization, Race, and the Weimar Response to Jazz,”
German Life and Letters 60, no. 1 (2007).
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cultural phenomena like jazz could be made and unmade. The intense changes in political
regimes between 1918 and 1949, from the Kaiserreich to the Weimar Republic to the
Third Reich to East and West Germany, helped produce a period of intense and constant
reorientation of the meaning and form of cultural objects. The advent of a new state and
its corresponding cultural authorities brought new attempts to constitute how objects
would look, sound, and mean, for “nowhere in Europe was the rise of the mass media and
their impact on society more potent and politicized than in Germany.”28 The breaking-up
and re-mixing of jazz ultimately provides a powerful illumination of music’s composite
nature.
Tracing jazz in Germany is not a strictly musical endeavor. The making and
remaking of jazz also says something important about the history of cultural objects and
aesthetics in Germany between the late nineteenth century and the post-World War Two
period. Jazz was only one—if also a particularly exemplary—example of the way cultural
phenomena were made in the wake of the extended revolution in communication and
media of the late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries. All things became, to
greater and lesser extents, intersections of different forms of media and their perceptual
attributes. This historical process relates to what Jean Baudrillard has described as the
“procession of the simulacra”—where the simulation and the real are no longer
distinguishable—or the development of what Guy Debord has termed “the society of the
spectacle,” in which “everything directly lived has been moved away into

28 Corey Ross, Media and the Making of Modern Germany, 6.
13

representation.”29 The history of jazz offered here is, at the same time, a localized
genealogy of the society of the spectacle in Germany, if, of course, the term is not
reduced only to the visual.
Looking at cultural objects in this way helps make sense of the tumultuous social
and perceptual life of things in Germany in the twentieth century. Between the last three
decades of the nineteenth century and the late twentieth century, the definition and
control of cultural objects and the public sphere in Germany were deeply contested and
invested with immense power and importance. In response to Germany’s political
fragmentation, German definitions of nationalism have been powerfully linked to culture;
Germany, in the eyes of many of its most influential theorists and promoters, was a
Kulturnation, a nation unified by culture. The advent of Germany as a state in 1871
provoked a new problem: how does one create a Kulturstaat, a state that embodied and
preserved the harmonizing potential of German culture? The failure of the new German
state to meet these expectations produced significant disillusionment and helped foster
early forms of völkisch racism.30
The creation of Germany as a political entity also roughly corresponded to the rise
of the modern mass media and, with it, international entertainment culture. These
interconnected phenomena posed a new, significant challenge to the traditional control

29 Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, trans. Sheila (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1994); Guy Debord, The Society of the Spectacle (New York: Zone
Books, 1994).
30 George Mosse, The Crisis of German Ideology: Intellectual Origins of the Third Reich
(New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1964).
14

over communication, aesthetics, and cultural consumption by the Bildungsbürgertum, the
educated middle class. Consequently, the next century would see a protracted battle over
media objects, the definition of what counted as “culture,” and what constituted their
“Germanness.”31
The contest over cultural objects occurred through conflicting alignments of their
media components—by connecting things together through film, reporting, photographs,
and the like. Larger attempts to recreate German society, the nation, and everyday culture
occurred at the micro-level through the composition of things. The utopian projects to
build new societies endemic to Germany’s twentieth century found their tools and raw
materials in the plethora of resources offered by media. The culture wars of the Weimar
Republic, the racial state of the Third Reich, and cultural strife between East and West
Germany during the Cold War were a series of attempts to construct distinct systems of
meaning by stitching together coherent objects through available media resources. Due to
Germany’s immense political fragmentation between 1918 and 1989, the meaning and
form of things in Central Europe were highly unstable. During this period, Germans saw
the same objects composed and re-composed over and over again.

31 See Corey Ross, Media; Kaspar Maase, “Establishing Cultural Democracy: Youth,
‘Americanization,’ and the Irresistible Rise of Popular Culture,” in The Miracle Years: A
Cultural History of West Germany, 1949-1968, ed. Hanna Schissler (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 2001); Peter Jelavich, “‘Am I allowed to Amuse Myself
Here?’ The German Bourgeoisie Confronts Early Film,” in Germany at the Fin-DeSiecle: Culture, Politics, and Ideas, ed. David F. Lindenfeld and Suzanne L. Marchand
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2004); and David Blackbourne, The
Long Nineteenth Century: A History of Germany, 1780-1918 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1998), 385-399.
15

Jazz, in this sense, exhibits a condition that was relatively common to the way
Germans grappled with objects and events in the twentieth century. General modes of
subjectivity—like sexuality—or central historical events—like Germany’s defeat in
1918—were re-mixed over the decades into series of different perceptual objects. The
look and sound of seduction in the 1920s—from the tinkling piano of a lone accompanist
in a silent theater to the androgynous, Bubikopf styling of chorus girls in a nylon ad—was
certainly different from its counterpart in the hunger years of the late 1940s. Much of the
experience of consumer modernity happened in the media for the first half of the century.
In general, many of the goods and leisure activities symbolic of modern life—
automobiles, hotels, nightlife, and tourism, to name but a few examples—were enjoyed
by most Germans primarily within films, advertisements, radio plays, or newspaper
stories before the “economic miracle” of the 1950s.32
This history of the re-composition of things also bears witness to the immense
reconfiguration of the human senses in Germany during this period. Media fundamentally
shape the way we perceive our worlds. Marshall McLuhan has argued, in one classic
formulation, that media are the “extensions of man”; human perception is extended and
guided by the devices and material forms through which we communicate.33 Thus, as an

32 Victoria de Grazia, “Changing Consumption Regimes in Europe, 1930-1970,” in
Getting and Spending: European and American Consumer Societies in the Twentieth
Century, ed. Matthias Judt, Charles McGovern, and Susan Strasser (Cambridge:
Cambridge University press, 1998); Konrad Jarausch and Michael Geyer, Shattered Past:
Reconstructing German Histories (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2003).
33 Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1964). For other classic discussions on the importance of media on the
history of perception from the 1920s and 1930s, see Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art
16

intersection of multiple media and many forms of perception, jazz offers a window onto
the larger history of the senses in Germany during the twentieth century. As an
assemblage of perceptual modes, it can provide a more holistic analysis and show how
different media and different senses interacted.
This phenomenological project hopes to show how important combinations of
perception and sensory phenomena were to the way that Germans experienced the
twentieth century. Understanding the way Germans encountered, understood, and
navigated their worlds requires a perspective that takes into account the various forms of
communication and information surrounding them in any given period. The webs of
meaning in which they were suspended were constituted through a range of sensory
information and interpretation.
Looking at the senses together allows us to more deeply grasp the multi-sensory
nature of everyday life and the crucial role that the other senses play in the formation of
individual modes of perception. Most studies of the senses isolate and study a single
sense.34 Looking at the senses separately has led scholarship to sticky questions of
perceptual dominance. Over the last quarter of a century, scholars have asserted and

in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in Illuminations: Essays and Reflections, ed.
Hannah Arendt (New York: Schocken Books, 1969) ; Theodor W. Adorno, “On the
Fetish-Character in Music and the Regression of Listening,” in Essays on Music, ed.
Richard Leppert (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002); Dziga Vertov, “KinoEye,” in Kino-Eye: The Writings of Dziga Vertov, ed. Annette Michelson (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1984).
34 The American Historical Review forum on the “Senses in History,” for example,
reflects this and is divided into individual essays on listening, smelling, visuality, taste
and touch. “AHR Forum: The Senses in History,” American Historical Review 116
(2011): 307-400.
17

debated the hegemony of vision within the modern period. In the late 1980s, Martin Jay,
argued that “it is difficult to deny that the visual has been dominant in modern Western
culture in a variety of ways. Whether we focus on the ‘mirror of nature’ of Richard Rorty
or emphasize the prevalence of surveillance with Michel Foucault, or bemoan the society
of the spectacle of Guy Debord, we confront again and again the ubiquity of vision as the
master sense of the modern era.” Over the last ten years, other scholars, particularly those
working in sound studies, have cast doubt on the extent that visuality has overwhelmed
the other senses.35
The history of jazz in Germany reveals that the modern senses were never isolated
from one another. Understanding vision or aurality—or the tactile or smell or taste for
that matter—requires reference to the other. The history of the senses is the history of
their interaction and intertwinement. As Maurice Merleau-Ponty put it:
The senses intercommunicate by opening on to the structure of the thing. One sees
the hardness and brittleness of glass, and when, with a tinkling sound, it breaks,
this sound is conveyed by the visible glass. One sees the springiness of steel, the
ductility of red-hot steel, the hardness of a plane blade, the softness of shavings.36
35 Michael Bull and Les Back, eds., The Auditory Culture Reader (New York: Berg,
2003); Mark Smith, ed., Hearing History: A Reader (Athens, GA: University of Georgia
Press, 2004); Alejandra Bronfman, “Tales Full of Sound, Signifying Something,” Social
History 35, 2 (2010): 193-199; Jonathan Sterne, The Audible Past: Cultural Origins of
Sound Reproduction (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003); Veit Erlmann, Reason and
Resonance: A History of Modern Aurality (New York: Zone Books, 2010); Jonathan
Sterne, ed., The Sound Studies Reader (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012);
Judith G. Coffin, “Menie Gregoire’s Archive: Radio, Intimacy, and Modern Interiority,”
(forthcoming article).
36 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, trans. W. Cobb et. al., ed. J.
M. Edie (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1964), as quoted by Kathleen Marie
Higgins, ”Visual Music and Synaesthesia, ” in The Routledge Companion to Philosophy
and Music, ed. Theodore Gracyk and Andrew Kania (New York: Routledge, 2011), 485486.
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The interaction of the senses is most clear in the instances where the borders between
them blurred or collapsed. Jazz is a powerful object to display sensory interaction, for its
genealogy in Germany was shot through with moments of synaesthesia.37 Kathleen
Higgins argues that synaesthesia is always a component of musical experience.38 Far
from being an obscure, atypical experience, “the appreciation of music through multiple
sensory modalities is, in fact, typical for the human species,” she claims. Similarly,
Simon Shaw-Miller claims that “sound and vision merge, music and visual culture
converge…looking and hearing are inherently and unavoidably synaesthetic.” In sum,
“music is visual.”39 Deeply influenced by the nineteenth century idealization of music as
a unique sonic phenomenon, musicologists and historians of music have paid little
scholarly attention to synaesthesia, however.
The history of musical synaesthesia also contradicts a recent narrative of the
modern senses. A number of scholars have argued that a key component in the modern
understanding of perception is the separation of the senses.40 According to this narrative,
philosophers and physiologists had broken up the classically unified sensorium into

37 In Kathleen Higgins’ succinct definition, synaesthesia is “when the stimulation of a
particular sensory mode occasions stimulation of another.” Higgins, ”Visual Music and
Synaesthesia, ” 482.
38 Ibid..
39 Simon Shaw-Miller, “Synaesthesia,” in The Routledge Companion to Music and
Visual Culture, ed. Anne Leonard and Tim Shephard (New York: Routledge, 2013).
40 Jonathan Crary, Techniques of the Observer: On Vision and Modernity in the
Nineteenth Century (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1990), 67-96; Jonathan Sterne, The
Audible Past, 31-85.
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component parts by the 1840s, reimagining hearing, seeing, smelling, touching and
tasting as individual senses. The new mass media of the nineteenth century were
themselves an extension of this new understanding—and the consequent development of
the sciences—of the senses. Sound (telegraphy, the telephone and sound recording) and
image (the phanakistiscope, stereograph and photograph) reproduction technologies were
the outcomes of a sensory “regime” which made hearing and vision subjective, singular
objects of knowledge.41 Single sensory media like the photograph, which only captured
the visual field, or a sound recording, which detached aurality from the thing which
enunciated it, were the appropriate products of this form of dominant knowledge, which
isolated and studied the senses as distinct phenomena.
But, once constituted as such, did the senses remain separate? This dissertation
argues that this was not always the case. Although always possible, as Higgins argues,
there were specific historical conditions that strongly encouraged musical synaesthesia.
This was especially true during moments when text and images were particularly
significant or dominant. As we shall see, this was evident in jazz in Germany between
1920 and 1929 and between 1945 and the early 1950s. The possibility for synaesthesia in
music was strongest at moments when technological sound was weakest or most absent.
Finally, a few words should be said about this project’s organization. This
dissertation treats its multi-sensory subject matter both chronologically and thematically.
The first two chapters run chronologically in a fairly straight forward matter and they

41 Ibid.
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chart out the social, cultural, and perceptual life of jazz between 1918 and 1945. The
second half of this work—chapters 3 through 6—works a bit differently. As a whole, they
follow the first two chapters chronologically and they address the period from 1945 to
1960. They do not break up this time frame into neat temporal subsections, however, but
treat different themes and phenomena that ran through this 15 year period. Chapter 3
examines the creation of an alternate understanding of jazz by hot clubs and the emphasis
on aurality within this culture between 1945 and 1955. Chapter 4, on the other hand,
examines much of the same time period and analyses the same cultural formation, but it
discusses many of the effects and changes that this new culture of aurality had on the
creation of consumer goods. Similarly, the last two chapters cover both the 1940s and the
1950s. Chapter 5 addresses the fragmentation of pop music between 1948 and 1960 and
Chapter 6 provides a history of jazz in East Germany in the fifteen years after the end of
World War II.
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Chapter One:
Visual Music, Weimar Jazz, 1918-1929

In 1926, Henry Ernst published the short memoir “My Hunt for the
‘Tschetzpend’” (“Meine Jagd nach der ‘Tschetzpend’”) in the German entertainment
musician’s journal Artist. A unique document, it provides a rare account of a Weimar
musician’s encounter with, and education in, early jazz. Ernst first heard the word “jazz,”
he claimed, at the end of an engagement in Switzerland, when a hotel manager asked him
to play “Tschetzpend” (“jazz band”) when he returned the following season. The word
and its meaning were enigmatic, Ernst explained, since ‘scarcely a musician in Germany
knew what a jazz band or a Shimmy actually was’ in 1920. Much of the rest of the story
narrates his frustrating pursuit of the music and the wrong characterizations he received
from many different sources. Finally, prepared to hand in his resignation, he discovered
some sheet music in a local bookstore that included a photograph of a London jazz band.
The moment was an epiphany, he asserted; his now well-established jazz band was based
on this discovery. Strangely, the most informative aspect of the sheet music was the not
the musical notes but the photograph. “No Egyptologist had ever taken into his hand
more lovingly, and studied more intensely, a newly discovered piece of papyrus than I
did this Jazzband-photograph,” he claimed.42

42 Henry Ernst, “Meine Jagd nach der ‘Tschetzpend,’” Artist 44, no. 2134 (1926): 4-5.
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But how could an image inform music so decisively? How could a photograph
dictate the perception of sound? Ernst’s sensory border-crossing creates cognitive
dissonance: for Ernst, this translation seemed so evident that he didn’t see the need to
explain it; for us, it remains mysterious.
Ernst’s presupposition does not just seem counterintuitive; it also contradicts a
recent narrative of the modern senses. As discussed in the introduction, scholars have
argued that, during the nineteenth century, the senses were separated.43 But, once
constituted as such, did the senses remain separate? Ernst’s story shows that this was not
always the case. Nor was it an isolated event. Ernst’s ability to draw sound out of the jazz
band portrait was, in fact, part of a much larger sensory phenomenon during the Weimar
Republic. Reading and seeing Weimar jazz were not simple, straightforward perceptual
acts; they realized the synaesthetic possibilities within early mass commercial culture, the
modern senses and the media revolutions of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. This phenomenon was not limited to photographs or words; the synaesthetic
qualities of jazz extended beyond the page and appeared within its sound as well.
Listening to jazz, like seeing it, could appeal to multiple senses at once and blur the lines
between sound and vision.
The majority of Weimar encounters with jazz were like Ernst’s first meeting with
the music. As this article will demonstrate, most Germans during the 1920s consumed
jazz through their eyes and not their ears. In terms of the population as whole, it was read,

43 Crary, Techniques of the Observer, 67-96; Jonathan Sterne, The Audible Past, 31-85.
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seen and thought more than listened to or heard. If we think of jazz only as sound—and
not as a commercial and aesthetic object that could address many different senses—we
miss fundamental parts of the way Germans encountered it historically. During its first
decade in Europe, it was available for most Germans through textual and visual sources
rather than through the gramophone or radio. Jazz’s appearance as text and image did not
necessarily remain strictly optical for its subjects, however, but could also provoke
auditory elements.
Studying Weimar jazz as a synaesthetic object adds an important dimension to the
history of the senses in the modern period. Recent scholarship on sound culture and the
history of listening has begun to bring attention to an important avenue of experience and
knowledge. For observers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, it is still
striking, however, how pervasive media of visuality were during this period and it should
not necessarily be assumed that, because it has been neglected, listening was, in fact,
dominant or in equal standing with vision during this period. In one of his most insightful
observations, Jonathan Sterne contends that the senses are not a zero-sum game and thus
studies of the aural “urge us to rethink exactly what we mean by the privilege of vision
and images.”44
This chapter attempts to do some of that rethinking. It argues that the substantial
increase in visual and textual material during the second half of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries—when joined with the, by comparison, small availability of

44 Sterne, Audible Past, 3.
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commercial sound culture—could overturn the traditional ways that cultural objects were
encountered. Music could be primarily for the eyes. This predominance of visuality and
textuality, however, could also undermine and contradict the modern separation of the
senses. This imbalance promoted a different type of sensorium and form of aural/visual
experience. The mechanical reproduction of sound and vision may have stemmed from
the separation of the senses and helped discipline the body to inscribe this division within
it, but in a situation where one overpowered the other, these senses did not always remain
singular. Jazz during the Weimar Republic exemplified such a situation and, as a
complex sensory phenomenon, could provoke such perceptual mixing.

1.

Jazz in Germany was primarily listened to by a middle and upper class audience
during the late 1910s and 1920s. Its performance—whether live or in mechanically
reproduced form—was located in spaces and apparatuses that were predominantly
populated and owned by Germans with privilege. In its first decade, jazz was associated
with the dance craze that swept Germany in the immediate postwar years and the
contemporary transformation of Unterhaltungsmusik (entertainment music) and leichte
Musik (light music) from older forms of society dance music and operetta to modern
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Schlager (pop music).45 Appearing in print at least as early as 1919, jazz was first
associated with and considered part of a series of fashionable American dances and dance
musics enthusiastically taken up by Germans in the immediate postwar period: the
foxtrot, one-step, castlewalk and shimmy.46 During its first decade in Germany, it was
played by self-titled “jazz-bands,” dance orchestras and salon-orchestras which also
played modern dance music (Kombinationskapellen).47 Although entertainment
musicians played in a wide variety of public venues, the groups which played jazz
primarily played at the higher end of dance locales: expensive hotels, casinos, theaters,
wine bars, dance cafes, dance salons, coffee houses and afternoon teas. Erich Borchard,
for example, the leader of perhaps the most recognized jazz band in Germany in the first
half of the 1920s, played at the upscale Scala-Casino and the premier Mercedes-Palast, a
“film palace,” while the Fred Ross Jazz Band played at the Palais Heinroth, an elite
nightclub.48 Visiting American performers also played in large, expensive venues. Sam
Wooding and his all-African-American band performed in the Admiralspalast, a “temple
of pleasure” (Vergnügungstempel) at the center of Weimar’s cabaret culture that housed a
café, cinema, ice rink and spa. Paul Whiteman set up in 1926 in Hans Poelzig’s

45 Christian Schär, Der Schlager und seine Tänze im Deutschland der 20er Jahre.
Sozialgeschichtliche Aspekte zum Wandel in der Musik- und Tanzkultur während der
Weimarer Republik (Zürich: Chronos, 1991).
46 Heinz Pollack, Die Revolution des Gesellschaftstanzes (Dresden: Sibyllen-Verlag,
1921), 10; Heribert Schröder, Tanz- und Unterhaltungsmusik in Deutschland 1918-1933
(Bonn: Verlag für Systematische Musikwissenschaft, 1990), 258-264.
47 Schröder, Tanz- und Unterhaltungsmusik, 40-70.
48 Horst H. Lange, Jazz in Deutschland: Die Deutsche Jazz-Chronik bis 1960
(Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1996), 17-19.
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expressionist Grosses Schauspielhaus, a theater that also housed Max Reinhardt’s
experimental productions. The advertisements that jazz bands and orchestras put out in
the trade magazine Artist frequently specified that they only played in “first class
houses.”49
In a decade bookended by radical inflation and mass unemployment, most
workers could not afford to visit these venues; even at Weimar’s economic peak, “the
poor general state of the economy ensured that real living standards [for workers] were
little better than they had been before the war.”50 This did not escape contemporary
commentators. In 1922, Heinz Pollack noted that dance salons and dance cafes were no
longer frequented only by the upper class (“Oberen Zehntausend,” literally the “top
10,000”). He still emphasized the exclusive character of such events, however, writing
that “today things are a little bit different. Dance is at least a thing of the lower hundred
thousand, but still not the lower millions!”51 More than a decade later, in what he hoped

49 See the many advertisements reprinted in Schröder. The 1924 ad for the Original
Amerikanische Jazz-Band and the 1923 ad for the William Kettel Original Jazz Band, for
example, both declared that they only took “offers from first class houses (Offerten von
nur ersten Häusern).” Similarly, the 1927 ad for the Oskar Doesch-Dobee Wiener
Virtuosen- und Jazzsymphonieorchester specified that the orchestra ‘is suitable for every
first class operation’. Schröder, Tanz- und Unterhaltungsmusik, 273, 293, 306.
50 Harold James, “The Weimar Economy,” in Weimar Germany, ed. Anthony McElligott
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 110; Detlev Peukert, The Weimar Republic:
The Crisis of Classical Modernity, trans. Richard Deveson (New York: Hill and Wang,
1992), 124.
51 Heinz Pollack, Die Revolution in Gesellschafttanzes, 108-109.
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would be its obituary, Theodor Adorno characterized jazz as the “the Gebrauchsmusik of
the haute bourgeoisie of the postwar period.”52
Class should not be reified, however, and it should not be assumed that those
outside of the middle classes were categorically excluded from hearing the new music.
Some dance venues had a cross-class character and some urban workers, especially single
young men, probably had auditory contact with jazz or modern dance music at working
class fairgrounds (Rummelplätze), dance halls, balls or at the Sportspalast in Berlin.53 It is
not entirely clear what kind of music appeared at some of these venues, however.
Reporting on jazz in Germany to an American audience in 1926, Paul Bernhard observed
that the “new aristocracy of young workers” who visited dance venues in the postwar
period were entertained by salon orchestras in the Parisian style: piano, two violins, cello
and a flute. These groups, he claimed, “availed [themselves] of national airs,” even if the
music “had no connection with the old-fashioned styles.”54 Music played for working
class dancing groups in the streets and courtyards of Berlin probably also relied on older

52 Theodor Adorno, “Farewell to Jazz,” in Essays on Music, ed. Richard Leppert
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), 497.
53 Richard Bodek, Proletarian Performance in Weimar Berlin: Agitprop, Chorus, and
Brecht (Columbia, S.C.: Camden House, 1997), 30-31; Schär, Der Schlager, 129-130,
133.
54 For Bernhard, jazz as a widespread phenomenon seems to still be in the future. He
argues that “in our larger towns the tendency will soon be toward a compromise…in the
form of an American variation known as the jazz band. Through it, Germany will
understand the character of the new popular dances in their full vehemence.” Paul
Bernhard, “The German Side of Jazz,” The Living Age 330 (September 11, 1926), 581.
Bernhard reprinted and added to these passages in German in Paul Bernhard, Jazz: Eine
Musikalische Zeitfrage (München: Delphin-Verlag, 1927), 25-26.
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music; the scenes of such groups depicted by Friedrich Zille show dancers congregated
around organ grinders.55
In general, popular music venues associated with the working classes in Britain
and the United States attracted a different demographic in Germany. In Munich, for
example, cabarets, varieté and music halls—“small stages” where jazz bands might also
play—were frequented by a predominantly middle-class audience; in Berlin, these venues
seemed to have had a similar class character.56 Since the first half of the nineteenth
century, “entertainment music established itself as a distinct genre and expression of the
social needs of a great part of the middle class strata of the population.”57 Organized
workers’ musical activity revolved around the Singers Associations (Sängerbunde),
which performed a repertoire of classical chorale pieces and Worker’s songs
(Arbeiterlieder).58 Beyond this, workers associated with the SPD or KPD spent much of
their leisure time outside the home playing sports or in the Workers’ theater.59 Most
working class youth spent whatever free time they had at home with their families or

55 Schär, Der Schlager, 129, 156.
56 Robert Eben Sackett, Popular Entertainment, Class, and Politics in Munich, 19001923 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1982), 12; Peter Jelavich, Berlin
Cabaret (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1996).
57 Sabine Giesbrecht-Schutte, “Zum Stand der Unterhaltungsmusik um 1900,” in Schund
und Schönheit: Populäre Kultur um 1900, ed. Wolfgang Kaschuba and Kaspar Maase
(Köln: Böhlau, 2001), 114.
58 W.L. Guttsmann, Workers’ Culture in Weimar Germany: Between Tradition and
Commitment (New York: Berg, 1990), 154-176.
59 Ibid., 134-153, 207-232.
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reading.60 Dance venues were completely absent from the countryside and villages.61
Thus, despite the presence of some workers at dances and in front of jazz groups,
audiences for modern dance music in the Weimar Republic was predominantly derived
from fashionable society.62
A recent study confirms that only a minority of Germans participated in the by
now mythical explosion of mass culture and avant-garde experimentation of Weimar.
This was true not only during the worst moments of economic duress during the 1920s,
but also during the “stable” middle period of the decade as well. Access to commercial
theaters, opera, revues, dance salons, shellac records and radio was not feasible for most,
for “cultural consumption [was] luxury consumption.”63 Hit by the helter-skelter effects
of war, inflation and the depression, such “luxury consumption could only develop to a
modest extent” during the 1920s and early 1930s.64 Workers were the least able to
consume: “an extremely tight household budget tended to exclude even the families of
average wage earners from cultural activities.”65 Even the entertainment and nightlife of
Berlin—the most cosmopolitan and vibrant site of the Republic and the primary source of
so much of the Weimar’s cultural reputation—remained the culture of a small minority.

60 Detlev J. K. Peukert, Jugend Zwischen Krieg und Krise: Lebenswelten von
Arbeiterjungen in der Weimarer Republik (Köln: Bund-Verlag, 1987), 198-201, 211.
61 Schär, Der Schlager, 128.
62 Ibid., 134-5.
63 Karl Christian Führer, “High Brow and Low Brow Culture,” in Weimar Germany, ed.
Anthony McElligott (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 278.
64 Ibid.
65 Ibid., 277.
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Studies of leisure activities and theater and cinema attendance rates during the Weimar
period reveal that “the majority of working class and white-collar employee families in
Berlin during the 1920s usually remained at home in the evening and, at best, read in the
newspapers about the legendary cultural life of the Weimar Republic.”66
Weimar citizens who did not hear jazz in public were not likely to hear it at home
either. Radio and gramophones, the two revolutionary mass mediums of jazz and
entertainment music, were, like live performance, financially out of reach for the vast
majority of workers. In 1925, only 196,000 gramophones were sold in Germany and,
even at its decade peak, record player sales remained well below half a million.67 The
price of gramophones and records ensured class-based ownership. In 1929, the most basic
turntable cost 50 RM, while the average industrial worker’s weekly salary was just below
39 RM. In sum, “recorded music was therefore not the ‘mass medium’ that
contemporary enthusiasts and historical accounts have sometimes taken it to be” and it
“seems clear that the middle classes comprised the bulk of owners during this period
[1900 through the end of the 1920s].”68

66 Ibid.
67 Kaspar Maase, Grenzenloses Vergnügen: Der Aufstieg der Massenkultur 1850-1970,
(Frankfurt am Main: Fischer Taschenbuch, 1997), 300.
68 Corey Ross, “Entertainment, Technology, and Tradition: The Rise of Recorded Music
from the Empire to the Third Reich,” in Mass Media, Culture, and Society in TwentiethCentury Germany, ed. Karl Christian Führer and Corey Ross (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2006), 28-29. See also Peter Jelavich, Berlin Alexanderplatz: Radio, Film,
and the Death of Weimar Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006), 64.
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Radio was similarly stratified. In the mid-1920s, ownership was quite limited: in
1924, 548,749 registered radios existed in Germany. Numbers did grow consistently over
the course of the decade, but, by 1930, there were still only 3,509,509 receivers, which,
for a total population of 65.1 million, could only offer a minority of Germans access to
the airwaves, even when taking into account collective listening by households and
workers groups like the Arbeiter-Radio-Bund.69 For most, a set was financially out of
reach. Sets with the greatest receptive power cost 300 RM in the mid-1920s, a month’s
salary for a skilled worker or white-collar clerk. Other, cheaper options did exist, but they
had their own limitations. Detektor sets only cost 15-40 RM in 1925, but they had only
two headsets and could only pick up radio play if the machine was extremely close to a
radio station.70 Rather primitive technically, they could only amplify ground waves,
which could be received in only 1.4% of the entire territory of Germany. Only 31% of the
population lived within these areas and radio listenership remained, throughout the
1920s, an almost entirely urban phenomenon.71 In general, there remained a significant
gap between those living in cities and those in rural areas in terms of access to mass
culture.72 Within this primarily urban listening space, class division permeated the ether:

69 Karl Christian Führer, “A Medium of Modernity? Broadcasting in Weimar Germany,
1923-1932,” The Journal of Modern History 69, no. 4 (1997): 731.
70 Corey Ross, Media and the Making of Modern Germany: Mass Communications,
Society, and Politics From the Empire to the Third Reich (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2008), 136.
71 Führer, “A Medium,” 735-737.
72 Kaspar Maase, Grenzenloses Vergnügen, 116.
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in 1928, workers constituted only 22.5% of subscribers. As such statistics make evident,
“the middle classes clearly dominated Weimar radio audiences.”73

2.

All Weimar Germans could, however, encounter jazz in their newspapers and
magazines. Indeed, jazz was more widely available as text and image than as an item of
sound. Although a precise estimate of the number of articles and their corresponding
circulation is not possible, it is clear that jazz appeared in print often and extensively
during the Republic’s lifetime. Considering it a “problem of the age” (Zeitfrage), Weimar
Germans wrote a great deal about jazz, which appeared as a subject in both prominent
national newspapers (the Vossische Zeitung, the Frankfurter Zeitung, the Berliner
Tageblatt and the Kölnische Zeitung) and local rags (Münchner Post), sophisticated
classical musical journals (Melos and Anbruch) and smaller, regional culture papers (the
Rheinische Musik- und Theater-Zeitung).74 Individual illustrated magazines—the printed
medium with the widest circulation—published on jazz many times over the course of the

73 Führer, “A Medium,” 738.
74 A few examples of articles on jazz and dance music in this range of sources are Adolf
Weissmann, “Der Foxtrott. Eine musikalische Zeitbetrachtug,” Vossische Zeitung
(December 25, 1925); Paul Bernhard, “Soziologie des ‘Jazz,”’ Frankfurter Zeitung (June
6, 1926); Sandor Aspad, “Der Jazz,” Berliner Tageblatt (June 9, 1926); Georg Barthelme,
“Jazz,” Kölnische Zeitung (June 5, 1919); “Jazz am Konservatorium. Zum Protest des
Tonkünstlervereins,” Münchner Post (December 1, 1927); Baresel, Alfred, “Kunst-Jazz,”
Melos 7 (1928): 354-57; “Jazz Sonderheft,” Anbruch 7 (1925); Alfred Pelegrini, “JazzUnfug,” Rheinische Musik- und Theater-Zeitung 29 (1928): 317-18.
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decade: the Bild Illustrierte Zeitung published 18 pieces on jazz between 1921 and 1932
and 16 appeared in Die Woche during the years 1922, 1925, 1927 and 1929.75
Advertisements in illustrated magazines also utilized jazz imagery or evoked dance music
in their attempts to catch readers’ attention.76 Part of a massive print culture, jazz
appeared in hundreds of articles in tens and hundreds of thousands of copies, a large
number of which passed through many hands within families and housing buildings.77
By 1914, Germans were awash with daily print. The year that saw the outbreak of the
First World War also witnessed the publication of 4,200 newspapers and 6,500 journals
in Germany. This density of reading material was the product of the birth of a mass
commercial press and audience in Germany during the years between 1870 and 1900. On
average, newspapers circulated around 8,600 copies and by the turn of the century, some
already printed more than 100,000. In Berlin alone, tabloids and dailies both had a
readership of around 1 million at the end of the 1920s. Over the course of the last quarter
of the nineteenth century, mass-circulation dailies and illustrated magazines substantially

75 Reinhard Fark, Die Missachtete Botschaft: Publizistische Aspekte des Jazz im
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Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung 1 (1926): 25.
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shifted the content and purpose of print culture, challenging the hegemony of the
educated middle class’s (Bildungsbürgertum) agenda of education and edification by
catering to popular pleasure and entertainment. Unlike radio and the gramophone, print
had a genuinely “mass audience” by the 1920s. This is clearly visible in the press’s
fragmentation—specific papers addressed specific local social and confessional
milieus—but it was perhaps nowhere more evident than in the emergence of the
Generalanzeiger, a format that attempted to reach the widest possible audience by
downplaying politics and elevating entertainment.78 Reading the paper was something of
an “addiction” for Germans of this period. A textual opiate, it altered its users’
consciousness and provoked its own sort of dream world. The press mediated urbanites’
experience of the city’s boulevards and byways, its character and its events. It formed a
“word city” which organized and constructed the material city’s flux and transience.79
Yet newspapers were only one part of Weimar’s culture of visuality and
textuality. During the Republic, emphases on image and vision exploded across multiple
urban mediums, from architecture to the female body.80 As a visual and textual
phenomenon, jazz also appeared in other forms. The 1920s hosted a virtual cult of
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advertising and those who did not meet jazz within a newspaper or journal could also
encounter it on the street in display windows or on display boxes and self-lit advertising
columns (Litfasssäulen).81 In order to hype major concerts, promoters often spread text
and image through city streets. A 1931 photograph, for example, shows a poster
illustrated with the laughing faces of one of the quintessential German jazz and Schlager
groups, the Comedian Harmonists, on a Kassel Litfass.82 As images of the saxophonist
and bandleader Billy Bartholomew demonstrate, cafes, varieté and hotels advertised gigs
with standing billboards on the streets, posters on windows and texts and images pasted
onto their marquees and the walls above the venues’ entrances.83 Touring artists could
receive even more exposure. Jonathan Wipplinger notes that the advertising for the
concerts of the two major American jazz artists to appear in Germany during the 1920s
was extensive. Judging “from photographs the [Sam Wooding] band took of themselves
while in Berlin,” he claims, “there is…evidence to suggest that scattered through the city
were posters on kiosks and elsewhere announcing the troupe’s arrival.” Similarly, he
points out, “if one is to believe Albert Henschel, who reviewed [Paul] Whiteman in Das
Tagebuch, Berlin had been barraged with publicity in anticipation of Whiteman’s [1926]
arrival: ‘Placards screamed for weeks: King of Jazz! Jazz Symphony Orchestra!’”84

81 Ward, Weimar Surfaces, 92-101.
82 Brian Currid, A National Acoustics: Music and Mass Publicity in Weimar and Nazi
Germany (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006), 92.
83 H. J. P. Bergmeier and Rainer E. Lotz, Billy Bartholomew: Bio-Discography
(Menden: Der Jazzfreund, 1985), 57, 62-66.
84 Wipplinger, “The Jazz Republic,” 170, 187; Albert K. Henschel, “Paul Whiteman,”
Die Weltbühne (July 13, 1926): 74, as cited by Wipplinger, “Jazz Republic,” 187. For a
photo of two members of Wooding’s band in front of a Litfass advertisement, see
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Advertisements employing jazz could appear in less obvious places as well. An image of
Louis Douglas, an African American dancer who appeared both with Josephine Baker’s
Revue Nègre and in his own revues in Germany, was used on cards distributed in packs
of Eckstein cigarettes.85 In sum, considerably more Germans will have seen these leaflets
and ads than attended the concerts.

3.

But what does it mean for music to be primarily communicated through optical
media? Does it simply become like any other thing in a newspaper? It seems overly hasty
to assume so. It is remarkable that the press largely omitted talking about jazz in terms of
music and treated it as a vessel for other concerns, whether it be as a symbol of the
rationalization of modern life or as a descriptive decal in a story about an event in the life
of an actress.86 Despite this, jazz was never able to discard sound or aurality completely.
Visual and textual communication of jazz was diverse; a drawing of a jazz band worked
differently than a musicological essay. Both, however, are representations of sound
events or index music. The understanding that jazz was linked to music and sound—
despite its silence—could not but have persisted; it remained a phantom presence behind
the perceptual limitations of such visualizations. During its first decade in Germany, jazz

Heinrichs, “Blackness in Weimar,” Fig. 1.12.
85 Rainer E. Lotz, Black People: Entertainers of African Descent in Europe and
Germany (Bonn: Birgit Lotz Verlag, 1997), 332.
86 Fark, Die Missachtete Botschaft, 214.
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was a synaesthetic object—it appealed to the senses in a way that was neither exclusively
visual nor acoustic but somewhere in between. It seems possible, indeed, that Weimar
Germans could have read newspaper articles—many people’s main or only source for
jazz—as a type of visual music. This is not to say that all, or even most, Weimar
Germans saw sound on the pages of the Frankfurter Zeitung, but that a public
increasingly in contact and formed by a mass media which was predominantly visual
could read with perceptual slippage.
Don Ihde has argued that the phenomenology of listening includes what he calls
the “auditory imagination”: fantasized sounds created in the mind of a subject.87 Using
this concept, we might ask which sounds Germans imagined in response to textual
stimuli. What would a reader hear, for example, in the Alice Gerstel’s 1921 article “Jazz
band”?
A Negro sits behind the mystical instrument. It is a drum with trumpets,
tambourines, bells, blocks, and straps attached like small but essential ornaments
on the façade of a bank building. The Negro, half slave driver, half juggler, holds
two sticks in his hands. He beats them on the blocks. Sometimes it sounds like he
is pounding nails into a coffin, then again as if his knife slipped while he was
slicing salami. His thick lips press on the mouth of the trumpet; in his eyes he
holds a sly and melancholy smile, meanwhile there is a drum roll, a blow on the
tambourine, a stroke on the bell. Next to him a pale adventurer strums chords on a
Balalaika—the sound as monotonous as a debate in Parliament—and the violinist,
the third in the devilish trio, occupies no fixed place but skips, fiddle under his
chin, among the skipping couples, and plays sweet cantilenas for the ladies and
rakish trills under their skirts. The dancing couples are under the spell of these
rhythms, these colors and sounds, to which an English or German text can be
nothing but a makeshift substitute for some sort of Dadaist, exotic howl and

87 Don Ihde, “Auditory Imagination,” in The Auditory Culture Reader, ed. Michael Bull
and Les Back (Oxford: Berg, 2003).
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stammer. They slip in the wildest gyrations over the polished floor with a
precision that suggests ultimately nothing other than a well-oiled automaton.88
Or in this paragraph from Kurt Tucholsky’s piece “The New Troubadours”?
Therefore it is not right that the excellent jazz band which just visited Berlin
draped themselves in Tünnes costumes. The people should work in plainclothes.
They work: what they make is the starkest opposite of Romanticism. They
accompany the everyday…. Their music clatters in the same beat as the
typewriters which the audience left behind two hours before, its song is the
rhythmized scream of the boss, and its dance is around the golden calf. The jazz
band is the extension of business by other means.89
The texts touch on a number of discursively rich subjects: black bodies and black rhythm,
drums, slavery, death, Dada, democratic debate, wild dancing, primitivity, automatons,
factories and offices. There was a near-obsessive quality to Weimar discussions on these
topics—especially on blackness and industrial civilization—and material surrounding
them abounded.90 For those viewing such articles without an acoustic reference, the texts

88 Alice Gerstel, “Jazzband,” Die Aktion 12, no. 4-5 (February 4, 1922), 90-91, reprinted
as “Jazz Band,” in The Weimar Republic Sourcebook, ed. Edward Dimendberg, Anton
Kaes and Martin Jay (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 554-555.
89 Peter Panter, “Die Neuen Troubadoure,” Die Weltbühne (March 24, 1921): 342-343.
90 The literature exploring these extensive discourses on blackness is rich and wellestablished. During the late nineteenth century, German citizenship became increasingly
racialized after Germany colonized Africa and with the rise of biological racism and
Social Darwinism. Within colonial and scientific racist discourse, Europeans and
Africans, whites and blacks, were constructed as inherently different. Europeans were
identified as naturally superior, more intellectually gifted and bearers of civilization;
Africans and their descendents, on the other hand, were characterized as primitive,
intellectually stunted and uncivilized. The occupation of the Rheinland by French
colonial troops in 1919 and the subsequent media campaign against the “Schwarze
Schmach” exacerbated fears of racial mixing and dispersed pre-war tropes of racial
difference widely throughout the German public. See especially Fatima El-Tayeb,
“Dangerous Liasons: Race, Nation, and German Identity” and Tina Campt, “Converging
specters of an Other Within: Race and Gender in pre-1945 Afro-German History,” in Not
So Plain as Black and White: Afro-German Culture and History, 1890-2000, ed. Patricia
Mazón and Reinhild Steingröver (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2005). For
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themselves might speak or effect sound in the heads of their readers. Weimar German
audiences could conjure up a range of associations from the rich web of meanings
surrounding these articles to imagine sound: African drumming, exotic music, the noise
of machinery, the cacophony of city life, “primitive” cries and so on. Moreover, this type
of reading/hearing could even be encouraged by certain elements of text itself—the
counterpoint of black text on white paper, the melodic contours of the rise and fall of
words, the rhythm and timbre of the reader’s inner voice.
What would readers of the illustrated magazine Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung hear
when they saw its 1923 photographic “parody of a jazz-band”?91

more work on discourses of blackness during the pre-Weimar period and their connection
to the visual mass media, see Volker Langbehn, ed., German Colonialism, Visual
Culture, and Modern Memory (New York: Routledge, 2010). For work on the
widespread connection between jazz, blackness and mechanical civilization in Weimar,
see Wipplinger, “The Jazz Republic”; Susan Cook, “Jazz as Deliverance”; Jed Rasula,
“Jazz as Decal for the European Avant-garde,” in Blackening Europe: The African
American Presence, ed. Heike Raphael-Hernandez (New York: Routledge, 2004); Marc
Weiner, “Urwaldmusik and the Borders of German Identity: Jazz in Literature of the
Weimar,” The German Quarterly 64, no. 4 (1991); and Rippey, “Rationalisation, Race,
and the Weimar Response to Jazz.”
91 Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung 24 (June 17, 1923): 468.
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Figure 1: Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung 24 (June 17, 1923): 468.

The group portrayed in the photo—which appears to be a clay model of a drummer and
two banjo players—is highly racialized and clearly meant to embody something radically
foreign to its German viewers. The members grin widely with gapped-teeth and their eyes
look alternatingly naïve, wild and sinister. They are dressed outlandishly: tuxedo tops,
wide-legged pants and oversized, clownish shoes. They all have off-colored patches
surrounding their mouths and the banjoists’ ears are rounded and without lobes, visually
linking them and their music to chimpanzees.
The images of the musicians, above all, utilize the visual language of American
minstrelsy. Minstrel images attempted fundamentally to denigrate African Americans and
justify a white supremacist cultural-political-legal order. Repeatedly portrayed as
unsophisticated, foolish, dangerous and happily content with or, later, nostalgic for the
North American slave system, African Americans became images of drastic alterity to an
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idealized whiteness and what Anglo-Americans believed to be their own attributes—
rationality, culture, sophistication and civilization.92
Such imagery would have been familiar to most Germans, for they had been
extraordinarily common in German product advertising since the late nineteenth century.
German advertisers had used colonial images of “primitive” Africans to sell a variety of
products—from tobacco to soap—for more than half a century, forming a “consumer
imaginary” which helped create a hegemonic vision of racial difference.93 In the middle
of the first decade of the twentieth century, starkly racialized representations “spread to
become a broader, almost codified strategy of depiction throughout German consumer
visuality.”94 These racialized elements borrowed extensively from the American minstrel
show and blackface iconography: oversized white lips, aberrant noses and banjos. Such
images were then transferred to depictions of German colonial subjects, tightly drawing
together Africans and African Americans in their “savagery” and “primitivity.”95
This “consumer imaginary” provided an extensive supply of meanings,
associations and supplemental images for BIZ readers. When viewing the photo of the
three jazz musicians, they could utilize this primitivist storehouse—along with the larger

92 David R. Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the American
Working Class (London: Verso, 2007), 115-131; Eric Lott, Love and Theft: Blackface
Minstrelsy and the American Working Class (New York: Oxford Univerisity Press,
1993).
93 David Ciarlo, Advertising Empire: Race and Visual Culture in Imperial Germany
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2011), 20-21.
94 Ibid., 215.
95 Ibid,, 213-258.
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discourse on blackness and mechanical civilization—to imagine accompanying sounds:
the rustle of jungle vegetation, the growling or barking of animals, the thump of drum
playing, the distorted plucking of an unfamiliar stringed instrument or any number of
other exotic or foreign sounds.
This process was probably quite individualized and subjective. Specific images
could prompt unique sounds for each viewer and, moreover, images and sounds could
suggest other image-sounds according to personal logic or memory. Images could lead to
memories and memories to images and sounds, cascading into long, individual
concatenations. This BIZ photo, although it stands alone thematically, is positioned next
to an article on Upton Sinclair and three photos: a stage shot of two performers from a
Leipzig performance of Georg Kaiser’s play “Jungfrau von Orleans,” the profile of
Sinclair and a portrait of the conductor Otto Klemperer. Other press items on jazz,
however, might themselves utilize photographs, drawings and text. In both these cases,
each component could issue its own chain of associations and sounds and combine into a
rich polyphony of synaesthesia.
The picture, above all, prompts noise. Noise, according to Jacques Attali, is the
acoustic Other, sound which lies outside our sonic order. This sonic order—constituted
especially by music—also simultaneously reflects and creates a larger social, political,
economic and cultural order.96 Attempting to visually depict figures far beyond the
cultural pale, the BIZ photo asks for sounds outside the viewer’s normal system of

96 Jacques Attali, Noise: The Political Economy of Music, trans. Brian Massumi
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006).
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musical meaning. It invites figures which would not make sense in the German musical
soundscape: noises antithetical to chorale music, church music, the street organ, worker
songs, art music and folk songs. What a reader might hear would thus be an aural
imagining of non-meaning.
A number of articles make such cacophony-creation explicit.97 The opening
sentence to the 1921 BIZ article “Yazz-band und Jimmy” (Jazz-band and Shimmy)
declares that the “esprit of the yazz-group is the execution of deafening noise.”98
Similarly, while describing the ensemble composition of a jazz band in his piece “Jazzband” for the Weltbühne, Hans Siemsen noted that “there is a piano, there is certainly
also a violin, there perhaps also a bass, but there is above all bassoon and clarinet and
cymbals and triangle and drums, or banjo and harmonica and a whole series of nameless,
highly fantastic instruments which all are capable not of making music but more so a type
of musical noise.”99 Paul Bernhard called jazz musicians “noise specialists” and argued
that the “jazz band received its un-European, grotesque and noisy character through the
introduction of the saxophone.”100

97 For a larger discussion of jazz and noise during Weimar, see Jonathan Wipplinger,
“The Aural Shock of Modernity: Weimar’s Experience of Jazz,” The Germanic Review:
Literature, Culture, Theory 82, no. 4 (2007): 299-320.
98 “Yazz-band und Jimmy,” Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung 9 (February 27, 1921): 116.
99 Hans Siemsen, “Jazz-band,” Die Weltbühne (March 10, 1921): 287.
100 Bernhard, “The German Side of Jazz,” 582, 583.
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4.

For the minority who could listen to or play it, the sound of jazz itself moved
towards the visual. Jazz-as-sound had its own elements of synaesthesia. Early German
jazz bands—groups which dedicated themselves more or less exclusively to a “jazz”
repertoire—performed a music deeply shaped by an effort to translate visuality and text
into sound and to evoke visuality in their listeners’ heads.
The instrumentation and music of German jazz bands shifted over the course of
the Republic. The initial stage of German jazz, roughly 1918 to 1923, was characterized
by intense flights of fancy and a primitivist obsession with excessive rhythm. The music
of this period, which Bernd Hoffmann has called the “grotesque jazz-band phase,” drew
its effect from the drummer, who was often portrayed as buffoonish. Such ridiculousness
extended to the percussionist’s arsenal, which could reach outlandish extremes: not just
drums, but also bells, alarm pistols (Schreckschusspistolen), tin cans and wooden
blocks.101 Departing from a tradition which emphasized a different hierarchy of beat and
sense of musical time, these musicians “compensated for their lack of inner feeling for a
secure pulse with excessive noise, mistaking the drum set for the preeminent jazz tool

101 Bernd Hoffmann, “Alpftraum der Freiheit oder: Die Zeitfrage ‘Jazz,’” in “Es liegt in
der Luft was Idiotisches…”: Populäre Musik der Zeit Weimarer Republik, ed. Helmut
Rösing (Baden-Baden: CODA-Musikservice, 1995).
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and loudly expressed Rhythmus for its quintessence.” Identifying jazz as noise prompted
many to believe that the drum set itself was “a jazz.”102
This focus on the drums is clear in an account of the “dance craze” in the 1921
compendium Jazz und Shimmy. Recounting the first few years of its reception, F.W.
Koebner recalled that American syncopated music did not initially catch hold of the
German public. Germans only began to take up the dance with enthusiasm after a great
number of foreigners showed excitement for the music. German Café-Orchestras quickly
attempted to adapt and take advantage of the fad: they added “a cigar box, a beater
[Klopfer] and two pot lids and called themselves a ‘jazz band.’”103 In a later chapter of
the book, “Jazz Band,” a photograph clownishly depicts a drummer: he is adorned with a
monocle and feathered mustache, but is nevertheless identified as “the most important
person in the jazz band.”104
German jazz musicians of this period were not simply lackadaisical or flippant.
Live and recorded sources for their craft were practically unavailable until after the end
of the hyperinflation in late 1923. The musicians who famously planted the seeds of
Europe’s fascination with jazz in the late teens and early twenties—namely James Reese
Europe, Sidney Bechet, Mitchell’s Jazz Kings and the Original Dixieland Jazz Band—
avoided Germany due, first, to its adversarial position during the war and, second, to its

102 Michael H. Kater, Different Drummers: Jazz in the Culture of Nazi Germany
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 14.
103 Franz Wolfgang Koebner, Jazz und Shimmy. Brevier der neuesten Tänze (Berlin: Dr.
Eysler & Co., 1921), 3-4.
104 Ibid., 109.
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precarious financial condition following it. The London recording of the Original
Dixieland Jazz Band, the first jazz band to put its music to wax and the origin of the
concurrent American jazz craze, could not be bought in Germany until after 1923 and
recordings pressed in the U.S. were not available until the German-American matrixexchange program began in 1926.105
This is not to say that the Weimar interpretation of jazz was entirely a product of
its musicians’ imagination. Printed versions of ragtime pieces, “coon” songs and Cake
Walks were available before the outbreak of the First World War and probably informed
the techniques of postwar players.106 This does not, however, explain the German
equation of “jazz” with the drums and percussive noise. Drums did not record well before
electrical sound reproduction (before 1925) and were absent in both American and
German recordings of ragtime, cakewalks and early jazz. Furthermore, sheet music for

105 Frank Tirro, “Jazz Leaves Home: The Dissemination of ‘Hot’ Music to Central
Europe,” in Jazz and the Germans: Essays on the Influence of “Hot” American Idioms on
20th-Century German Music, ed. Michael J. Budds (Hildsdale, NY: Pendragon Press,
2002), 77-78. J. Bradford Robinson, “Jazz Reception in Weimar Germany: In Search of a
Shimmy Figure,” in Music and Performance during the Weimar Republic, ed. Bryan
Gilliam (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 116.
106 Fred Ritzel, “Synkopen-Tänze: Über importe populäre Musik aus Amerika in der
Zeit vor dem Ersten Weltkrieg,” in Schund und Schönheit: Populäre Kultur um 1900, ed.
Wolfgang Kaschuba and Kaspar Maase (Köln: Böhlau, 2001). Astrid Kusser shows that
the cakewalk was also deeply embedded in turn-of-the-century travel and colonial visual
culture and prominently portrayed in postcards. Astrid Kusser, “Cakewalking the
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Memory, ed. Volker M. Langbehn (New York: Routledge, 2010).
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dance tunes in the early 1920s was written for the piano; arrangements for the drums,
along with all the other instruments, were absent.107
It is more likely that cultural notions of race provided the most significant
jumping off point for jazz practice. Drawing on an expansive background of colonial
literature, advertising, racialist anthropology, ethnographic exhibitions and the
primitivism of Expressionism, German musicians acted out what they believed to be the
musical embodiment of blackness: frenetic drumming.108 In this sense, the sounds
produced by the earliest German jazz musicians were also primarily textual and visual in
origin. They attempted to give sonic meaning to a type of difference that began with the
eyes: skin color. Thus, the sound of jazz was also meant to have a visual component; it
synaesthetically channeled and communicated racial pigmentation.

107 Robinson, “Jazz Reception,” 120.
108 Cf. E. M. von Hornbostel, “African Negro Music,” Africa: Journal of the
International African Institute 1, no. 1 (1928). Von Hornbostel, one of the founders of
Comparative Musicology, argued that “African rhythm is ultimately founded on
drumming…what really matters is the act of beating; and only from this point can
African rhythms be understood….This implies an essential contrast between our
rhythmic conception and the Africans; we proceed from hearing, they from motion.”
Hornbostel, “African Negro Music,” 52-3. Hornbostel, however, did not see jazz as
purely African, but a hybrid of different African and European racial musical traits. See
Wipplinger, “Jazz Republic,” Chapter 1. Similarly, the Austrian music critic Richard
Wallaschek associated drums and percussion with primitivism, arguing that “the drum is
the most important and widely spread instrument of the savage races.” Richard
Wallaschek, Primitive Music: An Inquiry into the Origin and Development of Music,
Songs, Instruments, Dances, and Pantomines of Savage Races (London: Longmans,
Green and C., 1893), 108. Florian Carl notes that some of the most influential sources for
German discourse on African music, late nineteenth century travel writers, mentioned
Africans’ “drum language” time and time again. Florian Carl, Was bedeutet uns Afrika:
Zur Darstellung afrikanischer Musik im deutschsprachigen Diskurs des 19. und frühen
20. Jahrhunderts (Münster: Lit, 2004), 31.
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Two drawings in Jazz und Shimmy illustrate this connection. Both images are in
the chapter which seeks to describe and define “jazz.” The first, placed above the
chapter’s title, depicts an all-black jazz band: a quintet with drums, banjo, saxophone,
bowed bass and piano. The figures sprawl across the page, apparently uninterested or
inattentive to each other, seemingly unprofessional and undisciplined. The saxophonist
sits and stares away from the other musicians, the drummer gazes downward with his
legs spread wide and a banjoist slinks in the corner by the pianist. All around them are ad
hoc instruments to make percussion and noise: a clown horn, a pot, a crank siren and five
strings of sleigh bells.
Like the BIZ photo of the jazz trio, the images of the musicians are dependent on
the denigrating iconography of minstrelsy. The three visible faces all have broad, white
lips; the bassist has an apish, primitive look, while the banjo player squints in a semisinister manner. The saxophonist looks like a clown, with wide eyes, a protruding, round
nose and an exaggerated backside (it isn’t entirely clear if it is due to his own body or to
the tails of his coat).
The second drawing shows the German “Scala jazz band,” presumably the house
band at the Scala casino in Berlin. Placed nine pages away from the drawing of the black
band, it clearly channels and feeds off the first image yet resituates it in a German,
modernist setting. Stylistically, it resembles Futurist paintings and drawings and
emphasizes movement through fragmented, overlapping objects and dynamic, angular
lines. It is clearly meant to show an elite venue. Men in formal attire dance with women
with bobbed haircuts and fur and a champagne bottle shoots its cork across the floor. A
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violinist stands on a single leg, a banjoist sits cross-legged on the piano and, as in the first
image, the pianist hunches over the keys. To the right, but at the center of the action of
the entire scene, is the drummer. He attacks his drums with wild abandon, beating one
floor tom rapidly with his shoe and the other with his drumstick. His left stick, held high
in the air, resembles a baton, as if he is conducting the band with his percussive license.
His companions all have obscured visages; with an open mouth, slanted eyebrows and
mustache, he literally bears the face of the band.

Figure 2: Koebner, Jazz und Shimmy, 7.
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Figure 3: ibid., 16.

The relationship between the drawings mimicked and helped construct the
relationship between perceived notions of blackness and early Weimar jazz performance.
In both relationships, the second is dependent on, and attempts to translate, the first. The
extreme attack and noise of German drummers was an attempt to synaesthetically
formulate and communicate contemporary notions of blackness through sound. The
image of “primitive” African Americans gives sustenance to the picture of the Scala
band; it is the German band’s indelible background. In the same manner, a patron of a
hotel or nightclub in Berlin or Hamburg was meant to imagine a similar image—i.e.
envision blackness—when they listened to a German jazz band throttle its percussion.109

109 Koebner, Jazz und Shimmy, 7, 16.
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The BIZ article “Yazz-band und Jimmy” also thematizes this connection. The
“deafening noise” which it argues to be the essence of the jazz band is clearly identified
as percussive. As in so many other contemporary depictions, the “yazz” band’s drummer
had a range of objects to hit and ring: “a large kettle drum, military drums, tambourines,
cow bells, a wooden box, huge brass cymbals and various tuned bells and shells.” Like
the Scala image’s visual description, the text characterizes the percussionist’s
performance as a symphony of loud, indiscriminate thrashing: his drumsticks “rage in an
insane fury over the drums and tambourines and wooden box and cow bells and brass
cymbals.”110
One of the three images which accompany this BIZ text helps flesh out the
meaning of such a performance and the assumptions which lay behind it. At first glance it
only seems loosely related to the subject of the text. It shows a troupe of men and women
dressed in grass skirts, headdresses and blackface; none of them carry instruments or
dance. Taken at a festival entitled “Superior People are like Savages,” the costumed
group acts out what they imagine to be black savagery, raising their arms and

110 Paul Bernhard also describes such “wild” drumming as a central part of a jazz band’s
performance. The drummer “unleashed a continual clatter, or our ears were greeted with
rhythmical hammer-beats from a single iron bar.” Conditioned by the noise of city life, he
claims, “people were apt to insist that the bass drummer, during his realistic reproduction
of pantry noises, should at least stand on his head now and then, and that the snare
drummer, as a true artist, should throw his sticks in the air, hit the bass kettledrum with
his foot and triangle with his head or hip, and ring a bunch of cowbells, all within a
hundredth of a second, while he still kept up a continual roll with his drum sticks.”
Bernhard, “The German Side of Jazz,” 582.
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scowling.111 The inclusion of the photo, however, draws a parallel between jazz
performance and blackface impersonations of indigenous Africans. Both were part of a
larger culture of primitivism and both involved white affectation of blackness. Wildly
playing drums was meant to have the same effect as donning burnt cork.112

Figure 4: “Yazz-band und Jimmy,” 116.

The connection between jazz performance and blackface is even more clearly
presented in an ad in BIZ a few years later. An advertisement for Electrola records, it
offered “the newest dance hits” played by “the most famous dance orchestras in the
world: Marek Weber, Jack Hylton and Paul Whiteman.” The bands were national

111 It is poignant that the representations taken up in the photo are distinctly gendered. It
is only the men who wear blackface and act “savagely.” The women in the photo,
although they wear similar costumes to the men, smile and remain “white.”
112 “Yazz-band und Jimmy,” 116.
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representatives of a newly forming international mainstream—Weber was German,
Hylton English and Whiteman American—and their orchestras were exclusively white.
The ad reminds the viewer that, despite the groups’ whiteness, the pleasures of the music
were still deeply intertwined in its supposed blackness and the groups’ imitation and
representation of blackness. Above the text, two busts lean against one another. Their
faces peer out in blackface and they look towards the viewer with googly eyes and
crooked, white lips. Their checkered two-tone jackets, joining the two figures in a single
body, are projections of the coexistence of the musicians’ “white” racial identity and
“black” racial performance.

Figure 5: Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung 45 (November 4, 1928),
1926.
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Finally, there was another important source of sensory accompaniment to jazz
listening: the performance environment. The way the band looked and acted could
communicate information to supplement and inform listening. Advertising and souvenir
photos of bands from the 1920s shows that groups often, if not exclusively, wore tuxedos
and often reminded their listeners of “blackness” of their music by painting pictures of
African Americans on the front of their bass drum. 113 The material background to a
performance—whether it be the decorated set of Josephine Baker’s La Revue Nègre or
the elaborate ornament surrounding a hotel stage—offered its own implications and
provocations. Moreover, some listeners would also be quite cognizant of a more intimate
and close form of sensation: touch. Dancers would be aware of the feel of another’s hand
and back or shoulder, other bodies bumping against oneself and/or the movement of
one’s own legs and torso with the sound of the music. Dancing bodies, indeed, involved
their own form of listening.

5.

The arrival of American musicians beginning in late 1923 initiated a break in
German jazz form and ensemble composition. Entertainment musicians stopped playing
with the rhythmic extremes that characterized the “grotesque” phase and moved toward a

113 See the photographs of Weimar jazz bands in Rainer Lotz, Hot Dance Bands in
Germany: A Photo Album, Vol. 2, The 1920s (Menden: Jazzfreund, 1982), 8, 14.
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more refined style that emphasized recognizable “European” elements. This change could
be seen in the transformation of the Stehgeiger (Café violinist, literally “standing
violinist”) and leader of the salon orchestra into a “jazz band violinist” or saxophonist.
German groups began to imitate the string-heavy orchestration of Paul Whiteman’s
American band and, as their instrumentation changed, the timbral dominance of the
“African” drums became less important and the ‘European’ violin and saxophone became
central. Whiteman’s influence did not go unnoticed by contemporaries—between 1925
and 1930, all German jazz authors named Whiteman’s extended ensemble to be the
standard for German groups. Moreover, after Whiteman’s June 1926 “Symphonie Jazz”
concert in Berlin, German bandleaders quickly changed their names to include this more
sophisticated moniker. Berhard Ette’s “Jazz-Symphonie-Orchester,” for example, had 34
musicians, Hans Schindler’s 28 and Arthur Guttmann’s “UFA-Symphonie und JazzOrchester” 36.114
This period exhibits a shift in the sensory source of jazz. The wellspring of jazz
production (though not consumption) was no longer textual and visual, but aural. Sound
became the predominant model for making sound. The presence of American musicians
factored into this; so did jazz records by Americans, which became available for the first
time during the mid-1920s. After German and American companies concluded an
agreement for the exchange of matrixes, American 78s began to be imported. German
companies, however, also recorded touring and resident musicians like Sam Wooding or

114 Hoffmann, “Alptraum,” 71-73.
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Mike Danzi. Recordings by Americans could now provide instruction and guidance.
Matyas Seiber, the head of the controversial jazz program at the Frankfurt Hoch
Conservatory, for example, realized this potential and employed records as a pedagogical
tool in the classroom. Sound, not notes or photographs, became the ultimate standard.
After repeated practice of specific musical figures and rhythm, Seiber would gather his
pupils around a gramophone to verify what the students had played.115

Race—and the visual component of race—did not disappear. German jazz bands
simply shifted their music’s racial signifier from black to white. For some listeners,
however, blackness remained essential to the music. The presence of American musicians
in Germany provoked the creation of a new aesthetic and moral category within German
criticism: “jazz authenticity.” Many of those who commented on Sam Wooding’s
performance with the Chocolate Kiddies revue were deeply impressed by the band’s
originality, forcing them to rethink their understanding of this new mass music. Klaus
Pringsheim, for example, exclaimed: “We believed we knew their rhythm—no European
has it. From jazz bands in cabarets and varieté, we didn’t know it.”116 Wooding and Paul
Whiteman’s performances gave rise to a new critical discourse that differentiated
authentic from inauthentic jazz by reference to race. Wooding’s impressive appearance
contrasted sharply with Whiteman’s disappointing performance; many critics responded

115 Wipplinger, “Jazz Republic,” 303.
116 Klaus Pringsheim, “Chocolate Kiddies,” Das Tagebuch 6 (May 1925): 805. The
German original is quoted in Wipplinger, “Jazz Republic,” 183, note 69.
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by pegging the integrity of the music to the blackness of its performers.117 As the 1928
Electrola ad shows, however, this shift towards authenticity may have been occurring in
critical discourse but it was not necessarily registering in other, less elite sources.
Electrola still tried to sell Whiteman’s music by implying its blackness.

6.

The visual music of Weimar jazz was in continuity with, and a product of, a larger
transformation of music during the fifty or so years preceding it. Many scholars have
recognized the last three decades of the nineteenth century as a period in which the nature
of music, sound and listening shifted fundamentally. This radical reshaping is usually
attributed to the advent of sound reproduction: Edison’s phonograph began a process
which altered the ontological status of sound and music and revolutionized its
relationship to time and space. Sound, something previously experienced as intangible
and fleeting, suddenly became a material object that could be collected, transported,
stockpiled and sold.118 It became, in the words of Pierre Schafer, “acousmatic”—sound
was separated from its original source and moment of enunciation, creating “a distance,
both physical and psychic, between performer and audience that simply never existed

117 Wipplinger, “Jazz Republic,” 155-207.
118 Michael Chanan, Repeated Takes: A Short History of Recording and its Effects on
Music (London: Verso, 1995), 6-7.
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before.”119 These new qualities of phonography had a dramatic influence on subjectivity
and the sensorium; it effectively produced “a new status for hearing” and, since sound
“was removed from the body,” it became “a way to hear one’s own voice outside the
confines of presence.”120
Jonathan Sterne has challenged the technocentric cause-and-effect logic of this
story and insisted that, rather than fundamentally effecting change in listening and sound,
audio recording was itself the effect of a much larger cultural shift. Sound recording,
Sterne argues, was the consequence and fulfillment of nineteenth century practices and
discourses: physiology, otology, telegraphy and mediate auscultation. Even so, Sterne
recognizes the importance of sound reproduction and suggests that phonographs and
gramophones disseminated these techniques of listening much more widely. 121
This remaking of sound and music is an incredibly important one. At the same
time, the focus on audile technique and “schizophonia” has obscured another radical
transformation which music underwent during the nineteenth century.122 Students of the
late nineteenth century have recognized that the explosive dissemination of print and
visual culture dramatically shifted the nature of visual perception; scholars of visuality

119Ibid., 8, 18.
120 Douglas Kahn, Noise, Water, Meat: A History of Sound in the Arts (Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 1999), 7-8.
121 Sterne, Audible Past, 98-99.
122 For a discussion of schizophonia, see R. Murray Schafer, The Soundscape: Our
Sonic Environment and the Tuning of the World (Rochester,VT: Destiny Books, 1994),
90-91.
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and sound have not, however, observed the profound impact it also had on the perceptual
status of music.
Music has traditionally been privileged as essentially an object of sound, but if
treated as a historical perceptual phenomenon, it becomes clear that it is the site of
shifting sensory balancing, competition and collaboration. Richard Leppert has argued
that “the sight of music has always been central to music’s social meanings and
functions.”123 For those not visually handicapped, music has never been severed from
visuality—as the bodies of the musicians and the surroundings of the performance
attest—and it has been a textual and visual subject at least as long as there has been
written material on music, plastic arts which depicted it and musical notation.124
Analyzing music as a sensory event and cultural object that encompasses more than just
sound and listening allows us to examine the way that the different perceptual elements
of music related over time.
Music’s appearance as text and image was thus not new in the modern period.
Over the course of the nineteenth century, however, this phenomenon radically increased
as the number of music journals grew larger, photography and lithography expanded the
quantity and placement of visual representation and, especially, as mass newspapers

123 Richard Leppert and Steven Zank, “The Concert and the Virtuoso,” in Piano Roles:
Three Hundred Years of Life with the Piano, ed. James Parakilas (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1999), 255.
124 For the pioneering work on music and visual representation, see Richard Leppert,
Music and Image: Domesticity, Ideology and Socio-cultural Formation in EighteenthCentury England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988) and The Sight of
Sound.
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reached larger audiences beyond the educated middle classes.125 Weimar jazz was a
heightened continuation of this larger cultural-sensory process; the predominance of jazz
as a visual-textual entity was one of the apexes of the increasing appearance of musical
text and image and its growing independence from musical sound.126 Indeed, the advent
of African American music in Europe coincided with its intensification: the Fisk Jubilee
Singers arrived on the scene in Europe in the 1870s just as the appearance of visual and
textual music was undergoing rapid expansion and multiplication. From the outset,
African American music appeared independently of its performers on postcards, mass
circulation newspaper reviews, photographs and films, although, as a study of the music
press shows, its frequency in print increased substantially with jazz.127 Moreover, African
American music was racialized and its “otherness” was tied to its connection to the
biological, visible body.

125 Although journals which specialized in music had appeared in northern German
cities since 1722, German musical publications “developed in fits and starts” during the
eighteenth century. It was not until the turn of the nineteenth century that the Allgemeine
Musikalische Zeitung expanded the tiny readership of these papers to a larger literary
public. See Applegate, Bach in Berlin, 81-89. For examples of the explosive growth of
music in print during the second half of the nineteenth century, see Leon Botstein,
“Music and its Public: Habits of Listening and the Crisis of Musical Modernism in
Vienna, 1870-1914” (PhD diss, Harvard University, 1985), 863 and Meirion Hughes, The
English Musical Renaissance and the Press 1850-1914: Watchmen of Music (Aldershot,
England: Ashgate, 2002), 4.
126 As I have argued, this independence in appearance did not necessarily mean that
music stayed limited to one sense in reception.
127 For examples of press and visual material on pre-jazz African American music, see
the chapters on the Bohee Brothers, Belle Davis and the Black Troubadours in Lotz,
Black People. See also Kusser, “Cakewalking.” For the increased frequency of African
American music in the German music press with jazz, see the graphs in Hoffmann,
“Aspekte”: 217-221.
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At the same time, African American music was fashioned as a sonic-visual break,
as something removed from the contemporary European musical landscape. Synaesthetic
encounters with classical music were certainly just as possible in the late nineteenth
century as they were later with jazz in the 1920s, but the imagination of sound which
might occur with printed descriptions of a Brahms symphony would still place it in a
familiar “Western” soundscape. By the end of the nineteenth century, classical music was
particularly central to German national self-identification and the experience of being
German.128 This did not mean that Germans wholly identified with some sort of
monolithic Germanness within classical musical: recitals and orchestral concerts were
central to middle class self-identity and class associations could surely be read into such
performances. Even so, they were still understood as racially and culturally familiar, as
connected to, and part of a recognizable field of European sound and thus sonically
similar to workers’ choirs, church music or military bands. Reading about Beethoven or
Schumann would conjure up familiar sonic-musical events. African American music, on
the other hand, was commonly imagined as something outside of the European domain
and removed from the sonic-textual-visual network that connected the different strands of
German and European music. Thus, while African American music and jazz were
consonant with the larger manifestation of an independent music-as-a-visual-textualphenomenon in Europe, German visual-sonoric fantasies of cakewalks, ragtime and jazz
were still constructed as something quite different.

128 Applegate, Bach; Celia Applegate and Pamela Potter, eds., Music and German
National Identity (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2002).
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Chapter Two:
The Sound Age and the Dismemberment of Jazz,
1929-1945

Figure 6: The Entartete Musikaustellung in Düsseldorf, 1938.

The photograph above, taken at the “Degenerate Music Festival” in Düsseldorf in
1938, shows Nazi party members and women in uniform gazing at an image emblazed
with the word “jazz.” All eyes seem to be on the painting: four musicians perform, three
on instruments; the one at the center, flamboyantly dressed, bends his knees, raises his
arm, and grins. Half the band seems to be of color. Around the painting, “jazz rhythm” is
written on the wall and a long band of pure color runs above the crooked letters, breaking
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and changing directions suddenly behind the canvas. To the left and right are
photographs, two of individuals and one of a jazz ensemble.
The image depicts what the Nazi regime desired the German population to do: to
look and read jazz. As we’ve seen in the last chapter, this was not a new perceptual
situation. What was different, however, was that, outside of the exhibition hall, public
media was enveloped in sound. By 1938, German society was deeply entrenched in a
sonic age.
When jazz arrived in Germany in the late teens, it appeared in a media landscape
dominated by text and image and became present, consequently, predominantly as textual
and visual phenomena. Jazz’s sound, for most continental Europeans, was largely
indeterminate. This all changed in the late 1920s with sound film. Although Germans had
been experimenting with the conjunction of recorded sound and the filmic image since
the turn of the century, sound film did not establish itself as a real contender to silent film
until 1928. After that, Tonfilm’s victory over Stummfilm was swift and complete. Within
a handful of years, the talkie became the only cinematic option.
Sound film altered the sensory regime of the media in Germany. With it,
electronic sound became a permanent part of public communication and culture. During
the 1930s, mass reproduced sound gained new significance as a means to shape the
senses, craft subjectivities, and produce cultural objects. Radio had existed in Germany
since the early 1920s, but, as we’ve seen, it remained in the hands of a limited few. As a
medium whose audience extended across social lines, sound film gave sound a powerful
new presence for a significant majority of the population for the first time. As the decade
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progressed, radio’s listenership also grew larger, until, by the end of the decade, most
German households owned a set. As huge numbers of Germans began to hear the same
thing for the first time, they increasingly shared a common aural foundation, making
sound a potent new perceptual tool.
Sound film also made jazz and popular music audible to most Germans for either
the first time or, at least, the first time consistently. Jazz now had determinate sonic
qualities, in addition to its media presence as a subject of text and image. How exactly
did these three media facets and languages of jazz go together? How could the abstract
language of musical sound be reconciled with the representations and concepualizations
of musical text and visuality? Between the three, how could it exist as stable object?
These questions would implicitly dominate the production and presence of jazz for the
next twenty years. Making sense of jazz meant making sense of the interrelationship of
jazz’s multiple parts. They were problems created by Germany’s new media sensory
regime.
The Nazis inherited this cultural-media landscape when they came to power in
1933. The political regime saw itself as a sound regime: it took the potential of sound
seriously and invested an enormous amount of faith in its efficacy to build consensus and
shape the new citizens of its racial state. This was most clear in Nazi attitudes towards
radio. Noting the shift in media and its profound impact, the Minister of Propganda,
Joseph Goebbels, argued that
radio will be for the twentieth century what the press was for the nineteenth
century…Its discovery and application are of truly revolutionary significance for
contemporary community life. Future generations may conclude that the radio has
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as great an intellectual and spiritual impact on the masses as the printing press had
before the beginning of the Reformation.129
Such power, he contended, came from radio’s ability to make a uniform sonic
mediascape. With radio, the same sounds and voices could reach “the entire nation,
regardless of class, standing, or religion.”130 To actualize the potential of pure sound,
however, it would have to reach more ears. The party’s goal, he asserted, was “to double
German radio listenership.”131
The Nazi mediascape would also take advantage of the individual perceptual
components of cultural objects within the new sensory regime initiated by sound film.
The conjunction of jazz’s sound, text, and image was still new and ambiguous. The
fragile bonds tying them together could be broken and re-arranged. Over the course of the
1930s and early 1940s, jazz’s perceptual parts would be dismembered and separated
within the media of the Third Reich. It underwent a sensory schism: its sound was
detached from its presence as text and image. The sounds of jazz, long established since
the 1920s through the early 1930s, continued and even proliferated under the aegis of the
regime. These sounds, however, were no longer tied to things written about jazz or its
representations. Its sound was unbound, then re-aligned. The previous sonic qualities of

129 Joseph Goebbels, “Der Rundfunk als achte Grossmacht,” Signale der neuen Zeit: 25
ausgewuhlte Reden von Dr. Joseph Goebbels (Munich: Zentralverlag der NSDAP, 1938).
First given as a speech on August 18th, 1933. Reprinted and translated as Joseph
Goebbels, “Radio as the Eighth Great Power,” in The Third Reich Sourcebook, ed. Anson
Rabinach and Sander L. Gilman (Berkeley: University of California Press, 20), 612.
130 Ibid., 614.
131 Ibid., 615.
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jazz—a 4/4 rhythm, its song structure, its instrumentation and tone colors—became
integrated into the modern racialized culture of Nazi Germany. It was attached to the
words and images of “modern German dance music.” At the same time, words and
images of “jazz” existed largely on their own in German media. Jazz transformed back
into a media object largely without sound, mute and vilified as the racially degenerate
product of African Americans and Jews.

1.

In 1929, the German film critic Rudolf Arnheim recorded his initial
discombobulation after seeing the Hollywood film The Singing Fool. The American
sound film, he argued, demonstrated that
people have not yet realized…that during an acoustical sequence no change of
perspective may occur: Al Jolson sings his love song in front of our eyes, and our
ears hear it, too, but in the middle of the verse the picture jumps to the girl to
whom the song is dedicated, and the melody is ripped from his mouth and left
floating in the dark void.132
According to Arnheim, the audio-visual composition of popular song was radically
disjointed in the world of sound film. Instead of union, the roaming eye of film broke
with the continuity of the singing voice. Sound film creates the presence of a subject and
then quickly dismembers it. Al Jolson is at first whole—a body and a voice—but

132 Rudolf Arnheim, “The Singing Fool (1929),” in Film Essays and Criticism, trans.
Brenda Benthien (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1997), 36-37.
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suddenly his voice is joined to another body. For Arnheim, the unity of perception is
broken: this new body rejects the voice and it becomes disembodied, its image negated.
Arnheim’s observations are more than just an argument about the merits of a
single Hollywood film. His articulate bewilderment bears witness to the radically new
language of sound film and they register the shifting perceptual terrain of popular culture
at the end of the 1920s. The appearance of The Singing Fool was, in fact, the definitive
turning point in Germany for sound film. Two years before, the film’s predecessor, The
Jazz Singer, which also starred the singer-actor Al Jolson, had wowed audiences in the
United States with its synchronized musical performances and its success convinced the
major Hollywood studios to begin the expensive shift towards talkies. Al Jolson was not
the first singing figure to appear on German screens, however, and the sound film was
not a simple cultural import. German film companies, in fact, had experimented with
sound production earlier in the decade but had little success. The Jazz Singer’s immense
international popularity persuaded them that the new medium had huge commercial
potential.133 German audiences would not hear Jolson’s melodramatic rendition of
“Mammy,” however, since a conflict between Hollywood and Tobis-Klangfilm, the
patent holder for sound film technology in Germany, prevented the sound version of The
Jazz Singer from appearing in German theaters. When it was shown in 1928, it was silent.
It was not until The Singing Fool was shown the following that German audiences heard

133 Sabine Hake, German National Cinema (Hoboken: Taylor and Francis, 2013), 55.
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Jolson’s voice. The effect of Jolson’s song was incredibly powerful and The Singing Fool
“marked the breakthrough of talking film on the German market.”134
Talkies showed how rapidly technological changes could shift the content and
form of popular entertainment. Silent film, which had slowly developed through
experimentation and debate over the previous three decades, suddenly became obsolete
and commercially irrelevant by 1931. In 1932, German film companies ceased making
them altogether.135
For most Germans, this was their first, or first sustained, experience with
electronic sound. Jolson’s singing initiated a major transformation in the perception of
jazz in Germany. In the years after The Singing Fool, the majority of Germans began to
have auditory contact with jazz and popular music for the first time. As we’ve seen, only
privileged Germans could afford to buy gramophones or a radio set during the 1920s.
Sound film brought recorded sound and the sound of jazz to a vast new audience: during
the first year that sound films were shown, at least 328,300,000 tickets were sold, as
compared to the 2,843,000 registered radio sets.136 Over the course of the 1930s, in fact,
the cinema’s audience got larger. With the onset of the Great Depression, attendance
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rates did drop. Even at its lowest point—between 1932 and 1933—however, the audience
still remained vast. At its Depression-era nadir, Germans still made 238,400,000 trips to
the cinema. Amongst these audiences were the unemployed, who continued to go the
cinema during inexpensive matinees. For some, sound films were the first films they had
ever seen.137 After the most dire period of the Depression (1929-1932), more and more
Germans saw sound films and, over the course of the 1930s, “the sociological make-up of
cinema audiences was significantly expanding.” After 1932, the expansion of ticket sales
“reflected an increase above all among low-income households.”138
The sound film did not bring noise or music to film for the first time, however.
There was a large variety of sounds sporadically accompanying silent film in its first
three to four decades of existence. Before the invention of the Vitaphone, there were
commentators, sound effects, orchestras, and piano players.139 Silent film sound had been
incredibly localized and individualized, however. Performed live, each screening could
be altered or changed according to the accompanyist(s). Audiences did not generally
enjoy clean, synchronized soundtracks. The vast majority of films did not have composed
scores and the music presented were often ad hoc compilations of miscellaneous
material.140 Though the surviving evidence is sparse, the music performed seems to have
been primarily drawn from the nineteenth century salon, classical, and operatic canons
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(Weber, Verdi, Puccini, Tchaikovsky, Bizet) or from volumes of short music composed
specifically for film accompaniment, like Giussepe Becce’s multi-volume Kinothek.141
Moreover, the type of accompaniment—the style and instrumentation or the presence of
an accompanist at all—varied from cinema to cinema. There was a significant aural
difference between a film presented with a tinny piano at a small theater in a workingclass neighborhood and one with a full orchestra at a lavish cinema palace.142
Sound film brought mass-produced sound, speech, and music to the ears of a great
number of Germans for the first time. Mediated music, sound, and speech would, from
here on out, be a significant part of their perceptual world, guiding listening practices and
the aural components of subjectivity. Sound film ushered in a new sensory regime in the
media, closing in on and capturing a segment of the sensorium that had significantly
eluded media influence. Radio, which also found a home in the majority of German
households by the end of the decade, would expand such mediation, bringing new ways
of listening into private aural spaces as it multiplied the extent of such exposure (making
it possible to listen to broadcasts at any time one was home).
Sound film offered a mode of perception that linked sound and image in new
ways, presenting a new form of audio-vision. It was not simply the addition of sound to

Werner Loll, “Anmerkungen zur Geschichte und Praxis der Stummfilmmusik. Eine
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vision; in the “audio-visual combination…one perception influences the other and
transforms it. We never see the same thing when we also hear; we don’t hear the same
when we see as well.”143 Sound and vision in sound film are fundamentally involved in
what Michel Chion has called “synchresis”: “the spontaneous and irresistible weld
produced between an auditory phenomenon and visual phenomenon when they occur at
the same time.”144
Sound film also changed the general environment of cinemas. Silent film
audiences often shouted at or commented on the onscreen action. Sound, however,
brought a “dramatic reduction in audience participation” and, consequently, German
audiences fell silent. Since “there were no more captions allowing viewers to follow a
plot amidst noisy surroundings,…the very nature of film reception became more passive,
individualized, and disciplined.”145
The silence in the theater would have penetrated the conscious space of the
viewers/listeners as well and would have encouraged a more muted inner voice. Chion
argues that silent film was never silent, but “deaf.” “Deaf” film could suggest and evoke
sound. Like illustrated magazines and advertisements, the image of a string quartet or a
siren on a film screen could encourage audiences to imagine their own sonic
accompaniment.146 The synchronization of sound film silenced this audio imagination.
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Film now tied sound and image together in definite ways. One didn’t have overlapping,
fragmentary sound associations which could come and go quickly and bring in a host of
unpredictable elements. One now had a distinct sight and a distinct sound and their
relationship was more clearly (if not necessarily exclusively) set out by the film.
The appearance of jazz and pop music in sound film altered its perceptual
qualities in a dramatic way. For those who did not have audio contact with it in the
1920s, much of the way it sounded was imagined from images and text in magazines,
newspapers, and advertisements. The sound of the music was radically indefinite,
individual, and variegated. With sound film, the sight of jazz was now tied to specific,
mass-produced sounds. Instead of synaesthesia, jazz evoked intersensoriality.
Some German critics viewed and listened to the new synchronization of sound
film as a new level of realism. The year before he wrote about The Singing Fool, Rudolf
Arnheim reported his first experience with sound film as one of complete illusion (it may
have been a sound short):
When the photographed Paulie, with a casualness which we are surprised at first
to see in such a two-dimensional creation, opens his mouth to speak, nothing
disgraceful happens; he has his voice in the right place, and it obeys the slightest
twitch of his mouth. He stands before us now and talks, and in the face of this
miracle we turn naïve as a child. Weissberger the violinist steps back with a bow,
after performing a virtuoso piece before our very eyes and ears, and we break out
into spontaneous applause, thinking we see how pleased he looks—and then we
glance in fear and shame at our neighbor, but he has been applauding, too. The
impression that this is not a copy but a living being is completely compelling.147
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To Arnheim, the compelling nature of sound film was ultimately a danger. The addition
of sound obscured the film’s artiface. The eruption of synchronized sound eroded the
audience’s consciousness of its two-dimensionality—i.e. its obvious status as
representation—causing its spectators/listeners to lapse into childlike gullibility. This
realism, for many German critics, was not a advancement but a corruption of film.
Arnheim believed that this “burden of naturalism” destroyed the artistic integrity of film.
Silent film, he argued, had developed a sophisticated visual language within the filmic
medium; adding dialogue and music hindered film’s ability to utilize this language,
bringing it closer to theater, instead of advancing its inherent qualities. Silent film, for
example, “plays a superior game with realities in that it allows scenes whose contents are
disparate to blur together, sets contrasting courses of events against each other at the
speed of light, and unexpectedly changes perspectives and the sizes of objects.” The
realism achieved by sound made “things which were previously kept on the same footing
and which flowed together effortlessly by means of common visual characteristics,
despite all discrepancies in content, now stand, disjointed, next to each other.”148
Arnheim and other critics felt that sound was regressive and “feared a return to the
theatricality of the early film drama and a depletion of the visual field under the demands
of dramatic unity and narrative continuity.”149 The realism and naturalness of sound
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film’s song, like its dialogue, made it, in many critics’ eyes, closer to musical theater than
film.
Sound film also embedded jazz and popular music within the web of meaning
created by narrative film. A song often expressed a specific instance of dramatic action in
a film—a song about longing in a story of unrequited love—but it also brought a whole
range of inferences and associations to each musical tune from the surrounding story. A
song which spoke in general terms about emotions and situations directed those general
emotions and situations in a specific direction through its place within the film’s story.
One can see these features of popular-music-as-sound-film clearly in The Blue
Angel, perhaps the most totemic example of early German sound film and Weimar jazz.
Starring Marlene Dietrich and Emil Jannings and directed by Josef von Sternberg, the
1930 film narrates the downfall of Dr. Immanuel Rath, a professor at a small town
Gymnasium and a symbol of the values of the Bildungsbürgertum (educated middle
class). A curmudgeon figure of strict education and duty, Rath attempts to capture and
discipline three of his students, who frequent the after-hour cabaret shows at a local
Tingel-Tangel. Rath, however, becomes ensnared by the singer Lola Lola himself, falling
in love with her, marrying her, and, consequently, descending downward into humiliation
and ignominy. The professor’s unraveling is the film’s central feature. The novel on
which the film is based, Heinrich Mann’s Professor Unrat, is ultimately a story of
revenge and redemption: Rath corrupts his town through a casino after being rejected by
it, but is ultimately thwarted by one of his former students. Von Sternberg, however, was
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not interested in this oedipal story and instead focused on “the theme of the fallen
patriarch at the hands of the sexualized female.”150
Marlene Dietrich’s audio-visual musical performances are at the center of The
Blue Angel. For all their independent power, Dietrich’s songs do not stand alone and they
poignantly display the way that filmic pop music was embedded in diegesis. Indeed, it is
the song “Ich bin von Kopf bis Füss auf Liebe eingestellt” (“Falling in Love again”) that
provides the film’s narrative hinge. The song—or rather the Dietrich’s character Lola
Lola’s performance of it—plays a crucial role in Rath’s “moral” collapse and the
destruction of his masculine bourgeois autonomy. It is Lola’s musical flirting that
ultimately provokes Rath’s fall.
Returning to the Blue Angel to give back a pair of underwear that his student
placed in his pocket, the professor becomes involved in a brawl with a sailor as he
(anachronistically) attempts to protect Lola’s honor. Aggravated, he agrees to drink with
the club’s manager and a magician. His normally stodgy inhibitions lowered, he stumbles
into Lola’s song. She eyes him as she sings, directing the lyric’s profession of enrapture
to him. Rath, unfamiliar with the artifice and playful seduction of pop music
performance, swoons. It is the moment when the Professor is wooed, loses his head to the
enticements of jazz (and Lola), and begins his journey into perdition. The film structures
its material so that the audience’s perception of the song is encased in this larger narrative
arch.
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The song also exhibits the way that the perception of pop music through sound
film involved the intersensoriality of the ears and eyes. “Ich bin von Kopf…” is presented
as synchronized sound and image and its power, both within the film and to its spectators,
derives from this duality. We first hear the song and see Lola singing on stage, dressed in
a costume which displays her legs, garters, and frilled underwear. The film’s synchresis
ties together the sounds of a number of different instruments—a legato clarinet line, brass
chords, a banjo keeping 4/4 rhythm, and Dietrich’s voice—with the sight of Lola’s
sexualized body. But we don’t just see Dietrich’s legs; the film also cuts to her
environment, clients, and peers. The sound of the Weintraub Syncopators is also paired
with the dingy, crowded atmosphere of the Blue Angel and its assortment of sailors and
working class clients. This class contextualization was a visual correlate to a larger
argument about pop music. Music associated with modernity—whether it be jazz,
Schlager, or the “mechanical” music of radio and the gramophone—was coded as
working class, despite the fact that, throughout the 1920s, it was middle class and upper
class audiences who primarily had access to these sounds.151 Through its audio-visual
logic, the film also makes the racial associations of the music clear. After falling for Lola
through song, Rath awakes in Lola’s bed the next morning holding an “African”
doll/music box. The music doll symbolizes his dangerous entanglement in sexual
primitivity, loss of civilized self-control, and cultural miscegenation.

151 Ross, Media and the Making of Modern Germany, 44-57.
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The Blue Angel was not a small island of cinema, but part of a large, significant
body of music films (Musikfilme) from the 1930s. Indeed, one scholar has claimed that
“truly no other genre in German film history practiced as great a power of attraction on
its historical audience as the Musikfilm” and, during the interwar period, they reached “a
public in the millions.”152 Despite the significance of The Singing Fool as a marker of the
Tonfilm, sound film did not begin in 1929 in Germany. A number of diverse systems
experimented with sound-film synchronization and, between 1914 and 1929, two to three
sound films, on average, were made. The vast majority of these experiments were film
operas, operettas, singing films (Singfilme), song films (Gesangfilme), and musical
comedies.153 They remained a tiny fraction of German films, however. These
experimental sound films were not the only music films; before the late 1920s, there were
a host of silent music films based on musical theater.154
After the breakthrough of sound film in 1929, however, music and music films
became a central component of German cinema. Trying to capitalize on the novelty and
power of sound for most Germans, 90% of genre films used musical numbers between
1930 and 1932 and, between 1930 and 1935, music films constituted between 21 and
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31% of all films made in Germany.155 Like in the 1920s, pop music, dance music, and
Schlager were deeply, if loosely, associated with jazz in the early 1930s.156
Not all film music was pop music--there was also a large number of operas and
traditional operetta, especially the works of Franz Lehar (the most popular German
operetta composer of the late nineteenth century)—and music films were not the only
films fascinated by the power of synchretic music. Early American cartoons also hosted a
plethora of musical subjects. Chion argues that this is not surprising, for “it is entirely
logical that the new sound cinema would privilege the spectacle of a concert: nothing
seemed better suited to illustrate the law of synchronism than the visual display of
instrumental music, which is an exemplary case of the accumulations of perceptible
microactions and collisions, each liable to produce a distinct sound.”157
Indeed, sound film became “the most important medium of innovation for
Schlager in Germany during the thirties.” For much of the thirties, they were the most
available musical media and one prominent music scholar has argued that filmed pop
music was the reason why German film theaters saw record numbers of attendance
during the 1930s. Part of the pleasure and attraction of sound film was the new access
they provided to pop music stars and audio-visual acts which had previously only been
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performed in elite metropolitan venues. Now, thanks to the form of realism provided by
sound film, most Germans could marvel and partake in their sight and sound.158
The centrality of stars—Willy Fritsch, Lilian Harvey, Hans Albers, Zarah
Leander—to Musikfilme also had an important impact on the perception of pop music in
the 1930s. On the stage or in concert, the singer was the vehicle for the song, which was
always something performed and represented. His or her objective was to make the song
“alive.” Consequently, the song and its performance were two separate things. In film,
however, songs became so tied to a single singer that the two merged; performance and
the performed became a single thing. A tune in a film was no longer a single version of a
song amongst others, but the original thing itself. In sum, “Schlager received a face
through film, it was personalized and individualized.”159
Sound film, music film, and popular music were cornerstones of cultural
consumption in Germany during the 1930s. Jazz and popular music had been an
important part of commercial culture during the 1920s, but for most Germans it remained
something they encountered from visual and textual sources. The emergence of sound
film as a constitutive part of everyday cultural practice dramatically shifted the way that
most Germans perceived jazz and popular music: it now had an aural component for most
Germans. But it was not entirely sound and listening; pop music in sound film provided
both visual and acoustic material. The perception of jazz revolved around the way that
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these two phenomena interacted. For those with little experience with the pop sound, the
visual component may have been the dominant source, however, and provided a
significant amount of direction to song’s meaning.

2.

Film was not the only technology that engendered sound and brought listening
into the reach of media stimulation and influence. During the 1930s, radio became an
increasingly important device and a formative vehicle for pop music. This was in a large
part due to the fact that more and more Germans came into regular contact with and
owned a set. By the end of the 1930s, a majority of Germans had a radio at home: the
percentage of households in Germany which reported a set jumped from 19% in 1930 to
57% in 1939. At the same time, as the radio audience expanded during the 1930s, more
and more popular music was present on the airwaves.
New politically motivated receiver models and media programs helped promote
the expansion of radio into the lives of previously excluded social groups. Envisioning
radio as a central means to shape its citizens into a racially exclusive and unified
Volksgemeinschaft, the Nazi Minister of Propaganda Joseph Goebbels oversaw the
creation of the Volksempfänger (People’s Receiver) in 1933. At RM 76, the set did not
price out nearly as many Germans as had earlier radio sets. Over the course of the decade,
access to the airwaves became even cheaper. The state compelled the radio industry to
reduce the VE’s price to RM 59 in 1937 and, in 1938, the Deutscher Kleinempfänger
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(German Mini-Receiver) could be obtained for RM 35. Determined to speed up radio’s
penetration of German audio space, the Nazis also brought the sound of broadcasts into
public throughout the early 1930s. Those who didn’t own one might also be able to hear
the sound of Hitler’s voice or entertainment programs through outside speaker systems
set up in city squares, through the extensive travelling exhibitions which organized
displays and concerts all over the Reich, or on the factory floor in “Strength through Joy”
programs.160
The expanded ownership of radio would have been inconsequential to popular
music if the material that was broadcast had not also shifted. During the Weimar period,
the state and the Bildungsbürger in charge of its public institutions, regulation, and
programming envisioned it as a tool of cultural and civic enlightenment. In the eyes of
Weimar civil servants, radio would not follow the route of cinema, which they believed
was an incorrigible cultural product directed by crass commercial interest and lowbrow
mass taste. In contrast, radio would be a centralized media that promoted ennobling high
culture and politically untainted discourse. Public demand would not be the determinant
of content. German officials also defined their goals with an eye on the broadcasting
system in the United States. Due to the overwhelming dominance of advertising, stateside
radio was ruled by businesses and populism, they believed. In Germany, radio was
controlled by a director and “cultural advisory boards” and financed through registration
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fees. True to their conception, the music broadcast during its first years was
predominantly concert music.
As the airwaves developed, programming moved beyond the concert canon of
German masters (Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Schumann, etc). Subject matter still
remained elite, however. Stations aired a large helping of opera, theater, literature
readings (especially Schiller, Goethe, Hauptmann, Hoffmannsthal, and Schnitzler), and
literary and philosophical lectures. The dominance of intellectual material and elite
aesthetics did not please audiences and a steady stream of criticism and listener
complaints about programming slowly frustrated and wore down Weimar radio’s
intellectual mission. By the end of the decade, “light” music (operettas, arias, and folk
music) and some Schlager began to appear on the ether.161 Ultimately, this
acknowledgement of public taste was arranged so that it would not endanger the radio
authorities’ cultural mission. Most entertainment and popular music was broadcast in the
morning or in the early afternoon, when a significant portion of the idealized “male”
listenership was at work. Broadcasting was clearly gendered. Radio’s overseers allowed
Schlager at times when female middle class listeners were the prime audience. Prime
time—seven to eight in the morning, noon to one pm, and, most importantly, eight to ten
pm—was still reserved for “high brow” fare.162 Despite this cultural dismissal, such
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programming allowed women access to modern forms of perception and gave them a site
to project a public voice.163
During the 1930s, popular music became a more central part of radio
programming. After coming to power, the Nazi party at first utilized programming in a
simplistically instrumental way, filling broadcasts with extensive coverage of political
events, speeches, and multiple week cycles of Beethoven, Bach, Handel and Wagner. In
1935, however, the director of Reich broadcasting, Eugen Hadamovsky, spearheaded a
dramatic reorganization of radio content. Popular, “light” entertainment became a “key
priority” and, henceforth, there was “an unambiguous shift from the understanding of
radio as a ‘cultural factor’ towards a new emphasis on consumer wishes.” Lectures and
art music were reduced while variety shows and popular music—“the main beneficiary of
the programme reforms”—seized the time slot with the largest audience, 8-10 pm.164
With the onset of the war, light music and pop music garnered an even larger share of the
airwaves. Like film, radio entertainment music became an antidote to the emotional costs
of the war. The early 1940s, especially after the turn of the tide against Germany in late
1941, were “a kind of heyday for ‘popular radio’ in Germany”; “within a short period of
time the tenacious—if gradually eroding—pedagogical orientation of German radio was
quickly consigned to the margins.”165
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By the end of the 1930s, radio offered a rival perceptual object to the popular
music of sound film. It offered, above all, the possibility for jazz and popular music to be
predominantly about sound and listening. As we will, see radio was not always simply
about the acoustic; as in the 1920s, it could provoke complex experiences which went
beyond the sonic and incorporated other senses, even when radio only broadcast noise,
voice, and music. Even so, the aural became its primary, if not exclusive, means of
communication. This was itself something new for most Germans. Pop music was again
redefined in this new audio space.
Pop music’s new form was bound to radio’s unique perceptual characteristics. A
number of scholars have argued that radio’s special qualities lie in its ability to
disembody the voice, to remove sound from its original source. Pierre Schaeffer, the
radio engineer-turned-founder of musique concrete, argued that radio and other forms of
sound reproduction create conditions where one hears “an invisible voice,” “giv[ing]
back to the ear alone the entire responsibility of a perception that ordinarily rests on other
sensible witnesses.” He describes radio experience as “acousmatic”: “‘noise that one
hears without seeing what causes it.’”166 Others have termed this phenomenon of
separation “schizophonia.”167
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Radio scholar Susan Douglas has contended that this absence of visuality gives
radio its power and deeply binds listeners to the apparatus.168 One of the great educators
of the twentieth century, radio has taught audiences new ways to listen and provided
unique modes of subjectivity to those tuning in. This device, she contends, cultivated
relationships between inner selves and on-air voices and music, constructing new
imagined communities around entertainment programs and types of music. At the same
time, the diversity of programs and their forms of sonic address also “fostered people’s
tendency to feel fragmented into many selves, which were called forth in rapid
succession, or sometimes all at the same time.”169
The schizophonia of radio, Douglas contends, brought musical sound into contact
with an incredible range of people’s everyday lives. Musical sound became ubiquitious,
pervading the home (or any other place a receiver was set up) and all its activities. Such
presence gave musical sound new poignancy and importance. In such density, “music
played an enormous role in constituting people’s emotions, sense of time and place, sense
of history, and certainly their autobiographies.”170 Certain styles of music or programs
became embedded in the personal events surrounding them, providing triggers for

168 Susan J. Douglas, Listening In: Radio and the American Imagination (Minneapolis:
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memories or time periods. Such power made musical style a cultural battlefield, as public
authorities and audiences fought over which musical sounds should be present.171
Jonathan Sterne argues that the mode of perception used to listen to radio and
other forms of sound reproduction—the reception of just sound--was an extension of a
particular nineteenth century understanding of the senses and a skilled middle class
technique of listening. Working within a nineteenth century bourgeois habitus, skilled
middle class physicians using stethoscopes and sound telegraphy operators formed a
“distinctly modern set of practical orientations towards listening.” Sterne labels these
practices “audile technique.” Audile technique, “a relatively stable set of orientations
towards sound and listening,” had a number of key characteristics. In it, “the space
occupied by sounds becomes something to be formed, molded, oriented, and made useful
for the purposes of listening techniques” and “sounds also became meaningful precisely
for their sonic characteristics.” Sonic characteristics “become signs—they come to mean
certain things.”172
Although this orientation towards listening developed within middle class
occupations, sound reproduction popularized audile technique, spreading it far beyond its
nineteenth century class origins.173 From this perspective, the gramophone and radio did
not revolutionize hearing as is often supposed. They were not the cause but the effect of a
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new cultural understanding and practice of listening. It was this new private, meaningful
acoustic space and its accompanying aural hermeneutics that radio introduced to most
Germans during the 1930s. And it was within this space that most Germans listened to
popular music on the air, offering a strikingly different encounter with pop music than
sound film.
A number of contemporary Germans recognized and analyzed the new sonic
components of radio music. Two of the most perceptive, Theodor Adorno and Rudolf
Arnheim, were in similar situations when they wrote their central texts on radio. Both
Jewish, they had fled Germany after the rise of the Nazis. Arnheim finished his book
Radio while in Italy, before he immigrated to the United States. Adorno was allowed to
emigrate with the expressed purpose of thinking and writing about broadcasting: he
received his visa to work on Paul Lazarsfeld’s Princeton Radio Project. Adorno and
Arnheim both contended that radio radically altered auditory space and music. They also
both highlighted that radio was not purely sonic and that its aural reception was linked to
other perceptual factors.
In his essay “The Radio Symphony,” Adorno describes the way that radio’s
technological mediation alters the feel and presence of musical sound. Radio, he
contends, destroys the “sublimity of the symphony” experienced within the concert hall.
Within a hall, the openness and depth of the resonating space allows one to “enter”
music: “to listen to it not only as to something before one, but as something around one
as well, as a medium in which one ‘lives.’” Radio, he claims, destroys this sonic
envelopment. Speakers limited the dynamics of sound, muffling hi and low frequencies
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and muting the volume, and the cramped space of the home could not allow the sound of
music to project around the listener. Consequently, in a living room with a radio receiver,
“the sound is no longer “larger” than the individual.”174
For Adorno, the sonic capacity of music’s residence is crucial. Where one hears
something effects how one hears it. The progressive capability of music is itself disrupted
by the private surroundings of radio, he believed; radio isolates each listener, obscuring
the collective aspect present in a hall. Others engaged in the same activity no longer
surround the listener. Moreover, in private, music becomes just one more possession and
thing. At home, the symphony becomes ornamental, “a piece of furniture of the private
room.”
According to Adorno, the different rules of conduct involved in such spaces also
make an important difference. A radio listener can turn the dial or switch at any moment
and eliminate the music. A concert listener can only end the music suddenly by
disturbing others and drawing attention to oneself, something the vast majority of those
attending a symphony would be disinclined to do. Captive to a code of behavior, the
concertgoer “is forced, as it were, to obey [the symphony’s] laws.”175
Like Adorno, Rudolf Arnheim was at first pessimistic about the artistic potential
of radio. During the late 1920s and early 1930s, he became fascinated with its unique
possibilities, however, and in 1936 he wrote an extended analysis of the device: Radio.
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For Arnheim, radio, like music, is uniquely concerned with the aural: it “renounce[s] the
eye entirely and deal[s] exclusively with the ear.”176 His interest in the project, as he later
described it, was that, “as the countermedium to silent film, radio offered ways of
interpreting the world by sound alone.”177
For Arnheim, the effects of radio on music were tied to its ability to be an
exclusively aural medium. To understand radio music, one needed to grapple with what it
meant for it to be composed solely of sound. Thus, the book, which explores the various
techniques for producing work for the medium, is also a long meditation on listening,
sound, and the “imagery of the ear.”178
Arnheim argues that the attributes and objects of sound are so numerous and rich
that we can speak about “an acoustical world.”179 This world, he contends, is distinct
from the visual universe. Sounds can be characterized and distinguished by their pitch,
duration, intensity, and vocal character and these characteristics can tell us something
about the sounds’ surroundings: through them, we can determine distance and the quality
of their environment (what kind of space they are in: an empty room, outdoors, etc).
Radio, Arnheim believed, could compose cultural objects from this sound world.
In this acoustic universe, music could be seamlessly combined with the “extra-musical.”
By studiously observing the propensities of aural phenomena, radio could fuse “music,
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sound and speech into a single material.”180 Even more impressively, the exclusive
production of sound could enable forms of trans-subjectivity, he claimed. Radio plays
could unite the listener’s inner speech, the words on the air, and the play’s sounds into a
single plane. This ability to unify audience and program is the unique property of sound
art, which, by dispensing with the visual, can meld these disparate sounds through
“acoustic bridges.” Through radio, a subject’s inner voice touches and merges with
sounds emitted from the magic box: “the human being in the corporeal world talks with
disembodied spirits, music meets speech on equal terms.”181
Unlike Adorno, Arnheim believed that radio’s ability to remove sound from the
concert hall enhanced the musical experience. Concert settings produce perceptual
confusion and contradiction, he claimed. In a symphony hall, the audience cannot help
but watch the performing musicians. Their movements (or lack thereof), he argued,
contradict the sounds they create. Music is always active and developing; the musicians,
on the other hand, are primarily static. When they do move, individual performers
produce gestures that do not closely correspond to the sounds they create.182 The
geography of bodies and the spatial arrangements of voices within the music rarely make
sense together, heightening the confusion between the eyes and ears.
The “blind music” of the radio is the pinnacle of the form, Arnheim suggests, for
it offers a purely aural experience. Through radio, music “emerg[es] out of the empty
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void.” Sound is presence; those not playing disappear. The sensory world exists for the
perceiver as music:
thus the blind listener scales the heights with the melody, plunges into the depths,
is carried over the abyss in the bridge of the counter-movement; now he feels he
is in the thrilling, gripping region of power, now he is alone in the void with
whimpering cries. Now space is crowded with the most bewildering polyphony,
now everything moves in block formation; now space is torn by discord, by
simultaneous but unrelated sounds, but in the next moment this melts into an even
flow of harmony.183
Blind listening was not necessarily a common mode of listening to the radio, however,
but was its exceptional peak. According to Arnheim, it could occur only when a piece of
music was carefully recorded and composed in strict accordance to the principles of aural
art (i.e. where sound is sufficient on its own). If not adequately put together, such a selfsufficient acoustic world would not assert itself.
In cases where sound is not enough, Arnheim admits, listeners will supplement a
broadcast or piece of music with their own visual imagination. If not composed well, the
listener will be tempted to imagine what the performers look like, or, in a radio play or
news broadcast, envision the depicted scene. This, he contends, is the great challenge for
wireless in an age where visual media—print, film, lithography—were predominant: “the
preponderance of the visual over the aural in our life is so great that it is very difficult to
get used to considering the aural world as more than just a transition to the visual
world.”184
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Most German radio officials and artists in the twenties and early thirties saw
programming as a means to stimulate the visual imagination and constructed their
material accordingly, he contended. How widespread was this phenomenon? Very, he
surmised, for “the unusual situation of only hearing compels, at least first of all, the usual
experience of supplementing hearing by visual impressions.”185
At least two structural and cultural factors would have encouraged this type of
visual extra in jazz in Germany during the 1930s. Many or most of the new members of
the radio audience would have been part of the sensory milieu who had contact with jazz
in the 1920s primarily through visual and textual media. They would, therefore, already
be familiar with jazz as a synaesthetic object and this background might have encouraged
such acts of supplementation. The imagined sense would have been switched, however:
instead of reading jazz and fantasizing the sound, one would hear pop music and conjure
its image.
Moreover, a significant number of the hits played on the radio were also tunes and
recordings from music films. With the advent of the Great Depression and, later, the
Third Reich, there was a considerable consolidation of the media and many companies
had interests in both film and gramophone recordings, which supplied radio with an
immense amount of the music it broadcast.186 Film hits, during the thirties, were also
often radio hits and those hearing tunes over the wireless could easily recall the look of
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the actor singing, the immediate background surrounding him or her, and the situation in
which it was embedded.
In fact, listeners were never entirely blind.187 They could not see the performers—
making it an acousmatic music—but they could observe their own surroundings. Most
wireless listeners listened at home, imparting to the music the mood and atmosphere of
one’s household and, if listening or dancing with others, their company. It is possible,
however, that, while not excluding the sight of their surroundings, listeners striving for
blind listening could suspend its meaningful presence. A listener could tighten their focus
on the sounds emitted from the receiver while paying less attention to the sight of the
room or what was going on around them. For some, listening did not need to be primary.
Many did other things while the radio played—cook, clean, play games, or any other
variety of activities.188 And yet, radio did offer the possibility of a new type of popular
music listening—something which attuned itself primarily, if not exclusively, towards
attentive listening. Total blind listening was perhaps an unreachable ideal, but it does
capture a rather new form of pop music consumption and perception available through
radio.
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3.

The sensory transformations of the media sphere in the 1930s outlined above was,
of course, accompanied by a new political regime. When Hitler took power of the
Chancellorship in January 1933 and, soon after, the entire state apparatus, Germany’s
sensory regime had already shifted. Although radio was still not a medium of the
majority—listenership in 1933 remained at 25% of the population-–sound film had
already established the presence and potential power of electronic sound. As the quote by
Goebbels cited earlier indicates, the Nazi regime recognized and sought to marshal the
new resources and power of sound reproduction and transmission. Guided by Goebbels,
Nazi Germany embraced mediated sound and oversaw its blossoming. The Third Reich
reinforced, developed, and expanded the aural presence of media and it spearheaded the
expansion of the radio audience. By the end of the decade, more than half of German
households had access to the ether, making the aural experience of electric voices and
instruments a permanent part of the private life of most Germans for the first time.
The embrace of radio and its acousmatic sounds by the Nazis was part of a
larger utilization of the media and mass culture by the regime. As we saw above, the
social diversity of cinema audiences grew in the Third Reich and films during the war
drew unprecedented numbers of viewers.189 Never as anti-modern as historians once
characterized it, the Third Reich was, as one scholar has put it, the “modern era’s first
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blown media culture.”190 The regime consciously manufactured and crafted sights and
sounds, producing endless amounts of entertainment, high culture, “educational”
material, and public spectacles.
Media and media culture were a crucial elements of the Nazi Volksgemeinschaft,
the regime’s utopian social compact that promised to overcome traditional fractures and
divisions amongst Germans through racial belonging. Within such a simultaneously
inclusive and exclusive “people’s community,” “race was meant to supplant class as the
primary organizing principle in society, with a narrowing of existing social divisions and
a widening of the division between ‘healthy’, ‘Aryan’ ‘national comrades’ and those
‘elements which the Nazis designated as being racially inferior, ‘unfit’, or ‘alien.’”191 The
Volksgemeinschaft was never as successful as the Nazi state wished or claimed, however.
Class, religious, and regional divisions persisted and German society was filled with
varying degrees and gray zones of enthusiasm, apathy, consent, and resistance between
1933 and 1945.192
Despite this less than total uniformity, the greater part of the German population
participated in the National Socialist mission to revivify the nation and national life. Peter
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Fritzsche argues that National Socialism engendered a broad and compelling range of
avenues to participate in—and emotional mechanisms to identify with—the Nazi’s
“national revolution.” “The participation of broad sectors of German society in the Nazi
project created an array of complicit relationships” and “real limits to the success of the
Nazis should not obscure the dramatic political transformation they oversaw or the
loyalties they realigned in a short period,” he argues.193 The Nazis were able to garner
support over the 1930s because “millions of Germans consumed the images of national
unity” and “identified their own prospects for a better, richer life with the fortunes of the
new order.”194
This popular identification, he argues, was built through the idea of the
Volksgemeinschaft, a vision of national solidarity with roots in the nineteenth century but
most recently manifested in the immense, if brief, manifestation of cross-class
enthusiasm and collaboration at the beginning of World War I. Belief in national unity
“expressed the desires of millions of Germans who deplored the November Revolution of
1918 and who mistrusted the Weimar Republic”; at the same time, “it also appealed to
citizens frightened by the economic insecurity and political instability of the early
1930s.”195
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The consumption of images of national unity took place, above all, through the
mass media and within popular culture. National unity was not just created in images,
however, but in sounds as well—“radio and film repeatedly reproduced the collective
body of the German nation.”196 Films, newsreels, candlelight marches, and radio were
aligned to produce a mode through which one could experience oneself as part of a larger
racial lens: “the Third Reich was ‘movie made’ insofar as the Nazis wanted the German
people to comprehend events on the order of grand history by hearing broadcast on the
radio, seeing the reassembly of marchers on film, and taking photographs of their own
part in the making of the people’s community.”197 The simultaneous listening of huge
numbers of Germans to radio, in particular, could evoke a feeling of being “unter uns,”
amongst ourselves: listening to radio was hearing the sounds of the Volksgemeinschaft. It
was not just the perceptual qualities of media that helped undergird feelings of national
participation, however; common content also supported links and interrelationships.
Popular culture became a “common language of cultural belonging”—it “define[ed]
Germans to one another and mark[ed] them off from others…Germans became properly
German by consuming programs offered by the national media.”198
Recent studies of film and radio in the Third Reich have shown that these films
and radio programs were often heterogeneous and politically ambiguous. These media
objects were not simple cases of top-down propaganda, enforcing a single, blunt
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message. Enmeshed in networks of international consumer capitalism and the
conventions of popular genres, they offered many different spectatorial positions,
subjectivities, and forms of pleasures, many of which cut against national fantasies or
simple ideological meanings.199 Despite the subtle contradictions within the media
culture they produced, however, the Nazis still strove for a hegemonic common culture,
i.e. to make Germans feel “unter uns.” Consequently, within the Third Reich, there was a
“ubiquitous tension…between cultural forces productive of heterogeneity, contradiction
and difference, and the regime’s drive for ideological coherence achieved through the
fusion of all socio-cultural activity into the cohesive body of hierarchised, militarized and
racialized Volk.”200
Sound film also provided a means for National Socialists to take up and build on
the long established foundation of German national identity in music and language. Faced
with the absence of a nation-state before 1871, “German intellectuals since around 1800
had conceived of musical and linguistic dispositions as the nation’s most palpable
common ground.”201 The philosophers Johann Herder and Johann Fichte, along with a
host of writers after them, argued that the German language was a key element to national
belonging. Similarly, by the 1830s, music critics, amateur musicians, and audiences
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established the music of Bach and Beethoven and the musical practices of the concert
hall, the festival, and the home as central ways to experience and participate in the
German nation.202
The Third Reich embraced these traditions of national sonic belonging and
attempted to utilize them within the resources offered by sound film. “Reckon[ing] with
the sonic constructions of German nationhood during the nineteenth century,” Goebbels
attempted to shape German cinema “to offer audiovisual spaces in which the sounds of
German voices and musical traditions could integrate the viewer into the national
community.”203 Using “synchronized sound to regulate desire, discipline affect, and
shatter unwanted forms of solidarity,” Nazi film “recast cultural difference as
incompatible alterity.”204
Nazi media culture was also part of a larger promise of pleasure within the Third
Reich. Fantasy, alternative subjectivities, narrative tropes, and the enjoyment of the gaze
and the disembodied ear were elements within a larger attempt to emotionally tie
Germans to the state. As Goebbels and others recognized, catering to popular
expectations—providing enjoyment and entertainment as part of a comprehensive
welfare state—“promised far greater returns as a means of social stabilization and
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political acquiescence than outright repression or indoctrination.”205 Kraft durch Freude
offered vacations and tourism, ads and product literature offered sex, popular magazines
promised entertainment and self-improvement, and the war offered opportunities for
personal photography and the visual tourism of illustrated journals. Power and pleasure
were intricately intertwined in the Third Reich.206
Catering to popular expectations meant supporting established forms of
entertainment and cultural consumption. German popular music, however, had been
deeply connected to and associated with jazz, African Americans, Jewish Americans, and
Jewish Germans since the beginning of the Weimar Republic.207 Nazi cultural politics
was opposed to jazz, which was often included in the “cultural bolshevism” they swore to
eradicate. Alfred Rosenberg, the founder of the Nazi cultural organization Kampfbund für
deutsche Kultur, for example, asserted that jazz was part of a “Jewish-Negro plot” to
enfeeble the spiritual strength of Germany. Many like Rosenberg believed that Jews
cunningly used African Americans and their music to inject uncontrolled sexuality into
the public sphere, corrupting moral fortitude and weakening the racial strength of
Germany. Before Hitler became Chancellor, the National Socialist Minister of Education
in Thuringia, Wilhelm Frick, enacted an ordinance which banned “jazz band and drum
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music, Negro dances, Negro songs, Negro plays.”208 These views were based in racist
ideology, but they also tapped into and reflected a larger store of conservative hostility
towards new forms of entertainment and “low” culture emerging within the popular
sphere during the 1920s.
Thus, maintaining the soundtrack to German pop culture presented, at first glance,
a difficult dilemma. The multi-sensory, multi-media nature of jazz, however, allowed the
regime to dissect, manage, and re-assemble its parts in convenient ways. Within the Nazi
cultural sphere, jazz continued to be lambasted and violently insulted. Attacks on jazz
were everywhere. In the historian Michael Kater’s words, “figuratively speaking, jazz
was placed on the Index: it was denigrated as much in music journals as in daily
newspapers and illustrated broadsheets, government directives and the radio ranted
against it, and public opinion maligned it as ‘Nigger jazz.’”209
At the same time, as Kater has shown, the sound of jazz “flourished” in Nazi
Germany. This was not simply bands playing underground in Berlin or dedicated fans
surreptitiously listening to Duke Ellington records in their homes. Much of the official
dance music provided by official channels of the regime built off the loosely-defined
“jazz” sound of the 1920s. For example, the 1935 recording “Das verliebte
Tanzorchester” by the Goldene Sieben, a radio orchestra organized by Goebbels, does not
sound very different from the 1930 recording “Die ganze Welt ist Himmelblau” by Sid
Kay’s Fellows. Both clearly draw on the international dance band sound developed over
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the course of the twenties: they have similar instrumentation, a pulsed beat provided by a
rhythm section, divided brass and reed sections, soli, and solo instrumental breaks.210
This was not an isolated example. The basic sound of popular dance music—
whether it be recordings or broadcasts by the bands of Kurt Widmann, Teddy Stauffer, or
any number of other bandleaders or one of the countless Filmschlager like Zarah
Leander’s “Kann denn Liebe Sünde sein?” from the film Der Blaufuchs (1938) or Marika
Rökk’s “Ich brauche keine Millionen” from Hallo Janine (1939)—was a recognizable
descendent of the music performed and associated with jazz in the previous decade.211
There was a very direct continuity between the popular music soundscape of Weimar and
the Third Reich and, indeed, between the music of the Third Reich and contemporary
sweet bands in the United States (Guy Lombardo or Les Brown).212
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Most scholars have considered the Nazi’s simultaneous attacks on and use of jazz
to be a form of cynical hypocrisy. They despised jazz but knowingly used it. Popular
music was instrumentalized and administrators like Goebbels were willing to
compromise ideological purity for larger social and racial goals. Or, put in another way,
Nazi officials officially indulged in their racial bigotry in the press while, at the same
time, used the music’s recognizable power for their own ends.213
There is little doubt that some level of cynicism was involved. Seen from another
vantage point, this situation also reveals the political marshalling of the full range of the
new sensory regime established by sound film and radio. Since jazz was always a
composite construct balancing sound, text, and image, these components could be rearranged or mixed-and-matched with other (new or old) media objects. In this case, jazz
became largely mute; it existed predominantly as words or as racist images of
degeneracy.
The sounds formerly associated with jazz did not disappear, however, but were
amputated and re-attached to a media Frankenstein. In the mid-1930s, the sounds of
modern pop music—its beat, its ensemble, its song structure—were re-branded as “Neue
Deutsche Tanzmusik” (New German Dance Music). In 1934, Goebbels approved the
radio band Die Goldene Sieben, which, as we’ve seen, closely resembled both the jazz of
the 1920s and early 1930s and the contemporary music of American sweet bands. In
1935, he organized a contest to choose an exemplary group to serve as the poster child
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for “neue deutsche Tanzmusik.” From 1936 until 1938, RMK (Reich Music Chamber)
officials unsuccessfully negotiated with the bandleader Oskar Joost to make a model
orchestra. And, from 1942, German radio broadcast the Deutsche Tanz- und
Unterhaltungsorchester (German Dance- and Entertainment Orchestra), a band made up
of Germany’s best remaining jazz and dance musicians.214 “Jazz” was banned from
German radio in 1935; Neue Deutsche Tanzmusik was broadcast regularly.
Moreover, much of the regulation of jazz, as incomplete and inconsistent as it
was, concentrated on the textual and the visual. Few regulations on “live jazz”—that is,
on sound—were made. A host of rules governing its textual attributes were formed,
however. Beginning in 1935, the Reichsmusikkammer (Reich Music Chamber) forbid the
use of foreign names (including the word “drummer”); the use of the term “swing” was
repeatedly criticized; and songs bearing the names of Jewish or black composers—not the
way they sounded—were banned. A few examples exemplify this. Benny Goodman was
singled out as a paragon of “Jewish jazz” while his fellow clarinetist and stylistic
counterpart Artie Shaw, who was believed to not be Jewish, was not.215 Similarly,
American jazz standards, like “Tiger Rag,” could be played in public if their names were
changed on the sheet music to German titles like “Schwarzer Panther.”216 Ultimately,
Nazi officials were primarily interested in altering the textual and visual aspects of jazz
and not its fundamental acoustic qualities. Removing black and Jewish jazz from the
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German soundscape meant removing black and Jewish names and faces—which were
themselves determined by textual records and, with African Americans, their
pigmentation—not its fundamental sounds.
The Entartete Musik Ausstellung (Degenerate Music Exhibition) staged in
Düsseldorf in May 1938 was the closest thing to a coherent definition of unacceptable
music made during the Third Reich and exemplified this division. The exhibition was a
spectacle designed to display the accomplishments of the Nazi cultural mission and
served as the counterexample to concurrent Reichsmusiktage (Reich Music Days), a
series of concerts featuring “proper” German music. The Entartete Musik Ausstellung
was to present all the “unhealthy” music that the Nazis had banished from Germany:
plagiaristic Jewish composers; fin-de-siecle and Weimar modernism; and American jazz.
Unlike the festival, however, the exhibition did not feature musical sound, but musical
image. The presentation of unacceptable music was done visually—it was a hall filled
with photographs, posters, books, magazines, and paintings. On the walls, one saw issues
of the magazines Melos and Anbruch; Arnold Schoenberg’s book Harmonienlehre
(Theory of Harmony); a painting of Stravinsky; and a large, exaggerated image of an
African American playing a saxophone and wearing a Star of David. There was one
score—the autograph to Kurt Weill’s Three Penny Opera—but it included a note that
instructed viewers to pay attention to the handwriting, not the musical notes.217
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The National Socialist state could attempt such a re-construction of popular music
because its arrest and control of the cultural and media landscape in Germany. “Gaining
control over the means of communication numbered among the Nazis’ first priorities
after entering government” and the NSDAP reorganized significant parts of German
cultural life and production quickly after Hitler’s assumption of the Chancellorship in
1933.218 Only a few months after Hitler’s appointment, the new regime established a
propaganda ministry, headed by Goebbels, that provided a general direction for almost all
aspects of media and cultural life. The creation of a “Cultural Chamber”
(Reichskulturkammer) provided the new Nazi administration with a powerful instrument
to direct artists, filmmakers, journalists, musicians, writers, and other culture creators. By
controlling membership—i.e. refusing membership to Jews, people of color, and political
opponents—while, at the same time, requiring membership for work within the
chambers’ respective industries, the administration was able create a climate that both
excluded oppositional points of view and promoted self-censorship.219 This form of
coordination, and the subsequent forms of direct administration of industries like film,
radio, and the press, was part of a larger movement of culture production into fewer and
fewer hands. Since the onset of the Great Depression and the advent of sound film in
1929, the number of companies producing films and, concurrently the number of German
films produced, had declined drastically. Nazi Gleichschaltung complimented increased
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market control and, by the middle of the 1930s, the culture industries were highly
concentrated.220
As with anything in the “NS-state,” the coherence and uniformity of Nazi cultural
policy was more appearance than reality. Conflicting interests, bureaucratic rivalries, and
improvisation plagued the administration of cultural and media production.221 No doubt
there were inconsistencies within policy and practice. At least one Nazi commentator, for
example, wondered whether or not the music played by dance bands and on the radio was
actually jazz.222 Despite this, Nazi power over the different media allowed a general
direction to be pursued—jazz was repeatedly recreated as a textual and visual object of
infamy while the sound of pop music continued, attached to a different media composite.
Though not absolute, general contours emerged amongst the contradictions.

3.

The Nazi’s collective instrumental use of the different parts of the jazz
recognized and revealed the tenuous bond between sound, image, and idea. The creation
and reproduction of cultural objects through multiple media always contained the
possibility of their own undoing. It was one potential in media society—that the basis of
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objects in many media meant that they could be dismembered and re-arranged—that the
Nazi cultural apparatus actualized.
Jazz’s dismemberment was also facilitated by the loose, ambiguous relationships
between its component parts before 1933. The bonds between them were easily broken.
Since its appearance in Germany in 1919, the sounds linked to the textual and visual
entity jazz were largely indeterminate. As we’ve seen, most Germans during the 1920s
viewed and read jazz and the sounds their sonic imagination may have created to
accompany it would have been immensely varied and individual. Moreover, writings
about jazz rarely talked about its sound; articles and books about jazz were by and large
about the condition of modernity.223
If a text did speak about it sonically, it either characterized it as noise or was so
ambiguous and inconsistent that it provided little clarity. Symbolizing anything exotic,
newspapers connected a Maori band from New Zealand, an Indian group in Vienna, and a
Revue group with cello and bassoon with “jazz.” As a picture of a painter, an actress, and
a musician on the beach in the Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung in 1926 shows, the sight of the
saxophone was often enough for it to earn the “jazz” label.224 Put succinctly, it was “an
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all-embracing cultural label attached to any music from the American side of the Atlantic,
or indeed to anything new and exciting.”225
Despite this sound confusion, by the end of the Republic, it was clearly
connected to commercial dance bands (like those of Efim Schachmeister, Marek Weber,
and Dajos Béla) and Schlager music (popular hits). Even these “jazz orchestras” and
“jazz symphony orchestras,” however, played a diverse repertoire of music, from tangos
to American Tin Pan Alley songs to waltzes and operetta tunes. “Jazz,” in sum, was
closely associated with the emergence of a new type of commercial dance music, even if
its sonic boundaries were never clearly set out.
The ambiguity of the relationship between writing/speech and sonic language was
not exclusive to jazz, however. Attempts by Nazi music critics and musicologists to
determine the specific racial characteristics of the German concert music tradition also
failed. Despite concerted effort, no one could identify which specific sonic elements
constituted the “German quality” of Bach, Beethoven, or Wagner.226 This was troubling
for a regime obsessed with racial purity and superiority, for music had been at the center
of the definition of German national identity since the nineteenth century.227 Convinced
that music could help heal the cleavages of German class conflict, the Nazis heightened
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the associations of race and music and used this to help define its legitimacy. 228 Within
the Third Reich, “the German musical heritage was equated with the regime, and it
became like a code…whenever Germans heard a work of Beethoven on the radio or in a
concert, such a code had the objective of reinforcing their self-awareness as Germans and
aiding the process of setting them apart from, even elevating them above, other
peoples.”229 As Nazi musical ideologues admitted, however, there was no sonic syntax
that could actually be claimed to be exclusively German; there was no specific sound of
the nation. Despite this, discussions and written claims for the Germanness of the art
music tradition continued with vehemence. The idea was ultimately more important than
the sound—“how one talked of the ‘German quality’ in music tended to be more decisive
than what was spoken of.”230 Indeed, it could only be established through non-aural
methods: the Nazis “only managed to achieve [a völkisch, nationalistic, and racist
significance for music] by means of staging, contextualizing, and transforming a work
and its production.”231
Music and cultural officials were not able to define the “Jewish quality” of music
either. After removing the vast majority of Jews from cultural life through the
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Reichskulturkammer, the Nazi government allowed the formation of a “Jewish Culture
League” (Jüdischer Kulturbund) by the Berlin Jewish German leaders Leo Baeck and Dr.
Kurt Singer. Overseen by the Hans Hinkel, the head of the Prussian Theater commission
under Hermann Göring (he entered the Ministry of Propaganda later), the league allowed
Jewish artists and audiences to engage in cultural activities, including theater
performances and concerts. The range of material that could be presented was limited,
however: the league could not perform “German” work and were increasingly limited to
“Jewish” plays and music.232 The Kulturbund was supposed to reinforce the distinction
between German and Jewish music, displaying clearly the essentially racial character and
determination of art and culture. Like attempts to discover and display these qualities
within German music, Nazi officials like Hinkel could not isolate any traits that made
Felix Mendelssohn’s music—or that of any other Jewish composers—“Jewish” instead of
“German.” Instead, they simply banned the music composed by individuals they
determined to be “German” and allowed the music of those considered “Jewish.” The
Jewishness of the music could only be determined by the name written on the cover of
the score, not the way the scores sounded once performed. Indeed, if that name had not
been catalogued as Jewish within the Nazi records system of racial identity, it could
easily be considered German. A new official in the censorship section of Hinkel’s office,
for example, banned the performance of Gustav Mahler’s Songs of a Wayfarer to the
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Jüdischer Kulturbund, for he was convinced that the composer of the song cycle Des
Knaben Wunderhorn must be Aryan.233
Finally, jazz in the Third Reich also reveals one way the Nazis were able to
manage the tension between the expectations of German audiences and its drive towards
the creation of a hegemonic culture of the Volkgemeinschaft. The aesthetics of the
Volksgemeinschaft was not a departure from the sights and sound established in the
decades before or, in fact, from the contemporaneous global style led by Hollywood and
Tin Pan Alley.234 As a number of scholars have observed, there was, in fact, a disturbing
resemblance between the “dream factories” of democratic and fascist nations.235 As
became clear in Nazi practice, however, supporting and creating the Volkgemeischaft did
not require an exact correspondence between all the different media and their varied
perceptual languages. Their separation and relative independence could at the same time
allow and tolerate their incongruity. Claims about the uniqueness and spiritual strength of
Nazi cinema on the radio or in newspapers could cohabitate with a filmic language that
resembled (or even copied) that of Hollywood (which the Nazis asserted was run by
decadent American Jews). Similarly, jazz could be decried in images at the Degenerate
Music Exhibition while simultaneously propagating its sound on the airwaves.
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Chapter Three:
Hot Clubs and the Ascension of Listening, 1945-1955

In 1947, the record enthusiast Hans Blüthner published a brief history of the Hot
Club Berlin in a private, small circulation newssheet, The Jazz Club News. Blüthner’s
club, he recounted, had originally come together in 1934 as a collection of like-minded
music fans. Calling themselves the “Melody-Club,” they had held weekly meetings in the
Café Hilbrich on the Kurfürstendamm, one of Berlin’s most fashionable streets. The club
had originally imagined itself as a means to organize concerts, but they were ultimately
unable to put together a club band. Thwarted in their attempt to bring together live
performances, the club decided to limit themselves to sessions that concentrated on
recordings. The bulk of their material stemmed from just two members, Franz Wolff and
Heinz Auerbach.236 Blüthner insisted that these musical limitations had not hindered their
knowledge and taste, however. Throughout the 1930s, he claimed, the group had listened
to the most exceptional jazz recordings of the era: the music of, amongst others, Fletcher
Henderson, Louis Armstrong, King Oliver, and Jelly Roll Morton.
The group eventually had to retreat from the “Blue Room” of the café. They did
not leave the open atmosphere of café because of Nazi harassment, as one might assume.
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Their departure was purely economic—the owners could make more money by renting
the space to others (apparently a card group followed them). After moving first to a
nearby dance school, the group used the rooms of two sisters on Olivär Platz to meet “in
order to protect the private character of [their] circle.” The group often had visitors,
including the African American musician Herb Flemming (who had come to Europe
originally with Sam Wooding’s band) and the German jazz enthusiast Dietrich SchulzKoehn. On account of some unexplained “circumstances,” the group stopped meeting in
the house of the twin sisters around the end of 1938. The group continued under the name
“Magic Note” but was forced to hold its sessions in cafes and restaurants again. Although
the beginning of the war caused the group to break up, record listening sessions
continued (and even, at one point, included a Belgian band). Finally, after these meetings
dissolved, the fans waited out the rest of the war and “hoped only that a Louis, a Duke, or
a Count would delight us ‘in the flesh.’”237
After the collapse of the Third Reich, Blüthner and a few others pursued their
interest in jazz once again. In some respects, he contended, little had changed. Although
it was no longer officially attacked, Germans were still incredibly ignorant about jazz, he
insisted. Most Germans believed that jazz was ubiquitous, but the “jazz” played on Berlin
radio and covered in the press needed to be rejected by “true jazz fans,” he argued. Real
fans “do not support composers, nor do they want to know the development of Schlager
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and Schlager texts”; they are “interested in real jazz, which is still not understood today
in this part of the world.”238
Gathering together the few and the pure, the remaining members of the older club
reconvened their record nights in October 1945. Most had lost their treasured shellac
during the war (probably in bombings) and the most important members of the pre-war
period were scattered across the globe—from New York to South America to Frankfurt—
or had been killed on the Eastern front. The group began to expand, however, and soon
included a large number of young fans. Blüthner began to organize his programs as a type
of guidebook for these young fans, he noted, so that they would be “directed to the right
channels.” If properly guided, they would cease listening to music “by [the big band
leaders] Roy or [Nat] Gonella,” he believed.239 He thus focused on the jazz canon and
played pieces by Louis Armstrong, Rex Stewart, Count Basie, Benny Goodman, and
others. In the last few months, he explained, the group had begun to hold lectures on
records, including talks on “the golden age of jazz,” “blues,” “corny jazz,” and the
“Chicago style.”
Blüthner’s report, in many ways, narrates a very different story than the one
presented in the last chapter. Chapter two offers a picture of the larger sensory
transformation of jazz through sound film and radio and, subsequently, within the racial
media regime of the Third Reich. Blüthner’s group formulated a concurrent, but alternate
definition of jazz during the 1930s, one that was both more conscious of and open to

238 Ibid.
239 Ibid., 27.
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international connections than the one produced by Nazi administrators. It was also, by
comparison, vastly less influential. The “Magic Circle” was not a totally unique group;
the Berlin circle was part of a larger network of hot fans both in Germany and across
Europe and the United States. They were part of a small international movement of elite
listeners who developed and asserted a very different construction of jazz from the one
propagated by the dominant discourses of the interwar period. Despite its transnational
connections, hot clubs constituted only a tiny minority in Germany during the 1930s and
early 1940s and the groups remained a subterranean entity which had little access to or
control over the production of musical sound, text, or image.240
After the collapse of 1945, the German hot club groups reemerged within a very
different cultural and political configuration. Now meeting amongst rubble and
reconstruction, hot clubs continued their pre-occupation activities, but with a much
grander sense of their own importance and purpose.241 Before 1945, groups like the
Melody-Club or the Hot Club in Königsberg had been meeting places for those with
similar musical tastes. Postwar German hot clubs, on the other hand, saw their own taste
and activities in more messianic terms and, consequently, they set ambitious pedagogical

240 The account also shows that (at least some) jazz fans were much less persecuted or
afraid of persecution by the Nazi regime than is usually supposed. The group met in the
open in cafes and restaurants and the greatest threat to their activities (at least to nonJewish members) seemed to have been Allied bombings, not the Gestapo. There are a
number of references to a concern for privacy, but the nature and necessity of this privacy
is left vague.
241 For an examination of other groups who shared the hot clubs’ hope for national
cultural rejuvenation, see Wolfgang Schivelbusch, In a Cold Crater: Cultural and
Intellectual Life in Berlin 1945-1948 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998).
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goals. They were passionately convinced that the vast majority of Germans
fundamentally misunderstood jazz. Seeing themselves as bearers of the “correct”
understanding of “jazz,” they intended to fundamentally shape other Germans’—and
especially younger Germans’—perception of jazz and pop music and to fashion the
production of jazz sonically, visually, and textually accordingly.
Above all, German hot clubs set out to define jazz as a music that required careful
listening. Only one with well-trained ears could recognize jazz and perceive it correctly.
Thus, for hot club members, jazz’s aurality should be foregrounded and its sonic details
should take precedence over everything else in jazz reception. Conceiving it as an art
form made for careful aural connoisseurship, they insisted that jazz had its own
hermeneutics of listening.
This was a considerable departure from jazz’s perceptual formulation by the
Nazis during much of the 1930s and the 1940s. As we have seen, jazz became a largely
textual and visual entity within the Third Reich. The term jazz existed mostly as an idea
and label used to denigrate—something that could be decried in music journals and
newspapers or displayed as a robust product of “degenerate” African Americans and Jews
in posters, drawings, exhibitions, or documentary film. “Jazz” largely ceased to sound
under the Nazis. The national socialist cultural system divorced it from a secure sonicreferent and it became an ignominious sign within its cultural complex. When it was
attached to sound, “jazz” was noise—it became a term of abuse for anything extreme or
unacceptable within the German pop music soundscape.
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With the arrival of the Allies, “jazz” ceased to be taboo in public. It reemerged,
however, as a loose signifier for popular music or, more specifically, American pop
music. Some Germans continued to use it in much the way the Nazis had, terming any
pop music they found too wild, sensual, or disturbing “jazz.” Most public descriptions
and uses, however, were similar to the way it had been employed in the 1920s: it was
used generically.
Hot clubs found both these uses of jazz blasphemous. They believed that Germans
could not recognize “real” jazz because, quite simply, they did not listen well. They did
not privilege listening and thus could not distinguish between commercial dance music
and jazz. As sonic crusaders, their mission was to teach Germans how to listen.
In order to spread the ascendency of listening in jazz, hot clubs devoted a great
deal of time and energy to shaping the perception of the increasing numbers of young
members within their ranks during the first five years after 1945. One of their most
effective tools to actively transform Germans so that they could hear jazz was the
Plattenabend (record night), an evening event where a leader instructed an audience in
jazz listening. These evenings were to be, as Blüthner had described them, auditory
“guidebooks” and, over time, they developed their own extensive forms of sonic
knowledge and techniques of listening. Audio-centric events of the highest order, they
trained ears through records and speech.
Hot club listening was primarily about distinction and classification. It was, above
all, about distinguishing between “real” jazz and commercial music, but it also broke the
sounds of different individuals and ensembles up into varying styles. For those in these
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hot clubs, the sound of the music was humanizing and listening was human contact:
sounds revealed a person and a musician’s recording career charted their personality and
the characteristics of their life. Although living in the ashes and rubble of defeated racist
regime, jazz remained deeply racialized. Race proved to be a key characteristic of these
listeners’ perception of styles and personalities.
During the early postwar period, the hot club movement’s jazz hermeneutics were
unsystematic. During the early 1950s, they increasingly congealed into a dominant
paradigm. Joachim Ernst Berent’s Das Jazzbuch was by far the most influential piece of
jazz writing in Germany during the 1950s (indeed it still is) and it laid down many of the
fundamental terms that would dominate German jazz literature during the period. In
addition to bringing German jazz discourse into line with the contemporary debates
within international scholarship, it outlined two key conceptions for making the sounds of
jazz meaningful: biographical expressivism and stylistic evolution. Intended as a primer
for young jazz fans, it attempted to teach what to listen for and how to listen.

1.

The extraordinarily violent breakdown of the Nazi system and the occupation of
Germany by four Allied armies brought a major reorganization of power and media. The
Hitler state had a highly centralized, if inefficient and competitive, media regime: film,
radio, live performance, and the press were all brought under the control and supervision
of the Ministry of Culture. Record production, which had suffered greatly during the
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Great Depression and remained a luxury item throughout the Nazi period, was the only
musical medium that remained un-centralized.242
As we’ve seen in the last chapter, the Nazi state attempted to use its control over
media and the production of culture as a tool to create a utopian racial society. The statedirected culture institutions of the Third Reich offer a heightened example of how
cultural systems—though contradictory, loosely integrated, and constantly changing—
achieve a certain level of coherence. This occurs, as William Sewell argues, since “much
cultural practice is concentrated in and around institutional nodes—including religions,
communications media, business corporations, and, most spectacularly, states.” As part
of a large, wealthy, and centralized entity, agents of these institutions “make continuous
use of their considerable resources to order meanings” and “attempt, with varying
degrees of success, to impose a certain coherence onto the field of cultural practice.” This
is to say that “it is common for the operation of power…to subject potential semiotic
sprawl to a certain order: to prescribe (contested) core values, to impose discipline on
dissenters, to describe boundaries and norms—in short, to give a certain focus to the
production and consumption of meaning.”243
The ability of the Nazi state to organize the production and consumption of
meaning began to unravel in the final moments of war. The Nazi state’s loss of discursive
authority was tied up with its loss of political legitimacy. This was not a sudden product

242 Erik Levi, Music in the Third Reich (Houndmills, Basingstoke, England: Macmillan,
1994).
243 William H. Sewell Jr., Logics of History: Social Theory and Social Transformation
(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2005), 172-174.
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of military defeat; Germans began to lose faith in Hitler’s regime well before the end of
the war. As the Führer was unable to continue to produce stunning military and
diplomatic victories, and as Allied bombers began to bring the war home after 1942,
German trust and confidence in the Nazi system progressively crumbled.244 This did not
mean that Germans suddenly rejected the world of meaning around them wholesale, but
that, in the terms presented by Sewell, greater amounts of oppositional meaning and
opinion could emerge. Confronted by such dire circumstances, mass entertainment
became more central to the collapsing Nazi cultural and political regime.245
Although no “zero hour,” the end of the war and the disappearance of German
sovereignty marked an important change—it destroyed the institutional basis of the Nazi
cultural system. With capitulation, older links between the state, communication
mediums, and meaning lay in rubble alongside buildings, streets, and public art. The
Nazi’s cultural Gleichschaltung was forcefully undone: its bureaucracy, centrally
organized culture agencies, propaganda organs, and youth and labor organizations were
dispersed.
With the collapse of Nazi rule, the formerly Nazi directed cultural and material
market also fell into ruin. Although the ideological framework shifted radically and the
country was broken up into four different zones and occupation governments, the fall of
the Nazis did not, in another sense, bring a major change. Newspapers, radio stations, and

244 Ian Kershaw, The ‘Hitler Myth’: Image and Reality in the Third Reich (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1989), 200-225.
245 Ross, Media and the Making of Modern Germany, 366-373.
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performance did not suddenly enter a free market of thoughts and expression, but
continued to be subject to licensing by the Allies.
As has been often noted, Germans did not allow their military defeat and the
dissolution of their political system to disrupt their musical life for long. In a symbolic
gesture of disassociation from the Nazi worldview—or, more possibly, a denial of their
own complicity in Nazi pageants and cultural projects—Leo Borchard directed the Berlin
Philharmonic in the performance of previously banned compositions by Mendelssohn and
Tchaikovsky just a little more than two weeks after Germany’s unconditional surrender.
This musical resolve was not limited to classical music. In the equally ruined cityscape of
Frankfurt am Main, the musicians Carlo Bohländer and Louis Freichel quickly performed
American swing numbers and show tunes in the Tivoli nightclub on May 17th 1945. This
pop performance preceded the more famous Philharmonic concert by more than a
week.246
It would be easy to view Bohländer and Freichel’s performances as an
encapsulation of popular music’s situation across the 1945 divide. It would be simple,
that is, to see it as an example of cultural liberation, as the joyous assertion of a music
despised by the Nazis but now free of Gestapo repression. Popular music, from this point
of view, underwent a poignant break between the sonic landscape of National Socialism

246 Jürgen Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound: Eine Stadt und ihre Jazzgeschichte(n)
(Frankfurt am Main: Societaets Verlag, 2005), 53.
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and postwar Westernization. Nazis listened to marches and Wagner; postwar Germans
listened to jazz and rock and roll.247
This view is misleading for many reasons, for there was a considerable amount of
cultural and musical continuity between the early and late 1940s. There was a significant
amount of, if not total, sonic continuity. The sound of pre-war and wartime German
Unterhaltungs- and Tanzmusik, which was itself a built out of the sounds of “jazz” from
the 1920s and elements of contemporary swing, carried on after 1945. During the first
handful of years after the war, the most prominent popular music made by Germans in
the public sphere was that of big bands and pop orchestras.248 The most prominent and
important of these bands were the RBT-Orchester (Radio Berlin-Tanzorchester) and the
orchestras of bandleaders Kurt Widman, Lubo D’Orio, and Kurt Hohenberger. These
“liberated” bands did not suddenly break into new sounds, but, in fact, “fell back to the
swing and dance music from the years 1936 to 1938.”249
This was not too surprising, for, as was true for so many other areas of German
public life, many of the musicians playing in and leading these postwar bands had been
part of the Nazi system.250 The first leader of the RBT orchestra, Michael Jary, had

247 For a characterization and criticism of this commonplaces view, see Currid, A
National Acoustics.
248 Ekkehard Jost, “Jazz in Deutschland von der Weimarer Republik zur Adeneauer
Ära,” in That’s Jazz, der Sound des 20. Jahrhunderts: Eine Ausstellung der Stadt
Darmstadt (Darmstadt: Die Stadt, 1988), 367.
249 Horst H. Lange, Jazz in Deutschland: Die Deutsche Jazz-Chronik bis 1960
(Hildesheim: Olms Presse, 1996), 146-147.
250 For a damning look at the dominance of Nazi functionaries in the West German
government and legal positions, see Norbert Frei, Adenauer’s Germany and the Nazi
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composed music for UFA films under Goebbels. Horst Kudrizki, who took the wand
from Jary in 1946, had arranged music for the Nazi’s model pop orchestra, der deutsche
Tanz- und Unterhaltungsorchester.251
The pop music scene in the immediate postwar period was not exclusively big
bands. Small groups like Freddie Brocksieper’s combo in Stuttgart and the Jazz Club
Quintett in Frankfurt did perform, but they did so in “Ami-clubs” for American military
personnel.252 Since Germans were banned from these clubs, small groups remained
outside their purview. Thus, big bands, which played public concerts and performed on
the radio, were the face of jazz and pop music.
It was not strange that these large orchestras represented both pop music and jazz.
The understanding of the term “jazz” by most Germans was characterized by continuities,
ruptures, and returns. As the Allies took over cultural authority from the Nazis, “jazz”
stopped being a term for denigration in public the way it had been during the last decade.
A key form in not just American life, but also in English and French entertainment
culture, it circulated with positive connotations in public once again.253 During the first

Past: The Politics of Amnesty and Integration (New York: Columbia University Press,
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251 Joachim Ernst Berendt, Ein Fenster aus Jazz: Essays, Portraits, Reflexionen
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252 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 54; Lange, Jazz in Deutschland, 146.
253 For an overview of Jazz in Britain, see Catherine Parsonage, The Evolution of Jazz in
Britain, 1880-1935 (Aldershot, England: Ashgate, 2005) and George McKay, Circular
Breathing: The Cultural Politics of Jazz in Britain (Durham: Duke University Press,
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few years, the Soviet authorities also remained open and tolerant towards it, although it
was not an accepted part of communist culture (indeed Soviet authorities were still quite
suspicious of it, as would become clear in a few years). Perhaps even more importantly,
“jazz” once again was attached to sound in the public sphere. It no longer remained
significantly reduced to text and image, as it had been during the Third Reich. With the
change of cultural guards, the repressed unity of mainstream pop sound, the dance
orchestra, and jazz of the 1920s and early 1930s returned.
As in the pre-Nazi era, “jazz” was again used as a generic term for pop music and
not as a distinct form and genre of music (as we now understand it). Horst Lange noted in
1966 that, “in general, every American music that was offered by the diverse AFN
(American Forces Network soldier broadcaster)-stations counted as jazz” for postwar
Germans. Consequently, there was “severe conceptual confusion around jazz in
Germany” during this period. This was particularly true, he claimed, between 1945 and
1949.254 Like the Nazis before them, postwar Germans often understood “jazz” through a
generalized national lens. Jazz included a wide variety of musics which we would now
identify as very different: not just Duke Ellington or Glenn Miller, but also hillbilly
music (country music), Hawaiian music, and crooner music.255

With liberation in 1945, however, jazz became an accepted and celebrated part of French
culture and identity. Matthew F. Jordan, Le Jazz: Jazz and French Cultural Identity
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“Jazz” was especially associated with dance and big band music played by the
large pop orchestras. These early postwar bands embodied the diversity of jazz and its
interchangeability with popular music. As for most German listeners, “an unprecedented
stylistic confusion and disorientation dominated” within the first postwar bands. Musical
cocktails, they “absorbed what one heard [on AFN and BFN (British Forces Network)]:
bebop, swing, bar music, boogie woogie, and everything else.”256
A number of newspaper articles from the period illustrate the haziness of the
category. Neues Deutschland, the official newspaper for the SED in the Soviet Zone, for
example, clearly associated the music of the RBT orchestra with jazz. The RBTOrchester, the house band for the Soviet supported Radio Berlin, was one of most
important early bands and it collected together an elite group of wartime musicians.257 In
a 1946 concert review, the Neues Deutschland author “St.” argued that
an RBT-Matinee in the large broadcast room under the direction of Horst
Kudritzki left the impression that jazz does not absolutely need to be superficial
music. Kudritzki knows to maintain the tasteful route. His “concertante jazz” does
not stand out through the still common dominance of rumbling rhythms; in his
orchestra the strings assert a subtle leadership. Out of a series of soloists Undine
von Medvey stood out with her warm, suppler soprano voice.258
Although it does not describe the band or the music in any sort of detail, it is clear that
the band’s jazz involved the dominance of strings, a relaxed rhythm, and the singing of a

256 Jost, That’s Jazz, 368.
257 Lange, Jazz in Deutschland, 147.
258 St., “Konzerte im Sendesaal,” Neues Deutschland (January 22, 1947): 5.
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female soprano. The description could easily fit much of the “German dance music” of
the previous decade.
Recordings of the RBT band from the late 1940s show a mixed pop repertoire and
reveal a group heavily indebted to American sweet and swing big bands: there are lead
sections of brass and woodwinds and a rhythm section of guitar, bass, and drums. What
we usually consider a swing band was, for Germans musicians, the base ensemble for pop
music. From the above description, however, it is clear that the group sometimes
augmented its sonic palette with strings, as German bands had done in the two decades
before.
The recordings that remain of the band are probably the most “jazz-like” (in our
contemporary sense) that the bands recorded. According to scholar Ekkehard Jost, the
basic repertoire of radio big bands was overwhelmingly composed of what we now
considered Schlager and dance music. Recordings from the period give us a skewed point
of view on the styles and music production of the bands, for the jazz “pearls” of the
groups were the ones that were protected and preserved by jazz fans. Thus, the sonic
portrait we have now from what remains of their recordings was only a portion of their
original repertoire and not the majority of what the bands played. The bulk of their music
was, in fact, entertainment music and background music.259
Even so, the surviving recordings show that their “jazz-like” recordings were part
of a more undistinguished form of pop music making and pop forms. The RBT orchestra

259 Jost, That’s Jazz, 368.
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recorded tunes like “Amiga Swing,” the 30s big band hit “Chattanooga Choo Choo,” and
“Zwei Minuten in Harlem [Two Minutes in Harlem],” which were either themselves
recognized swing tunes or referenced the United States. They also played tunes which
associated itself with other forms of orchestral pop music like the rumba and polka
(“Relskin Rumba” and “Wir tanzen wieder Polka [We are dancing Polka again]”). The
sounds of the “rumba” and the “swing” pieces are incredibly similar—they use the same
combination of instrumentation, four-on-the-floor rhythm, and dynamics between solos
and arranged group sections.260
Other newspaper articles from the late forties shows that the Neues Deutschland
identification of jazz with a loosely defined form of pop music making and pop orchestra
music was not unique. The East German newspaper Thüringer Volk referred a number of
times to these sorts of bands—“jazz-symphonies” and “jazz orchestras”—which played
“concertante jazz.” In 1948, for example, it reported on the “concertante jazz music”
played by the Hans Busch “dance orchestra” in an article entitled “international modern
dance music.”261 In another article on the same band a few days later, the paper referred
to the “written works for jazz orchestra by Fischer, Rixner, and Gebhahardt” interpreted

260 “RBT Orchester - Relskin Rumba,” November 10, 2010, video clip, accessed July
23, 2014, YouTube, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Exy_Hjnqw70.
261 “Internationale moderne Tanzmusik,” Thüringer Volk (November 19, 1948), Box
“Jazz in Eisenach 1925-Gegenwart,” Sammlung zur Geschichte des Jazz Club Eisenach,
e.V,
Lippmann+Rau-Musikarchiv Eisenach.
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by the group in the “concertante” part of the concert and which displayed the leader’s
status as a “master” of the violin.262
The 1949 article “Truppenbetreuung mit Jazz ” (Troop Entertainment with Jazz)
in the West German Hamburger Abendblatt encapsulates the stylistic mixture of “jazz” in
the late 1940s best. The article identifies the “jazz” in its title with the American musical
Two Girls and a Sailor (Mein Schatz ist eine Matrose). Characterized as a “revue film”
by the author, it describes the “jazz” film as a “show with great bands, famous night club
stars, and great Schlagern (hit songs).”263 A self-conscious pop music extravaganza with
“a big cast and big names,” the film employed an incredibly varied musical set—it
included not just the pop and jazz singer Lena Horne, but the string-laden “sweet” big
band of Harry James (playing both pop standards and classical repertoire like Manual
Ponce’s “Estrellita”), the comic vocals of Jimmy Durante, the Spanish language songs of
Columbian singer Carlos Ramirez, a pop classical “Concerto for Index Finger” by pianist
Gracie Allen and the conductor Albert Coates, a performance of the classical piano duet

“Kulturspiegel des Tages,” Thüringer Volk (November 11, 1948), Box “Jazz in
Eisenach 1925-Gegenwart,” Sammlung zur Geschichte des Jazz Club Eisenach, e.V,
Lippmann+Rau-Musikarchiv Eisenach. The article does refer to the bands’ “concertante
jazz music” and its “dance music,” but gives little sense of what distinguished the two.
The “concertante” music may have referred to music similar to that produced by Paul
Whiteman—concert music for a jazz orchestra, i.e. composed music not simply for
dancing. In this case, the main term distinguishing the two would be “concertante” and
“dance,” not an opposition between dance music and jazz.
263 Hans H. Hermann, “Truppenbetreuung mit Jazz,” Hamburger Abendblatt 71 (June
18, 1949): 9.
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“Ritual Fire Dance” by Manuel De Falla, and the Latin exotica of the Xavier Cugat
orchestra.264
This looseness of definition that characterized jazz in Germany persisted through
the first half of the 1950s.265 A review of magazines in West Germany by Reinhard Fark
revealed that public discussion of jazz in popular print continued to conceptualize jazz in
this general way. Between 1952 and 1955, the “conceptualization of jazz ” in the
illustrated magazine Stern “had scarcely changed from the popular broad, blurred
conceptualization of jazz of the 1920s and 1930s.”266 A radio poll in 1956 conducted by
the Süddeutsche Rundfunk supports the view that West Germans continued to understand
jazz in a way very different from our current perspective. Only 15% of listeners
interviewed by the station defined jazz in a similar way to the way it was used by experts
at the radio station.267 45% of interviewees used it in a way that departed from it, while
another 40% could not define it at all.268

264 For a mash-up of the different styles of music in the film, see the trailer: “Two Girls
and a Sailor (1948),” September 12, 2011, video clip, accessed July 23, 2014, YouTube,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OFiZTjP_QU.
265 For East Germany, see chapter five.
266 Fark, Die Missachtete Botschaft, 226. Fark claims that a survey of two hundred other
articles in different West German magazines of the period confirmed his general
conclusions about magazine treatment of jazz. Ibid, 233.
267 The definition of jazz used on radio in the mid-1950s was consistent with the
specialist conception of jazz discussed below.
268 Institut für Demoskopie Allensbach, Südeutscher Rundfunk 1957. Bericht über eine
Hörerbefragung im Gebühreneinzugsgebiet. As reproduced in Fark, Die Missachtete
Botschaft, 181-182.
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2.

Not all Germans accepted the use of “jazz” as a loose synonym for the general
sounds and ensembles of popular music. Hans Blüthner, as we’ve seen, believed that the
vast majority of the music that was considered “jazz” by the German public was not the
real stuff. Blüthner and his fellow Hot Club members were not alone, however, but part
of a small cultural opposition group which rejected the dominant use of the term.
In the years following the collapse of the Third Reich, “hot clubs” popped up
across the damaged landscape in all four zones of occupied Germany. Small circles of
mostly young students, they were meeting places for similarly minded pop music
listeners and clearing houses for a new definition of jazz in postwar Germany.
Numbering only a handful in 1945, by 1950, there were at least 20 clubs in West
Germany alone.269
Hot clubs existed not just in western cities like Düsseldorf and Frankfurt am
Main, but also in the East in Leipzig and Halle (and, of course, the divided city of
Berlin). Jazz would take separate, if intertwined, courses in East and West after the
creation of two German states; despite this, much of the story of jazz in the postwar
Germanys had the same origin point in the hot clubs of the 1930s and 1940s. For the first

269 Bernd Hoffmann, “Zur westdeutschen Hot-Club-Bewegung der Nachkriegzeit,” in
Jazz in Nordrhein-Westfalen seit 1946, ed. Robert V. Zahn (Köln: Emons Verlag, 1999),
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five years, these hot clubs were in intimate contact; they corresponded with and
influenced one another and saw themselves as allied across their borders.
These clubs were not new, but rooted in the ideas, practices, and distinctions of
older, private music listening clubs from the 1930s and early 1940s. Beginning in the
early 1930s, small groups of pop music enthusiasts in Germany began to chart out a
different set of meanings and practices around jazz. Enthusiasts for “hot” music—as this
new definition of jazz was originally called—they advocated a definition of jazz that
departed considerably from the loose musical understanding of the word that had been
used since its arrival in the late 1910s. By the end of 1936, there were organized groups
in Königsberg, Berlin, Leipzig, Düsseldorf, and Münster. In the early 1940s, a group was
formed in Frankfurt am Main (the Harlem Club) by Emil Mangelsdorff, Carlo Bohländer,
Hans Otto Jung, and Horst Lippmann. Other clubs, though not well documented, may
have existed in Breslau, Hamm, Rostock, Eisenach, Dessau, Darmstadt, and Munich.270
These German clubs were by no means hermetic. Part of an emerging global elite, they
were intertwined in the larger transatlantic development of popular music, jazz criticism,
and jazz connoisseurship. Far from being original in conception, these German
associations followed the international model set by French, American, and British Hot
Clubs.271
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This small transatlantic group of listeners and record collectors invented much of
the way that we now understand jazz. Self-fashioned connoisseurs of the rapidly
developing pop music of the interwar period, they began to distinguish “hot” music from
commercial dance music.272 In what became the foundational document for the European
hot movement, the 1934 book Le Jazz Hot, the French intellectual and music collector
Hugues Panassié offered a clear distinction between jazz and other forms of pop music.
For Panassié, jazz could be differentiated from commercial music through its rhythm. All
jazz, he argued, contained swing; commercial music did not. Jazz could be further
divided into two different types: hot jazz and straight jazz. Straight jazz meant that the
music swung but was arranged; hot jazz meant that the music both swung and was to
some degree improvised. German fans were familiar with and consciously based
themselves on the ideas and organization of Panaissié and his “Hot Club du France.”
Although limited to private gatherings, they cultivated a similar brand of taste and
distinction.
The clubs that emerged after the war had direct continuity with the ideas and
personnel of these pre-1945 organizations. The Hot Club Frankfurt, for example, was
begun in 1945 by Horst Lippmann, the main figure organizing the secret meetings of fans
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and musicians in the Rokoko-Diele of the Kyffhäuse Hotel in Frankfurt during the war
years, and Günter Boas, who had just arrived to the city on the Main river from Leipzig,
where he had organized a student jazz club.273 The hot club in Berlin, as we’ve seen, also
began with a few members from the older meetings. The Anglo-German Swing Club in
Hamburg was a product of international collaboration and had roots in pre-war English
rhythm clubs. Older British hot enthusiasts at BFN began the Swing Club as a way to
connect with the German fans who gathered at the radio studios for the weekly broadcast
of “BFN Music Shop.” The club, the British officials believed, would offer them a “view
into the free Western world.”274 These legacy clubs provided seeds to the rest of the
country and the first few years after 1945 witnessed an impressive growth in the numbers
of new clubs. These clubs also carried many of the assumptions of 1930s and early 1940s
into the postwar period.
The clubs which emerged after the war reorganized amongst a very different set
of cultural and political circumstances than those that surrounded the groups under
Nazism. The collapse of Nazism and its cultural-media system presented postwar hot
clubs with a considerable window of opportunity. Previously marginalized and private,
German hot clubs now set out to steer the larger production of jazz’s sound and meaning.

273 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 57.
274 Marc Gerrit Dröscher, “Der Anglo-German Swing Club: Verbrüderung auf den
Truummern,” in Anglo-German Swing Club: Als der Swing zurück nach Hamburg kam
Dokumente 1945 bis 1952, ed. Horst Ansin, Marc Dröscher, Jürgen Foth, and Gerhard
Klussmeier (Hamburg: Dölling und Galitz Verlag, 2003), 9, 12.
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To spread their definition of jazz amongst the wider public, hot clubs realized
that they had to coordinate the production of its sound and discourse. In August 1945, for
example, Günter Boas outlined the Frankfurt hot club’s mission, exhibiting its ambitious
desire to move beyond private listening to public exhibition through media:
our main purpose is to arrange events in public like radio broadcasts, jam
sessions, contracts with music businesses, and record companies. As soon as the
time is right, we want to become connected with foreign Hot Clubs and…work
together. We must come as far as being able to afford to engage well-known, firstclass American soloists and orchestras.”275
Similarly, the Darmstadt Hot Circle set out a comprehensive agenda. The group’s goals
were:
1. Jam-Sessions with local and out-of-town guests. 2. Record Evenings with an
introduction and review of historical and modern records and discussions. 3. The
creation of a record archive for lending and club goals. 4. Archive of journals and
books of domestic and foreign for lending purposes 5. The conveyance of
apprenticeships for young jazz musicians 6. The publication of a communication
sheet (Mitteilungsblatt) to members and friends of the circle 7. The organization
of large events such as jazz concerts or the guest appearance of well-known
orchestras and musicians. 8. Conveyance of preferred entrance for members to the
events of other clubs.276
Meetings, radio, and concerts were all necessary, in their opinion, because jazz was
fundamentally misapprehended in Germany. The Darmstadt circle declared that it wanted
to foster “the type of jazz music which was original and today has been displaced through

275 Günter Boas, “Die Planung und Verwirklung des Jazz Clubs,” Jazz Club News
August 1945. As quoted in Schwab, Der Frankfurter Sound, 58.
276 Mitteilungen of the Hot-Circle-Darmstadt, 1 (January 1948). Appears as quoted in
Bernd Hoffmann, “Zur westdeutschen Hot Club-Bewegung der Nachkriegszeit,” in Jazz
in Nordrhein-Westfalen seit 1946, ed. Robert von Zahn (Köln: Musikland NRW Band 1,
1999), 68.
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the superior power of commercial material.”277 They believed that the reigning loose
definition of jazz—its generic use for any type of pop orchestral music or anything on
AFN—was spurious, ignorant, and just plain wrong.
The Darmstadt circle’s declaration echoed Hugues Panassié’s 1942 book The Real
Jazz. In the opening paragraphs of his book, Panassié summed up the situation that
spurred the hot groups:
Almost a half-century has elapsed since the birth of jazz. Much has been spoken
about it; several books have been written about it; and still the public has not the
least idea of what this music really is. One of the chief reasons for this lack of
understanding is that two vastly different sorts of music have become associated
with the word jazz—true jazz, which is today still unfamiliar to the greater part of
the public—and a commercial counterfeit of jazz, represented by such orchestras
as that of Jack Hylton or Paul Whiteman, whose music has inundated the public.
The name jazz should never have been given to this counterfeit.278
German hot fans gave their situation the same diagnosis as Panassié and were similarly
incensed by the spread of commercial pop music during the 1930s and postwar era.
The radio, hot club fans believed, exemplified this problem. After the war,
German radio and AFN continued to play immense amounts of local and American
variations of this music—Kurt Wege or Glenn Miller, for example. Although these
groups shared some of the sounds and instrumentation of their beloved music
(syncopation, brass, woodwinds, and a rhythm section), hot circles strongly differentiated
these “commercial” groups from those they deemed authentic jazz.

277 Ibid.
278 Hugues Panassié, The Real Jazz, trans. Anne Sorelle Williams (New York: Smith &
Durrell, 1942), 3.
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In 1950, Hans Vagt diagnosed the German airwaves for the Hamburg Rhythm
club’s journal. He lamented that “jazz is handled by most German stations in a very
stepmotherly fashion.” “One can get every possible and every outrageous type of music
from the ether,” he admitted, “but seldom real jazz.” American and British broadcasters
were better than German ones, but were still hardly refuges of “authentic” jazz, he
complained. “Unfortunately little ‘real’ [jazz] is on these stations”—in fact, on AFN and
BFN, “swing and dance music dominate.”
One of Vagt’s biggest complaints, however, was the way that stations mixed
together different and, to his mind, greater and lesser forms of pop music. On the AFN
program “Midnight in Munich,” for example, “one hears the schmaltzy voice of Bing
Crosby after a splendid Dixieland from Bunk Johnson and then—to the astonishment of a
jazz fan—Spike Johnes [sic] with baby rattles and toy trumpets.” Vagt was concerned
that Germans didn’t know the difference between the three and such mixtures would
perpetuate German ignorance. Such “combinations may be totally fine in America,” but
“here in Germany it often gives a false picture of jazz if it is presented in the context of
commercial broadcasts.”279
German hot circles and clubs contended that the main source of error was aural:
the vast majority of German audiences could not hear the difference between real jazz
and commercial music. In 1947, Horst Lippmann estimated that only a “very small
percentage [of those interested in jazz] really understand a little about jazz.” Most

279 Hans Vagt, “Der Jazz im Äther Europas,” BFN Anglo-German Swing Club Newsheet
5 (1950). The article is reprinted in Ansin, Anglo-German Swing Club, 128-129.
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Germans were deaf to the sonic differences in pop music that they valued so highly and
could not make simple distinctions between paragons of American jazz and German
dance bands. In what would have seemed like an utterly absurd comparison to a member
of his group of cognoscenti, he maintained that most young Germans “apparently listened
to Ellington just as happily as Widmann or Wege [German dance band leaders].”280 He
and Blüthner agreed that there were only about 10 experts on jazz in all of Germany.281
In the opinion of the jazz movement, the most ostentatious, reckless, and misled
listeners were the so-called “Swing-heinis,” young fans of swing dancing and big bands.
Hot club leaders felt that these groups were potentially the most harmful to jazz’s
reputation and it was crucial that they be won over. They were potential allies, but, more
importantly, their very public presence ultimately shaped the reception of jazz amongst
German audiences in general. The Darmstadt group, for example, made it clear that these
groups’ ineptitude at listening was unwelcome in the club. Their Mitteilungen declared
that “No Swing-heinis should come into our club,” for the club only welcomed “people
who can differentiate between HARRY JAMES and FLETCHER HENDERSON.”282 In
a letter to the English occupation authorities, the Düsseldorf club leader, Schulz-Koehn,
argued that members of his club concentrated on listening: “these meetings are strictly

280 Lippmann to Blüthner, January 18, 1947. Appears as quoted in Schwab, Der
Frankfurt Sound, 73.
281 Ibid., 71.
282 Mitteilungen des Hot-Circle-Darmstadt 1 (January 1948). Appears as quoted in
Hoffmann, “Zur westdeutschen Hot-Club Bewegung der Nachkriegzeit,” 68. James and
Henderson were two band leaders who represented commercial and real jazz for the hot
club, respectively.
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scientific and serious; there is no dancing or behavior as on [sic] a party.”283 Swing-heinis
were interested in dancing and wildness, not appreciative, close listening. Dancing
brought little sonic recognition and cultured differentiation: one could dance just as well
to a commercial piece as something improvised.
Many hot club members saw themselves as mentors to these hapless, tone-deaf
youth. In the article “Youth and Music,” Ing. Kuli asked, “from where could interested
youth raise an understanding for old-timer [jazz]?” They could not be blamed, he argued,
for they had never been exposed to the major figures of hot jazz. “The leading hand
through the kingdom of jazz is missing” and thus there are still “a great number of
people, especially amongst the young, who believe to have found jazz in the musical
expression of a Harry Roy [a British dance band leader].” The responsibility for this
situation lay with them, the “knowledgeable,” he argued. If the clubs “reached out a hand
to them and led them through the inexhaustible field of Hot-Jazz, they will know to thank
us.”284
Some hot members also linked pop orchestras and their mixture of genres to
fascism. In a review of three 1947 Mannheim concerts for Jazz Club News, Olaf
Hudtwalcker criticized Radio Berlin’s Kurt Hohenberger orchestra as reminiscent of
“what Peter Kreuder created as cultivated ‘German dance music’ during the Third
Reich.” The group played a style “for everyone”: rumba, German songs, Schmaltz, and
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American tunes. The band, warned, should “not foster Nazi atavism.” Undifferentiated
pop music by big bands, in Hudtwalcker’s view, was geared towards mass audiences.
Mainstream music designed to appeal to and integrate large, diverse German audiences
still carried the taint of Nazi attempts to form a national sound and a Volksgemeinschaft
of pleasure and entertainment. It was not only the sound of Hohenberger orchestra that
connected it to the past. Hohenberger was himself a leading recording artist for the Nazis,
the author reminded his readers.285
The same year, Horst Lippmann characterized a preference for commercial dance
music by conservative listeners as fascist. A few months earlier, a battle of petitions and
letters to the editor in the radio magazine Hör Zu! had erupted over the “jazz” of the Kurt
Wege big band.286 After Wege and a number of other dance leaders were fired by their
stations, Lippmann reported that “the fight for swing music in north Germany was
decided in favor of Nazi and Military-inspired letter writers, who prefer a broadcast
stylized after the former VOLKSKOZERTEN of the ‘Grossdeutschen Rundfunk’ with
fairly listenable swing music which doesn’t make any pretense.”287 Lippmann’s
description contained a certain level of irony. Although Wege’s music was attacked as

285 Olaf Hudtwalcker (“hu.”), “Drei Jazzkonzerte aus Mannheim!,” Die Hot-Club News
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outrageous and racially inferior by the conservative letter writers, they didn’t realize that
it was not very different from the “listenable swing music” that such audiences preferred
during the Nazi era. Wege, in Lippmann and the others hot advocates minds, also made
commercial music. German listeners simply did not have good enough ears to be able to
tell the difference.

4.

The hot club members’ complaints reveal a great deal about their assumptions.
Lippmann, Blüthner, Hudtwalcker, and the other hot fans constructed jazz as a music in
which sound mattered most. In contrast to much of jazz’s previous perceptual history,
they engaged and emphasized the sonic aspects of jazz. The German public’s problematic
knowledge and understanding of jazz, they believed, were linked to their misperception
of it—they paid little attention to the sounds of popular music and, consequently, jumbled
it together. Recognizing “real” jazz necessitated close listening. The ears and the details
of sound came first. Revealing jazz required other Germans to begin to listen. Such aural
appreciation, they recognized, needed instruction. Thus, hot clubs obsessively focused on
and explicated how one should listen to jazz. By doing so, they collectively composed a
new field of sound and its interpretation. At the same time, they invented the
contemporary German jazz audience and designed jazz consumption to be a listener’s art.
The establishment of jazz hermeneutics was strongly based in aural
communication during the first five years after 1945. After the turn of the 1950s, this
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would increasingly change. From the end of the war to the first few years of the 1950s,
group listening and discussion played a central role in the new jazz community. For the
early postwar hot clubs, collective interaction and conversation provided the foundation
for developing the tools for understanding jazz and the formation of its conceptual
boundaries.
Hot clubs envisioned their understanding of jazz as universal, but began their
education of Germans within their own ranks. One of the central training grounds for the
primacy of listening was the clubs’ record nights (Plattenabende). As the records of the
Frankfurt clubs’ Plattenabende show, these organized activities promulgated an idea of
how jazz should sound and how listeners should understand what they heard. Record
nights, in essence, served as primers in proper aural perception and evaluation. 288
They also offered the opportunity to actually hear music. Most hot clubs members
had lost most or all of their recordings during the intense bombing campaigns of the war.
In the immediate years after 1945, most could not afford to repurchase recordings and, in
any case, their availability was sketchy at best. Thus, the financial constraints of the
subsistence economy and the tiny domestic production of records often made rebuilding
personal collections impossible. Some collections, however, had survived the war and the
clubs became centers for sharing such precious sounds. The pooled collection of the

288 Records of other clubs’ Plattenabend show that they served similar pruposes. For
examples and discussions of other clubs’ record nights, see Ansin, Anglo-German Swing
Club and Hoffmann, “Zur westdeutschen Hot-Club Bewegung der Nachkriegzeit.”
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Frankfurt club during the first few years was around 400 records, most of which was
provided by Lippmann and Boas.289
At first, the Frankfurt listening events were irregular and diverse. In the early
years after the war, they were largely group listening sessions. Beginning in 1947,
however, they began to be held at regular intervals. They were never simple mish-mashes
of tunes and, from the start, they were organized around a principle theme. Themes
varied from single individuals to genres, from Art Tatum to “White Jazz” to the winners
of the 1946 Esquire poll.
The leaders of the club realized that, by themselves, instrumental recordings
convey little else than their immediate musical content and give little to no direction in
how they should be understood or appreciated. In contrast to the Nazi’s reduction of jazz
to something that had little to do with listening, Hot Club members wished to establish
specific modes of aural appreciation and direct the attention of their audience in precise
ways. Lippmann felt that interested parties across Germany needed a “leading hand.”290
Such direction began at the record nights. In 1947, the sessions took on a stronger
pedagogical character and began to include lectures: the recordings were preceded by a
talk and members often followed with discussion.291 The spoken prefaces to the
recordings were meant to focus the subsequent listening of the audience. They taught

289 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 64.
290 Horst Lippmann to Hans Blüthner, January 18th, 1947. Appears as quoted in Schwab,
Der Frankfurt Sound, 73.
291 Ibid., 70.
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young members of the club how to listen by speaking about and explaining the
recordings. The moderators, although most often drawn from the Frankfurt ranks, could
also be guests from other cities or organizations.292

5.

Though focused on forms of aurality—group listening and discussion—the nights
also utilized text as a way of supporting and undergirding what had been learned during
the nights’ meeting. At each session, hot clubs also distributed handouts which
summarized the speaker’s points and gave discographical information for the recordings.
These handouts supported the clubs’ pedagogical efforts to give new members a sense of
basic jazz styles and personalities.293
These handouts reveal little detailed, methodical explanation of the music.
Although we can’t be sure about what was discussed and not written down, the hot clubs
did not seem to have a worked out system of interpretation. The speakers certainly agreed
on certain basic principles and there are a number of repeating themes, but the surviving
handouts recorded lectures that consisted of impressionistic comments and factual data.
Before the early 1950s, there seemed to be little systematic thinking about jazz
hermeneutics.

292 See, for example, Wiesbaden resident Helmut R. Kupfer’s lecture on “New Orleans
Jazz,” 26 (Febuary 1, 1948), Folder Hot Club Frankfurt 1948-1954, Günter Boas
Sammlung, Lippmann+Rau-Musikarchiv Eisenach.
293 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 70-71.
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The sessions were primarily devoted to attempts to demonstrate “real” jazz. As
we’ve seen, the hot clubs felt that young Germans were surrounded by misuses of the
term “jazz” and needed to grasp this basic aural distinction. To help garner such skills,
the clubs emphasized sonic inundation. They exposed their initiates to hours of “real”
jazz and hoped that hearing lots and lots of the authentic stuff would allow them to
differentiate it from second rate, commercial pop music. The only way to know jazz was
to listen to it.
Although not systematic, the surviving loose-leaf handouts from these
Plattenabende give us a general sense of the frameworks that members built around
specific recordings during the late 1940s. Hot clubs’ treated listening as a form of
knowledge and discernment. Listening to jazz was not supposed to be musicological
abstraction, however; it was always a social and humanistic enterprise. Speakers sought
to both open the door to this new sensory world and guide their journeymen in the
perception of its content though specific categories. In this early period, three analytical
categories were given high priority: biography, race, and style.
Biography was often a basic source of organization and meaning during these
nights. The meeting on June 5th, 1948, for example, focused on Louis Armstrong, perhaps
the most easily recognizable icon of “hot” enthusiasts internationally. Hudtwalcker, one
of the founders of the HCF and the evening’s lecturer, spoke exclusively on the course of
Armstrong’s career and his stylistic changes. Hudtwalcker forged a programmic account
of Armstrong through his music. Dividing up Armstrong’s professional life into three
chronological segments, he created a periodization of Armstrong’s styles. First, he
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argued, came Armstrong’s early career with King Oliver and his “development and
completion” of the “pure New Orleans style”; this period extended from his immersion in
the turn-of-the-century music of New Orleans up until 1929. His second period, from
1929 to 1935, encompassed his adoption of a big band and his tendency towards
“technical exhibitionism.” His third period encompassed his return to form after 1935.
Although similar to the musical conservatism of his early years, his latest style was “less
emphatic, more serene, and more weightless than the first [period].” Putting it in terms
that were familiar to his German audience, he argued that his solos of this period
“sometimes faintly reminds one of Mozart’s detachedness and simplicity.” Even his
current period has shown some personal development, he claimed. Since 1939, he has
shown “stronger reflection and responsibility” in his choice of song titles and his use of
old New Orleans musicians for his studio groups.
After this spoken exposition, the group listened to 24 Armstrong sides in
chronological order, beginning with the 1922 recording “Tears” from his apprenticeship
with Oliver and ending with a 1943 V-disc with his All Stars. Divided into three sections,
these records reproduced Hudtwalcker’s story in sound. His introduction was a lead in to
the recordings, instructing those present on how to appreciate and listen to both each
recording individually and the recordings as in relation to one another. If temporally
mixed, they would not have allowed a succinct tale and such an arrangement would have
made tracing any development difficult. Presented in this order, they could be heard as a
classic narrative arch: promise-fall-redemption. One was supposed to pay attention in
this schema to his clarity and will power in his 1927 recording of “Willie the Weeper”
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and recognize it as a synecdoche for New Orleans. Moreover, one was supposed to hear
the similarity between this recording and his accompaniment to Bessie Smith in the
earlier tune “Careless Love Blues.” Later in the program, the audience should be able to
differentiate these two recordings from his “lost” technical playing on the middle period
pieces, “Dinah” and “Sweethearts on Parade.”294
In Hudtwalcker’s presentation, Armstrong’s life was his musical life. As one of, if
not the, most esteemed figures for hot fans for over a decade, knowledge of his personal
life was probably assumed and thus largely omitted.295 A program on the pianist Art
Tatum by Lippmann, on the other hand, shows how central an account of the musician’s
personal biography could be. Lippmann split this program in half. In the first section, he
celebrated Tatum’s virtuosity. After offering his paean, Lippmann played 13 solo
recordings by Tatum to demonstrate his melodic invention and pyrotechnics. Lippmann
then shifted gears. Once Tatum’s sound and skill was established, he sketched out a
tableau of the pianist’s life. He then used the remaining time to play various cuts from
Tatum’s work with different ensembles.
On the surface, the biographical interlude seems superfluous. Biography must
have been important to understanding the recordings for Lippmann and the other
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members, however, for half of his written monologue on Tatum is concerned with it. The
biography was full of details: he noted where Tatum was born, talked about his
experience of blindness, how he was discovered, the death of this mother, the “sensation”
he caused at the Three Deuces in Chicago in 1937, a trip to Europe, and his 1943 guest
appearances with Dizzy Gillespie and Coleman Hawkins.
Why mention any of this at all? Why was it given such attention during an
evening devoted to listening? What sense did it make to talk about Tatum’s first gig or
where he was born after illustrating his awing harmonic sensibility and the phenomenal
speed of his right hand?
The hot clubs speakers did not specify exactly why they were interested in
connecting such minutiae to listening practices. During another Plattenabende, however,
Günter Boas gives a clue to the meaning and function of biography for listening during
this period. In his opening remarks to his lecture on “The Immortals of Jazz,” Boas
clarified that he wanted “to go into the type and personality of our deceased interpreters.”
Introducing new listeners to the most important jazz performers, for Boas, involved more
than just their sonic performances. To know and understand them, one needed to have
some sense of what the musicians were like as people.
In this way, biographical information of this sort became important foregrounding
information for the records. Tatum’s style did not change much over his career. His solo
recordings are almost all uniformly impressive, but there was little to distinguish between
them stylistically. Biography provided offered a way to separate them—knowing
Tatum’s life differentiated his records according to when they were made. One could
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surround each solo performance with the details of Tatum’s contemporary situation. At
the same time, it anthropomorphized the recordings, giving the music on the crackling
discs certain human qualities. One didn’t just hear Tatum’s extraordinary technique; one
could search for and imagine hearing something of his life and personality.296
Bits of biographical data popped up continually through the listening nights. It
might be a date when a musician joined a band, when he was recorded and by whom, or
where and when he passed away. Similarly, lecturers spent a great deal of time
attempting to describe the instrumental playing style of individual musicians: whether
they played with short or long phrases, if they played powerfully, or if they were
technically brilliant. These cues gave listeners directions on what to listen for in
individual performances and built up a vocabulary in which to think and describe each
musician.
Both instrumental style and biographical data were part of a larger championing
of character in this group. The word “personality” was often used as a signal of greatness:
“Jelly Roll Morton, Bessie Smith, and Louis Armstrong are the most important
personalities of jazz,” Boas contended; Dizzy Gillespie is “one of the most primitive and

296 Horst Lippmann, “Art Tatum” 60 (September 4, 1948), Folder Hot Club Frankfurt
1948-1954, Günter Boas Sammlung, Lippmann+Rau-Musikarchiv Eisenach. The
personalization of records in this way may also be due to the meaning they took on
during the war. Recordings must have been difficult to carry through the war. Luck
and/or dedication, i.e. keeping them safe and transporting them through the changes in
housing necessitated by the mass destruction of homes and apartments, were needed to
come out of 1945 with these sorts of items. Such devotion could have given these objects
heightened significance and personalizing them could have been a consequence of such
acts of devotion.
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inventive personalities of jazz,” Lippmann asserted.297 Personality and character
encompassed much of what the group intended to hear—how to pick out a musician’s
key playing characteristics and, at the same time, be able to relate them to individual
biographical profiles.
A personal trait that mattered greatly to the group was a musician’s race. The
listening system that the record nights attempted to formulate clearly tried to demarcate
white from black performers. The August 1948 programs “White Jazz, Early Vintage,
Second Choice” (White Jazz, Frühe Lese, Zweite Wahl) and “White Jazz, Late Harvest”
(White Jazz, Spätlese) offer cogent examples of how the group imagined racial attributes
within the sounds they heard.298 There was, first of all, a qualitative difference that
accompanied racial difference for these listeners. Early white performers, as the first
lecture’s title indicated, were, in their eyes, second-rate. “At least 80% of white jazz in
the 1920s,” Olaf Hudtwalcker argued, “was a mixture of misunderstanding and a lack of
qualifications.” Compared to the music that Louis Armstrong or Duke Ellington made
during the same period—music that the group often referred to and analyzed during these
nights—the music of white musicians during the 1920s lacked profundity. It was, he

297 Günter Boas, “The Golden Age of Jazz”; Horst Lippmann, “To Be or not to Bop—
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argued, “enthusiasm, naïveté, and atmosphere” which gave made this music attractive at
the time, not brilliant improvisation.
Racial difference, Hudtwalcker argued, was largely based in the psyche. He
asserted that most white musicians were not psychologically suited for jazz performance.
White musicians suffered from a “stiffness in the sphere of self-consciousness, of
understanding,” making them “less talented at rhythm than people of color.” Rhythm, he
contended, “essentially belongs to the sphere of the unconscious.” Unable to relax, white
musicians’ rhythm was “’jumpy, volatile, and tense.” Blacks, on the other hand,
“integrate, cling, and ‘swing.’”
Hudtwalcker’s racial language of authenticity equated a musician’s inner
psychology and their outward sound. Race, from this perspective, is located internally
within a subject’s inner make-up and outside in a subject’s musical expressions. The
black personality, which Hudtwalcker believed was less weighed down by the heavy
intellectualism of Europeans, can make the vibrations he draws from his instruments float
and glide through the air.
Race, for Hudtwalcker, could be heard in rhythm. Through rhythm, the skilled
listener could both encounter blackness and, at the same time, access the personality and
psychology of the musician. “Black rhythm” gave insight into the mysteries of race. Even
though Hudtwalcker did not describe what the right rhythm was in detail, one can get a
general sense of what constituted “black rhythm” for him: it was something relaxed and
integrated; it should have a fluid quality and not jump or gum up. It was “swing.” Instead
of attempting to describe what it was, he presented what it was not. In three recordings by
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white bands that he presented—the Original Dixieland Jazz Band’s “Margie” from 1921,
the Wolverine’s 1927 version of “Crazy Quilt,” and the Casa Loma orchestra’s 1930
arrangement of “China Girl”—he heard “stiffness” and the burden of modernity, he
claimed.
Race was tied to authenticity through rhythm. Black jazz, as opposed to most
white jazz, was “real” for the HCF. For a long time, Hudtwalcker complained, jazz had
been wholly identified with rhythmically handicapped music. German listeners of the
past two decades had been mistaken and, to their detriment, somewhat color-blind. The
music they listened to as “jazz”—i.e. dance music by white German and American
orchestras—was poorly played and lacked the quintessential aspects of jazz. As the
attributes of “real” jazz became more widely recognized—that is, as proper forms of
listening were spread—white jazz would increasingly fall by the wayside, he contended.
Although intended to be praise for black musicians, Hudtwalcker’s arguments did
little more than rehash pre- and interwar primitivism. This cult of primitivism imagined
Africans and African Americans to be closer to nature and less traumatized by the
contradictions and ennui of modern civilization. The core of Hudtwalcker’s views on
blackness and jazz was already widespread during the Weimar period, as Chapter One
shows. The new definitions and scholarship on jazz formulated by hot clubs and hot fans
attempted to break with many aspects of mainstream opinion on jazz. Even so, they drew
on, if reconfigured, the same primitivist assumptions that were common to those whose
opinions they criticized.
This primitivism was part of the European hot worldview from the beginning.
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Hot jazz for Panassié—one of the most influential thinkers on jazz at the time—
“represent[ed] a spontaneous, improvised musical form, a pure unmediated expression of
pure emotion, whose ultimate roots can be traced back to Africa. The European tradition,
on the other hand (for which the written arrangement [of straight, commercial “jazz”]
stands as a synecdoche) represents the death of any such spontaneity and pure emotion. It
imprisoned the improvised forms of jazz in a set of formal, mediated, and restrictive
written structures.”299
Like Hudtwalcker, race and jazz authenticity was also based in the psyche for
Panassié. His book The Real Jazz argues that jazz can only be appreciated and understood
“by examining [its] psychological roots. “ “Created by the Negro people”, he argued, jazz
“represents the reappearance of such a primitive musical conception as had risen many
centuries ago among the people of Europe and elsewhere.”300 Whites, on the other hand,
are trapped in the psychology of the modern world and are thus “inferior to black
musicians.” Burdened by civilization, they can only “approach [jazz] with resistance and
adopt it very slowly.”301 Such differences in psychological dispositions could also
provoke miscomprehension in audiences. “When confronted with this music,” he argued,

299 Jeremy F. Lane, “Jazz as Habitus: Discourses of Class and Ethnicity in Hugues
Panassié’s Le Jazz Hot,” Nottingham French Studies 44, no. 3 (Autumn 2005): 44.
300 Panassié, The Real Jazz, 5, 7-8. Tom Perchard has argued that Panassié’s primitivism
was not entirely racial, but also indebted to the post-Enlightenment conservative
theological musings of Léon Bloy and René Guénon. Tom Perchard, “Tradition,
Modernity and the Supernatural Swing: Rereading ‘Primitivism’ in Hugues Panassié's
Writing on Jazz,” Popular Music 30, no. 1 (January 2011): 25-45.
301 Panassié, The Real Jazz, viii, 5.
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“the white race has found itself completely bewildered.”302
The hot clubs believed that Swing from the 1930s showed that this racial
misapprehension of jazz could lead audiences to favor musicians who degraded popular
music. For some of the heads of the HCF, white musicians were not just misinformed and
inept imitators. The Plattenabende also tied white musicians to the corruption and
commercialization of popular music. During the 1930s, Swing and jazz became identical
for most Americans and a host of Europeans. The listening-lecture “The Golden Age of
Jazz” contented that this was a perversion brought about by white musicians and the
interests of the business world. The speaker, Günter Boas, argued that
it was the whites who flattened out [verflachten] jazz. They made it white. They
made business out of it. Benny Goodman, Artie Shaw and many others
popularized Swing. The valuable, the art was a minor point; the main point was
business.303
Boas’s argument was part of a larger separation of black and white jazz for the hot clubs,
but, at the same time, it resonated with National Socialist ideas from the past decade.
Benny Goodman and Artie Shaw, both Jewish American musicians and bandleaders,
“flattened out” jazz and sapped it of its vitality and authenticity. Jewish musicians were
singled out as examples of a larger current of manipulation and enfeeblement.
For others, the specific experiences of African Americans were integrally
wrapped up in the expressive form of jazz itself. During a talk on Duke Ellington, Horst
Lippmann maintained that the blues was “a feeling, something intangible, we will say the

302 Ibid., 5.
303 Günter Boas, “The Golden Age of Jazz.”
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soul of a race which can express all sorrow and joy in these twelve measures.”304 The
blues was an expressive form within jazz that was fundamentally connected to the
“blackness” of the genre. Lippmann claimed that there was “no colored musician, no
colored orchestra, which has not rooted their most important work in the Blues.”305 Thus,
the biographical knowledge that one could hear in a hot jazz piece was not just pertinent
to individuals, but also part of a narrative of the “soul of a race.” For hot club members,
one heard both the individual sorrow of a musician’s life and the collective tragedy of
African Americans.
The lectures stopped just on the cusp of racial essentialization. Hudtwalcker
admitted that black musical superiority is not absolute. White jazz was not “eo ipso of
lesser value,” he contended. Despite this, he considered it to be de facto—“black jazz is
only, as a rule, better and more positive jazz.” Hudtwalcker exhibited a post-Third Reich
double bind: he could not speak in total racial terms but also could not think outside
them.
The psychologization of race in Hudtwalcker’s lecture fits into the larger
transition of racial categories in Germany in the immediate postwar period. Although it
certainly did not suddenly disappear from everyday opinions of Germans, the language of
biological racism became taboo in public and in scientific discourse. Although clearly

304 As quoted in Michael Rieth, Horst Lippmann: Ein Leben für Jazz, Blues und Rock
(Heidelberg: Palmyra Verlag, 2010), 73.
305 With prescience, Lippmann anticipates the later tension of blues as a form and a
genre, commenting somewhat myopically that “already in the blues jazz distances itself
from jazz.” Ibid.
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derived from Panassié, Hudtwalcker’s arguments also paralleled a shift towards the
psychologization of race in postwar West German anthropological studies. The
anthropologists Walter Kirchner and Rudolf Sieg argued in the early 1950s that the
children of German women and African American G.I.s were not intellectually different
from white Germans. Although cognitively similar, these “Mischlingskinder” had
behavioral and developmental attributes derived from their black heritage, they argued.
Kirchner concluded that, because of their “Negro inheritance,” these children had a
“tendency to be hotheaded, impulsive, willful, and disobedient.”306 Heide Fehrenbach has
argued that debates about “Mischlingskinder’ were “central to the ideological transition
from National Socialist to ‘democratic’ approaches to race.” Invested with
disproportionate amounts of attention and symbolism, they became a central avenue for
West Germans to renegotiate and define race and German nationality in the first decade
and a half after 1945.307
The hot club listening nights show that Germans also formulated personal
experiences of and knowledge of race through record collecting and record listening. In
their domain of practices, by hearing—and knowing how to hear—jazz rhythm and the
blues, one heard and had contact with blackness. Authentic jazz made blackness audible
in this schema, something that could be presented and experienced without a black body.

306 Heide Fehrenbach, Race After Hitler: Black Occupation Children in Germany and
America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005), 88-91, 96-101.
307 Heide Fehrenbach, “Afro-German Children and the Social Politics of Race after
1945,” in German History from the Margins ed. Neil Gregor, Nils Roemer, and Mark
Roseman (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006), 226.
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Through the right integration of instruments, African Americans projected their
difference out through the speakers.
Through this form of listening, postwar Germans were able to literally
domesticate blackness. For the HCF, owning records which had been recorded in the
United States and shipped overseas allowed one to bring a disembodied African
American essence into one’s own home in Frankfurt am Main. One could confront racial
difference on one’s own terms, in one’s own comfort zone, and at one’s own leisure.
Music became for these groups—and, in the next decade, most Germans—a way to have
a positive, controlled relationship with racial otherness. Hot Club listeners could construe
African Americans in whatever way they found pleasure in and, at the same time,
imagine a form of intimacy with the performer. Biographical and racial listening allowed
hot club members to indulge in racial fantasy and imagine a benevolent, close
relationship with their auditory objects without having to engage in real dialogue. They
could enjoy a relationship with blackness without having to confront African American
responses to such constructions.308
The experience of race and blackness created by the HCF’s listening schema was
itself primarily aesthetic and focused on pleasure. The otherness of African Americans

308 A few years later, Martin Heidegger argued that technology eradicated nearness in
human experience in his essay “The Thing.” The “abolition of all distances” by film,
radio, TV, and airplanes, he contends, “brings no nearness.” Everything in the
technological age is “lumped together into uniform distancelessness.” The hot club
members constructed jazz and sound reproduction in the exact opposite way. Records by
jazz musicians brought a sort of racial nearness that they could not and probably would
not manage. Martin Heidegger, “The Thing,” in Poetry, Language, Thought trans. Albert
Hofstadter (New York: Harper & Row, 1971), 165-166.
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presented on these evenings was located within a larger atmosphere of enjoyment, not a
consciousness-raising endeavor. Even when a topic related to racial inequality came up,
their own revelry could overshadow obvious opportunities to take a social or political
position. Hudtwalcker’s concern could be egregiously self-centered. In a public lecture
entitled “Jazz as the Magic of Spontaneity,” for example, he described jazz “as the gift of
the black race, with which slavery has generously rewarded us and for which we can’t be
thankful enough.” The fact that the Mannheim press found this objectionable was easily
shrugged off.309
The HCF’s focus on racial typologies was part of a larger interest in classification.
Classification was a powerful way to organize and distinguish sounds and taxonomy was
at the heart of the endeavor of making jazz a listener’s music. Placing recordings and
musicians into groups provided roadmaps to listening and learning to listen: having a
label or genre first attached to a recording made it much simpler to decipher what was
important and what one should pay attention to, especially for the green members of the
group. It gave a recording a certain intelligibility from the start. Lippmann’s lecture on
Art Tatum, for example, separated jazz musicians into two types—group musicians and
soloists—a binary that he then used to categorize and order the recordings in his portrait
of the blind pianist.

309 As reported in the introduction to “White Jazz, Frühe Lese.” Unfortunately, it is not
clear on what grounds the Mannheim press objected. Hudtwalcker, “White Jazz, Frühe
Lese.”
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One of the most primary forms of classification employed by the hot club
speakers was style. Style could be individual or collective: it could be used to divide up a
single musician’s career or tie together performers or groups and display similarities and
differences. Style could, at one level, mean individualistic characteristics in performance,
as in a personal style of improvisation or of timbre. Having “style” made one a notable
musician. Boas, for example, identified Bubber Miley’s place within the ranks of jazz
immortals by declaring him, next to Tricky Sam Nanton, “the ‘jungle-style-player’ of the
Duke Ellington orchestra.”310 Similarly, the “style” and “musicality” of Charlie Green, a
member of Fletcher Henderson’s outfit, made him “one of the most important jazz
trombonists.” Style was the primary way that personality and character manifested itself
in sound. It did not have to stay the same, however; someone as incomparable and
ingenious as Louis Armstrong could have many styles and, when examining his career,
Hudtwalcker’s lecture carved up his life into stylistic periods.
At another level, style described large groups of performance practices. Thus,
while having his own personal attributes, Armstrong was part of the New Orleans style, a
form that he took over from his mentor King Oliver. Styles in this sense were shared
sensibilities and musical practices; they were organic wholes which encompassed and
unified performances that were otherwise understood as individual and spontaneous.

310 Günter Boas, “Immortals of Jazz,” (July 5, 1948), Folder Hot Club Frankfurt 19481954, Günter Boas Sammlung, Lippmann+Rau-Musikarchiv Eisenach. The italics are
mine.
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The club’s 26th lecture, for example, dedicated itself to illuminating two of the
primary and, for many in this group, the most important types of jazz recordings: the
New Orleans and Chicago styles. The lecture began with a short historical narrative. New
Orleans was the ur-city of jazz, it declared. It is “the city were the music came into being,
where it was first played and had its first success.” In the 1920s, however, the “jazz
center” moved from New Orleans to Chicago and “established a new style under the
influence of enthusiastic, idealistically thinking young men: the so-called Chicago style.“
Style, in this description, was something connected with a moving “center” of jazz but
also formed in a crucible made up of a place and its human inhabitants.
After establishing these two aesthetic-historical groups, the lecturer, Helmut
Knupfer, then delineated some of the most crucial sonic characteristics of each style.
Trying to highlight what he saw to be the core difference, he presented short, concise
descriptions of each. “In the New Orleans style,” Knupfer argued, “melodious, singing
playing with a clear construction of choruses is characteristic.” The Chicago style, on the
other hand, was “most of the time not as simple in construction,” but instead “boldly
playful with short phrases.” Sometimes referring to it simply as “New Orleans Jazz,” the
hot club understood this style to be the one formed by the earliest generation of jazz
musicians—Jelly Roll Morton, Freddie Keppard, Buddy Bolden, King Oliver, and Louis
Armstrong. “Chicago jazz” began later, after the migration of the music north in the
1920s, with the appearance of one specific group: the Austin High School band.
Knupfer then went on to play recordings by and describe the “most well known
and most typical representatives of both styles.” Again, the playing of recordings
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amongst the circle of rapt listeners was supposed to acoustically exhibit the ideas that the
lecturer had already explained. To make sure that his audience did not get confused or
hear the wrong thing, he prefaced each recording with a short identification of the
musicians. He gave a note about their personality or career and labeled it as either a New
Orleans or Chicago style performance. Before the recording of “St. James Infirmary” by
King Oliver’s orchestra, for example, he focused the attention of the listeners to the
trumpeter Bubber Miley. Miley was “another representative of this [the New Orleans]
style” and “today we hear him for once not with Duke Ellington but with King Oliver’s
orchestra, in which he stood in for Oliver during a sickness.”
Although he never explicitly labeled them as such, there was a clear racial
correlation for each style. New Orleans musicians were black and the style, against the
background of the other lectures, could be connected to a black psyche. Similarly,
Chicago jazz was identified with white musicians—Red Nichols, Jimmy McPartland,
Eddie Condon, Bix Beiderbecke, and Frankie Teschmaker—and its more complicated
constructions were themselves tied to the whiteness of their creators. In terms of quality
and authenticity, these white musicians seemed to be the exceptions. They were the other
20% (as opposed to the inept 80% of white musicians identified by Boas). Three of these
musicians—Beiderbecke, Teschmaker, and Lang—would later make it into the categories
of “immortals” in Boas’s lecture.
It seems that the styles themselves were, in the last instance, mostly about race
and the sound of the recording could be trumped by the racial profile of the musician.
According to Knupfer, George Mitchell, a member of Jelly Roll Morton’s Hot Peppers,
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“plays cornet like Bix [Beiderbecke].” Even though Knupfer had already identified
Beiderbecke as “the most important personality” of the Chicago style, he labeled Mitchell
a “New Orleans man.” The African American musician James P. Johnson, now
considered one of the premier examples of New York stride piano, was introduced as a
“representative of the New Orleans style” amongst pianists. His race seemed such an
important distinction. Even though he was surrounded by white Chicago musicians on the
1938 recording “Who” by the Frank Newton orchestra, Knupfer identified his playing as
“New Orleans.”311 Listening to style, in the end, was also about listening for race.
It is important to note that the hot club’s listening schema did not hear these
styles, despite the fact that they developed at different times, as historically progressive.
Styles were horizontal, not lateral, and did not follow in a single straight line of growth.
They did not play a stylistic zero sum game. Thus, Knupfer remarked that, after the
advent of the Chicago style in the 1920s, the New Orleans style did not cease to exist or
become defunct. “The old New Orleans style was not quickly dispatched; it went much
further and has asserted itself up to today,” he maintained. Nor were the two on separate
tracks. They were still fundamentally related and part of a larger form of music making.
Thus, Knupfer reminded HCF members that “making a sharp dividing line between these
two styles is not possible: the Chicago style is a branch (if very wide one) of the
established line,” Knupfer explained. The branch metaphor is apt and precise: branches

311 Helmut Knupfer, “New Orleans-Chicago,” 26 (January 26, 1948), Folder Hot Club
Frankfurt 1948-1954, Günter Boas Sammlung, Lippmann+Rau-Musikarchiv Eisenach.
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share a common root yet coexist in their own line of development. Styles were part of a
larger music.
The HCF speakers did not outline an expansive formulation of style, but their
comments point towards a non-progressive conception of jazz at this moment. Styles did
not have a particular relationship to time. Jazz was itself considered to be quintessentially
modern and styles were historical—that is created at specific moments and in specific
places—but styles were not modernist forms in the sense that one overtook and
proceeded another. Forms remained legitimate and timely as long as they were played
well. Thus, when Louis Armstrong reconstituted his band according to the Hot Five
format he had used in the mid-to late-1920s in 1947, his move was not regarded as
regressive or atavistic. Instead, it was characterized as a “conclusive homecoming” and a
return to the “pure New Orleans style.”312
Jazz corresponded to the modern era and styles were individual and group
expressions within it, coexisting side by side. The hot club’s main concern was the
dichotomy of the real vs. the commercial. They were committed to dividing the art of
jazz from the commerce of other forms of pop music. As art, jazz expression remained
timeless. From this point of view, Louis Armstrong’s return to form was a return to
stylistic purity after a foray into commercial big band music. He was not expected to
move ever forward into new forms and sounds. What mattered most was that he play
“real” jazz.

312 Hudtwalcker, “Louis ‘Satchmo’ Armstrong.”
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The period in which these lectures occurred—the late 1940s—was a period of
incredible shifts in musical performance in jazz, however. As Swing declined, Armstrong
returned to his Hot Five ensemble and the music of Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker, and
Stan Kenton went in very new acoustic directions. In standard accounts of jazz history,
this is a period of rapid change, the moment of rupture between early jazz and modern
jazz. Even non-teleological and more complicated historical accounts of the period
recognize it as a period of paradigm reconfiguration.313 This process was not clear to its
contemporaries, however, and much of the way we view it now is indebted—or, to put it
more strongly, dependent—on histories written later in the next decade. Music now
considered to be the founding moments of bebop, progressive jazz, and, more generally,
post-swing modernism, was at first received and understood through the lens of style.
Thus, when Horst Lippmann introduced what are now seem as pioneering
recordings of bebop to the Frankfurt club, there was little sense of it being a new era of
music. At first, he treated Dizzy Gillespie as a representative of a new style, not as a
revolutionary altering the rules of the music and pushing it irrevocably forward. If
anything, he presented bebop as a musical coming-of-age, the creation of a new personal
mode of expression. It came about as the result of Gillespie’s shift from being a Roy
Eldridge imitator to being an individual stylist. Still, his achievement did not invalidate
what came before him; it did not make older styles outdated. As such, Gillespie and
Armstrong were not antinomic; one did not have to choose between the two. Referring to

313 Scott Deveaux, The Birth of Bebop: A Social and Musical History (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1997).
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some of Dizzy’s own comments, he asserted that, even for the new trumpeter, Armstrong
was now, as before, an excellent musician.
Most interestingly, this perspective allowed a type of musical mixing during this
period that, a decade later, would be practically impossible. Lippmann’s work as a
musician embodied this. One the earliest, and probably the most vocal, proponent of
bebop in Germany during the 1940s, he also owned its largest bebop record collection.314
Even so, Lippmann played bass and drums in the Two Beat Stompers, the first Dixieland
band in the country. For him, it was “not stylistic preferences, but the quality of the
performance alone which was decisive as to whether something was to be counted as a
good example of jazz.”315
This parity of styles could be seen in the way Lippmann imagined another one of
his early post-war groups. He claimed that his group the Hot Club Sextett was formed on
“the model of the Dizzy Gillespie Sextet…but we also play 100% Dixieland.”316 To most
listeners now, this mixture makes little to no musical sense. At the time, however, it was
entirely possible. Similarly, the Anglo-German Swing Club in Hamburg presented
concerts that featured bands who would play all styles, from Dixieland to bebop.317 This
coexistence of styles was particular for this early postwar moment. By the mid-to-late

314 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 70.
315 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 79-80.
316 Lippmann to Schultz-Koehn, as reprinted in Schwab, Frankfurt Sound, 76,
317 See, for an example, Anglo-German Swing Club News Sheet 2 (1949) in Ansin,
Anglo-German Swing Club.
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1950s bands played specific styles exclusively: one was a bebop, swing, progressive, or
Dixieland band. Such stylistic liberalism became exceedingly rare or non-existent.
Even so, there is a sense that bebop did represent something different for the HCF
and that it did not comfortably fit in to the jazz family. The sound of bebop put forth an
enduring challenge. The paradigm of style sat uncomfortably with a period in which the
sound of the music was changing rapidly and as musicians and critics increasingly took
sides. Expressing this equality of standing while reserving difference, Lippmann
commented that it was impossible to hide the fact that “Gillespie had become a symbol of
Bebop, just as Armstrong was a symbol of jazz.” This may have been a response to
assertions made by the music itself. In its organization and emphasis of sound, bebop did
make claims to being something new: it emphasized a new degree of improvisation and
pyrotechnical virtuosity; it made harmonic sophistication and the use of the flatted fifth
essential ingredients in its practice; and it focused on rhythmic disruption and surprise. In
many ways, its aesthetic was just different. In a reductionist version, its mood was often
frantic, its pace break-neck, and its listening requirements heady. Bebop was something
of a puzzle—it challenged essential notions of jazz but was obviously related.

6.

The new sounds of bebop and its descendents would ultimately cause jazz
scholars to rethink the notion of style. Over the course of the first half of the 1950s,
Germans would begin to systematize their thinking on jazz and the hermeneutics of
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listening. Many of the assumptions and categories that appeared in late 1940s were
worked out further, others fell by the wayside, and new conceptions emerged. As we
shall see in the next chapter, jazz pedagogy also changed during the 1950s: the aural,
conversational environment of the hot club listening evenings gave way to textual
communication.
The most important text(s) to come out during the 1950s was Joachim Ernst
Berendt’s 1953 Das Jazzbuch (The Jazz Book) and its updated 1959 edition, Das neue
Jazzbuch (The New Jazz Book). As already noted, Das Jazzbuch was not Berendt’s first
book on jazz. He had already published the highly philosophical Jazz: Eine Zeitkritische
Studie in 1951, which was the first postwar jazz book to be published in Germany. Das
Jazzbuch set out to address what Jazz had avoided: Jazz had not engaged any specific
pieces or charted out jazz’s stylistic history. Das Jazzbuch, on the other hand, offered an
overview of the musical components of jazz, with a host of specific examples, and a
breakdown of the main styles of jazz, its instruments, and its canonical musicians and
bands.318
Das Jazzbuch became the central text for German jazz fans during the 1950s.
Readable and available as an inexpensive paperback, it quickly became the most
successful and authoritative jazz book within Germany and, arguably, in the world. 319 It
was both an instant and sustained best seller amongst jazz publications: it sold 75,000

318 Andrew Hurley, The Return of Jazz: Joachim Ernst Berendt and West German
Cultural Change (New York : Berghahn Books, 2009), 22.
319 Dan Morgenstern, “Forward,” in Hurley, The Return of Jazz, xi; Hurley, The Return
of Jazz, 24.
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within a few months and, by 1959, it had sold 250,000 copies. 320 Its market success was
an indication of its influence. The Jazz Book became something of bible for young jazz
fans and influenced a whole generation of new jazz listeners (and, indeed, what was to be
the largest generation of jazz listeners). In the words of the jazz historian Horst Lange, it
was the “foundation of [young fans’] jazz knowledge.”321
One German fan, for example, inscribed the centrality of the book directly onto
the work. He or she inked in on the title page that what followed was “the start—or
beginning—and guidebook for a functional record collection.”322 Dated November 27th,
1954, it is unclear if it is a personal note or a dedication. Unsigned, it could have been
written by the owner as an after-the-fact description of the work’s seminal place in their
jazz world. It is equally likely, however, that it was given as a gift. If a present, it was a
declaration of the gift-giver and a recommendation to its new owner.
Berendt intended the Jazz Book to be exactly what this anonymous writer took it
to be: a manual. He hoped that it would define definitively the field of “jazz,” clearing up
all misuses of the term while illuminating the music’s canon, its paragonal practitioners,
and the correct practices of listening. For the man who would soon be dubbed “the jazz
pope,” Das Jazzbuch was an act of proselytizing and a gospel testifying to the true nature
of its inspiration.

320 Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels, 45; Hurley, The Return of Jazz, 2, note 3.
321 Lange, Jazz in Deutschland, 195.
322 Copy of Joachim Berendt, Das Jazzbuch in the author’s collection.
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Berendt’s book was part of the larger crusade against public ignorance that the hot
clubs had begun the decade before and Das Jazzbuch was meant to be a crucial tool for
the renovation of the jazz object in German society. From the outset, Berendt made it
very clear that he considered jazz to be mired in confusion amongst the wider German
public. The loose public understanding of jazz that had incensed and motivated the hot
club groups in the late 1940s had not yet been overcome in 1953. The Jazz Book specified
its mission in its first line: “This book tries to turn on its head the opinions and
conceptions one commonly has in Germany and elsewhere about jazz.” The
“simplifications and generalizations” commonly held by Germans of his day were “full of
misunderstanding and dangerous,” he contended. The worst of these, or at least the most
common, was the “conception that jazz and Schlager or jazz and loud drum-solos are the
same thing.”323 His book was to be something of a panacea. He hoped that it would help
lead “the countless, mostly unpleasant and often non-factual discussions about jazz to
reality.”324 For those who knew nothing about jazz, his book was meant to serve as an
“introduction.”
Berendt also meant his book to be the reference point for those who already had
some basis in music. Self-consciously stepping into an emerging, but inchoate body of
textual criticism on jazz, he wanted his book to speak to as wide a public as possible. The
first survey of jazz available in Germany, it attempted to sell its model to both “jazz

323 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch, 5.
324 Ibid.
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opponents and skeptics” and to its fans. For fans, it should serve to “deepen and expand”
their knowledge.325
Das Jazzbuch is divided into two parts. Berendt characterized the first part as
“feulliton-like,” that is, a section that took a literary approach or was critically oriented;
the second part, he claimed, was “scientific.”326 Part One defined jazz, gave a stylistic
overview of the music’s history, and discussed the most important musicians and cities
for the music. Part Two dove into musical analysis, breaking down jazz’s musical
elements (tone formation, improvisation, melody, rhythm, and so forth), its instruments,
and the main orchestras. The final sections of Part Two depart from this sort of musical
analysis. Berendt ends with a sociological treatment of jazz’s public, a glossary of “the
language of jazz,” and a discography of recommended recordings.
Berendt admitted that the word “jazz” had a longer history of use in Europe that
was at odds with the one he was now asserting. Even in his own day, “the concept jazz
has many meanings,” he recognized. Like his hot club compatriots, Berendt wished to
differentiate the perceptual sphere of jazz from that of other forms of pop music. Like
Lippmann and Boas, he emphasized that jazz required listening. Those who didn’t
employ listening—i.e. not simple hearing but attuned acoustic reception—could not
perceive jazz: “for the untrained ear,” he explained, “the similarity between jazz and the
Schlager of the day is so great that they are both always confused with one another.” This
was no simple fringe group. The vast majority of Germans didn’t recognize the

325 Ibid.
326 Ibid., 7.
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importance of listening, he claimed. After reading various polls by radio stations and
magazines, 80% of the German public had no idea that there was a difference between
jazz and Schlager, he contended.
Berendt intuited that Germans’ inability to skillfully hear what he and a small
select minority deemed “jazz” was based on a divergent set of practices and definitions.
For him, however, it was a case of exposure and commercial manipulation. The “great
tragedy” for jazz in Europe was that Europeans’ first encounter with “jazz” was the
sounds of the “pseudo-jazz” of Paul Whiteman and Jack Hylton in the 1920s. Ever since,
the term “jazz” had been applied to the wrong things. There were powerful interests
behind such confusion, he asserted. The mis-labeling had long been to the benefit of the
Schlager industry. Commercial music had long mimicked certain elements of jazz —
especially its rhythms and its type of ensemble—but it also applied the term “jazz” to
itself.327 These misuses of the term and jazz’s sound had substantially reinforced the
public’s misunderstanding of the music.
Berendt realized that bringing together the word and the sound of jazz was
difficult to do. He admitted that it was easier to define what “jazz” was not than to
provide a flawless positive definition. The task of merging and correlating two
languages—that of music and that of German or English—was, for Berendt, racialized. It
was a racial division of labor. Black American musicians may have invented its sounds,

327 Ibid., 9-10.
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but it was whites who had to master it conceptually. Jazz criticism only started, he
claimed, when “jazz penetrated into the consciousness of the white world.”328
Instead of taking up the project, he adopted another critic’s definition and
modified it. He quoted the American critic (and NYU early modern English scholar)
Marshall Stearn’s assessment: “Jazz is an improvised American music which uses
European instruments and binds elements of European harmony, European-African
melody, and African rhythms with one another.”329 This was “precise, scientifically
flawless, and substantive,” but Europeans, he claimed, did not take the “American” part
of the definition too seriously. Jazz came into being “not because of but despite
America.” Most Americans care little for jazz, he argued, and it was made not by a
majority but by a black minority in the United States. Moreover, the discovery of jazz—
i.e. serious jazz criticism—occurred in Europe, he asserted. If one took into account
European musicians of note—the blind English pianist George Shearing or the Belgian
Roma guitarist Django Reinhardt, for example—one realized that “international” made
more sense than “American.” 330
Still, he felt that this definition was helpful to delimit jazz from dance music.
Making improvisation a fundamental component placed a significant portion of pop
music outside its domain. It did little to tell one how one was supposed to hear jazz or

328 Ibid., 10.
329 Ibid., 11.
330 Ibid., 12.
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understand what one heard, however. These were projects that Berendt himself took up
and developed.
For Berendt, two very important characteristics were at the center of a proper
understanding of jazz and a meaningful listening practice: biographical expressionism
and stylistic evolution. Biographical expressionism was linked to what he termed
Tonbildung (literally, the formation of sound). Tonbildung was a key concept for Berendt
and he began his dissection of the musicological aspects of jazz with it. The concept was
given pride of place in Berendt’s explanation of the musical components of jazz and it
came first in the book’s “elements of jazz” section. This is striking, for most discussions
of jazz before and after have emphasized either improvisation or rhythm as key (Stearns’
definition above is but one example). It was the first thing that he wanted a reader to
think about and absorb into their jazz listening practices.
For one thing, Tonbildung offered Berendt a means to further define and
differentiate jazz. Improvisation and swing were common ways of drawing a line
between jazz and dance music. Tonbildung separated jazz from the classical sphere, a
field of practice that Berendt wanted to maintain an alliance with but, at the same time,
wished to claim independence from. One strategy that Berendt employed during the
1950s to “legitimize” jazz in Germany was to show the high art similarities between jazz
and classical music. Thus, he made a number of strong arguments during the decade
aimed at linking the two musics in the popular imagination. His 1956 lecture tour on
“Jazz and Old Music” and his articles in the neue Musik-oriented journal Melos are but
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two examples.331 Nevertheless, he did not want jazz to be judged according to the criteria
of classical music. He argued that jazz, while a star in the constellation of Art, operated
within its own unique aesthetic system and needed to be understood in its own terms.
Berendt’s project for legitimization was an important element in building postwar
forms of cultural democracy in Germany. Kaspar Maase has argued that youth culture
and pop music—especially the Halbstarke and rock and roll—broke the long, traditional
stranglehold of the Bildungsbürgertum (the educated middle class) on the cultural content
of the public sphere. The assertion of working class cultural preferences and modes of
pleasure, he argues, forced elites to cede space for these self-identified, classdifferentiated types of music, film, and literature (pop music, Westerns, and pulp fiction,
for example). This claiming of taste ultimately opened up what had been a relatively
closed cultural system, creating a public sphere which spoke to and represented a larger
variety of social positions and voices.332
Berendt and the hot clubs were not necessarily friends of working-class taste and
its pop music correlates. Their view of Schlager and dance music was often just as
dismissive as those of traditional cultural conservatives. They did, however, seek to
diversify the realm of big “C” culture by building a consensus of legitimacy around jazz’s
equal, but different, musical practices and cultural logic. It was “high” like Beethoven,
but obeyed different rules. This was itself an important claim, for it challenged classical

331 Hurley, The Return of Jazz, 21-34.
332 Maase, “Establishing Cultural Democracy.”
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music and musicology’s monopoly on musical aesthetics. There was not a single,
universal criteria for good music or complex music, but multiple art music systems.
Das Jazzbuch claimed that jazz’s approach to sound fundamentally separated it
from the classical sphere: “what differentiates jazz from traditional European music the
most,” he asserted, “is Tonbildung.” Western art music is played according to a single,
uniform sonic standard; jazz performance, on the other hand, is, by nature, individualistic
and singular. In a symphony orchestra, the string section attempts to “play as
homogeneously as possible.” Every classical player forms their tone according to the
same sonic “ideal” drawn from “the laws of traditional aesthetics.” Thus, every violin
player and every flugelhorn player seeks the same sound. Jazz musicians, conversely, do
not operate with a common idea of tone. In contrast, they must “find their own, inimitable
Tonbildung.”333 Every musician must discover a unique sound for themselves.
These different perspectives created different musical goals. Classical musicians
were concerned with the beautiful; jazz musicians sought expressivity. “Where beauty
and expression come into conflict,” he summarized, “the European musician chooses
beauty while the jazz musician chooses expression.”334 This did not exclude beauty from
jazz, however, for jazz created a beauty of “its own type.”
Expressivity was not simply aesthetic; it was also linked to subjectivity. The
expression of the jazz musician was a sonic expression of the self. For Berendt, jazz
aesthetics was a musical form of ontological epistemology—one could gain knowledge

333 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch, 96.
334 Ibid.
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of the musician’s self through the right acoustic perception. The sounds that concerned,
attuned listeners picked up were not to be heard in terms of abstract beauty, as beautiful
or interesting sounds for their own sake. The sound of jazz was a form of personal
testament and communication.
A musician told their life in their song. According to Berendt, the craft of jazz
fundamentally involved the translation of oneself into the tone of one’s instrument.
Quoting clarinetist Sidney Bechet’s declaration that “I play what I live,” Berendt agued
that “the inimitable Tonbildung of the great jazz soloists is, down to the technique,
dependent on their personality.”335 A jazz musician must have their own timbre and sonic
style; their individuality must be made manifest, must sound, in their performance.
The term Berendt used, Tonbildung, was itself indicative of this meaning. Bildung
means “formation” or “development” in general terms, but, historically, it also carried a
more specific cultural meaning for Germans. An important term and concept for the
German educated middle class, Bildung was tied to the formation of the self and “the
training of the character in a holistic sense.” According to this nineteenth century ideal,
one’s character was to be improved, crafted, and perfected through the study of high
culture, i.e. through Bildung. This well-formed personality and the knowledge of
literature, music, and art that helped constitute it were not simply for virtue. They were

335 Ibid., 24.
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also important social markers of middle class status.336 Tonbildung resonated with this
older form of Bildung.
Tonbildung exemplified the incredible importance of listening and the primacy of
the acoustic within jazz. The sounds of a musician offered up the wealth of their personal
experiences: it shared the wisdom of his or her life’s tragedies and the ecstasy of their
passions and pleasures. Listening to the bright, punchy tone of Louis Armstrong’s
trumpet was a way of experiencing him, from his childhood in the Jim Crow South to his
rise within the developing industrial environments of Chicago and New York. Berendt
drew a connection between the level of musicianship and the quality of subjecthood in
jazz. Being a great jazz musician necessitated being an exceptional individual—“since
Tonbildung is something individual for the jazz musician, a relationship must exist
between the rank/degree of individualism and the rank/degree of Tonbildung.”337
Understanding such communication and sharing such exceptional subjectivity
required one to listen to it. Experiencing such uniqueness required acoustic receptivity. It
couldn’t be grasped by the dancing body or by looking at images. Listening to jazz meant
being open to jazz’s alternative form of expression and sensibility: “the ability to listen to
jazz music, above all, means possessing the feeling for this beauty [of expression].” It
also meant a form of personal knowledge and recognition of the musicians. “After two or

336 For a short introduction to the concept of Bildung and the Bildungsroman, see Carl
E. Schorske, Fin-de-Siecle Vienna: Politics and Culture (New York: Vintage, 1981),
279-295.
337 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch, 97.
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three tones,” a real jazz listener could recognize and identify the name and personality of
“any of the great soloists with substantial certainty.”338
The pleasure and importance of this experience and knowledge was also
racialized for Berendt. Striking a tone of sympathy and concern, he asserted that “in
every note of real jazz is something living of the long slavery and oppression of a race,
which one has brought over the ocean like cattle and which still today—despite constant
improvement—does not have equal rights to whites.” One could hear the social in the
sound of jazz; it was not just a form of personal recognition but also a form of
understanding which grasped trauma and social inequality. “The Tonbildung of jazz
corresponds to the social situation of blacks [Neger],“ he argued, and thus it has always
been whites, who have created this situation, who have complained about such
Tonbildung. Tonbildung, Berendt claimed, was the “blackest element of jazz.”339
Berendt codified many of the racial assumptions and pleasures of the hot clubs for
a larger West German audience. Jazz listening, for Berendt and his receptive readers,
gave interpersonal racial contact and, at the same time allowed, Germans to indulge in a
peculiar form of pleasure or fascination in another’s suffering and trauma. But why was
such a form of witnessing a key attraction to jazz’s listeners? For them, this was one of
the central advantages of listening to jazz; it could convey certain types of information
and experiences that dancing or seeing could not. Listening was experiencing the soul of
the performer and the social conditions of their life.

338 Ibid.
339 Ibid.
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This belief in the power and immediacy of listening was based in a much longer
association of intimacy and the auditory in the West. The audiovisual litany, as Jonathan
Sterne has called it, “idealizes hearing (and, by extension, speech) as manifesting a kind
of pure interiority” while it “denigrates and elevates vision: as a fallen sense, vision takes
us out of the world.”340 With roots in both Plato and the Judeo-Christian suspicion of the
letter, the interiority of listening later became deeply embedded in assumptions and
practices of 19th century technologies like telegraphy and sound recording.341 Drawing on
these older perceptual assumptions, West Germans fantasized that they could have
contact with African-Americans in mind and spirit by simply turning on their radio or
gramophone.
Biographical expressionism also clashed with other cultures of musical
modernism in Germany. It was at odds with the most prominent forms of postwar
German and European avant-garde art music. Disturbed by the political uses of the
German canon—especially of Beethoven, Wagner, and Bruckner—many postwar
composers fled what they saw as the intense subjectivism of the Romantic and late
Romantic tradition. Instead of attempting to find new ways to reflect the subject or
subjectivity, as the vast majority of concert music in the last century and a half had done,
they attempted to obliterate it. Many composers (and the Thomas Mann of Doctor
Faustus) believed that the Romantic tradition’s celebration of musical inwardness and the
authority of the composer-genius had led to German music’s disastrous misuse and its

340 Sterne, The Audible Past, 14.
341 Ibid.,16-19, 87-177.
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complicity with authoritarianism. In an effort to build a new musical culture which could
withstand the temptations of fascism, the composers and theorists who gathered at the
famous “summer courses for New Music” (Ferienkurse für neue Musik) in Darmstadt
moved towards what they saw as a music of objectivity. Instead of creating a music that
sought to evoke grand personalities or profound experiences, they wished to eradicate the
subject. Karlheinz Stockhausen and Herbert Eimert’s foray into electronic music, for
example, sought to erase all traces of subjectivity by programming a machine to both
perform the music and generate non-human electric sounds.342 Such depersonalized and
difficult music would be able to resist incorporation into state power.
Berendt’s assertion of biographical expressionism within jazz was a re-assertion
of the validity of subjectivity within music. By linking it to a marginalized group and a
cri du cœur, he projected it as a non-authoritarian form of subjectivity. It was, for
Berendt, a democratizing force, a move towards tolerance and acceptance. Berendt’s
views on race were complicated and, at times, contradictory. He attempted to fight racism
while simultaneously reproducing dominant stereotypes. He combined a “romantic
essentialization of difference and a humanist desire to transcend that difference.”343
Despite this, Berendt believed that “jazz offered a utopian vision of an integrated society
in which race no longer mattered.”344

342 Gesa Kordes, “Darmstadt, Postwar Experimentation, and the West German Search
for a New Musical Identity,” in Music and German National Identity, ed. Celia Applegate
and Pamela Potter (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002).
343 Hurley, The Return of Jazz, 60.
344 Hurley, The Return of Jazz, 67.
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Tonbildung did not appear out of a vacuum. There was considerable continuity
between the hot clubs’ emphasis on biography during their Plattenabende and Berendt’s
idea of Tonbildung. Berendt, however, took this interest in the personality of a musician a
considerable step further. Within the hot clubs, there was an implication that the
musician’s life had something to do with their music, but this connection remained vague
and unclear. Berendt codified this connection and formulated a clear, distinct relationship
between sound and biography. For Hudtwalcker and Lippmann, biography helped
individualize and aestheticize recordings. For Berendt, it was a form of knowledge and an
education in tolerance.
Berendt’s interest in biography in jazz took another, more macro-, perspective. He
wanted listeners to hear not just the personal suffering and life of African American
individuals, but also to hear the larger life story of the music as a whole. The second
major category Berendt emphasized was stylistic evolution. “If you asked me what I
personally held for the most important thing for jazz,” he declared, “I would answer
without hesitation: its stylistic development.” This development, with its “consistency
and logic, inevitability and coherence,” defined it as a “real art,” he claimed.
Jazz, for Berendt, was a progressive music. It grew organically over time, from
style to style and from decade to decade. Thus, Berendt charted its course and broke his
overview down into sections defined by decade. He divided his sections on jazz history
this way, he noted, “in order to clearly organize the sequence of styles.”
For Berendt, styles embodied specific moments and blocks of time, unifying the
periods in and through form. He wanted to make clear that styles did not simply die out
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after the end of the decade, but persisted beyond such temporal borders. What was
decisive for his story was not “how long a style was fostered,” but “when it came into
being and when it developed its greatest vitality and musical power.” Looked at in this
way, a new style was born “every ten years—and truly most often at the beginning of a
decade—with astonishing regularity.”345
Focused on uniformity, Berendt’s narrative is relatively simple and
straightforward. After first discussing ragtime orchestras around the turn of the century,
he narrated the rise of the first “hot” style amongst the “witch’s cauldron of peoples and
races” in New Orleans after 1910. The 1920s saw a dual development. For black
musicians, this was the period of classic blues, he argued. The era of classic blues in jazz
had become synonymous with the music of the Crescent City. When we speak of “music
out of the old New Orleans,” he maintained, it is the music of the 1920s that we have in
mind. At the same time, a white style—the Chicago style—came into being after 1925. It
moved away from the collective playing of New Orleans jazz and emphasized solo
playing. The 1930s were embodied by big bands and the new beat of Swing.
Interestingly, Berendt has relatively little to say about the style and decade. During the
1940s, jazz entered into a new stage of complexity. This transformation was, however,
racially bifurcated like the 1920s: the “black” trajectory of jazz moved into the abstract,
complicated harmonies and complex rhythms of Bebop; white music, on the other hand,
pursued a “progressive” form of big band music indebted to both bebop and concert

345 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch, 17.
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modernists like Stravinsky and Hindemith. Das Jazzbuch’s own moment—the 1950s—
was dominated by the white small group reaction to bebop: cool jazz.
Stylistic evolution gave jazz listening a crucial historical component and it
became a basic element in making sense of jazz performances and recordings. This aural
historicism was a significant change in perspective. During the late 1940s, German hot
clubs did not have a time-bound view of styles. Styles were specific ways of playing and
sounding and, while they may have been first created at some historical moment, they
were not tied to that moment. They were not emblematic of a specific historical moment,
but continued parallel to one another. They were synchronic. Recordings were to be
compared and related in terms of authenticity (real vs. commercial) or skill.
Berendt’s Jazzbuch modeled a view that bound decades and styles together. Styles
and sounds reflected a moment, i.e. their sound and form were vitally and necessarily
linked to their historical surroundings. Like hearing a musician’s life in their Tonbildung,
recordings revealed and gave access to distinct histories and places in the biography of
jazz as a whole.
This historical perspective also changed the nature of the relationship between
recordings. Instead of being side-by-side examples of “real” jazz and important
personalities, recordings could now be placed in a relationship of development.
Recordings became traces of the past instead of reproductions of timeless performances.
These traces could now be ordered. The cornet and trumpet solos in Louis Armstrong’s
mid-to-late-1920s Hot Five and Hot Seven recordings, for example, could now be seen as
an evolutionary link between the collective improvisation of New Orleans of the late
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teens and the extemporaneous flights of Charlie Parker during the 1940s. Trying to
mediate the conflicts between those who favored old jazz and those who favored jazz
modernism, Berendt argued for this type of historical linkage. Without Armstrong, he
argued, “there would certainly not be ‘modern jazz’.”346 Recordings took new meanings
and specific elements received new emphases when they were connected to recordings
before and after them.
Musicians also became tied to the decade in which their style came into being.
The performers Berendt chose for his section “The Musicians of Jazz” were “some of the
most important and every one of them stands for a style.” He chose Buddy Bolden for the
transition of folk music to early jazz (1900s); Sidney Bechet for the New Orleans style
(1910s); Bessie Smith for the Blues (1920s); Duke Ellington for orchestral Swing and
Coleman Hawkins for soloist-oriented swing (1930s); Dizzy Gillespie for orchestral
bebop and Charlie Parker for small group bebop (1940s); and Lennie Tristano for cool
jazz (1950s). Listening to a recording of a single performer could be a stand-in for a
decade and an entire style.
Thus, Berendt’s schema gave a basic roadmap for solitary listening to jazz
recordings. If a reader listened to one of the recommended recordings available in
Germany in 1953 from Das Jazzbuch’s discography—say Lennie Tristano’s 1949 cut
“Crosscurrents”—one would have particular tools to get at this linear, neutral-tone piece

346 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch, 207.
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of music.347 One could hear, for example, elements of Lennie Tristano’s musical history.
The dissonances of his left hand harmonies and the horn-like melodic inventions of his
right could be heard as the product of a personal epiphany. In his biography of Tristano in
the Jazz Book, Berendt describes Tristano’s stylist transfiguration: originally a Dixieland
player, Tristano then “came to Charlie Parker.” This experience, Berendt implies, formed
the kernel of Tristano’s recognizable style. One might try to hear elements of his
Dixieland background in the interplay between the different front line instruments in
“Crosscurrent” or one might attempt to formulate Tristano’s absorption of Parker. Or one
might, after reading further about his background, find elements of an acute sensitivity or
a troubled mind in his complicated music: after reading Berendt’s description of his
nervous breakdown on stage after criticism by a manager, Tristano’s use of dissonance
might take on a more biographical significance. Or, moving beyond just this one figure,
one could also listen for and attempt to decipher the relationship of Tristano to his “cult”
of admiring student followers: Lee Konitz, Warne Marsh, and Billie Bauer, all of whom
appear with the pianist on “Crosscurrents.”348
One could also hear the recording historically and as part of an evolution. One
could listen to “Crosscurrents” as an embodiment of cool jazz and the 1950s. One might
compare it to other available recordings of cool jazz, like Miles Davis’s floating, lighttoned nonet performances of “Jeru” or “Moonchild.” Or one might hear its small group

347 Lennie Tristano, “Crosscurrents,” Capitol Records, 1949. “Lennie Tristano – Cross
Currents,” November 3, 2008, video clip, accessed July 23, 2014, YouTube,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHkMGn-tk-0.
348 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch, 71-75.
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improvisation as the product of a long line of the jazz soloist and the small combo,
placing it within the lineage of Louis Armstrong, Coleman Hawkins, and Parker. In a
sense, it would be difficult, from this perspective, not to hear it as the product of multiple
culminations, the end product of all that came before it. At the same time, it was only a
way station, for its dominance and up-to-date sounds would eventually be overtaken by
the next style.349

7.

The shift from ahistorical style to historical progression had a marked effect not
just on listening, but also on musical production. Jazz listeners themselves, German
musicians were often members of hot clubs and they increasingly played their music in
accordance with the schemas charted out by jazz scholarship. In 1945, performing jazz
meant playing pieces from a wide repertoire from the canon. Musical proficiency was the
ability to recreate a range of technique and sounds from the recordings played at hot club
meetings. Musicians were primarily concerned with producing “real” jazz. By the early

349 One can see some of this schema in effect in Berendt’s record reviews in Gondel and
Jazz-Echo. Interestingly, Berendt’s reviews in do not follow these listening cues to the
full extent that one would expect. He certainly always places the recordings historically,
and consistently refers to their style and to other related recordings, both by the same
artist and by other related artists. He tends to give musical descriptions of the pieces or
session information more than biographical interpretations, however. Given his emphasis
on Tonbildung, this seems surprising. He may, however, have considered it a personal
experience for the listener; moreover, his biographical articles laid much of the basis for
such interpretations.
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1950s, techniques and sounds had more specific meanings and rigid divisions for
professional musicians: what one played reflected one’s subjectivity and one’s place in
history.
As discussed above, the perspective of style prevalent during the late 1940s
allowed a type of musical mixing and bands played many different forms of jazz in their
repertoires, from Dixieland to bebop. Ultimately, the sonic qualities of bebop—its
dissonant harmonies; its buoyant, yet sharp rhythms; its tremendous speed; and its paring
down of arrangements to unison melodic statements followed by extensive soloing—
radically challenged the paradigm of style. Its break with swing aesthetics forced jazz
critics to fundamentally reconsider their understanding of jazz performance and jazz
history.350 Bebop’s aesthetic break (and shift in attitude) prompted scholars to address
musical change more substantially and, in its wake, the dominant scholarly consensus
conceived of jazz as an evolving tradition. In short, the meaning of jazz was not only
shaped by those writing about and interpreting jazz, but also by those producing its
sounds. What musicians played deeply affected what scholars wrote.
As scholarship shifted towards a historical view that valued progress, German
jazz musicians began to perform exclusively in one style and many performed in the
styles considered most up-to-date.351 Musicians in Frankfurt am Main during the 1950s,
famous for their “Frankfurt Sound,” played in a manner that was extremely similar to the

350 For bebop’s paradigmatic shift of jazz aesthetics and performance practices, see
Deveaux, Bebop; for the growth of historical thinking about jazz in the postwar period,
see Gennari, Blowin’ Hot and Cool.
351 For a much longer discussion of innovation in jazz, see chapter 4.
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“cool” jazz of the American West Coast.352 The 1954 performance of “Frankfurt Special”
(a tune celebrating the burgeoning identity of the Frankfurt scene) by Hans Koller, Joki
Freund, and Jutta Hipp exemplifies this stylistic inspiration. Koller, one of the most in
demand and praised saxophonists in Germany during the 1950s, sounds remarkably like
Lee Konitz and Paul Desmond, two paragons of cool jazz’s airy timbre. The tone colors
of the ensemble, the bounciness of the arrangement, and the group’s light rhythmic touch
are deeply reminiscent of the groups and compositions of L.A. baritone sax player Gerry
Mulligan.353 Other recordings by Hipp show the clear influence of Lennie Tristano’s
group.354 The influence of Tristano, Mulligan, and Jimmy Giuffre was not limited to the
areas around the Main river. Recordings of Helmut Brandt’s West Berlin band between
1956 and 1958 bear the mark of the same inspiration.355 This focus on cool jazz in
Frankfurt and elsewhere in Germany during the 1950s reflected the ideas presented by
Joachim Berendt in Das Jazzbuch. According to Berendt, cool jazz was the music of the
1950s; playing relevant music meant playing like Mulligan or Konitz.

352 See Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound.
353 Jutta Hipp Combo, “Frankfurt Special,” Brunswick 0014 (1954). “ Brunswick 0014
EPB Side 2 Jutta Hipp, Joki Freund, Hans Koller,” Devember 2, 2010, video clip,
accessed July 23, 2014, YouTube, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3UfmBmuyWE;
Gerry Mulligan, “Line for Lyons” (1952). “Chet Baker – Gerry mulligan Quartet 1952 ~
Line For Lyons,” April 8, 2011, video clip, accessed July 23, 2014, YouTube,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoIUHBArYdo.
354 Wolfram Knauer, “Emanzipation wovon? Zum Verhältnis des amerikanischen und
des deutschen Jazz in den 50er und 60er Jahren,” in Jazz in Deutschland, ed. Wolfram
Knauer (Hofheim: Wolke Verlag, 1996), 144.
355 See Helmut Brandt Combo, Berlin Calling Sonora Records C-75.
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At the same time, this progressive historical paradigm could be deeply threatening
to German musicians. If, as das Jazzbuch contended, originality of sound and style was
based in one’s own independence and self-cultivation—one’s ability to form a unique
self—the inability to create one’s own sound had troubling implications. Creating
contemporary music according to the historical lineage outlined by Berendt also meant
playing other people’s (Americans’) music.
Scholars have labeled the 1950s the “epigonal” stage of German jazz
development: it was the decade when German musicians did not play “authentic” music
of their own.356 According to this narrative, it was only during the late 1960s that German
jazz musicians began to find their own forms of self-expression and style.357 According to
Wolfram Knauer, over the course of the 1960s German musicians achieved a type of
“self-awareness” (Selbstbewusstsein) that allowed them to claim the music as their
own.358 Berendt would call this event the “Emanzipation.”
Seen from another angle, however, the 1950s were not the phase when European
musicians waddled in immaturity, but the decade when they were trapped deeply in a
new critical discourse. As we’ve seen, musicians and institutions in the Third Reich had
little problem claiming a national authenticity around the sounds of jazz. This was the

356 Knauer, “Emanzipation wovon?.” See also George Lewis, “Gittin' to know
y'all: Von improvisierter Musik, vom Treffen der Kulturen und von der 'racial
imagination.," in Jazz und Gesellschaft: Sozialgeschichtliche Aspekte des Jazz. ed.
Wolfram Knauer (Hofheim: Wolke-Verlag, 2002), 213-247.
357 Ekkehard Jost, Europas Jazz 1960-80 (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer Taschenbuch
Verlag, 1987), 9, 11.
358 Knauer, “Emanzipation wovon?.”
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problem of jazz during the 1950s: as the specifics of sound became increasingly
important and powerful, as it became an important revelator of contemporary existence
and a medium and symbol of democratic individuality, German musicians and audiences
were unable to truly lay claim to it. Moving closer towards the American and West
European construction of jazz—seen by many West and East Germans as a sign of
democratic progress—could at the same time produce a feeling of cultural inferiority and
anxiety.359
This was the phenomenon that Berendt described in his essay on the “two stages
of jazz criticism” in the mid-1960s.360 Jazz in Germany during the 1950s was a time for
writers, not musicians. Jazz criticism, he claimed, did not simply observe and record. It
led musicians and determined what they played. It is the other, related topic of Berendt’s
essay—the textualization of jazz during the 1950s—that the next chapter will address.

359 For more on jazz as a Cold War “weapon,” see Uta Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels.
For East German hopes of using jazz as part of more democratic form of socialism, see
Chapter 6.
360 Joachim E. Berendt, “Zwischen zwei Stadien der Jazzkritik,” Jazz Podium 5 (1966).
For a more in depth discussion of this article, see this dissertation’s conclusion.
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Chapter Four:
Textualization, Simultaneity, and Everyday life,
1945-1955

The 1950s saw the formation of a new public jazz world in West Germany.361
Many of the seeds of this world had been planted during the late 1940s in the ideas and
activism of the hot clubs. Hot clubs, however, had been closed universes with limited
resources and adherents. Over the course of the 1950s, there arose in West Germany what
Paul Lopes has called a “jazz art world.”: West German activists—many of whom were
themselves rooted in the hot clubs of the previous decade—built a new jazz network of
intertwined institutions and, by 1955, there was a significant musical landscape of
concerts, clubs, journals, and record companies.362
Scholars of postwar German jazz have shown that jazz underwent a process of
cultural legitimization in West Germany during the 1950s. Considered a racially
degenerate and culturally bankrupt commercial product by most Germans at the
beginning of the decade, it was an intellectually compelling form of art music by its end.
Uta Poiger and Andrew Hurley have argued that Cold War strategizing and the personal
proselytizing of Joachim Ernst Berendt established jazz as a legitimate cultural

361 As in the last chapter, unless specified otherwise, the term “jazz” here and
throughout this chapter means the specialist definition of jazz promoted by the hot club
movement and its followers.
362 Paul Lopes, The Rise of the Jazz Art World (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2002).
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practice.363 West Germans politicians and the West German public, eager to differentiate
themselves from the East and to integrate themselves into the West, embraced jazz as an
intellectual practice and symbol of democratic values. The “arrival” of jazz—its
establishment as a recognizable part of West German culture—was not just the product of
a change in opinion, however. Jazz also became a part of West German culture through
the construction of an extended material, discursive, and performance network that
supported and enabled it. The definition of jazz which was accepted by social scientists,
cultural critics, and parents had to first be circulated before it could be affirmed. Berendt
was a crucial part, but still only a part, of this larger network.
This network brought jazz out of the private, small circles of the hot clubs and
into a large West German public. At the same time, it remolded jazz as a cultural
phenomenon. The jazz world of the hot clubs, although it had utilized newssheets and
record night handouts, had retained a considerable aural component. There just weren’t
that many texts, images, or films out there and jazz activities and pedagogy retained a
dominant acoustic component in one-to-one conversations, lectures, group listening, and
radio.
As the jazz world grew in West Germany over the course of the 1950s, there was
also an explosion of textual material on jazz. Jazz texts written by proponents of hot,
once relatively rare, became ubiquitous. Beginning in 1953, there was a relative deluge of
books and journal issues. Every year, a significant number of new jazz histories and

363 Uta Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels; Andrew Hurley, The Return of Jazz.
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biographies were published and the jazz press, which had consisted of issues of handdistributed carbon copies, began to be comprised of well-distributed, professional copy.
Even individual performances could not escape the inclusion of text. Critics, record
companies, and concert producers began to frame and explain important concerts with
essayistic programs and, with the advent of LPs, liner notes covered each record, offering
descriptions and analyses of the music on the wax within. It seemed that jazz could not
sound without also being paired with the written word.
During the same period, the West German jazz market achieved a type of
simultaneity with the American jazz world. During the second half of the 1940s, those
interested in “hot” jazz in Germany had little synchronization with what was happening
in the United States. Records were scarce in general during the “hunger years” before
1948; new records were even more difficult (if not impossible) to obtain, even after the
1948 currency reform. Consequently, hot club listeners had little sense of the sound of the
contemporary American jazz scene. This period was marked by an incongruity between
sound and text and, like in the 1920s, it promoted a form of synaesthesia. By the second
half of the 1950s, this had changed considerably: West Germans could now not only buy
almost every important American recording with relative ease, but they could also get
them quickly after they were released. The time lag between 45s production and their
availability on the West German market all but disappeared. Germans had lived in a
world of audio obsolescence in the 1940s; at the end of the 1950s, they inhabited a
simultaneous sound world synched with the United States and the rest of Europe.
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In sum, this chapter explores the cultural-economic development of the jazz idea
put forth by the hot clubs from the late forties to the late 1950s. As we saw in the last
chapter, hot clubs embarked on a messianic mission to assert the importance of sonic
distinctions to jazz and to educate the wider German public in these differences. As their
efforts succeeded, the small group discussions, tastes, and personal initiatives of 1946
and 1947 turned into a complex, interlinked network and industry. Germans produced
and consumed more and more jazz products, whether it be magazines, records, or live
performances. As jazz enthusiasts fashioned a viable public jazz world and jazz market in
West German society, they also forged new relationships between these different
materials. Words and sounds were asymmetrical in the 1940s; during the 1950s, they
became coordinated to form a simultaneous cultural domain.

1.

The second half of the 1950s was a peak period for the jazz movement in West
Germany. Between 1955 and 1960, jazz underwent a “huge upswing.” Most of jazz’s
new audience was young and gentile: during this period it became “the popular music of
choice” for “a large portion of highly-educated high school and university students.”364
Jazz’s “arrival” in this period was, in many ways, a product of a new cultural formation:
youth culture. Many scholars have argued that a global youth culture was born in the

364 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 83.
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unique boom of consumer societies in Europe and the United States during 1950s. West
Germany was no exception. After the dearth and suffering of the early years after 1945,
the West Germany economy expanded at an unprecedented rate.365 Like most of Western
Europe, the fifties opened the door to the “age of affluence,” an “era of unprecedented
prosperity.”366 As postwar West German families could increasingly get by on the wages
of the primary bread-winner, young adults began to keep their own wages (or receive
allowances from their parents). By the end of the decade, their spending power—and
their taste in fashion and entertainment—sedimented into the new social, cultural, and
generational category of the “teenager.”367 The growth of the hot club definition of jazz
into an established segment of German culture could not have occurred without this new,
distinct young audience.
This “upswing” was not sudden, however, but part of a general increase in the
jazz public over the course of the 1950s. The expansion of jazz fans into the wide ranks
of teenagers during the second half of the fifties built on a foundation laid in the first half
of the decade. As the West German economy grew, the constituency of jazz also
blossomed, allowing a large jazz network to build and sustain itself. Axel Schildt has

365 During “economic miracle” of the 1950s, the average rate of per capita output grew
6.5% annually. This was a tremendous change—between 1913 and 1950, it had been .4%
(before that it had been 1.8%). Tony Judt, Postwar: A History of Europe Since 1945
(New York: Penguin Books, 2005), 324-353.
366 Judt, Postwar, 324-353. For a detailed discussion of the culture and economy of the
economic miracle, see Axel Schildt, Moderne Zeiten: Freizeit, Massenmedien und
“Zeitgeist” in der Bundesrepublik der 50er Jahre (Hamburg: Christians, 1995).
367 Judt, Postwar, 347-350.
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demonstrated that most West Germans were unable to enjoy true mass consumption—at
least in terms of expensive refrigerators and cars—until after 1957.368 Before they could
indulge in such luxury items, however, West Germans could spend their income in other
ways (concerts and magazines included).
The growth of concerts between 1950 and 1955 reveals both a widening audience
and a growing institutionalization of jazz in the German public sphere. Performances,
which had only drawn small numbers of hot club members in the late 1940s, suddenly
drew thousands of listeners a few years later. Between 1945 and 1950, hot clubs had put
on small, infrequent concerts. At the end of the decade, the hot club’s mission to spread
its definition seemed to be failing and the initial postwar interest in the music they
promoted seemed to be fading. In 1949, Horst Lippmann complained that there was a
“jazz recession [Jazzflaute]” in Frankfurt, the most active jazz city in West Germany.369
Within a year, this situation had changed dramatically. A 1950 concert by Duke
Ellington at the Althoff-Bau in Frankfurt, for example, had an audience of 4000.370 In
April 1952, 3000 came to see the “Jazz at the Philharmonic” tour, which included Lester
Young, Oscar Peterson, Ella Fitzgerald, and Max Roach.371 Large audiences were not
limited to famous, touring Americans. More than 1200 jazz fans attended the 11th

368 Schildt, Moderne Zeiten.
369 Horst Lippmann, “Jazzflaute in Frankfurt,” Jazz Home 4 (July 1949): 20.
370 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 87.
371 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 97.
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anniversary concert of the Frankfurt Hot Club to see a “revue of the best combos and
soloists” from the club.372
The early fifties also saw a substantial increase in the number and quality of guest
appearances by top tier American musicians. By 1955, there was a consistent and
substantial concert life of touring acts in Germany for the first time since the 1920s. The
collapse of the German economy and the racist Nazi cultural policy that followed it had
prevented major American musicians from entering Germany between 1929 and 1945.
Duke Ellington toured Europe in 1933 and 1934, for example, but did not perform in
Germany. Similarly, Louis Armstrong was not booked for any German shows during his
European tours in 1932 and 1934. Coleman Hawkins lived and performed throughout
Europe from 1934 to 1939, but, despite Germany’s former position of prominence for
traveling acts, he never set foot in Germany during his long sojourn.
This began to change in the first few years after the war, but it sped up
considerably after 1950. In 1948 and 1949, Germany only hosted two notable American
musicians: the Ellington-alumni Rex Stewart and the saxophonist Don Byas. After Duke
Ellington’s performance in a number of West German cities in 1950, performances by
American musicians became increasingly frequent. Between 1951 and 1955, in addition
to a host of others, Louis Armstrong, Dizzy Gillespie, Stan Kenton, Coleman Hawkins,

372 Ibid.
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Lionel Hampton, Count Basie, Norman Granz’s Jazz at the Philharmonic, and Leonard
Feather’s Jazz Club USA all appeared in West German cities.373
These were guest appearances by musicians making stops on their scheduled
tours. Consequently, they tended to be irregular and sporadic. During the same period,
West Germans initiated large, yearly, consistent festivals. Inspired by the French festivals
begun in the late 1940s, Horst Lippmann organized the first Deutsches Jazz-Festival in
Frankfurt am Main in 1953. Put on yearly ever since, the festival quickly became a
cornerstone of German jazz life. Drawing together musicians, audiences, and the music
industry, they also became showcases for the development of Germany’s jazz world. One
of the main highlights of the first festival, for example, was an all-star group of German
musicians that had been chosen by readers of a jazz poll in the magazine Gondel. The
following year, the festival was a full blown industry conference: West German radio
broadcast it live; Brunswick recorded it and released Deutsches Jazz Festival 45s; the
press—jazz and otherwise—gathered there to meet and review musicians; and record
labels and instrument makers advertised in its program.
Other festivals soon followed. Beginning in 1955, Düsseldorf became the site of a
yearly multi-day festival for German amateur musicians and two new, although shortlived festivals, began in 1959: the Deutsche Jazz-Salon and the Essener Jazztage. Put on
by the New Jazz Circle Berlin, the Deutsche Jazz-Salon was a pan-German festival and it
brought together fans and musicians from East and West until the wall closed off West

373 For a longer list of American musicians who played in West Germany during this
period, see Lange, Jazz in Deutschland, 201-202.
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Berlin. The Essener Jazztage, on the other hand, showcased international stars, including
the Canadian pianist Oscar Peterson and the American musicians Bud Powell, Oscar
Pettiford, Kenny Clarke, Lucky Thompson, Stan Getz, and Roy Eldridge.
During the same period, West Germany became dotted with jazz venues. The first
club of this sort, the Domicile du jazz in Frankfurt, was opened by a local hot club
member, Carlo Bohländer. By 1960, there were jazz clubs in almost every major city in
West Germany. They were important for both musicians and audiences: local musicians
had places to play and listeners could hear jazz on almost any given night. Frankfurt, the
jazz capital of West Germany during the 1950s, had the most clubs: in addition to the
Domicile du jazz, there was Storyville, New Orleans, Montparnasse, Hobby, and the Jazz
House. Although other cities had fewer venues, they had their own important locales for
live performance: the Badewanne in Berlin, the Atlantic in Stuttgart, the Oase in
Düsseldorf, das Riverboat in Lübeck, the Barett in Hamburg, and Cave 54 in
Heidelberg.374
More and more of the musicians who played in these clubs found their way onto
records over the course of the 1950s. During the first few years after German capitulation
to the Allies, a few German record companies emerged from the rubble and began
operating again. These companies did produce some new recordings—mostly by the big
radio dance orchestras—but the majority of their releases were re-pressings of old
masters made before 1945. When German labels did begin putting out new jazz

374 Jost, That’s Jazz, 370; Schwab, Frankfurt Sound, 137.
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recordings in the 1950s, the vast majority were by American musicians. After the
currency reform in 1949, Brunswick, a subsidiary of Deutsche Grammophon, began to
regularly record and release music by members of the German scene. In addition to their
records from the 1954 Deutsches Jazz Festival, they put out recordings by Hans Koller,
Rolf Kühn, and the Two Beat Stompers. Soon after, West Germany got its first “jazz
label.” In 1954, the German-Italian fan and entrepreneur Gigi Campi founded Mod/Old
Records, which devoted itself exclusively to jazz and put out records from a number of
the rising stars of West Germany.
Hot clubs also thrived during the 1950s and, as their membership grew larger,
they became more organized, connected, and centralized. In 1950, a number of West
German clubs incorporated themselves into the German Jazz Federation (Deutsches Jazz
Federation). The Federation was one of the driving forces behind the creation of a jazz
network. Constantly attempting to spread the Good News of jazz and unify jazz fans and
musicians, it built many of the cornerstones of jazz life in West Germany. In addition to
founding the Deutsches Jazz Festival in Frankfurt, the Düsseldorf Jazz Jamboree
(renamed the longwinded Amateur Festival der deutschen Jazz-Föderation Düsseldorf in
1956), the Essener Jazztage, they also began the journal Jazz Podium, which quickly
became the largest and most successful jazz magazine in the country.
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2.

The Federation’s decision to establish a monthly magazine in 1953 was part of a
much larger process which jazz in Germany underwent during the course of the 1950s.
As the audience for the jazz of the hot clubs grew, it became increasingly textualized.
Text and images were not new to “jazz,” as we’ve seen. The late 1940s, however, saw an
upswing in the aural components of jazz. For most Germans, jazz was connected to the
vast array of sounds emanating from AFN, BFN, and German radio stations; at the same
time, hot clubs asserted the primacy of sound and listening and fostered it through group
listening sessions and radio. As discussed below. hot clubs and jazz proponents also used
text and image in their magazines and these non-aural parts of jazz were important parts
of the crafting of sound and listening. During this period, however, sound was
institutionally crucial to and a primary source for instructing jazz listeners and making
jazz present.
Over the course of the course of the 1950s, jazz text exploded in Germany.
During the late 1940s, journals specializing in jazz were limited to a few dozen selfproduced copies and the select eyes of club members and their friends. The slew of DIY
jazz journals that appeared didn’t survive a full year: Syncope lasted from March to
December 1948, the Hot Club Journal from January to August 1949, and Jazz Home
from May to August 1949. The magazines that attempted to obtain regular distribution
faltered quickly, for there were not enough interested readers to keep them afloat and
distributors did not view their topic as culturally legitimate (in fact, they viewed it as
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racially degenerate). The magazines Melodie—a pop music journal that turned to jazz in
1948—folded in 1949 and Frankfurt club leader Olaf Hudtwalcker’s Jazz collapsed after
one issue.375
Realizing that the jazz press could not survive on its own, Joachim Ernst Berendt
tried a different strategy: he created a specialist section within a general interest
magazine. Beginning in 1950, Berendt, who would soon become the most important and
powerful spokesman for jazz in West Germany, penned the monthly “Für Jazzfreunde”
(For jazz fans) in the Hamburg magazine Gondel. “Für Jazzfreunde” was, in many ways,
a compromise. Published in an established non-music magazine, it offered security and a
new audience. Many of those who perused “Für Jazzfreunde” would probably not
otherwise have come into contact with an article on Stan Kenton or a review of Dizzy
Gillespie’s “Two Bass Hit.” At the same time, the Gondel jazz articles were placed
amongst very mixed company. Gondel offered a similar, if perhaps less self-consciously
serious, mix of articles on movie stars, bachelor lifestyle, serial fiction, comics, and softcore porn as the American magazine Playboy. The same issue which contained an article
on “Jazz in France,” for example, had a piece on roulette, one on the men in Greta
Garbo’s circle, an essay on beauty norms, a few short pieces of fiction, photos of topless
women, and a ludicrous photo fantasy about a baby sitter who takes off her clothes and
gets caught after she falls asleep on the coach.

375 Lange, Jazz in Deutschland, 192; Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 91.
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Despite what probably seemed like a grotesque—or tragic—juxtaposition to a
serious jazz fans, Der Gondel, in many ways, reflected the position of jazz in Germany in
1950. There was a small section which defined jazz in very specific, “high-brow” terms
and differentiated its music from what its proponents saw as crass, commercial culture.
For a more general audience, however, jazz was lumped together with other “low-brow”
offerings—movie stars, gambling, and porn.
Berendt cracked down on any aberration from the hot club vision of jazz that
came from the larger, extra-club readership. He continually attempted to discipline the
ears of his readers, correcting and clarifying what was “real” and what was not “real”
jazz. This was most obvious in his responses to letters. He could be quite snarky. He
chided, for example, a letter from Emil B. for requesting the lyrics of hit songs. Berendt
told him that “his question does not actually belong in a jazz letter box.” He should ask a
good friend in America to send him the pop magazine Hit Parade, Berendt suggested
with irritation.376 Later that year, Dietrich S. from Hagen asked for the address of
trumpeter Harry James. He had already written to a number of jazz clubs, he complained,
but received no reply. After testily giving the address of MGM film studios, he advised
Dietrich that he “should not be angry if a jazz club did not answer his question,” for
“Harry James is not a jazz musicians but a representative of commercialized swing
music.”377 Berendt had such a low opinion of his audience that, before the magazine’s

376 Joe Brown [Joachim Ernst Berendt], Reply to Emil B., Gondel Magazin (January
1951), 56.
377 Joe Brown [Joachim Ernst Berendt], Reply to Dietrich S., Gondel Magazin
(November 1951), 59.
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first jazz poll in 1952, he felt the need to strongly remind his poll-participants that “there
is a difference between jazz and dance and Schlager music.”378
Despite these complications, “Für Jazzfreunde” was one of the first sources of
specialist jazz to reach out to new audiences and spread its message beyond those already
within the hot club confession. Over the next few years, the public for jazz was clearly
growing. While the magazines of the previous decade could not survive more than a
handful of months, the fifties saw a flourishing of new, professional magazines which
circulated in thousands of copies. “Für Jazzfreunde” changed its name to Jazz-Echo and,
from 1955, began to be published in a separate, self-standing edition. Jazz Podium began
in 1952 and served as the official magazine of the German Jazz Federation. Others which
didn’t make it out of the decade still produced print for a number of years, adding to the
density of magazines during the decade: the Jazz Revue (1950-1953), Der Drummer
(1953-1959), Berlin Jazz (1955-1958), Route 56/57/58 (1956-1958), Schlagzeug (19561960), and Fongi (1958 –1959).
Book publication on jazz also grew considerably during the 1950s. During the
1940s, there were only six jazz books available in German. Four of them came from
publishers outside of Germany, however, and, of the two produced in Germany, one was
self-published while the other was part of a larger volume on music put together by a
radio station. These books were not very easy to obtain. In 1951, a reader of “Für
Jazzfreunde” wrote in to the magazine and requested information about existing jazz

378 Joe Brown [Joachim Ernst Berendt], “Gondel Jazz-Poll,” Gondel Magazin 8 (1952),
62.
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literature. Berendt, certainly one of the most well informed people about jazz at the time,
only listed three books. One—Jan Slawe’s book,which was published in Basel—was not
available in Germany, he noted, while another, Carlo Bohländer’s Jazz-Harmonielehre
für Chorus-Improvisations, was a technical book for musicians. The last book he
mentioned, his own Jazz: Eine Zeitkritische Studie (published in 1951), was itself not
very accessible, but for different reasons. A heavily theoretical and philosophical book, it
was designed more for philosophers, music theorists, and intellectuals than for a general
public.379 Berendt’s answer to Siegmund d. H.’s question—is there “a literature on jazz in
Germany?”—was an implicit but clear “no.”
This situation changed considerably after Berendt’s exchange. Two years later,
another writer for “Für Jazzfreunde” could already answer Siegmund’s question
differently. In 1953, Karl-Heinz Kleber happily declared that there was “’a whole pile of
German jazz books laying before [him].” There was “no doubt that a German jazz
literature has finally become available,” he concluded.380 Between 1951 and 1960, there
were at least 50 books published by jazz specialists in German.381 At the turn of the
1960s, there were 25 times as many jazz books available as when Berendt wrote in 1951.
There were no general audience books for jazz at the beginning of the decade; by the end,
there close to 50.

379 Joe Brown (Joachim Ernst Berendt), Reply to Siegmund d. H., Gondel Magazin 6
(1951), 59.
380 Karl-Heinz Kleber, “Gibt es eine deutsche Jazz-Literatur?,” Gondel Magazin 57
(1953), 61.
381 See the extensive bibliography of Lange’s 1966 Jazz in Deutschland.
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Literature and magazines were not the only written material on jazz. Concerts
also became increasingly accompanied by text. Beginning in the early 1950s, larger
concerts began to consistently offer programs for those attending. These programs
complimented the posters and ads already visually presenting such concerts and provided
immediate reference for the evening’s music. Often professionally produced and
attractively designed, they framed what listeners were about to hear (if they read it
before) or what they had just heard (if they read it afterwards).
Stan Kenton’s 1953 concerts in Germany, for example, offered a glossy, picturefilled booklet for its audience. In addition to a list of all of the bands’ stops in Germany, it
included two short essay-biographies of Kenton and his singer June Christy. Overlaid on
top of a photograph of a rather serious and focused Kenton, the text stressed the
importance of the evening’s band. Kenton “forms a special chapter in the history of jazz,
indeed in the history of American music,” it asserted. Describing him as “one of the most
important music personalities,” it offered short bits of information about his professional
career as a bandleader and the development of his music. It also attempted to give its
audience a vocabulary with which the audience could think about the music and it
repeatedly called Kenton’s music “experimental” and “progressive.” The program didn’t
just characterize the music in general terms, however; it also pointed out which musicians
should be the center of attention. Kenton’s band was quite large (21 members), so the
essay highlighted certain soloists—“both trumpet players, Conte Condoli and Buddy
Childers, the splendid alto saxophonist Lee Konitz, the ‘cool’ tenor saxophonist Zoot
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Sims, the drummer Stan Levy, the trombonist Frank Rosolini, and the singer June
Christy.” Such hints gave clues to the clueless about which musicians they should focus.

Figure 7: Program for Stan Kenton’s Concerts in Germany, 1953.382

Figure 8: Program for the German Jazz Federation’s 1951 concert with Ted Heath. 383

382 Günter Boas Sammlung, Lippmann-Rau Archiv, Eisenach.
383 Günter Boas Sammlung, Lippmann+Rau-Jazzarchiv Eisenach.
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These programs became more and more elaborate, well designed, and modernist.
Early programs like those of Kenton or Heath or Count Basie were simple in layout: they
included one or two photos and a text. The pamphlets for the German Jazz Festivals in
Frankfurt began to utilize modernist iconography and design, promoting visually the
association of jazz and “high brow” modernism.

Figure 9: Concert Program for the 1. Deutsches Jazz Festival in Frankfurt a. M., 1953.384

384 Collection of the Jazzinstitut, Darmstadt.
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Figure 10 and 11: Program for 5. Deutsches Jazz-Festival in Frankfurt a. M. , 1957385

385 Collection of the Jazzinstitut, Darmstadt.
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Promoting jazz’s association with modernist abstraction was part of a larger
attempt to legitimize jazz as an art form and disassociate it from commercial Schlager.
Beginning in 1949, Olaf Hudtwalcker increasingly connected jazz and painterly
abstraction. Bebop and modernist painting were connected, he argued, for they both
reflected the spiritual nervousness of the atomic age. Hudtwalcker also used art galleries
as a lecture space and gave a number of talks in the late 1940s and early 1950s in the
Zimmergalerie Franck, the Studio für neue Kunst, and the Frankfurter Kunstkabinett to
gatherings of artists and intellectuals. Hudtwalcker also formed connections with the
“Quadriga” group, a circle of early postwar German avant-garde painters, and the hot
club Frankfurt created exhibitions that combined documents on the history of jazz with
abstract paintings. At one public demonstration, Horst Lippmann played records while
the artist Karl Götz painted.386
Festival programs could also become small pieces of jazz literature themselves.
The contributions still addressed the music and musicians at hand, but they could also use
the concert as an opportunity to address larger issues and wider histories. The booklet
from the 1959 Essener Jazztage contained a series of essays, many of which were by
eminent spokesmen for the music: Olaf Hudtwalcker wrote on the “Benefit of the Clubs”;
the composer Rolf Liebermann gave his “Reflections” on jazz; Dietrich Schulz-Koehn
explained the history of African American sacred music in his “From Spirituals to
Gospel”; and an anonymous writer penned a summary of “Mainstream Jazz.”

386 Der Frankfurt Sound, 89-91.
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This type of immediate framing was not just for public listening, but also entered
into and engaged the more intimate, private listening practices of the home. During the
1950s, musical essays and biographical sketches became an inseparable part of the
physical make-up of records. The primary form of records before the late 1940s had been
10-inch 78s. These shellac discs were a visually simple. The vast majority of 78s came in
standardized paper sleeves and, while these sleeves might be covered in advertisements
or record label logos, they did not speak to the specific record housed within.387 The
label—the only individualized part of 78 at this time—was itself too small to carry more
than the song title, composer, and band. For jazz fans, this amount of information was
much too small and Berendt often complained in his record reviews for “Für
Jazzfreunde” about the limitations of the label. In addition to his irritated protests about
factual errors, he often demanded that the labels on record provide more information (the
members of bands or the names of soloists, for instance).388
The eclipse of 78s during the 1950s and the entrance of 33 1/3 and 45 rpm Long
Playing Discs (LPs) onto the market in Germany in 1953 and 1954, however, brought
new forms of packaging.389 Records now had individualized jackets and these new
surfaces were covered in images and text. These liner notes, often written by prominent

387 Some expensive sets of classical 78s did have album art and individualized covers.
Jazz—which was not considered a high end product—did not. For a fascinating attempt
to read the 78’s grooves visually, see Theodor Adorno’s “Grooves of the Needle,” in
Essays on Music, ed. Richard Leppert (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002).
388 Berendt examples of reviews from Gondel.
389 Horst Lange, Jazz in Deutschland, 205.
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German jazz critics like Berendt or Schulz-Koehn, often preemptively suggested ways
that the record should be heard. Programmic and often rhapsodic, they attempted to direct
its consumer’s subsequent reception after they slipped the vinyl out of its housing and
placed it on the turntable.
The backside of Hans Koller and Helmud Brandt’s Jazz Wien-Berlin, for
example, made the split LP a cultural tale of two cities. It would not be difficult to show
“the parallel or similar [political and cultural] developments” of Vienna and Berlin during
the last few decades, it argued; what had formerly been a competition between the two
metropolises had developed into a “common destiny.” The listener was invited to
experience the music of Koller and Brandt as representatives of their cities’ recent
histories: even though jazz is an international music, the author claimed, “many things
characteristic of their cities resonates” in the each respective musician’s music.390

Figure 12: Kurt Widmann mit seinem Tanz-Orchester, “Muszt nicht traurig sein,”
Imperial 30633, 78 rpm (Rec. 1941)
390 Liner notes to Hans Koller New Jazz Stars and Helmut Brand Combo, Jazz WienBerlin, Jazztone J 1038.
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Figure 13 and 14: Fatty George Combo, Wolfgang Sauer, Hans Koller Combo, “ECO
Jam Session” Columbia 33 rpm (Rec. 1954)

Figure 15 and 16: Hans Koller New Jazz Stars and Helmut Brand Combo, Jazz WienBerlin, Jazztone 33 rpm (Rec. 1957)391
391 The covers of LPs could even become surfaces for the owner to make his or her own
notes, as Berendt’s own copy of Jazz Wien-Berlin shows. Collection of the Jazzinstitut,
Darmstadt.
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3.

As jazz texts began to explode in the 1950s, they took on a different relationship
to the jazz soundscape in Germany. This occurred especially in terms of time and
temporality. During the late 1940s, Germans were increasingly aware of contemporary
events in the American jazz world through their club newssheets, which re-printed
accounts from international jazz magazines. The availability of current jazz recordings—
whether it be on record or on the air—was dodgy at best. This began to change in 1949,
however, and more and more new recordings became available on the West German
market. As Germans began to be able to consistently hear what they read about in the
early 1950s, a new form of simultaneity between the West German and American scenes
also began to exist.
In the first years of the occupation, it became obvious that there was a substantial
time lag between the sounds of jazz in Germany and what was happening in the United
States in texts. This is apparent in a poll that the Frankfurt Hot Club took in 1947. The
club news letter, the Jazz-Club News, dedicated a volume to the “best soloists, orchestras,
and vocalists of the year 1946,” as chosen by “21 German jazz experts, fans, and
musicians from records and radio.” Realizing that others might view the endeavor as a
fool’s errand, its organizer, Horst Lippmann, was forced to begin with a caveat:
The formulation “Who are the best soloists of 1946 in your opinion?”
incited annoyance in almost 50% of those asked. It is right to clarify that
we are scarcely in the place to render a flawless judgment over the stars in
the jazz sky of last year. No one, or only a few, had the opportunity to hear
records of the past year and there were not enough radio broadcasts to give
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an overview—the two main reasons why, for many, the questionnaire in
this formulation was not answerable in good conscience. Thus, it goes
without saying that we in Germany can ascertain only the best soloists on
records, since we are not in the place to hear the greats of 52nd Street and
from Greenwich Village in the flesh.392
Lippmann’s acknowledgement that participants’ answers would not be “flawless” was a
gross understatement. Even so, he clearly recognized that, for a significant portion of
those answering the poll had not heard much, if any, of the contemporary music being
made in New York. Indeed, almost half of the “jazz experts” in Germany thought that an
attempt to speak about the contemporary jazz scene was ridiculous. They were simply too
out of touch.
Judging by the poll’s results, some had heard, or were at least aware of, the
contemporary New York and California jazz avant-garde. A number of the participants
voted for Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Woody Hermann, and Stan Kenton,
representatives of the two streams of “modern” appearing in the mid-to-late-1940s. The
individual charts of the participants show that this exposure was unique to members of
the Hot Club in Frankfurt. Such an opportunity to hear these records was probably due to
Lippmann’s exceptional ability to obtain V-discs—American records for military
personnel—through personal connections. On May 5th, 1947, the Frankfurt Hot Club held
a record listening night entitled “Jazz Highlights 1941-1946.”393 Although it was a
gathering to hear the most important music made in the last five years, the night’s only

392 Die Jazz-Club News, Sonderheft 1947, 2.
393 The special issue of Die Hot Club News which contained the poll only specifies the
year (1947), so it is unclear if this record night came before or after the poll was given.
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modernist was Dizzy Gillespie. Other postwar members of the avant-garde were absent;
the night was mostly stalwarts of the big band era and recordings of those who had made
their great stylistic mark in the 1930s: Benny Goodman, Duke Ellington, Coleman
Hawkins, and Lionel Hampton.394 Thus, the awareness of Hot Club members of new stars
may have been limited to their names and reputations.
A few of the responses to the poll demonstrates that those outside of the Frankfurt
circle had little to no access to the sounds of the contemporary American jazz scene. The
poll of Hans Blüthner, the leader of the Berlin Hot Club, shows that he—and thus also his
club—were mostly unfamiliar with recordings of new musicians or new music. In his
poll, Blüthner stressed that he had “only heard radio broadcasts to a slight degree” and
that he “[knew] almost no recordings from 1946.” If the question was “which are the best
soloists from the last twenty years?,” he asserted, he would have been able to answer
more honestly.395 Blüthner and his Berlin group were not alone at the time of the poll.396
Another participant, Olaf Hudtwalcker, who was living in Mannheim at the time, chose to
leave the “New Stars” category entirely empty, for he “had been without a radio for the

394 Die Hot Club News 21/22 (May/June 1947), 30.
395 Die Jazz-Club News, Sondernummer (1947), 6.
396 Blüthner and the Berlin Hot Club may have gotten access to some recordings
sometime after the poll. In his May/June 1947 report on “Berlin Hot Fans” for Die HotClub News, Blüthner claimed that some of the club’s record nights had introduced “the
new jazz greats,” including Gillespie, Parker, Stan Kenton, Charlie Barnet, Woody
Herman, and Oscar Pettiford. Unlike much of the rest of Blüthner’s description of the
content of the club’s record nights, he did not give the names of any specific recordings
that they played or presented. Although the “Sondernummer” did not specify its month of
issue, its use of the title “Jazz-Club News,” which was used until the first few months of
1947, shows that it was put together before the May/June issue.
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last two years and without the possibility to be able to provide to myself a fundamental
overview of the current jazz situation.”397 Similarly, Peter Baltzer, the manager of the
East German Hot Club in Halle, and Erich Friess from Buchen/Odenwald couldn’t
provide an answer for about half of the categories of “new stars.”
The poll shows that even the knowledge of the Frankfurt circle was very spotty.
Many from the club left a considerable number of their slots blank as well. Indeed,
Lippmann admitted that almost half of the participants (which would include a significant
number of Frankfurters) felt frustration and irritation at the question because of it their
basic disconnection from what was happening in America.398 It should be stressed that
these twenty-one experts were the most elite and focused listeners of this music at that
moment in Germany and were able to call upon the greatest resources. If their access to
and awareness of contemporary American records was extremely limited, we can only
assume that, for most Germans, they were all but non-existent.
The situation had changed little by the end of the decade. In 1949, Blüthner wrote
an article on the “Berlin Record Market” for Hot Club Frankfurt member’s short-lived
newssheet Jazz Home. Written in 1949, he summed up the decade: “for more than 10
years the German jazz record collector has scarcely had the opportunity to follow the
development of jazz.” A few American recordings had become available, he noted, but
the ones that he mentioned were not new. The ones that already appeared were re-issues

397 Ibid., 11.
398 “Die besten Solisten Orchester Volkalisten des Jahres 1946 ausgewählt von 21
deutschen Jazzexperten, Fans und Musiker nach Schallplatten und Radio,” Die Jazz-Club
News, Sondernummer 1947, 1-24.
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of the orchestras of Louis Armstrong, Count Basie, and Bing Crosby. More recordings
would appear, he believed, but most of what a collector could hope for in 1949 were repressings of older recordings, it seemed. Although he was not very informed about the
plans of Deutsche Grammophon, he hoped that they would begin to re-issue older
recordings from the 1920s by King Oliver, Fletcher Henderson, and Red Nichols. He was
sure, however, that Lindström would soon begin re-pressing some of their old Okeh
masters, he proudly reported. The new catalog showed that they would release 24
recordings from the 1920s and 1930s that he had recommended. This series, he argued,
would “make it possible for those really interested in jazz to recognize the value of the
perennial enduring of old records.” These “jazz events” were limited to “old time jazz,”
he admitted, but “it will soon also be possible for us to get the newest things in jazz
again.” Germans were on the cusp of a change in the market, he believed. Telefunken had
just signed a contract with the American label Capitol, he reported, bringing many of the
most important an innovative bands and recordings to German listeners for the first
time.399
Blüthner’s article stood at a moment of transition. Jazz had been essentially
unavailable for the entire decade of the 1940s in Germany. American recordings had just
begun to trickle into the market again, but they were often twenty or more years old. The
records of the Plattenabende from the period confirm this: the music they played and
examined was overwhelmingly from the 1920s and 1930s.400 Radio was little help as

399 Hans Blüthner, “Die Berlin Jazzmarkt,” Jazz Home 2 (May 1949).
400 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 64.
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well. As Hans Vagt’s 1950 article on radio in Germany demonstrated, German hot club
members felt that German stations played little “real” jazz, while AFN offered a very
mixed bag.401 The few broadcasts led by hot club members, like Dietrich Schulz-Koehn’s
“Jazz-Almanach” on NWDR, drew from the DJs’ own collections, which corresponded
closely to the music played at Plattenabende. Moreover, jazz radio programs were
overwhelming late at night and the majority aired after midnight.402 In sum, Germans
could hear their heroes again, but their sonic world remained one of the past.
This stood in stark contrast to the world of jazz presented in the jazz newssheets.
The Jazz Club News regularly reported on events in the American jazz scene, from
personnel changes in the major big bands to the appearance of new bands on 52 Street in
New York. In a single issue, for example, one could read about “Dizzy Gillespie’s style
and importance,” the last recordings of the recently deceased trumpeters Sonny Berman
and Paul Webster, a new band made up of a group of Stan Kenton sidemen, and series of
recent performances by the Charlie Ventura-Bill Harris combo, which it described as the
“most important bebop group in America.”403 Readers of the HNC were able to form a
picture of the contemporary jazz world—to imagine a simultaneous international jazz
scene—but it was not a sound world; it was a textual one.

401 See Chapter 3.
402 Fark, Die Missachtete Botschaft, 171-173.
403 See, for example, Max Schillinger, “Dizzy Gillespie’s Stil und Bedeutung” and Horst
Lippmann, “…amerikanische…neuheiten,” Die Hot-Club News! 23/24 (July/August
1947), 9-12.
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In this respect, the synaesthetic qualities of jazz so widespread during the 1920s
and the 1930s in Germany continued into the early postwar period. Readers of the Jazz
Club News or Hot Club News came into touch with a larger world of music through the
magazine, but much of it could be encountered only as text or, from mid-1947,
photographs.404 The reports of contemporary concerts and recordings probably provoked
the aural imaginations of hot club members: what did Ellington or Armstrong’s current
band and compositions sound like? How far did the radical new beats and harmonies of
bebop or by Stan Kenton’s band stray from recordings of Basie’s band with Herschel
Evans and Lester Young from the mid-1930s? This type of synaesthesia would be less
fantastic than during the Weimar Republic, for those reading the News would already be
familiar with the general sound of their subject and, indeed, were actively refining
parameters around what it should sound like. This post-45 synaesthesia was mostly an
anticipatory synaesthesia of the present. As Dizzy Gillespie and Stan Kenton ruptured
older conventions and sent disturbing ripples across the Atlantic, readers were aware that
new sounds and styles were coming about after the war. Some of those in Frankfurt could
have some sense of how they sounded, but many elsewhere could not; both would be
imagining—to a greater and lesser extent--what they thought the new might sound like.
This imagination would be based on old sounds and new textual and visual information
and ideas.

404 The Hot Club News began to include facsimiles of photographs beginning with its
July/August 1947 edition.
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This contemporary world began to change shortly after Blüthner wrote his article.
In 1949, Telefunken started to import Capitol records, marking the beginning of a
relatively slow shift in the availability of contemporary recordings. The appearance of
Capitol recordings in the early part of the 1950s brought a significant number of new
sounds to German ears. Capitol had documented a few of the most important early bands
in progressive and cool jazz. Germans could now get the unusually textured,
impressionistic harmonies of “Jeru” and “Moonchild” by the Miles Davis Nonet (later to
be issued on the LP Birth of the Cool), a few sides by Lennie Tristano’s purposefully
unemotive, polyphonic band with Lee Konitz and Warne Marsh, and a reasonably large
variety of Stan Kenton’s experimental big band compositions (10 in 1953).405
Despite the important addition of Capitol’s recordings to the German market,
there were still enormous gaps in what was available. Letters written to Gondel’s “Für
Jazzfreunde” reveal that jazz listeners still had a tremendously difficult time finding
records. In 1950, the year after Telefunken began importing Capitol recordings, the
Mannheim resident Hanz L. wrote to Berendt and asked “a question which lies deep in
the heart of every German jazz fan: where can one get records with true jazz in
Germany?” He had gotten V-discs (which were not available for sale) in an American
club a few years before, he noted, but he and his friends had passed them back and forth
so often that they now wanted something new. The number of recordings that a German

405 For a selection of the records from Capitol available in Germany in 1953, see “Die
Platten des Jazz” in Das Jazzbuch.
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listeners could get were so limited that they had to be shared and they had to be content
with the same recordings for a number of years.
Berendt (writing under the pseudonym “Joe Brown”) did not have any secrets to
reveal. He regretfully answered that “your wish is not so easy to fulfill,” although it was
now possible to get things that “would have been impossible three or four years ago
without an American connection.”406 Beyond some recordings by the German artists Kurt
Edelhagen, Helmut Zacharias, and Kurt Henkel, Telefunken’s Capitol recordings were
the only new jazz recordings currently put out by German companies, he assured him. If
one wanted to spend a great deal of time searching, one could find “imports here and
there.”
New access to American recordings did not ensure that they came out in a timely
manner, however. In early 1951, Odeon released Dizzy Gillespie’s “One Bass Hit No. 2”
and “Oop Nop Sh’Bam.” These recordings were some of the first bebop recordings to
appear in Germany, making the record a considerable addition to the spectrum of modern
jazz available in the country. Noting the historical importance of the bass’s prominence in
“One Bass Hit” and of the appearance of bebop vocals on “Oop Nop Sh’Bam,” Berendt
lamented the release date. After explaining their significance for contemporary jazz, he
emphasized that they were no longer very up-to-date and complained that “it would have
been much better if one had been able to buy this disc in Germany when jazz fans still
had discussed this music: three years ago.”407 Record companies, he implied, had no

406Berendt to Hanz L., Gondel Magazin (September 1950), 25.
407“ Die Schallplatte des Monats,” Gondel Magazin (May 1951), 42.
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sense of the timeliness of recordings, that is, of the ability of a record to lose its newness
before being issued. Such ignorance put German jazz listeners at a major disadvantage—
they only got to actually hear a recording years after it was released. By the time German
fans actually heard “One Bass Hit #2,” a host of other recordings had already moved jazz
forward in the intervening time.
A few months later Berendt made it clear that music by a number of the most
important musicians of the moment was still unavailable. In his “Soloist ABC,” a preJazzbuch attempt to provide a simple guide to record buying and listening, Berendt put
together an alphabetical list of the crucial instrumentalists of the music. In addition to
providing biographical information, he recommended cuts by each artist. He hoped that
such a list would provide budding jazz listeners with a guide for a basic music library. In
order for the list to be feasible, then, he attempted to only give recordings that were
actually available in Germany. Unfortunately, Berendt found this an impossible task to
complete. He simply couldn’t create a good overview of the music out of the material one
could buy in a record store. Consequently, he had to include unattainable recordings for a
significant number of the entries—especially for recent stylists like Stan Getz and
Thelonious Monk—for, he begrudgingly noted, “there are still no records in Germany for
many musicians.”408
By the middle years of the decade, things were beginning to change. One
particularly interesting document from this moment is Horst Lange’s 1955 Die deutsche

408 “Soloist ABC,” Gondel Magazin (November 1951), 56.
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Jazz-Discographie. A massive and exacting book, Lange’s discography brought together
the session information (musicians, date, label) for every, or nearly every, recording “in
the jazz idiom” released in Germany up to February 1954.409 As such, it gives an
excellent sense of how the jazz market had begun to change since the first year or two of
the decade. In 1951, Berendt had been unable to list German records for a significant
number of contemporary musicians. By the beginning of 1954, German companies had
made available recordings by many of the most important bebop, progressive, and cool
musicians. One could buy, for example, 15 recordings by Miles Davis, including a
quintet date with Jackie Mclean; a pair of cuts by Tad Dameron with trumpeter Fats
Navarro; quintet and tentet recordings of Gerry Mulligan that included Chet Baker and
Lee Konitz; loads of Woody Herman and Stan Kenton recordings; and a trio and solo
recording of the frenetic bebop pianist Bud Powell.
This was a significant enlargement of the contemporary jazz soundscape available
for Germans. There were some limitations, though. Many of these recordings were only a
fraction of the recorded output of the artists (only two by Powell and Dameron) and many
were not recent but older works (quite a few were from 1949). There were also a great
number of important soloists, groups, and composers of the developing jazz scene who
were missing completely from circulation, most obviously Thelonious Monk, the Modern

409 Horst Lange, Die Deutsche Jazz-Discographie, (Berlin-Wiesbaden: Bote & Bock,
1955), 11.
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Jazz Quartet, Dexter Gordon, Sonny Rollins, and the recordings of J. J. Johnson with the
emerging hard bop trumpet player Clifford Brown.410
By at least 1955, however, West Germans (and East Germans who crossed over
into West Berlin) were not completely dependent on what German companies chose to
bring out. Berendt began to report on “new things on record in the U.S.” in the February
issue of Jazz-Echo. After letters from readers “enthusiastically” inquired into where one
could get these albums, Berendt noted that that “today it is relatively easy to import
records from America.” Those interested could simply use a mail-order business in the
U.S. and send tax-exempt foreign currency from any bank in Germany.411
In his history of German jazz a decade later, Lange confirms that there “was never
a time so rich in Germany in jazz issues as the years after 1953.”412 Besides the ever
increasing distribution contracts between American and German companies during this
period—Clef, Verve, Norgram, Mercury on Electrola, Riverside and Storyville on
Deutsche Phillips, Blue Note and Asch on Exclesior—a “jazz fan could obtain just about
anything his heart desired” at the Odeon-Haus, the import store for Electrola in Berlin.413
Advertisements in Jazz Podium from 1956 and 1957 exhibit the plethora of imported
records available in West German stores: Blue Note, Savoy, Contemporary, Pacific,

410 The necessity to constantly add on to Lange’s discography shows the continued
growth of the industry, Lange began publishing monthly addendums to his book in Jazz
Podium soon after his book’s release.
411 “Neues auf Platten aus den USA,” Jazz-Echo (May 1955), 47.
412 Horst Lange, Jazz in Deutschland, 211.
413 Ibid., 206. For a comprehensive overview of the development of jazz record
distribution in Germany from 1945-1960, see ibid. 203-212.
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Debut, Vogue, Jazz West Coast, and Goodtime Jazz at the Schallplatten Gemeinschaft in
and the Schallplatten-Plötz in Bremen.
As a writer for Jazz Podium observed, however, indulging in such extensive
consumption was not feasible for many jazz fans at this moment. When confronted with
the number of choices in a record store, many of which might keep the fan’s finger on the
music’s pulse, a buyer could not afford to gather as many as he could and rush to the
cashier. It was the “great sorrow” of the jazz fan when record shopping “to not be able to
bring ‘want’ and ‘can’ into harmony.” A limited disposable income simply did not let
one buy everything that stores offered.414

4.

The linking up of the American and West German record markets had specific
cultural effects. The synchronization of German and American record markets gave birth
to a sense of simultaneity in listening. Recordings could now embody the present
musically and materially. In the second half of the 1940s, recordings of American bands
were traces of the past—the small number of records available were almost exclusively
re-issues of classic cuts from the 1920s or 1930s—and listening to records was mostly a
retrospective act. There were a few exceptions—like the bebop collection that Horst
Lippmann compiled—but these newer recordings were still a few years old and, as a

414 R. Dötsch, “Billigere und noch bessere Schallplatten?” Jazz Podium 3 (1955), 20.
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whole, new jazz existed in a time lag. Beginning with Telefunken’s importation of
Capitol recordings in 1949, Germans began to be able to hear jazz as truly contemporary
music. This phenomenon sped up considerably after 1953, as important modernist
American labels like Blue Note and Prestige became generally available. West Germans
could now hear jazz in its moment of production. This was an enormous transfiguration
of the temporal dimension of jazz for Germans.
From the mid-1950s, as Germans could buy a considerable portion of American
jazz as its was played and recorded in New York and on the West Coast, new recordings
began to be fragments of the present. Buying new records and listening to them together
gave Germans the ability to construct a sonic picture of jazz’s immediate moment.
Listening in Germany and musical production in the United States became simultaneous.
The simultaneity of listening allowed one to track jazz’s evolution moment-by-moment
in real time. Jazz became a sort of living, breathing subject that one could observe as it
preceded and changed. Recordings became something like newspapers: they reported on
the present.
For many jazz listeners, this was more than just musical. As mentioned before,
many German writers believed that jazz was an embodiment of modernity. Considered
the most modern of musics, it said something about contemporary life.415 Berendt
claimed, for example, that “ there is nothing in the realm of the twentieth century that

415 Uta Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels, 139.
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allows the situation of this century to be understood more clearly than jazz.”416 Or, as
Olaf Hudtwalcker put it in his editorial to Jazz, jazz was “a form…through which to
experience one’s era [eine Art…seine Zeit zu erleben].”417 From this perspective, tracing
jazz’s evolution gave continual hints at the path of modern existence.
At the same time, other recordings became part of a time past. Recordings and
sounds suddenly aged in a way that they had not before. If one was lucky enough to
procure it, Charlie Parker’s 1945 “Billie’s Bounce” sounded strikingly contemporary in
1948, despite the fact that it was three years old. In contrast, Dizzy Gillespie’s 1947
recording of “Two Bass Hit #2” already sounded quite historical to Joachim Ernst
Berendt in 1951. By the summer of 1958, a Lennie Tristano session from 1949 sounded
almost from a different age.418
This simultaneity of listening derived from a combination of market coordination
and the historical perspective of 1950s jazz criticism embodied by Berendt. Viewed
through the prism of historicism, jazz recordings became essentially tied to the historical
moment in which they were made: older recordings became artifacts of longer history
and new recordings became both the end points of that history and its present
manifestation. Listening continuously to new recordings was a historical micro-tracking
of jazz evolution.

416 Joachim Ernst Berendt, Der Jazz: Eine Zeitkritische Studie (Stuttgart: Deutsche
Verlags-Anstalt, 1950), 7.
417 Olaf Hudtwalcker, Jazz 1 (1949): 3.
418 See Berendt’s comments in Joachim Ernst Berendt, Das neue Jazzbuch: Entwicklung
und Bedeutung der Jazzmusik (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer Bucherei, 1959), 7.
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With more and more new recordings becoming available, albums also lost their
immediacy after a relatively short period of time. Records were continuously supplanted
by other, newer recordings and, consequently, the sphere of the present embodied in
recordings was ever moving. Jazz progressed, so, in order to remain abreast of the current
state of jazz’s progress, one had to listen to new music consistently. This sphere of the
present became a sphere of innovation. Styles progressed; to be contemporary meant that
a recording had to be stylistically new. Thus, a Dixieland recording by clarinetist George
Lewis made in 1956 (a style associated with the 1910s in the history of jazz) was not a
musical embodiment of the present, but an atavistic artifact from the past. In the 1940s,
bebop and progressive jazz dominated the sphere of innovation for Germans. During the
first half of the 1950s, cool jazz did. Playing relevant, innovative music meant playing
something that was both related to the music of the past but also surpassed it.

5.

Although seemingly insular, musical simultaneity reveals a deeper current within
the cultural reconstruction of postwar Germany. Many scholars have shown that the
rehabilitation of the nation by postwar Germans contained a deep emphasis on the
reconstitution of the family and normative gender relations. Traumatized by defeat and
the fraternization of German women with occupying troops, a significant section of the
(male) public in the Federal Republic believed that re-establishing social order and
overcoming the Nazi past depended on the assertion of paternal authority. Early West
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German social debates centered on women’s political and social status and the state’s
family policy sought to undergird male dominance in the private sphere.419 Faced with a
humiliated and diminished male population, discourse on returning POWs in the early
1950s linked their transformation into citizens with their “reproductive functions as father
and husbands.”420 Initially, the behavior of young Germans around American pop music
itself posed problems to definitions of gender roles and West German authorities viewed
jazz and rock and roll fans with fear and angst. As Cold War tensions grew and remained,
the Federal Republic increasingly domesticated American pop and utilized it as a means
to distinguish itself from the East and integrate itself into the West.421
American music was another integral part of reconstruction, however. The
intimate linking of the German jazz scene to the American jazz world and the growth of
musical simultaneity during the 1950s showed the way that West Germans’ lifeworlds
increasingly became re-orientated away from the local and racial and towards a sense of
being part of the West. Under the Nazis, the media world was characterized by a sense of
“unter uns”: representations of daily life, news, and cultural consumption were oriented
towards the life and history of the German racial community. Listening to a speech on the

419 Robert G. Moeller, “Reconstructing the Family in Reconstruction Germany: Wmen
and Social Policy in the Federal Republic, 1949-1955,” West Germany under
Reconstruction: Politics, Society, and Culture in the Adenauer Era, ed. Robert G.
Moeller (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1997)
420 Frank Biess, “Survivors of Totalitarianism: Returning POWs and the Reconstruction
of Masculine Citizenship in West Germany, 1945-1955,” in The Miracle Years: A
Cultural History of West Germany, 1949-1968, ed. Hanna Schissler (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 2001), 71.
421 Uta Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels;
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radio or watching a blockbuster film during wartime were meant to integrate the
individual into Volksgemeinschaft and give them an awareness of the collective events of
the nation.422
As jazz records bear witness, over the course of the 1950s, the everyday in West
Germany was re-directed towards Western Europe and, especially, the United States. By
the mid-1950s, listening to jazz in Germany was a private, meaningful activity that was
not limited to the local and immediate, but placed itself within the developing history and
culture of the United States. Listening to one’s home stereo in Düsseldorf or sitting in a
cellar club in Frankfurt am Main were now events in an unfolding international jazz
world. The Frankfurt Allstars’ 1956 album Vier Temperamente drew its significance from
being recognizably concurrent with similar music being made in L.A. the same year, not
by relating to a national audio-visual world. Being a jazz fan involved a posture and
constant ear beyond Germany’s borders and local jazz activities became meaningful
through these contexts.
This integration of the everyday with the West and the United States also
occurred beyond jazz. In the other arts, American artists became the touchstones of
contemporary artistic currents and the modernist progress of aesthetics: Abstract
Expressionism and the critical perspective of Clement Greenberg dominated the art
world, the experimental music of John Cage found its greatest proponents in New Music
circles in West Germany and at the Darmstadt Summer Courses, and, amongst literary

422 Fritzsche, Life and Death in the Third Reich.
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figures, the stylistic influence of Faulkner and Hemingway was paramount.423 This did
not occur only in the elite arts, but also filled the quotidian. American youth fashion—
jeans and t-shirts especially—increasingly transformed the look of the body and the
character of everyday appearances. The broadcasts of AFN, RIAS, and Voice of America
in West Germany —in addition to those of the British and French--brought German
listeners constant coverage of the American world of news, style, and culture,
juxtaposing daily life with the ongoing presence of their new overseas Allies. Although it
had been a major force in Germany since the end of World War One, Hollywood became
considerably more powerful after the Second World War and the subsequent dismantling
of UFA.
Paul Betts has shown how the aesthetics of everyday objects “became Adenauer
Germany’s insignia of recovery and restored sense of achievement.”424 Within West
German industry, the legacy of modernism was again taken up and the “good form” of
the Werkbund and Bauhaus was held up as an ethical model for the built environment
and home interiors. Misremembering the Nazi period as a period of anti-modernism and
kitsch, West Germans celebrated their own moral restoration through sleek surfaces and
curved edges. In this sense, industrial design became a powerful means to overcome the

423 Jost Hermand, “Modernism Restored: West German paining in the 1950s,” New
German Critique 32 (Spring/Summer 1984); New Music, New Allie; Keith Bullivant,
“Continuity or Change? Aspects of West german Writing after 1945,” The Culture of
Reconstruction: European Literature, Thought and Film, 1945-1950 ed. Nicholas Hewitt
(New York: St. Martin’s 1989).
424 Paul Betts, The Authority of Everyday Objects: A Cultural History of West german
Industrial Design (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), 4.
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violence, destruction, and defeat of the Third Reich. The look of the things around West
Germans became a form of memory work. Ultimately, Betts argues, this emphasis and
investment resulted in a “distinctive postfascist aestheticization of everyday life.”425 The
National Socialist state’s aestheticization of politics—its attempt to create a relationship
between the state and its citizens through aesthetics—was replaced in the 1950s with the
home’s “new romanticized sphere of post-Nazi moral and aesthetic idealism.”426
Betts also argues that West Germany lacked an “aesthetics of collective time.”
Faced with the legacy of the Nazi’s deification of the nation, the language of national
history was marginalized in political discourse and, for West German historians, the
“former master plots of social solidarity (nationalism, socialism, National Socialism)
were either destroyed by the Nazis or sacrificed to Cold War imperatives.”427
The new wares and cultural objects of the 1950s provided their own sense of
collective time, however. The historical progressivism and simultaneity of records within
jazz culture shows the way that everyday objects could produce their own temporality.
Regarded as mirrors and oracles of the moment, records were meaningfully bound to the
month and year of their production. Records were exactly that—records of a moment.
The changing aesthetics of sound and packaging marked the movement of history; time
could be marked through shifts in style. The hunger years amongst the rubble of the late
1940s were linked to the progressive big band arrangements of Stan Kenton; cool jazz

425 Betts, The Authority of Everyday Objects, 16.
426 Betts, The Authority of Everyday Objects, 245.
427 Betts, The Authority of Everyday Objects, 245.
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was the sound of the recovery and reconstruction during the 1950s. At the same time, this
sense of the time was oriented not towards national history but towards a Western,
American-centric narrative.
This temporality was tied to the rhythms and logic of global capitalism. It was, in
essence, an aestheticization of consumption. Repeatedly buying recordswas not the overaccumulation of the same item, but could be regarded as an aesthetic mapping of history.
The establishment of the new social market economy during the 1950s—the much lauded
“economic miracle” and the foundational myth of the FRG—relied on repeated
consumption. The creation of cultural worlds around goods, differentiating them while
necessitating new acquisitions, was one of its motors and justifications.
This was one of the ways that the growth of consumerism in West Germany
during the 1950s radically altered the lives of its citizens. Erica Carter has argued that
West German identity was founded on its economy: being a citizen fundamentally
involved the rational acquisition of refrigerators, fashion, and other objects.428 Betts, as
we’ve seen, has argued that the design and appearance of a watch or a table could act as a
means to distance the new Germany from its Nazi past. At an even more basic level,
however, consumer items penetrated and oriented the perception of everyday life: goods
and aesthetics could become some of the most important markers and landmarks of the
passage of time.

428 Erica Carter, How German is She? Postwar German Reconstruction and the
Consuming Woman (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1997).
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Chapter Five:
The Fragmentation of Pop Music, 1948-1960

Over the course of the 1950s, popular music in West Germany fragmented. If pop
music and jazz were synonymous for most Germans in the late 1940s—and if these terms
were at that time relatively loose and undefined—they had become recognizably distinct
by the end of the 1950s. The decade, in essence, saw the formation of popular music
genres in West Germany.
This process was set in motion by the textualization of jazz by hot clubs. As we
have seen, those within the jazz movement wrote obsessively about jazz from the early
1950s on. For these groups, written jazz discourse would clarify jazz sound. These books
and journal articles were concerned, above all, with the definition of jazz—what jazz was
and what it was not—and they hoped that their outlines of jazz history and semi-scientific
discussions of jazz rhythm and harmony would create musical boundaries for their
readers. Descriptions of pieces by Lennie Tristano and Dizzy Gillespie, recommendations
for the best recordings by Louis Armstrong and Duke Ellington in the 1920s, and attacks
on commercial music were supposed to help sympathetic listeners divide “real” jazz from
other forms of pop music. As it built up a large literature of reviews and historical
overviews and denoted a canon of recordings, hot club discourse constructed a more and
more specific jazz subject and, as it did so, it dramatically limited its sonic range. In this
sense, the formation of jazz sound in the 1950s was born out of writing.
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This separation of jazz from other forms of pop music increasingly penetrated the
West German public sphere. Even if most West Germans did not understand or care
about jazz’s historical progression or biographical expressionism, they began to
recognize jazz as a unique sphere of music making and allowed the institutions set up by
the hot club movement to claim ownership over it. By the end of the 1950s, jazz and
Schlager were generally recognized as separate musical species. Jazz and Schlager were
not the only distinct genres to form in the 1950s. The quest for specificity by the hot club
movement set off a general process of musical fragmentation. Within jazz itself,
Dixieland jazz was separated from modern jazz while the blues, which had hitherto been
seen as jazz form, became its own type of music. In the public eye, rock and roll was at
first considered to be a new style of jazz, but, by the end of the decade, it became
teenager-oriented subset of Schlager.
These genres differences signified more than just aesthetics.429 Among young
Germans, jazz and rock and roll began to be elements of class distinction: modern jazz
was listened to by middle class high school and university students, Swing and dixieland
by middle class adolescents, and rock and roll by working class teenagers (the so-called

429 Genres are not natural, but social categories of music formed historically. They are
not determined purely by aesthetics, but also by cultural and social differentiation. For
more discussion of genre in American popular music, see Karl Hagstrom Miller,
Segregating Sound: Inventing Folk and Pop Music in the Age of Jim Crow (Durham:
Duke University Press, 2010); Fabian Holt, Genre in Popular Music (Chicago: Chicago
University Press, 2007); Marybeth Hamilton, In Search of the Blues (New York: Basic
Books, 2008); and Elijah Wald, Escaping the Delta: Robert Johnson and the Invention of
the Blues (New York: Amistad, 2004).
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Halbstarke). Children of the educated class refused American music altogether.430 At the
same time, these genres were also perceptual and medial modes—they offered very
different ways of experiencing music. Schlager became a means to experience music
predominantly through the body, with emotions, and in film. Jazz, on the other hand,
involved a contemplative, abstract form of textual-listening.

1.

The fragmentation of pop music which hot clubs and their followers initiated
began within the jazz movement itself. Although unified in their opposition to
commercial Schlager, German fans of jazz were a house divided. The ranks of the
movement were split between those who followed and appreciated modern jazz—bebop,
progressive big band music, and cool jazz—and fans of “Two Beat” music. “Two Beat”
was the German term for what was known in America as Dixieland jazz. A revivalist
movement of white critics and collectors, advocates of dixieland asserted that the only
legitimate form of jazz was music played in a style that originated in New Orleans before
the 1920s.431

430 Kaspar Maase, Bravo Amerika: Ekundungen zur Jugendkultur der Bundesrepublik in
den fünfziger Jahren (Hamburg: Junius Verlag, 1992), 18.
431 The local term “two beat” seems to have originated from the rhythm of New Orleans
and Chicago jazz from the 1920s, which emphasized the second and fourth beat of each
measure, as opposed to the four on the floor beat of Swing in the 1930s. Berendt, Das
Jazzbuch, 19, 87.
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This schism of jazz aficionados had begun in the early 1940s in the United States.
Although most influenced by Hugues Panassié’s arguments, the animus of German fans
against commercial music also echoed the American Dixieland revivalists. American
revivalism was born amongst a small group of elite record collectors from 1930s—men
like Bill Russell, Frederic Ramsey, and Charles Smith—who turned the hot club
movement’s critique of commercialism towards almost all contemporary pop music.
Whereas Panaissié accepted some big band music from the 1930s, American revivalists
considered all Swing to be superficial and commercialized. Rejecting popular musicians
based in New York like Benny Goodman and Artie Shaw, they promoted older, often
obscure musicians from New Orleans, like the trumpeter Bunk Johnson and the clarinetist
George Lewis. These musicians, they believed, retained unadulterated performance styles
from the music’s golden era.432
These groups continued a longer tradition connecting American musical activism,
genre creation, and collecting. As Karl Miller has shown, one of the sources of the
invention of white and black musical traditions in the United States—what he calls the
“segregation of sound”—was the folk collecting of men like John and Alan Lomax. The
division of blues and country music, Miller demonstrates, was as much the creation of
folklore scholars following dreams of niches of American society uncorrupted by the

432 For longer discussions of American jazz revivalism and the careers of Russell,
Smith, and Ramsey, see Gennari, Blowin’ Hot and Cool, 124-128; Hamilton, In Search of
the Blues; and Bruce Boyd Raeburn, New Orleans Style and the Writing of American Jazz
History (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2009).
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trappings of modernity as it was by industry representatives who maintained a color line
in music.433
By the early 1940s, the values of collectors like Russell, Ramsey, and Smith had
formed into a larger movement. They soon found themselves drawing the ire of
established jazz magazines like Metronome and Downbeat, which promoted swing and
looked upon the group as reactionary “moldy figs.” Between 1942 and 1945, these two
groups—modernists and revivalists—waged an aesthetic war within the pages of their
respective publications. Through attacks and assertions, they positioned themselves in a
set of binaries. Revivalists saw the music of African Americans in the New Orleans style
as folk music opposed to commercialism; this folk jazz had definite structures and
characteristics (especially collective improvisation) and favored emotional sincerity. The
modernists, on the other hand, saw Swing as a progressive art music which pushed the
music forward and raised its quality and expanded its technical resources.434 As soon as
this controversy between revivalists and proponents of Swing subsided in the mid-1940s,
this aesthetic discourse was taken up and replicated in another intra-jazz dispute. The
same categories were used in a new generation of modernist/traditionalist squabbling.
This time, however, Swing was thrust into the traditionalist wing and modernism was
associated with the new style and musical paradigm of bebop.435

433 Miller, Segregating Sound.
434 See chapter 6 in Bernard Gendron, Between Montremartre and the Mudd Club:
Popular Music and the Avant-Garde (Chicago: Chicago University press, 2002).
435 See chapter 7 in Gendron, Between Montremartre and the Mudd Club.
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Out of touch with American jazz discourse during the war, German hot club fans
missed the first melees between swing and Dixieland. Informed by Horst Lippmann’s
summaries of American jazz news and literature in The Hot Club News, however, they
were aware of the ensuing combat between traditionalists and bebop after 1945. Much of
the ideology of revivalism probably passed to Germans through Panaissié, however.
Panaissié became an intransigent enemy of bebop and his very public polemic with his
former collaborator and Hot Club of Paris compatriot, Charles Delaunay, formed the
European locus for the modernist versus revivalist debate.
The internal division between fans of Two Beat and modern jazz was quite
evident in the 1948 editorials of Hot Club Journal, the mouthpiece of the Stuttgart hot
circle “Der Schlüssel.” The editorial board criticized the extremism of both sides of the
debate. One piece, “Tradition’ in Jazz,” took a hard line against revivalists. Pairing their
belief in the sanctity and exclusivity of the New Orleans style with the ignorance of the
general public, the editorial board asserted that “it is unfortunately a sad fact that a
complete confusion of conception dominates not only in the circles of jazz opponents, but
often is an attitude to be found among orthodox jazz fans.” This confused group, they
clarified, was “the charming guild of purists for whom a single style means the highest
blessedness and who want to deny, or strongly qualify, a logical evolution of jazz.”436
A follow-up editorial, “The Fundamental Mistake of a Fundamentalist,” however,
showed that the group could also be quite critical of the modernists. Instead of

436 Heinz Benz, Rudy Daum, Teddy H. Leyh, and Felix Steinmann, “Tradition im Jazz,”
Hot Club Journal 9 (June 1948): 45.
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unambiguously coming down on either side, they presented a reconciling third way.
Speaking to the modernists and against partisanship, they contended that “we will be
happy, if the modernists themselves want to recognize that their modern direction..,is
based at the end of the day on the original jazz straight from New Orleans.”437
Such an intermediate view was not unique to these Stuttgart commentators, but
akin with a number of American critics of the time who advocated an evolutionary model
as an olive branch for the warring factions. After the intense skirmishes between Esquire,
Record Changer, and Jazz Information between 1944 and late-1946, “ecumenical” critics
began to build consensuses between the groups by proposing an evolutionary model
which took account of both groups. Such a historical model proposed that New Orleans
was indeed the origin of all jazz—a key argument of the revivalists—but also legitimated
all the styles after it as progressive forms stemming from it.438 The historical
periodization and evolutionism of Joachim Berendt’s Jazzbuch was a local German take
on this larger international strain of jazz thinking.
Such a synthesis did not extinguish aesthetic preferences and jazz fragmentation
in Germany, even if the hostility between groups began to ease up. The following year,
another short-lived magazine, Jazz Home, attempted to represent traditionalists’ interests
in print. Put together by the “Two Beat Friends” in 1949, it declared in its first issue that

437 Rudy Daum, Teddy H. Leyh, and Felix Steinmann, “Fundamentaler Irrtum eines
Fundamentalisten,” Hot Club Journal 11 (August 1948): 45.
438 Bruce Boyd Raeburn, New Orleans Style, 181. See also, Scott Deveaux,
“Constructing the Jazz Tradition: Jazz Historiography,” Black American Literature
Forum 3 (1991).
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“’Jazz Home strives chiefly to cover Old Time jazz.” Identifying themselves with one
side of the international jazz schism, the Two Beat Friends, it proudly confessed, were
“purists.”439
Jazz Home became Germany’s source and outlet for international revivalist ideas
in the late 1940s. Along with similarly predisposed pieces by German authors, every
issue included articles by Panaissié or Rudi Blesh, the two most outspoken (and often
vitriolic) defenders of traditional jazz in the United States and Europe in the late 1940s.440
Blesh was the author of Shining Trumpets, the strongest American statement of
revivalism and racial-determinism in jazz, and the founder of Circle Records, which, like
Russell’s American Music Records, recorded older New Orleans musicians like “Baby”
Dodds and released interviews and performances that Jelly Roll Morton made for Alan
Lomax at the Library of Congress. Jazz Home’s first record review, in fact, was of
Circle’s Deep Woods Blues, which Blesh had sent to Gunter Boas, the magazine’s editor,
as part of their correspondence.441 Including Blesh and Panaissié could be interpreted as a
statement of values. Blesh and Panaissié were some of the few major international critics
who continued to dismiss and denigrate modern jazz after the smoldering of hostility and
factionalism in the United States jazz press in late 1946.

439 The Two Beat Friends, “Editorial,” Jazz Home 1 (April 1949): 3.
440See, for example, Hugues Panaissié, “Appel an die Tolerenz,” Jazz Home 1 (April
1949) and Rudi Blesh, “This is Jazz,” Jazz Home 4 (July 1949).
441 Günter Boas, “Schallplatten, die uns interessieren,” Jazz Home 1 (April 1949): 1213.
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Despite the presence of hardline voices like Blesh and Panassié in the magazine,
however, Jazz Home did not exclude discussion of jazz modernism. The Two Beat
Friends, despite its preferences for revivalist groups or older recordings, were not
ideologues in the same way that some of their American or French counterparts could be.
Despite it declaration that it was predominantly concerned with “Old Time Jazz,” the
magazine’s first editorial also clarified that “this, however, should in no way mean that
the content of this documentation should be arranged one-sidedly. Every direction and
every style can be addressed here.”442 This was not just lip-service; their second issue
contained a piece on the pioneering bebop group of Charlie Parker, which it ranked as
“the best combo in the world.”443 The group and its publication’s moderate, non-partisan
attitude may have stemmed from the participation of Horst Lippmann, who was both a
dedicated fan of Two Beat and the earliest and most enthusiastic collector of bebop in
Germany.444
Such peaceful coexistence and collaboration was not always the case and seemed
exceptional for the period. In early 1952, Joachim Berendt asserted that jazz’s audience
was in the midst of a “style war.” The new audiences being fostered by hot club activism
were devolving into deep antagonism and secretarianism, he observed. For Berendt, this
was clearly recognizable in his day-to-day interactions with those who considered

442 The Two Beat Friends, “Editorial,” Jazz Home 1 (April 1949): 3.
443 Horst Lippmann, “Über die beste Combo in der Welt: Ein paar Gedanken über das
Charlie Parker Quintett,” Jazz Home 2 (May 1949): 11. The gendering of the jazz fan is
present in Berendt’s language and he refers to him as “er.”
444 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 69-71.
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themselves jazz fans. Every person who identified themselves as such, he claimed, could
not last five minutes without asserting their creed—that he or she “disapproves of some
type of jazz music” and that he “is therefore sharply against such-and-such.”445 There are,
he examplained,
New Orleans fans who despise modern jazz because it is too abstract. Or there are
cool jazz fans which on their side reject old jazz because the better known
amongst the representatives of New Orleans- or Dixieland-style do not always
play completely right technically. And there is a totally rare sort of “fan”: Blues
fans. They are those for whom jazz stops where it actually begins: with the
blues.446
Such division and contrariness extended beyond listeners to those who distributed the
music as well, he argued: “I don’t know anyone who makes jazz broadcasts. One makes
Dixieland and swing and bebop and cool jazz and New Orleans broadcasts.” This was not
an accident, he argued, for radio’s division reflected its audience’s preferences. He
contended that the “number of these broadcasts corresponds exactly to the percentage of
warring fans of different jazz directions.”447
The Düsseldorf hot club showed that the division between modernists and
revivalists could destroy the unity of jazz circles. Led by veteran hot fan Dietrich SchulzKoehn, the club in Düsseldorf showed traditionalist tendencies early on. Heavily under
the influence of Panassié, the group’s late forties record programs, for example, were

445 Joachim Ernst Berendt, “Vom Stilkrieg im Jazz,” Die Bunte Platte (January 1951).
446 Ibid. For an extended discussion of the meaning and definition of the blues in
Germany, see below.
447 Ibid.
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overwhelmingly focused on music from the 1920s and 1930s.448 Of the 525 titles played
at lectures in 1948, not one featured a bebop or progressive jazz group. This homogeneity
did ease up the next year, however, and Dizzy Gillespie, Woody Herman, and Stan
Kenton—three of the most recognizable and controversial proponents of the new jazz of
the 1940s—appeared relatively frequently in 1949. This was mostly due to the presence
of guests, however, for the majority of these recordings were not presented by members
from Düsseldorf but by visiting lecturers like Horst Lippmann or Joachim Ernst Berendt.
By 1951, the Düsseldorf Schallplattenabende returned to an all-pre-1940s format.449
This emphasis on traditional musicians like Bunk Johnson or Jelly Roll Morton
eventually weakened and divided club activities in the early 1950s. After the talks’ return
to pre-modern purity, attendance at lectures drastically fell off. At other times, the
combative acrimony between the internal contingents could stop the club’s basic
functioning. Ultimately, the Düsseldorf club abandoned their record-evenings and their
pedagogical mission and began to simply put on events, shifting from providing
“information to [providing] entertainment.”450Such polarization between revivalists and
modernists led to the general dissolution of the hot club movement after the mid1950s.451

448 Hoffmann, “Zur westdeutschen Hot-Club-Bewegung der Nachkriegzeit,” 66.
449 Hoffmann, “Zur westdeutschen Hot-Club-Bewegung der Nachkriegzeit,” 78-83.
450 Hoffmann, “Zur westdeutschen Hot-Club-Bewegung der Nachkriegzeit,” 83-84.
451 Hoffmann, “Zur westdeutschen Hot-Club-Bewegung der Nachkriegzeit,” 83.
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Fans of trad jazz ultimately formed their own separate sphere. Over the course of
the 1950s, as the size of jazz’s audience grew amongst the young, more and more
students formed their own amateur groups. An overwhelming portion of traditionalist
bands in Germany—musicians who chose to play in Swing and dixieland styles—were
made up of such young amateurs. Indeed, amateur jazz was an enormous phenomenon
amongst German students (especially those attending Gymnasiums and universities); it is
estimated that 15,000-50,000 young amateur jazz musicians were active between 1955
and 1960. By 1958, one commentator has argued, it had become a new type of “salon
music” (Hausmusik).452 During the first half of the 1950s, most of these young groups
played at jazz balls and in Ami-clubs (clubs for American military personnel); during the
second half of the decade, they entered into public.453 The first German Dixieland
formation, the Two Beat Stompers, were a solitary group in the jazz field when they first
began in 1949; by the late 50s, there was a whole slew of similar groups.454

2.

During this same period, the blues increasingly took on its own individual life.
Until the mid-to-late 1950s, the blues had been considered and treated as a part of jazz.

452 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 127. Hausmusik (salon music) was a nineteenth
century form of private concert in the home.
453 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 133.
454 Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound, 135.
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The hot clubs of the late 1940s had considered it a musical and expressive form within
jazz.
In Berendt’s Jazzbuch, jazz’s dominant style in the 1920s is characterized as “the
classic blues.” A “worldly opposite of the spiritual” born on the banks of the Mississippi
and in the black suburbs of New Orleans, it was a specific form and a type of harmony
characterized by “blue notes.”455 This form, Berendt claimed, was at the heart of jazz in
its third decade. Although originally sung, the blues “shaped the entire instrumental jazz
music of the 1920s.” It was not just a formal resource, however, but a crucial marker of
authenticity. More than just a time-bound style, it was “in the end perceptible in every
type of real jazz.”456
Bessie Smith, for example, is now considered one of most important of the “Blues
Queens,” a group of African American female singers who recorded in the 1920s. In Das
Jazzbuch’s estimation, however, Smith was a key personality and musician within jazz
history. The section of the book that discusses the most important individuals in jazz
includes her and positions her as the epitome of a whole decade of jazz style. Labeled one
of the most important “jazzmen,” she stands next to Buddy Bolden, Duke Ellington,
Louis Armstrong, and Charlie Parker.457
According to Berendt, Smith showed that the blues were a source of emotional
depth and a form permeated by tragic history. In Smith, the “burden and pain” of

455 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch, 17-18.
456 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch, 18.
457 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch, 24.
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everyday life of African Americans “became art.” As the “high point” of blues singing,
she took “the oppression and discrimination of whites and the hardships of existence” and
ennobled them in her work. Like all “folk art, her life story was obscure and full of
legend; her voice was “shrouded in a deep sorrow…the sorrow of a people which was
damned to slavery for centuries.”458
Despite its clear inclusion of the blues and blues singing within the larger family
of jazz styles, Das Jazzbuch also shows the nascent formation of blues as a genre of its
own. In Berendt’s 1953 narrative, the blues originally had an independent existence and it
existed long before the birth of jazz. The original blues, the “pre-classic” or “country
(ländlich)” blues, was a fore-runner of the “classic blues” of jazz.459 Berendt always
characterizes Smith as a “blues singer” and he places her in a specific tradition of blues
singing. Before the “classic blues”—which Smith was the greatest representative of—
there was the “country” blues; after Smith and her cohort came the “modern” or “postclassic” blues singers.460 Thus, Berendt’s characterization of the blues has an inner
tension. He wants to include it as an essential musical idiom within instrumental jazz and
place its singers as part of jazz history. At the same time, he recognizes its independence
and difference to a certain extent.
By late 1956, there were strong signs that the independent life of the blues was
growing. Jazz Podium, the most prominent West German jazz magazine, published a

458 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch, 42.
459 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch, 17.
460 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch, 41-42.
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translation of a piece on T. Bone Walker by the French blues and folklore collector
Jacques Demêtre.461 Originally written for the Hot Club du France’s journal, Jazz Hot, it
began with a short, un-attributed introduction, introducing the author and his collecting
activities. Assuming that its German readers would be thinking about blues as a form
within jazz, it specified that Demêtre was using the term in a different and more specific
way: “blues is meant here always in the sense of Negro-American Folklore, as opposed to
instrumental jazz.” Like most Europeans, Demêtre had originally been interested in blues
pieces within jazz. In 1952, however, a friend had showed him some “race series”
records, including recordings by Tampa Red, Sonny Boy Williamson, and Brownie
McGhee. These recordings were an epiphany for Demêtre. Despite the editor’s
acknowledgement that Demêtre was talking about something other than jazz, he or she
could not quite conceptualize the break and, in their editorial introduction, declared that,
once Demêtre had heard these recordings, he knew “which way he would go in jazz.”
Despite this, the editor affirmed that Demêtre’s collecting habits constructed a different
musical entity: he acquired a huge collection which “reached from the oldest Negro
spirituals to prison and work songs, skiffles, and boogies, and on to the latest rhythm and
blues recordings of the American South.”
Like the jazz revivalists, Demêtre was interested in “folk music.” In the article,
Demêtre argues that the blues is “integrated into the life of colored Americans.” The
blues receives its “folk musical character” from the masses, for folk music “always

461 Jacques Demêtre, “Blues: T. Bone Walker,” Jazz Podium 10 (1956).
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represents a music which is bound to a people [volksgruppe].” For Demêtre, the blues
was exclusively African American: “it is a fact that all blues singers are black,” he
asserted. It could only come from African Americans, he argued, for, like all folk music,
it “is exclusively and alone given and played by a member” of its originating group, i.e.
only a member of a folk culture could play its music.
Unlike Günter Boas or Bill Russell, however, Demêtre was not interested in New
Orleans collective improvisation. He was interested in songsters and vocal groups that
did not fit closely into the canonical understanding of jazz practices and he outlined a
different conception of the blues than that put forth by Das Jazzbuch: “I consider here
only the blues which is interpreted from the masters in their area, and not the blues of the
jazz men, which is reserved for the hot fans and despite this has a different resonance
than the music of the pure ‘bluesmen.’” In essence, Demêtre further divided up the jazz
canon and named a new area of scholarship: jazz scholars could deal with the blues
within jazz, which remained jazz; he and others like him reserved the “pure ‘bluesmen”
as their own area of expertise.462
The following year, Joachim Ernst Berendt significantly revised the conception of
the blues he had given in Das Jazzbuch. His 1957 Blues outlined a new conception that
was quite similar to Demêtre.463 Unlike the Jazz Book, this “essay” identified an
independent, living trajectory of the blues. The blues came into existence in the midnineteenth century, he asserted. It was a Southern, proletarian music that began in the

462 Jacques Demêtre, “Blues: T. Bone Walker,” 9.
463 Joachim Ernst Berendt, Blues (München: Nymphenburger Verlagshandlung, 1957).
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fields with work songs and hollers and then took recognizable form after it merged with
European folk songs and ballads. Blues, like jazz in Berendt’s conception, was bi-racial,
a product of European and African musical heritages. At the turn of the century, however,
the path of the blues forked: one line of development transformed itself into jazz while
the other formed a “folkloric” form of the blues. Drawing on an example close to home—
or perhaps implying cyclical trends in histories of “authentic” music—he explained that
this was similar to German Lied (song) in the early nineteenth century. After Schubert,
the “art song” went in one direction, while the “folk song” went another. Berendt
identified a canon of singers of “Blues-Folklore,” all of whom were male, black, and,
with one exception, guitarists: Blind Lemon Jefferson, Big Bill Bronzy, Sonny Terry,
Muddy Waters, Brother John Sellers, and John Lee Hooker.
Berendt’s blues musicians were roaming, lascivious minstrels of the deep South,
moving “from village to village and from plantation to plantation, singing, where pleased
them…many sang themselves into the hearts of women, while the men worked in the
fields.”464 Often, however, they were “farmhands or railroad guards, lumberjacks or dock
workers.” They were isolated and rugged, for, he claimed, “many lived in simple huts
somewhere in the forest, slept on a store [Lager] of straw or leaves.”465 They were
obscure figures—often their names were not taken down and their recordings sessions
were momentary breaks in an otherwise rural, anonymous existence.

464 Berendt, Blues, 26.
465 Berendt, Blues, 27.
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Berendt did not abandon the Jazzbuch’s depictions of the blues entirely, but
created a new narrative that complimented his previous story. In the 1920s, the blues
bound itself to jazz in big cities, forming “the classic blues” period, he argued. The
classic blues remained something of a hybrid in Berendt’s description. Previously
identified as a jazz singer who exemplified the blues within jazz, Bessie Smith was now a
liminal figure—she was both a jazz singer and a blues singer. This overlapping could
occur, he theorized, since “the blues in its classic period possessed an incomparable
power of assimilation.”466 After the period of the classic blues, the blues disappeared
from the jazz world, falling out of public consciousness and into obscurity. There were
two exceptions in jazz, he claimed: Billie Holiday and Jimmy Rushing. Besides them, the
blues became all but forgotten in the jazz world. Despite this lack of attention in the
music market, it continued to live on at the periphery, carried forth by folk-blues artists in
rural areas.467
Despite his clear demarcation of jazz and blues as separate musical developments,
Berendt did not want to draw too strict a line between them. “Jazz-blues and folk-blues,
one now recognizes, were—although they have also developed so differently—were
never far apart from one another,” he asserted; “thus it is also not possible to divide the
history of the blues from that of jazz.” The most important jazz musicians also had a

466 Berendt, Blues, 28-29.
467 Berendt, Blues, 29.
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place within the history of blues, exemplified by Armstrong’s renditions of W. C. Handy
or Benny Goodman’s recordings with Bessie Smith.468
Jazz and blues were also clearly tied together through racial origin. “The racial
definition of the blues,” he argued, comes from its position as the “folksong of the Negro
of North America.” It is a form of musical Eigensinn, a place where African Americans
“confront the music of their white environment.” The blues are ”a white song—black.”
Berendt wanted to make clear that African American folk song, in his vision, has a biracial foundation. Like jazz, the blues was constructed by African Americans from
European and African elements. The instruments of the blues, its harmony and melody,
and its verse-chorus structure all came from Europe; blue notes and the Tonbildung of the
blues were African. Above all, he claimed, characteristics of African music could be
heard in the “guttural voice of the Negro singer.”469
The blues were not “exclusively Negroid,” since they “came into being in the
meeting of the Negro with white music.” Consequently, total racial essentialization of the
music was not possible, for “the difficulty of a racial definition of the blues
is…unresolvable.” In the end, he argued, the blues were ultimately defined most by its
sociological origins: it was a music of the impoverished and exploited. Its most central
characteristic, he claimed was its “mood” (Stimmung): its loneliness and expression of
destitution.

468 Berendt, Blues, 29-30.
469 Berendt, Blues, 11
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The “Blues-Stimmung” was not simple artifice. It was not artistic license for
Berendt, but a state of being and a creed. To sing the blues, one must have and know the
blues. And for “those who sing [the blues] and have [the blues],” there is “something
religious [about it].”470 Like jazz’s ability to tell a musician’s life, the blues was part of a
mode of existence and perception: “everything which exists in the world of the blues
singer goes through the blues; everything is present in it.”471 This “mood” was linked to
poverty. “Aristocrats singing the blues is an absurdity in itself,” he declared. Berendt’s
sociological explanation was still tied to race, however. The proletariat in the South, he
argued, “was overwhelmingly a black proletariat.” At the end of the day, it was not
exclusively racial—whites who knew dire straits could also sing the blues (the example
he gave was Jimmie Rogers)—but, factually, it was still predominantly a music of poor
African Americans.472
Berendt clearly wished to both divide and connect jazz and blues. He also wanted
to make it clear that blues and rock and roll were not the same thing. The blues were still
contemporary: the folkloric blues lived on in rhythm and blues (r&b) in “large negro
cities” and the singer Josh White, despite his sophistication, “preserves the essential and
authentic in the Folk-Blues.” Rock and roll, on the other hand, was part of the on-going
story of commercialization. Although the “step from ‘rhythm and blues’ to ‘rock and roll’

470 Berendt, Blues, 8.
471 Berendt, Blues, 11.
472 Berendt, Blues, 13.
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is short…it is a decisive step,” he contended. Rock and roll steps over the genre lines and
ceases to be blues—“in rock and roll, the blues becomes Schlager.”473
Like the hot club movement and jazz, Berendt’s book and Demêtre’s article were
the German face of a larger global movement forming blues as a history and a genre. The
vision of the blues that Berendt utilized—the folk blues—did not become dominant until
the 1950s. Its roots lay earlier, however. Before the mid-1920s, the blues were rarely
considered anything but commercial pop music in the United States. By the end of the
decade, however, a number of commentators—most importantly, W. C. Handy—
envisioned the blues as the opposite, as the product of the African American folk.474
For the vast majority of its paying audience, however, blues remained identified
with commercial popular music before the 1950s. Blues first broke into the American
commercial market in the early teens, after a number of blues songs by W.C. Handy
became sheet music hits. The first streak of blues recordings were done by white
vaudeville singers in the late teens. The surge of “race records” recorded by African
American performers in the early 1920s, set off by the industry’s “discovery” of black
consumers through Mamie Smith’s “Crazy Blues,” continued to be stylized in a
vaudeville vein and many of the decade’s “blues queens” were deeply indebted to the
performance practices and sounds of Tin Pan Alley.475 The most popular performers from
the late 1920s through the 1930s were “hip, urbane soloists or duos who sang clever

473 Berendt, Blues, 27.
474 Miller, Segregating Sound, 253-257.
475 Wald, Escaping the Delta, 15-22.
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twelve-bar and eight-bar compositions in a casually assured barroom manner,”
exemplified by the pianist Leroy Carr.476 This conception of the blues as cutting-edge
professionalism—and not as the song of the primordial folk or the communal
communication of collective African American suffering—was not limited to northern or
midwestern metropolises. For most Southern African American audiences in the 1920s
and 1930s, blues records were also strikingly modern: they were “the antithesis of oldtime folk-songs [,]…the music of the present and future, not of the oppressive plantation
past.”477
The folkloric vision of the blues did not become ascendant until more than two
decades after its blues first became a commercial phenomenon. Its early definition was
rooted in the ethnographical trips across the United States and song “preservation” of
folklore scholars like John and Alan Lomax. Its second life was also rooted in the fervor
of collecting and connoisseurship, albeit one which sought out obscure commercial
objects in Northeastern urban junk shops and not living representatives in isolated
Southern prisons. The rise of the “folk-blues” during the postwar period was largely due
to the ideas and predilections of a mysterious recluse and YMCA tenant in Brooklyn,
James McKune. McKune was part of the small, elite culture of northeastern record
collecting of the 1930s and 1940s, many of whom were also central figures in the
American hot club movement.478 Unlike Bill Russell or John Hammond, however,

476 Wald, Escaping the Delta, 36.
477 Wald, Escaping the Delta, 80.
478 Hamilton, In Search of the Blues.
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McKune was interested in rural solo performers from the South, like Charlie Patton and
Son House. They were remarkably obscure recordings—often having sold only hundreds
of copies—even for a culture that revolved around and prized obscurity. Over time,
McKune’s taste in these blues musicians became the basis of blues connoisseurship. His
influence over the so-called New York “Blues Mafia” and other members of the folk and
blues revival of the 1950s transformed the blues from “an urban, raucous music” into the
“music of a delta drifter, of existential anguish and pain.”479 Over the course of the 1950s,
McKune’s preference for solo male performers from the Mississippi delta became the
definition of the blues’s folk authenticity.
Berendt and Demêtre were part of a separate European lineage that
conceptualized the blues as folk music. This movement was most visible in England, but
there were also collectors on the continent. As it was for the Germans, the blues were
originally considered and marketed as a part of jazz and not as a separate genre in
England.480 And, also as in Germany, the genre-ification of the blues developed within
the English hot club scene and within magazines written by and for it, such as Jazz
Journal and Jazz Monthly.481 Indeed, the fragmentation of the blues away from jazz was a

479 Marybeth Hamilton, “Searching for the Blues: James McKune, Collectors, and a
Different Crossroads,” in Listen Again: A Momentary History of Pop Music, ed. Eric
Weisbard (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007), 28.
480 Roberta Schwartz Freund, “Preaching the Gospel of the Blues: Blues Evangelists in
Britain,” in Cross The Water Blues: African American Music in Europe, ed. Neil A.
Wynn (Jackson: University of Mississippi Press, 2007), 145-148.
481 Freund, “Preaching the Gospel of the Blues.”
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part of the global fragmentation within jazz itself, for the pioneering “blues evangelists”
in England began as revivalist jazz partisans.482
The most prominent and influential English blues scholar, Paul Oliver, began
writing articles in 1952 for British specialist journals. Concerned with the sociological
meaning of the blues, Oliver insisted on the folkloric status of the blues. He considered
the blues to be a “natural” part of black American life, a “symbol and practice of a folk
heritage that went deep into the heart of the African American experience.”483 More than
just expression, the blues was a “liberating catharsis” from a white supremacist world.
Unlike Berendt, who was committed to the bi-racial origin of the music, Oliver
considered the blues to be at its purest when it was isolated from white influence.484
One of the most prevalent promoters of the blues and folk music in the British
Isles during the 1950s was not a native, but a displaced member of the first wave of
American folk music collectors. Fleeing the increasing anti-left atmosphere of post-war
America, Alan Lomax re-settled in England in 1950. Lomax, the son of John Lomax, had
begun ethnological trips in search of song with his father in the 1930s and published a
number of influential books on American folk music between 1934 and 1947.485 While in

482 Ibid., 147.
483 Christian O’Connell, “Transatlantic Blues Scholarship in the 1950s: Transatlantic
Blues Scholarship in the 1950s,” in Transatlantic Roots Music: Folk, Blues, and National
Identities, ed. Jill Terry and Neil A. Wynn (Jackson: University of Mississippi Press,
2012), 44.
484 Ibid.
485 For John Lomax’s part in the formation of the folkloric paradigm, see Miller,
Segregating Sound, 85-87, 116-119, 260-265.
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the U.K., Lomax produced a number of thematic programs for the BBC that emphasized
American folk genres. His 1950 and 1951 programs Patterns in American Folk Songs and
the Art of the Negro combined commentary and performances of music (mostly by
Lomax or the performer Robin Roberts). Blues were interspersed throughout these
programs and The Art of the Negro included the program “Blues in the Mississippi
Night.”486 Lomax’s influence spread beyond his new English home. He was one of the
only scholars cited by Berendt in his book essay Blues.
Scholars were not the only spokesmen for the blues in Europe. During the 1950s,
a number of American blues singers appeared in England, France, the Netherlands,
Germany, and other European countries. Foremost amongst these touring musicians was
Big Bill Broonzy, who appeared in England first in 1951 and then made many subsequent
appearances across Europe until his death in 1958.487
In France, we find a similar story: blues connoisseurship also began within the hot
clubs. Broonzy’s first concerts were hosted by the Hot Club du France and the club’s
journal, Jazz Hot, was the premier source for articles on the blues.488 Indeed, the article

486 Ronald D. Cohen, “Alan Lomax: An American Ballad Hunter in Great Britain,” in
Transatlantic Roots Music: Folk, Blues, and National Identities, ed. Jill Terry and Neil A.
Wynn (Jackson: University of Mississippi Press, 2012), 121-124.
487 For an extended discussion of Broonzy’s important place within the development of
the blues genre in Europe, see Kevin D. Greene, “’Just a Dream’: Community, Identity,
and the Blues of Big Bill Broonzy,” (PhD diss, The University of North Carolina at
Greensboro, 2011).
488 Roger Springer, “The Blues in France,” in Cross The Water Blues: African American
Music in Europe, ed. Neil A. Wynn (Jackson: University of Mississippi Press, 2007),
237, 242.
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by Jacques Demêtre in Germany’s Jazz Podium was first published in Jazz Hot; such an
exchange demonstrates the transnational dialogue on and development of blues
scholarship within European hot clubs. And, like other European countries, the blues
seemed to have been interpreted as a “main pillar of jazz” before it became its own form
in the 1950s.489
The separate stream of blues identified by Demêtre and Berendt was
institutionalized for European audiences in the festival. Beginning in 1962, the
“American Folk Blues Festival” organized a program of musicians which corresponded
to this new notion of the blues as African American folk song. Although it became a
central influence on all European blues scenes, it was originally put together in Germany
by the promoters Horst Lippmann and Fritz Rau.490 It presented a compact, living
embodiment of this new notion, its sounds, iconography, and musicians. A touring show
that was also broadcast on TV, it brought eight to ten featured bluesmen and blueswomen
to Europe, including a number of musicians mentioned by Berendt in Blues. Embracing
Berendt’s far-reaching definition of the folk blues spirit, it featured musicians who played
electric guitar driven music. It included the seminal figures of the Chicago electric blues
scene, Muddy Waters and Howlin’ Wolf; the electric boogie of John Lee Hooker; and

489 Ibid., 237.
490 Springer, “The Blues in France,” 242; Guido van Rijn, “Lowland Blues: The
Reception of African American Blues and Gospel Music in the Netherlands,” in Cross
The Water Blues: African American Music in Europe, ed. Neil A. Wynn (Jackson:
University of Mississippi Press, 2007), 227. For England and the rest of Europe, Paul
Oliver, “’Early Morning Blues’: The Early Years of the Transatlantic Connection,” in
Transatlantic Roots Music: Folk, Blues, and National Identities, ed. Jill Terry and Neil A.
Wynn (Jackson: University of Mississippi Press, 2012), 31-33.
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musicians like Big Joe Turner, T-Bone Walker, and Big Mama Thornton, who were
associated with the American national R&B scene. This embrace of electricity contrasted
with much of the American Folk Blues revival, which emphasized an image and sound of
the blues centered in backwoods: a solo male performer accompanied only by an acoustic
guitar.491
Despite its acceptance of electric guitars and R&B stylings, the shows included
visual and performative components imbued with Germany’s deeply embedded
associations of African Americans, American music, and primitivity. Musicians were
staged amongst juke joint and honky tonk recreations and backdrop photographs of rural
American cities. Framing the show in a similarly rugged and rural manner, the printed
programs exhibited collages of African Americans, trains, stage couches, acoustic guitars,
and Western-stylized fonts.492 The musicians were expected to fulfill German audiences’
expectations of “simple, raw, and uninhibited” performances. When Buddy Guy played a
more up-tempo and contemporary James Brown funk tune (and danced in imitation of
Brown), he upset audiences by acting in a way that was quite the opposite of what they

491 Musicians who played at the Newport Folk festival and were favored on the folk
circuit, for example, conformed to this image: Mississippi John Hurt, Skip James, and
Mance Lipscomb. Musicians like Muddy Waters and Lightnin’ Hopkins, who had
become well known playing electric blues, made records which fit the “backwoods”
authenticity that obsessed folk audiences. See Muddy Waters, Folk Singer (Chess, 1963)
and Lightnin’ Hopkins, Autobiography in the Blues (Tradition, 1960).
492 Ulrich Adelt, “Germany Gets the Blues: Negotiations of Race and Nation at the
American Folk Blues Festival,” American Quarterly 60, no. 4 (December 2008): 962-3.
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wanted—an embodiment of folk simplicity and the non-commercial communication of
black suffering and sorrow.493
The Folk Blues Festival and its cultural presentation had its origins in the hot club
movement. Its organizers, Fritz Rau and Horst Lippmann, were both old hot club
stalwarts and Lippmann, as we’ve seen in Chapter 3, was one of the most influential and
active members in the Frankfurt jazz scene. Lippmann and Rau also cooperated with
Joachim Berendt, who presented the musicians on his TV show Jazz gehört und gesehen
(Jazz Seen and Heard) and thus secured the festival’s initial funding.494 Advertised as “a
documentation of the authentic blues with the best blues artists,” it traded in the same
currency of authenticity that jazz enthusiasts had introduced during the 1950s.495

3.

The fragmentation witnessed within the hot club movement soon spread beyond
its own deeply entrenched and protected borders. By the end of the 1950s, popular music
in Germany had undergone a larger, if more peaceful schism. During the second half of
the 1950s, jazz—which had been largely synonymous with pop music in general in the
late and early 1950s—became recognized as a unique genre of music with specific
institutions, practices, and canonical figures. Jazz and Schlager, previously collapsed

493 Adelt, “Germany Gets the Blues,” 966-968.
494 Ibid., 960.
495 As quoted in Ibid.
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together and fundamentally linked, became separate forms of music for West Germans
(and soon after, for East Germans).
This recognition of distinction was, from one angle, a significant victory for the
hot club movement. Groups like the Frankfurt Hot Club and magazines like Jazz Home
and the Jazz Podium had long asserted the difference between jazz and Schlager with
passionate seriousness. The rise of their embattled position to common sense was, in
many ways, remarkable. Within fifteen years, the meaning and practices around jazz
forged within the relatively small hot club community became dominant within public
discourse.
In 1957, Joachim Berendt declared that jazz had “arrived.” An embattled subject
at the beginning of the decade, it was now widely accepted across the German cultural
landscape. It had found favor in the churches, one of jazz’s strongest opponent just five
years before.496 Recently, Berendt reported, five different academies of the German
Evangelical Church had favorably discussed jazz in their organizations and both
Catholics and Protestants had begun to think of jazz as a way to “give new life to
stagnating church music.” Moreover, jazz had been integrated into established cultural
institutions: a jazz film had been sent by Germany to the Venice Biannale (Jazz und Alte
Musik, 1957) and conservatories, adult education centers (Volkshochschule), and literary
circles now included lectures on the previously disregarded music. A head of German
radio had even spoken at the opening of the jazz festival in Frankfurt, describing “real”

496 Fark, Die Missachtete Botschaft, 236.
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jazz both as “evolutionary” and as something “which set out to mirror the way of life of
our time.”497
As the radio representative’s speech showed, the language and schemas of the hot
clubs had begun to be adopted by those outside its ranks. By the late 1950s, this was also
true in the mass press. Reinhard Fark’s survey of jazz in West German newspapers and
illustrated magazines shows that their conception of jazz largely corresponded with the
discourse of jazz specialist magazines by the end of 1955. The illustrated magazine Stern,
for example, had continued to use jazz generically in the first half of the decade, but from
December 1955 on, it either used the term correctly (that is, with the definition and in the
terms first disseminated by hot clubs in Germany) or avoided specific characterizations of
the music.498 In general, articles on jazz in German magazines did not take on a
predominantly “informational” or “factual” character until the middle of the 1950s;
before that, the appearance of jazz in the German press had been overwhelming
characterized by reports of scandals or discussions about jazz’s relationship to religion,
politics, and education. It was only during the shift in values concerning jazz between
1954 and 1958, he claims, that “authentic” jazz concerts and musicians began to be
discussed with any frequency in the popular press.499

497 Joachim Ernst Berendt, “Der Arrivierter Jazz,” Jazz Echo (December 1957): 40.
498 Fark, Die Missachtete Botschaft, 227. Fark does show that other illustrated
magazines used the hot club language earlier. Quick, for example, already used specialist
terms like “bebop” and “jam session” in 1952.
499 Fark, Die Missachtete Botschaft, 245. Fark essentially agreed with and was informed
by the jazz concept of the hot club movement. Thus, the new appearance of “authentic”
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The Hamburger Abendblatt exhibits this same shift with roughly the same
timeline. In 1950, as we had seen, articles in the newspaper had still used the term “jazz”
generically, applying it quite liberally to a host of different American pop music. By
1955, however, it had largely assimilated the specialist discourse of jazz magazines and
the hot club movement. One could see traces of this in 1952, especially in reviews of
concerts put on by hot clubs and their affiliates, but the paper continued to use it to
describe music excluded from the monikor by jazz purists through 1953.500
The German jazz press also registered this transition. In 1953, Jazz Podium
printed numerous articles that complained about the way that journalists handled jazz. In
one, Berendt enthusiastically observed that there were “encouraging sign[s]” that jazz
was “vigilantly entering into [West German] culture.” As a whole, West German
journalism’s attitude towards jazz had changed remarkably. Three or four years before,
he observed, 90% of articles were against it; in 1953, 90% were for it. Despite this

jazz—jazz orchestras, jazz festivals, and jazz events—in German magazines represented
these magazines’ adoption of hot club discourse.
500 For early examples of articles using language and subjects aligned with hot club
conceptions, see “Wir Notieren Kurz,” Hamburger Abendblatt 31 (June 2, 1952), 6;
“Kolleg über Jazz,” Hamburger Abendblatt 236 (October 19, 1952), 6. For the continued
association of music outside the boundaries of what hot club members would probably
have considered jazz with the term, see “Jazz mit Hahnenschrei,” Hamburger Abendblatt
107 (September 5, 1953), 9. This article describes the performance of the song “Frankie
and Johnny” (now considered a folk or blues song) in a German pantomime show
described as “a Louisiana-Moritat in Jazz.” See also “Gebel-Trio spielte,” Hamburger
Abendblatt 247 (September 22, 1953), 6. This review speaks of a work group that teaches
music, including chamber music, ancient and contemporary classical music (alte und
neue Musik), and jazz. It is unclear what the “jazz” of the article sounded like, but given
its context, it was unlikely to conform to hot club criteria. For other examples, see “Vom
Jazz bis zum Kaiserwalzer,” Hamburger Abendblatt 240 (September 10, 1953), 3 and
“Nachsub für Acapulco,” Hamburger Abendblatt 138 (June 16, 1951), 22.
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change in opinion, however, all journalists were still totally ignorant of what jazz actually
was:
Neither the critics against it, nor those for it, understand anything about jazz. With
a truly astonishing unanimity, the newspapers of all directions and parties in East
and West, in the city and in the country, appear to be convinced that one must not
understand anything about jazz in order to be able to write about it.501
In the Hamburger Abendblatt, the looseness of the jazz term had stopped altogether by
the second half of the 1950s. Although they may have still been vulnerable to complaints
of superficiality, reviewers showed an increasing familiarity with international jazz
terminology after 1955.502 At the same time, the Abendblatt also disconnected the term
“Schlager” from its jazz reporting. It was now used in connection with dance, film, and
vocal pop music. Between 1955 and 1957, it appeared in discussions of a Broadway
musical, a variety show with an acrobatic act, film soundtracks, a record of “instrumental
potpourris,” Elvis’s “Love me Tender,” and a concert by the American-born, French B-

501 Joachim Ernst Berendt, “Louis Armstrongs ‘Original Bebop’: Eine Glosse zur
Jazzkritik in der deutschen Presse,” Jazz Podium 22 (April 1953): 13. For similar
complaints, see Cl, “Jazz-kritik—so oder so: Pressekritiken zum Hans Koller
Konzertabend in Düren,” Jazz Podium 5 (June 1953) and Lothat Zenetti, “Unsere liebe
Not: Unsere Liebe Kritik,” Jazz Podium 9 (October 1953): 6-7.
502 See “Für jede Richtung,” Hamburger Abendblatt 116 (May 19, 1956), 9. For a
similar article on the same concert, see “Vollblütiger Jazz,” Hamburger Abendblatt 122
(June 28, 1956), 5. “Heisse Musik,” Hamburger Abendblatt 82 (April 7, 1956), 4; “Erste
Jazzkonzerte in der Zone,” Hamburger Abendblatt 170 (July 23, 1956), 5; “Konzertanter
Jazz begeistert,” Hamburger Abendblatt 263 (November 8, 1956), 7; “West Coast Jazz,”
Hamburger Abendblatt 83 (April 4, 1957), 5; “Jazz Meeting,” Hamburger Abendblatt
208 (July 9, 1957), 17; “Deutsche Dixieland Musik,” Hamburger Abendblatt 225
(September 27, 1957), 14.
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film actor (and later star of Jean Luc Godard’s Alphaville) Eddie Constantine.503 Like
discussions of jazz, Schlager was used in the terms set out by the hot clubs. It retained
the umbrella quality that jazz had earlier in the decade and was predominantly applied to
a wide variety of “light” pop and vocal music—in short, all the forms of pop music that
the hot club movement had subtracted from the jazz category.
The distinction between Schlager and jazz was clear in what was perhaps the
most important source for pop music for young West Germans in the second half of the
1950s, the illustrated magazine Bravo. First published in August 1956, Bravo was one of
the first German magazines to take pop music seriously. Explicitly geared towards young
readers—it took the subtitle “the magazine for young hearts” in 1957—it had a
circulation of 1.66 million readers by 1960, most of whom were very young (and 1/3 of
which were young girls).504
By January 1957, Bravo included a section on “Jazz and Schlager” which
included articles on each genre. The recognition of the separation of the two was most
obvious in the section’s record reviews. The two reviewers—Dickie Dufte and Paulschen

503 “Nur vierundzwanzig Stunden nach..” Hamburger Abendblatt 59 (March 11, 1955),
14; “Auf vollen Touren,” Hamburger Abendblatt 59 (March 11, 1955), 14; “Musik”
Hamburger Abendblatt 229 (October 10, 1955), 24; “Musik” Hamburger Abendblatt 253
(October 29, 1955), 24; “Musik” Hamburger Abendblatt 151 (June 30, 1956), 24;
“Musik” Hamburger Abendblatt 16 (January 19, 1957), 24; “Eddie Constantine singt,”
240 (October 15, 1957), 11. Louis Armstrong, who refused to be tied down musically
throughout his career, still proved to be difficult to categorize definitively. Despite being
the darling of jazz fans (especially fans of Dixieland and hot jazz), his pop-oriented
record “Memphis Blues” and “Ain’t What You Do” was reviewed under “Schlager” with
Elvis. “Musik,” Hamburger Abendblatt 16 (January 19, 1957), 24.
504 Kaspar Maase, Bravo Amerika, 104.
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Süss—divided their work according to genre: Dickie reviewed jazz recordings and
Paulschen recommended Schlager 78s. Placed on the same page, this separation was built
into both the layout and the discussion, making each critic’s sphere and their difference
clear. Articles and reviews continually reinforced this distinction by repeatedly
identifying musicians as jazz or Schlager. Dickie and Paulschen constantly reminded
their readers what kind of music they were talking about by naming it. Articles did the
same. Such naming often occurred at the very beginning of a piece: an article introducing
the future star Peter Kraus described him as a “Schlager singer” in its first paragraph,
while a short article on a film about Louis Armstrong characterized it as the “life history
of a jazz musician” in its first sentence.505 In February 1957, the magazine emphasized
the difference even more strongly by separating the “Jazz and Schlager” section into
separate “Schlager-Schlager” and “Jazz-Jazz-Jazz” sections.506 This separation was also
displayed graphically. Throughout 1957 and 1958, the different musics’ had their own,
symmetrical box-shaped features: “Jazz on Radio” and the “Bravo-Music Box: Schlager
favorites.”

505 “Ein Film über Armstrong,” Bravo 5 (February 3, 1957), 12; “Neuer Name: Peter
Kraus,” Bravo 5 (February 3, 1957), 13.
506 Bravo 8 (February 24, 1957), 12, 26.
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Figure 17: Bravo 11 (March 17, 1957), 13.

In 1957, Schlager got its equivalent to Berendt’s “jazz book”: Walter Haas’s Das
Schlagerbuch. It was, it declared on its cover, “the first book to look at Schlager
seriously.” Indeed, many of the sections of the book imitated Berendt’s subjects: Das
Schlagerbuch had chapters entitled “Was ist Schlager” and “Das Schlager ABC” ; Das
Jazzbuch had “Was ist Jazz” and “Die Sprache des Jazz: Ein kleines Lexicon” (the
language of jazz: a little lexicon). The book also took many of the arguments of the hot
club movement as its starting point. “Commercial” music, Haas acknowledged, was “the
opposite of real jazz” and a “Schreckswort” for jazz fans.
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While building on the distinctions that jazz criticism had established, Haas also
tried to carve out a positive, individual take on commercial music. In opposition to the
often overly serious, semi-scientific, and academicly stylized approach of jazz mandarins,
Schlager, he contented, was not the product of theory but of practice. Contradicting the
criticism that it was a product of absolute standardization, he argued that it was a music
built out of practical experience, not something that was mathematically calculable.
Like Berendt and others had claimed about jazz, Haas also claimed that Schlager
was fundamentally democratic. Far from being the sort of crass manipulation that that
Theodor Adorno took it to be, Schlager was the embodiment of public taste. Haas flipped
the power relationship—instead of directing the malleable masses, Schlager producers
responded to the desires and choices of its audience. In his words, music producers “had
their ear on the heart of the masses.” Thus, writing and producing it was not an activity of
individual genius and creation, but a form of identification. The craft of Schlager was to
correctly read the taste and interests of the public. It was not folk music, however. Haas
argued that Schlager is not “brought about amongst the people,” but “read out of the
mouth of the Volk and then acoustically refined a bit.”
The appearance of Bill Haley and rock and roll in 1955 was the decisive fulcrum
for pushing jazz and Schlager apart. The word and sound of rock and roll was introduced
to Germany not through radio DJs, like in the United States, but through the 1955 film
Blackboard Jungle. Bill Haley’s “Rock Around the Clock” provided the title music
amongst an otherwise west coast cool jazz soundtrack. Haley’s tune from Blackboard
Jungle provided the title and theme for Germany’s next major exposure to rock and roll:
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Rock Around the Clock, which was released in Germany with the revealing title Ausser
Rand und Band (“Out of Control”).
Some sources more attuned to the growing jazz scholarship of the 1950s, like the
middle-left magazine Der Spiegel, identified Haley and rock and roll almost immediately
as Schlager. Closely aligned with the hot club movement’s definition of jazz and its
separation of jazz and commercial music, Der Spiegel placed rock and roll in a longer
history of white commercialization of African American music. After describing rock and
roll’s repeated appearance on the American Hit Parade and the financial success of a
“Rock and Roll Show” tour, it described the music’s history as one of white
appropriation of African American music. After realizing that the rock and roll sound of
black singers and bands “could become business,” white musicians took up the music and
quickly became “the most successful artists of the new type of Schlager.” Haley, it noted
as an example, originally played “cowboy music,” “the whitest music in America.”
Rock and roll’s identity as Schlager, for Der Spiegel, was tied to its part in the
lineage of white cooption of black American music. “The development which led to
R&R,” it argued, “occurred exactly like the process which has given birth to almost all
dance and Schlager forms of the white world in the last fifty years.” Ragtime was
originally the music of black railway workers, but then appeared “in modified form as
Schlager” on American dance floors. Ragtime was just the beginning: “the Charleston
and Foxtrot, the boogie, swing and jitterbug, the rumba and mambo, just like rock and
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roll, were forms of black folk music in North and South America, robbed of their original
expression, that were manufactured into white dance and Schlager music.”507
Der Spiegel’s interpretation was the exception when Rock around the Clock first
appeared, however. Rock and roll was first identified, in fact, as jazz, not as its
opposite.508 This association was especially clear in advertisements for the film. One
advertisement promoted Rock around the Clock as “a jazz festival on the screen.”
Another asserted that rock and roll was already spreading through the jazz ranks,
declaring “Rock and Roll—More than a Jazz Style: a Bacillus among Friends of Hot
Music.”509 Others utilized jazz iconography—one ad showed a saxophonist, his
instrument poised above his head, and a pair of dancers in the middle of a jitter-bug
inspired move.510 Similarly, the cover of a German film program for the follow up to
Rock Around the Clock, Don’t Knock the Rock (Ausser Rand und Band II. Teil)
prominently portrays Haley singing, with a black saxophonist superimposed right behind
him. Haley, who played guitar in his band, sings without an instrument. The saxophone,
the instrument associated with jazz for decades, is presented in as the primary sonic
symbol.

507 “Schlager: Der Über-rhythmus Rock’n’Roll,” Der Spiegel 39 (1956).
508 Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels, 148-9.
509 As quoted in Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels, 91.
510 As appears in Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels, 90.
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Figure 18: Program for the film Ausser Rand und Band II. Teil (1956).

In the same manner, reports on the release of the film in London by the newspaper Die
Zeit initially treated rock and roll as a jazz variant that exerted incredible power over its
young audience. It claimed that the “jazz film ‘Rock around the Clock’” moved young
people into “a tumultuous dance frenzy which climbed into the most chaotic excesses.”511

511 Walter Abendroth, “Das grosse Kopfschütteln über die Jugend,” Die Zeit (September
27, 1956).
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Another described the film as “the story of a jazz band which launches a new dance
rhythm—‘rock and roll.’”512
Die Zeit’s emphasis on frenzy and excess was part of a larger discourse during
the 1950s that connected American music with racial and gender transgression. As Uta
Poiger has argued, both East and West Germans feared that American popular culture
undermined proper gender roles in German youth. Often using language very similar to
the Nazis, popular discourse often racialized this gender disruption and argued that the
African American roots of American pop music threatened to cause new forms of racial
degeneracy. Rock and roll, in particular, was linked to the Halbstarken, working class
youth who adopted the jeans, leather jackets, and motorcycles displayed in films like The
Wild One and Rebel Without a Cause. Provoking fears of a loss of control over the first
postwar generation, the Halbstarken were considered a national problem, especially after
a series of riots and disturbances occurred in West Germany in 1956 and 1957.513
These riots peaked during Bill Haley’s tour of West Germany in 1958. Haley’s
concerts in Hamburg, West Berlin, and Essen ended in smashed chairs and benches, a
trampled concert piano, tear gas, and clashes between the police and the audience.514 The
wreckage that resulted from these riots—combined with the clear incongruity of the

512 John Lynne, “Ausser Rand und Band: Woher kommt die aufreizende Wirkung von
‘Rock ‘n Roll,’” Die Zeit (October 4, 1956).
513 Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels, 76-84.
514 “Haley Krawalle: Saat der Gewalt,” Der Spiegel (November 5 1958), 78-79;
“Konzertante Schlägerei: Rock n’ Roll Tumulte in der Hamburger Ernst-Merck-Halle—
Das Rezept des Paraclesus,” Die Zeit (October 30 1958).
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audience’s behavior with the public’s understanding of order—only confirmed the belief
that “rock and roll madness” was a disease threatening German youth.515

Figure 19: Broken chairs and police after a Haley concert at the Berlin Sportpalast,
1958516

The hot clubs ultimately took advantage of the notoriety of these disturbances and
the Haley riots offered the hot club movement an opportunity to further distinguish jazz
from Schlager in the public mind. Berendt, for example, published an article in the
national newspaper Die Welt that summarily stated that “Haley’s music is not jazz.” What

515Ibid.
516 “Haley Krawalle,” 79.
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was rock and roll then?, he asked. “A Schlager fashion,” he answered.517 Others from the
hot club movement took it further. Angered at the persistence of genre confusion, the
New Jazz Circle wrote a letter of protest to a West Berlin newspaper, demanding a
retraction to the paper’s identification of the Haley concert as a “jazz-event” and its
accusation that jazz fans were responsible for the disorder. The Circle, a prominent West
Berlin hot club, even went as far as to attempt to force a court to provide legal definitions
which differentiated between jazz and rock and roll by suing the paper for libel.518
The New Jazz Circle’s complaint and lawsuit were more a cap than a beginning.
By 1958, West German media had already begun to identify rock and roll as Schlager.
Die Zeit, which had initially referred to Haley’s music as jazz in 1956, had already begun
to refer to Elvis, the other rock and roll singer that dominated German public
consciousness, as a “Schlager singer” the following year.519 Perhaps seeing the greater
marketing potential of rock as a form of youth pop music, the German film industry also
began to align rock and roll and Schlager. The 1956 American film The Girl Can’t Help
it—which included scenes with Little Richard, Fats Domino, Gene Vincent, the Platters,
and Eddie Cochran—was renamed Schlager-Piraten (Schlager-Pirates) when it was
released in Germany. Haley’s place as a Schlager singer was solidified when he sang a

517 Joachim Ernst Berendt, “Haleys Musik ist kein Jazz,” Die Welt (November 8, 1958).
See also, K. Gerhard, “Jazz ist nicht für Halbstarke,” Hessische Jugend 9, no. 12 (1957).
518 “Was ist Jazz, juristisch gesehen?” Die Zeit (November 6, 1958).
519 “Zeitmosaik,” Die Zeit (December 5, 1957). See also, Josef Müller-Mardn, “Der
Zorn der Jugend,” Die Zeit (February 27, 1958).
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duet with the West German queen of Schlager, Caterine Valente, in the 1958 German
film Hier bin ich—hier bleib ich.

Figure 20: Caterine Valente and Bill Haley in Hier bin ich—hier bleib ich (1958).

The career of teeny-bopper star Peter Kraus exemplifies this transition. Kraus first
stepped into the limelight in October 1956 when he appeared at a “jazz concert for youth”
put on by the Munich newspaper Münchner Abendzeitung in the Deutsche Museum.520
Performing next to the jazz band of Max Greger and the orchestra of Hugo Strasser,
Kraus clearly identified himself with the early sounds of white rock and roll musicians by
singing Elvis’s “Blue Suede Shoes” and “Heartbreak Hotel” and Bill Haley’s “Rock-ABeatin’ Boogie.” Kraus’s fans, which had bombarded the newspapers with requests for

520 “Neuer Name: Peter Kraus,” Bravo (February 3, 1957), 13; Booklet for Peter Kraus:
Die Ersten 10 Jahre (Bear Family Records, 1996), 7.
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Kraus to play, “transformed the fussy space of the Duetsche Museum into a witches’
cauldron.”521 By April 1957, however, his “Susi-Rock” had hit the charts in Bravo’s
“Schlager favorites.”522
During the second half of the decade, West Germans increasingly accepted
American pop music and the Halbstarken. “Cold War liberals rendered both riots and
rock n’ roll into mere cultural styles” and re-made rock and roll fans into “typical
teenagers.”523 Psychologists and Bravo re-shaped the perception of rock and roll behavior
and fashion, portraying then as resources for adolescent psychological development. This
discursive shift allowed American music and cultural consumption to become a “cold war
weapon,” aligning West Germans more closely with the United States and the Western
NATO alliance while dividing it from the East, which remained resistant to and critical of
American pop culture. The emergence and subsequent marketing of Peter Kraus
domesticated and tamed rock and roll, Poiger argues. Working-class, rowdy, and genderbending in the public view between 1956 and 1958, it became something quite different
with Kraus and his partner Conny Froboess. Clean and fun, their image undergirded
traditional gender roles while de-emphasizing rock and roll’s connection to black
Americans.524

521 “Neuer Name: Peter Kraus,” Bravo (February 3, 1957), 13; Booklet for Peter Kraus:
Die Ersten 10 Jahre (Bear Family Records, 1996), 7.
522 “Bravo Musicbox: Schlagerfavoriten,” Bravo (April 28, 1957), 13.
523 Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels, 187.
524 Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels, 190-193.
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One of the most important institutions in the definition and separation of Schlager
was the song competition. Beginning in the mid-1950s, Germans participated in and
listened to yearly media events presenting pop music. Simultaneously an industry tool for
song and artist promotion and a type of game show spectacle, it provided a parallel to the
concert extravaganza at the center of jazz life, the festival. For the jazz scene, the festival
was a place to experience professional and non-local musicians live. Organized by
members of the hot club movement and the jazz federation, it was an arena that
showcased the jazz idea and the borders of the genre. Unlike so many other areas of
public music life, it made no compromises. No Schlager or unacceptable dance music
was played there. The song competition operated in a similar way for Schlager, although
it was not driven by purism or missionary zeal. It did offer a counter-image to the jazz
festival, however, and helped chart out the non-jazz territory of Schlager.
The first song competition that Germans participated in was the Eurovision Song
Competition, begun in 1956. The ESC was founded by the European Broadcasting Union,
a media corollary to the European Economic Community, which created an international
radio (and later) TV broadcasting network between a number of Western European
countries. The formation of the EBU was a sign and symptom of the increasing
interconnection of the global mediascape; it was made possible by the establishment of a
network of West European TV relay stations.525

525 Alf Björnberg, “Return to Ethnicity: The Cultural Signifiance of Musical Change in
the Eurovision Song Contest,” in A Song for Europe: Popular Music and Politics in the
Eurovision Song Contest, ed. Yvan Raykoff and Robert Dean Tobin (Aldershot, England:
Ashgate, 2007), 14.
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Eurovision was not the first competition of this sort. It followed the example of
the yearly Italian Festival della canzone italiana (Festival of Italian Song),” which had
begun in 1951 in San Remo. Unlike the San Remo festival, the Eurovision Song
Competition was both nationalizing and Europeanizing. The first competition featured
contestants from West Germany, the Netherlands, France, Italy, Luxenbourg, Belgium,
and Switzerland. By 1961, Austria, Denmark, the UK, Sweden, Monaco, Norway,
Finland, Spain, and Yugoslavia had joined the yearly pop extravaganza. Member
countries entered their best songs, which were then performed live and broadcast
simultaneously to all EBU recipients. Those participating voted on the performances of
all the countries (but not their own) and, at the end of the program, a winner was
declared.
The competition presented the sound and face of (West) European pop. Emerging
during the first decade during the Cold War, it formed a musical union, showcasing not
just the “democratic” voting of Western Europeans together, but also their technological
modernism. At the same time, the competition, held in a different member country every
year, pitted national pop song composers and performers against one another, allowing an
indulgence in nationalism and nationalist rivalry (in the same way, perhaps, that the
World Cup did).526

526 According to Dafni Tragaki, the ESC is a site “where the interplay of tropes of being
local and/or European is enacted.”526 Dafni Tragaki, “Introduction,” in A Song for
Europe: Popular Music and Politics in the Eurovision Song Contest, ed. Yvan Raykoff
and Robert Dean Tobin (Aldershot, England: Ashgate, 2007), 3.
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The 1957 competition took place in Frankfurt am Main and was hosted by the
Hessische Rundfunk (Hessian Radio). Murky and largely visually static, it showed the
awkward adolescent years of television. Broadcast from the HR’s large Sendesaal
(transmission hall), it was staged in a single room, with the orchestra on the left and,
below a staircase, a microphone for the MC and performers at the center. The mise-enscene, from its elaborate background curtains to the stylized hair, earrings, and evening
gown of its hostess, attempted to provide a gloss of elegance and gentility to the
relatively straight forward media event.
There was a relative diversity in the sound of the music played at the 1957
competition. The Belgian performance began with whistling and the swirling tones of an
accordion. The Italian was semi-operatic, drawing on to the early 20th century
commercial genre of Neopolitan song, and accompanied by a guitarist. The Luxemburg
and English contributions were heavily string driven, with no rhythm section. The
Austrian song was a crooner tune, with a clear dance beat and brass interjections. The
winner, “Net als toen” by the Netherland’s Corry Brokken, was a mainstream pop song
akin to Julie London, with a big band-like 4/4 beat, violin solo, and swing finale.
Germany’s “Telefon, Telefon” closely resembled a Broadway number and was
characterized by a languid rhythm and spoken sections.
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Figure 21: The German performance at Eurovision in 1957.

Despite some sonic diversity, these performances still formed a relatively cogent
pop sound. They drew on a host of stylistic repertoires: American swing vocalists,
Broadway, and European operetta and concert dance music. All performances included
singers whose voices favored —to different degrees—classical training and purity of
tone. The use of blues tonalities and timbres, exemplified by Louis Armstrong or Billie
Holiday, were absent. Moreover, almost all used the house dance orchestra’s string
section extensively.
Eurovision showed that Schlager was part of an international mainstream. This
mainstream was, in many ways, defined by its ability to absorb stylistic elements from
different genres, to be a musically promiscuous mélange. There was a recognizable range
of typical mainstream sounds—strings, voice, four-on-the-floor beats—but this core
could also take in new elements without batting an eye.
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This embrace of mixing was one of the central ways that Schlager distanced itself
from the jazz scene. Sounds historically associated with jazz were certainly present and
sometimes prominent, but they were mixed indiscriminately with other clearly non-jazz
elements (at Eurovision, both within a song and in its songs as a whole). This could not
have been more different from the hot club mantra, which obsessed over sonic purity and
clear differentiation of genres and styles. Moreover, in contrast to the exclusivity and
anti-market stances of jazz fans, it celebrated its own commercialism and attempts at
wide appeal.
By the end of the 1950s, German Schlager artists and fans had their own national
competition. In April 1959, Radio Luxemburg put on the first “Deutsche SchlagerFestival” in Essen. Although largely ignored by the press and the German record
industry, it was broadcast by Radio Luxemburg, which had a large German audience. Put
on in an expansive sport arena, the Gruga-Halle, the festival sold out, drawing an
especially large and organized response from teenage fans. Followers of teenie-bop idol
Peter Kraus showed up in the front rows with pre-made red flags plastered with the star’s
face and the Polydor label.
After the success of the foreign run “Deutsche Schlager-Festival,” the German
media attempted to take control of its own festival market. In 1961, Sudwestfunk in
Baden-Baden began its own yearly Deutsche Schlagerfestspiele. Lasting until 1966, the
festival built on the example of its Radio Luxemburg predecessor. Music publishers
submitted songs and a fraction of them were chosen and then presented to the public.
Linked to a domestic media institution, it was presented not just on Südwestfunk radio
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and TV, but also broadcast by other German radio stations. The second festival in 1962,
also presented in the Baden-Baden Kuhrhaus, took on a larger national significance:
winners of the Schlagerfestspiele became the official contestants representing Germany at
Eurovision.527

4.

The fragmentation of genres within Germany over the course of the 1950s also
formed two different medial zones. These medial zones had their own separate modes of
consumption that comprised different equilibriums of the senses, media, meaning, and
pleasure. Although each genre had its own sphere, the split between jazz and Schlager
formed the main experiential axes of popular music during the beginning stages of the
“Economic miracle.”
The economic miracle of the 1950s brought about the full maturity of media
culture—an explosion of print media on culture, the height of film viewership and radio
audiences, and the expansion of consumers of records to a cross-class basis. Germany
had had a modern media culture since the late 19th century; the 1950s, however,
witnessed a new density of media presence and media stimulation from all angles of
media. All Germans, for the first time, were truly subject to the consistent full concert of
media instead of sporadic range of one or two.

527 “Deutsche Schlagerfestspiele Baden-Baden 1961-1966,” Baden-Baden Stadtführer,
http://www.bad-bad.de/schlagerfestspiele/1961.htm.
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Born in this moment, both zones of popular music were almost necessarily
intermedial—they both had elements of text, film, image, and sound. These two zones
placed different stress, however, on different media and, consequently, formed distinct
ways to sense and experience music. Jazz emphasized a form of textual-listening.
Schlager, on the other hand, stressed visuality and a form of body-listening.
One of the main differences between Schlager and jazz’s medial zones was the
place of film as a musical medium. Jazz was shown and depicted in German film during
the 1950s, but generally did not correspond to the scriptures and sonic practices enshrined
within the hot club movement. The jazz of the screen was not the jazz of the hot clubs.
Above all, jazz on film was relatively homogenous, showing little of the stylistic
heterogeneity of the contemporary German scene. Consequently, German jazz circles
paid little attention to film and commentary on jazz in film in hot club discourse was
virtually absent.528 They did not, however, totally ignore the moving image: Joachim
Berendt did make two jazz films during the 1950s, and, beginning in 1955, produced the
TV show Jazz gehört und gesehen. Despite these forays into jazz film and television
broadcasts, these endeavors remained peripheral and sporadic.529

528 Bernd Hoffmann, “Liebe, Jazz, und Übermut: Der swingende Heimatfilm der1950er
Jahre,” in Heimatlose Klänge? Regional Musiklandschaften heute, ed. Thomas Phleps
(Karben: Coda Verlag, 2002).
529 Between 1955 and 1960, there were only 13 shows of Jazz gehört und gesehen.
"Fernsehsendungen der Jazzreaktionen," Joachim Ernst Berendt Sammlung, Jazzinstitut
Darmstadt. Furthermore, TV audiences were small during the 1950s in West Germany.
See footnote 106 below.
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Unlike jazz, film was at the center of Schlager. The most important and popular
Schlager singers of the 1950s were also musical film stars: Caterina Valente, Peter
Alexander, Fred Bertelmann, Freddy Quinn, Germaine Damar, Peter Kraus, and Conny
Froboess. Being a major pop music singer in Germany also meant being an actor or an
actress and the movie theater was a pivotal place for Schlager consumption and
reception.
And there were a lot of filmed Schlager. The 1950s were replete with
Schlagerfilme, the heir of the Musikfilm genre that had begun with sound film in the late
1920s and early 1930s. Beginning with the 1950 film Die Dritte von rechts, the Schlager
film experienced a “renewed rise” in postwar West Germany.530 Schlagerfilme were a
central part of Schlager singers’ careers. Peter Alexander was himself in at least twenty
Schlager films during the 1950s and he appeared in four in 1958 alone. They were also
an enormous part of the domestic film industry. By 1960, Schlagerfilm comprised about a
quarter of West German production.531
These films were themselves one of the main musical vehicles for Schlager.
According the Manfred Hobsch, the films’ “action served only to supply new Schlager
and dance numbers.”532 They were not epiphenomenal parts of the music business but a
primary means that Schlager were performed. They served to establish and promote the

530 Manfred Hobsch, “Die Drei von der Tankstelle: Schlagerfilme,” in Melodien für die
Millionen: Das Jahrhundert des Schlagers, ed. Petra Rösgen (Bielefeld: Stiftung Haus
der Geschichte der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 2008), 38.
531 Hobsch, “Die Drei von der Tankstelle: Schlagerfilme,” 39.
532 Hobsch, “Die Drei von der Tankstelle: Schlagerfilme,” 38.
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singularity of a song and its interpreter. The propensity of a film to cement an
interpretation was itself recognized by the music business. The films, according to the
actress Germaine Damar, were often financed by music publishers, who reaped a large
share of the profits.533
Schlager in the 1950s thus continued the type of audio-visual performance of
music established by the music films of the 1930s. The importance of film to Schlager
made the visual important in Schlager. The experience of a song was, amongst many
things, tied to the look and demeanor of the performer, the action of a scene, the plot of
the film. When one watched Schlagerfilme, one heard and saw Schlager simultaneously
and one did so in the middle of a narrative. Even though most Germans probably heard it
on the radio during the 1950s, as a televised event, the Eurovision competition
acknowledges the importance of visuality to Schlager.534 Indeed, the German
performance at the 1957 competition in Frankfurt am Main, with its telephone prop,
imitated a song scene from a film.
Schlager was also a music of the body and tactile feeling. This specialization
came with pop music’s split in the latter half of the 1950s. Up until the middle of the
decade, jazz had itself been associated with the corporeal. While still melded with
Schlager, it was considered an overly sensual music—its sounds were believed to

533 As quoted in ibid.
534 West Germany did not shift from a radio to a TV society until the 1960s. In 1961,
about a quarter of all households had a TV set. Axel Schildt, Der Sozialgeschichte der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland bis 1989/90 (München: R. Oldenbourg Verlag, 2007), 47.
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stimulate sexual longing or provide the rhythm for a type of dancing filled with flips and
flagrant moves (i.e. the jitterbug and its relatives).
Pursuing a track towards cultural sophistication and legitimacy, the hot club
movement slowly expunged dancing and overt sexuality from both the jazz scene and
their musical hermeneutics. The conflict over dancing occurred first in conflicts with socalled “swing-heinis,” a subcultural group fascinated with fashion and swing dancing.
Swing-hienis had first appeared in the 1930s and were often harassed by Nazi authorities.
Similar groups of young people enthusiastically joined jazz clubs in the late 1940s, much
to the dismay of older, more serious members. In 1948, a member of the Düsseldorf club
complained that “some elements had found their way into the club which whose goals
were not supportable.” These “’swing-hienis,” the author asserted, “are unfortunately
everywhere to be found in Germany and they treat jazz not as music, but as fashion and a
backdrop for excess.”535 For the early hot club movement, this “sensationalist jitterbug
public” represented an alternate, incorrect form of reception—one that emphasized the
dancing body. Engaged in a fight for the ears and contemplative listening, they “wanted
to work against the emerging dance reception of jazz.”536
Members of the hot club movement fretted that visuality was also too important to
young fans. Hot club members emphasized the visually ostentatious clothing of “swing-

535 “Programmblatt 39 des Hot Club Düsseldorf vom 4. 3. 1949.” As quoted in
Hoffmann, “Zur westdeutschen Hot-Club Bewegung der Nachkriegzeit,” footnote 43. See
also, “Swing vs. the rest,” Anglo-German Rhythm Club 1 (1949), reproduced in Ansin,
Anglo-German Swing Club.
536 Hoffmann, “Zur westdeutschen Hot-Club Bewegung der Nachkriegzeit,” 71.
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hienis,” who often wore bright colors, short pants, flashy hats, and ties.537 Some worried
that newspapers repeated this emphasis, reporting only on the “short hair, bright socks,
and cord trousers” of the audience and not the sound of a concert.538 A September 1953
article on the German jazz scene in Jazz Podium observed that, of the “large number of
young listeners…a certain percentage distinguish themselves through extravagant
clothing.”
This display was only one part of a larger emphasis on sight instead of sound. For
the Jazz Podium writer, the whole concert edged perilously close to being consumed by
image. For these young people, the author observed, jazz performances were “often more
a spectacle than a concert, since at these events the eye comes especially to its materials:
music transforms itself into movement, which comes into expression not only with the
soloists in their handling of the instruments, but also extends itself into the public.”539
The largest contingent of those attending jazz concerts, the article maintained,
were dancers. For them, rhythm was the end all, be all; for them “the excited figural
movement of the music is more important than everything else…which shows itself in

537 Olaf Hudtwalcker, “Widersehen mit der SwingJugend: Kurt Widmann in Hamburg,”
Hot Club News 23/24 (July/August 1947). Here, Hudtwalcker describes the swing kids’
hatbands with stars and stripes, “short jitterbug pants,” sombrero-type” hats, red and gold
socks, and ties. In constrast to many other hot club commentators, Hudtwalcker had a less
antagonistic view of these youth at this point and believed their rowdiness could be
utilized for a war against conservative taste.
538 Neville A. Powley, “’A Flying Start,’” British Voices Network Anglo-German Swing
Club News Sheet, 3 (1949). As reproduced in Ansin, Anglo-German Swing Club. Powley
was the British head of the joint German-British club in Hamburg.
539 Lucki, “Die Jazz-Szene vor der Bühne: Eine Umschau unter JazzkonzertBesuchern,” Jazz Podium (September 1953): 11.
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the release from a partner into independent dancing movement.” Such an interest in
dancing made them poor listeners, however—“this type of jazz fan does not differentiate
between purely functional or effect music and stronger musical forms of expression.”
Despite their quantitative dominance, these fans of the music were not real jazz fans, the
author asserted. The music and its rhythmic effects that they were interested in, according
to the author, “is no longer jazz in an actual sense.” They are “in every case…to be
described as Schlager.”540
This division corresponds to a partition that Roland Barthes claimes has
structured the world of music since at least the Baroque era. There are two musics and
two aesthetics, Barthes argues: “the music one listens to and the music one plays.”
Musica practica, the music one plays, is
an activity that is very little auditory, being above all manual (and thus in a way
much more sensual)…a muscular music in which the part taken by the sense of
hearing is one only of ratification, as though the body were hearing…a music
which is not played “by heart”: seated at the keyboard or the music stand, the
body controls, conducts, co-ordinates, having itself to transcribe what it reads,
making sound and meaning, the body as inscriber and not just transmitter, simple
receiver.541
Practiced, above all, by nineteenth century middle class amateurs, musica practica
involves a form of reception where one hears and involves oneself in music through the
body. Barthes has performance in mind, but his description characterizes dance as well.
The body feels through the rhythm, reacts and coordinates through the beat. It is a

540 Ibid.
541 Roland Barthes, “Musica Practica,” in Image, Music, Text, trans. Stephen Heath
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1977), 149.
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physical feelingfulness, not a contemplative one. One moves according to the music; one
doesn’t analyze it. It becomes a part of the performance, as Lucki at the Jazz Podium
observed: the movement spreads from the stage to the audience, bringing all involved
into a similar activity.
The hot club movement, on the other hand, advocated music to which one
listened. It is, according to Barthes, “passive, receptive music, sound music.”542 One
focuses on sound and its appreciation. This emphasis on listening was not exclusive
within the hot club movement at the beginning. In the first five to ten years after the war,
jazz clubs and the jazz audience were mixed: some danced, some contemplated. This
heterogeneous audience corresponded to the early looseness of jazz’s definition. By the
end of the 1950s, however, as the close listeners prevailed within the clubs and “jazz”
became a specific genre, the mode of reception tied to dancing was largely pushed out of
jazz and into Schlager.
In addition to being a music for dancing, Schlager was also a place for
experiencing heightened emotion. The critic Carl Wilson has argued that pop music is a
place to feel sentimentality or, in musical terms, “schmaltz.” Countering the intellectual
tradition of Theodor Adorno and Milan Kundera that sees sentimentality as kitsch and
kitsch as manipulation, Wilson argues that “sentimentality’s promise” is “feeling
emotions fully, bodily, as they are.”543 Consuming the mainstream, in effect, is an activity

542 Ibid.
543 Carl Wilson, Let’s Talk About Love: A Journey to the End of Taste (New York:
Continuun, 2007), 130.
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that allows one to feel feelings without inhibition; it is place for experiencing emotion at
a level that has no place in normal social life.
And German Schlager from the 1950s was filled to the brim with sentimentality.
Two of the largest themes and trends in Schlager placed a high premium on the
sentimental: songs about exotic locales and Heimat songs. These songs dealt, above all,
with longing. They involved both flights away from reality and, simultaneously, offered
up emotions related to contemporary social and political problems. Songs which took
foreign locations as their theme—most prominently Italy or the South Sea—were filled
with longing for the new and unfamiliar and, with it, the possibility of romance. From the
middle of the 1950s, however, they were not simply fantasy. Stories about Italy or the
Mediterranean increasingly reflected the real pleasures of Germans. As motorization and
the decade’s upswing in tourism made trips to the Southern coast real possibilities, songs
like Komm ein Bisschen mit nach Italien (Come with me to Italy) weren’t total flights
from reality. Connecting the desire for travel and the experience of foreign lands with
tourism also helped displace their resonance with Germany’s recent, brutal occupation of
Italy, the Mediterranean, and the East. These expressions of longing were easily
transferable and the same themes and emotions were easily adapted to songs about the
American West, Hawaii, or Tahiti.544
Heimat songs—songs about idyllic German landscapes and an untroubled
German community—spoke to fantasies of a harmonious world. They also addressed the

544 André Port le roi, Schlager lügen nicht: Deutscher Schlager und Politik in ihrer Zeit
(Essen: Klartext, 1998), 80-91.
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clear loss of such harmony in nation that was responsible for genocide, destroyed by war,
and divided by the Cold War. Songs like the early postwar hit Möwe, du fliegst in die
Heimat spoke of a return to a welcoming home after a period of absence:
Möwe, you are flying home
Greet them warmly for me!
All my good thoughts
Go home with you!
You are disappearing into the darkness,
My sight follows you full of longing
Once after stormy days
I will return again.545
Although written during the war, Möwe also spoke to the continuing absence pervading
German households in the first decade after the war. Enormous numbers of German
soldiers continued to be held in Soviet captivity during the first half of the 1950s. Möwe
and other related songs offered space to express and feel such longing—“the long wait
for a loved one in German Schlager of these years also stood for the wait for a husband,
brother, or son and the hope for their return.”546
Songs about mountains, green valleys, and the purity of rural life often occurred
with the context of Heimat films, one of the dominating genre films of the 1950s.
Although placed in a seemingly unrealistic world of tranquility and natural splendor,
these films and their songs also engaged and confronted the processes of modernization.
The films exhibit a “manifest concern with issues of transport, motorization, migration,
and mobility as central aspects of modernity.” Not atavistic but modern to the core, “the

545 As quoted in Port le roi, Schlager lügen nicht, 41.
546 Port le roi, Schlager lügen nicht, 42.
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Heimatfilm responds to the pressing historical question of how to make oneself at home
in a world where modernization means, among other things, a fundamental
transformation of space and of our sense of place.”547 They often, in fact, thematized the
loss of such a home for the millions of expellees who had been displaced from the older
German territories in the East as part of the peace settlement. Or, as Sabine Hake has
formulated it, these films acted as nation-builders: “the genre provided a fictional
framework for coming to terms with the loss of nation and for turning the Federal
Republic into a new homeland.”548 Italien- and Heimatlied did not exhaust, but
exemplified, the emotional offering and purpose of Schlager. Other songs spoke of the
ecstasy or loss of love or, as with many “teenager-Schlager,” just plain happiness,
excitement, and fun.
By the end of the 1950s, jazz had its own mode of reception and appearance as
well. Although discourse on jazz during this period raised skilled listening into
ascendency, encountering and consuming jazz was not simply auditory. Despite the
insistence on listening by hot clubs and critics like Berendt, the cultural consumption of
jazz was composed of reading and seeing as well as listening. Jazz became intelligible in
a perceptual space that mixed and found balance between the two.
The act of listening was itself linked to and enabled by other non-acoustic points
of reception. By the end of the 1950s, the establishment and reproduction of jazz as a

547 Johannes von Moltke, No Place Like Home: Locations of Heimat in German Cinema
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005), 17.
548 Sabine Hake, German National Cinema (London: Routledge, 2002), 110.
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listening-oriented music was itself largely created through text. During the last few years
of the previous decade, forming jazz as a listening music had begun largely within sound.
The hot club record evenings had instructed through lecture and through musical
examples. A little less than a decade later, books and magazines had taken the place of
these forms of auditory pedagogy. As the audience for jazz expanded beyond the small
groups of the hot clubs, it became increasingly unfeasible to personally instruct its
increasingly de-centralized and increasingly large listenership. Learning to pay close
attention to sonic details required instruction. Texts like Das Jazzbuch became the
solution for such difficulties.
The crafting and creation of listening skills for jazz—or even the awareness that
such skills could be created—began in Jazz Podium or, more likely, the best-selling
Jazzbuch. As the anonymous writer cited in Chapter 3 inscribed in his or her copy of Das
Jazzbuch, a text was the “beginning of” and “guide” for a record collection, for
approaching the sounds of recordings themselves. This mode asked for a back-and-forth
form of perceptual consumption: one read, then attempted to hear what one read, then
returned to the book and made sense of the words with the sounds, and then repeated the
process. It formed a multi-source hermeneutic circle.
In many ways, the techniques of listening formed by Berendt and other jazz
enthusiasts demanded the co-use of text. Texts didn’t just help create listening. The
explosion of texts about jazz during the 1950s was driven by the demand to listen. The
biographically centered listening of the hot clubs and, later, the biographical
expressionism of Berendt’s theory of Tonbildung necessitated the constant production of
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textual information to feed and enable such auditory techniques. This was itself clear to
Berendt. In his short introduction to the biographical section of Das Jazzbuch, he justified
the section by arguing that since ”[jazz musicians’] lives are constantly transformed into
music…it is very important to speak of the lives of the ‘jazz men.’”549 In sum, others
must write about musicians and their backgrounds so that one is able to listen and
understand their music. The intelligibility of jazz as a listener’s practice was dependent
on the presence of text.
Tonbildung offers a good example of this mixed perceptual mode. According to
this technique of listening, one could perceive the contours of a life in a musician’s tone.
One learned about a musician’s personality and the events of their life primarily by
reading about it in Jazz Podium, “Für Jazzfreunde,” Das Jazzbuch, or the myriad other
texts written on jazz by Germans or translated into German during the 1950s. Or
conversely, when one read about a Coleman Hawkins concert or a biographical piece on
Lee Konitz in Jazz-Echo, one could have the sound of the recordings hovering in the
background of such a reading. The two worked together, informed each other, fed the
consumption and production of each other, and, in the end, were parts of jazz’s
perceptual constellation.
The detailed listening that jazz formed during the late 1940s and 1950s was a
peculiar system dominated by the cooperation and combination of textual reading and the
use of the ears. It had its own perceptual space and methods of apprehension within that

549 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch, 24.
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space. It was not simply cognitive, however. This perceptual realm had material effects
and components as well. The production of magazines and books which fed the immense
hunger for such instruction and biographical fodder emerged as a consequence of this
emphasis on listening. These textual materials, at the same time, helped spread the very
notions which created this demand. Books and magazines helped engender the listening
mode which needed books and magazines to sustain this listening mode. It was a selfperpetuating system which tied the two together to make its object—jazz—intelligible.
Visual material—photographs, images, and film—were part of this larger
perceptual mode, but they seemed to play a more minor role, especially in the first half of
the 1950s. Text and listening was the dominant pair and their cooperative work largely
built the perceptual space within which jazz operated for its specialist fans during much
of the 1950s. Visual encounters with jazz increased during the 1950s, however, and
visual components became a more significant aspect of jazz during that period. Berendt,
in many ways, led this expansion. He published two photography books in the decade
after Das Jazzbuch: Jazz-Optisch in 1954 and Jazz Life with the photographer William
Claxton in 1960. The title of his TV show Jazz – gehört und gesehen (Jazz – heard and
seen), in fact, acknowledged the joint perception of jazz.550 Despite the presence of visual

550 Jazz – gehört und gesehen was broadcast between 1955 and 1974. The broadcast was
irregular and new shows did not appear with any consistency. Berendt, for example
produced two shows in 1955, two in 1956, four in 1957, three in 1958, two in 1959.
"Fernsehsendungen der Jazzreaktionen," Joachim Ernst Berendt Sammlung, Jazzinstitut
Darmstadt.
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material, however, it remained secondary. It was added into the mix, but at the end of the
1950s, jazz was still a predominantly textual-aural music.
By the end of the 1950s, the world of pop music in Germany was divided into two
different syntheses of media and modes of perception. Schlager was characterized by a
form of listening that was joined to an emphasis on the body, visuality, and
sentimentality. Schlager operated within these poles—one sensed it with a mix of limbs,
eyes, and ears and it generally encouraged an emotional feelingfulness. Text should not
be discounted, however. It was also important—the popularity of the magazine Bravo
bears witness to this. Reading was not as crucial as it was in jazz, however. Jazz, on the
other hand, encouraged a reception bound to text and contemplative listening. One read
to listen and one listened closely through one’s reading.
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Chapter Six:
East Germany, Marxist Jazz,
and Socialist Listening, 1949-1960

In his book Rock around the Bloc, Timothy Ryback sums up a popular conception
that, behind the Iron Curtain, the individuality and libratory possibilities of jazz and rock
and roll thwarted the totalizing aims of the Soviet project and significantly contributed to
the fall of socialist governments in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Though primarily
focusing on rock, Ryback argues that the perceptions and uses of the music of Elvis and
Bill Haley built upon earlier interactions with jazz. According to Ryback, jazz was a
medium of youth resistance. During the 1950s,
a pack of Marlboro cigarettes or a jazz recording purchased on the black market
brought [Eastern Europeans] a little closer to the sounds and smells of America
and helped them, if only briefly, escape the sulfuric odor of brown coal and the
incessant drone of socialist polemic.551
It was, as a symbol of an American lifestyle, a means to reject socialist attempts to
engineer and discipline its subjects.
Ryback’s characterization of jazz as resistance in the Eastern Bloc is a common
one. Across the Soviet sphere of influence, jazz—and later rock and roll—became a
major source for teenage subcultures in the 1950s. There were the stiliagi in the Soviet
Union, the bikiniarze in Poland, the jampec in Hungary, and the Halbstarke in East

551 Timothy Ryback, Rock Around the Clock: A History of Rock Music in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 10.
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Germany.552 Listening to or playing jazz, along with dressing in blue jeans, counted as a
hindrance and subversion to the socialist states’ hegemonic aims and control. The
effectiveness of resistance depended on these state’s refusal and rejection of jazz. In the
end, we get a portrait of Eastern bloc state which were run by old-fashion bureaucrats
with nineteenth century tastes who believed that the sounds of jazz were both awful and
antithetical to socialism.
While repression and vitriol against jazz performers and listeners were
undoubtedly real, this narrative is too simple. The logic of resistance and refusal is based
in an essentialization of jazz form. In this schema, jazz was a clear musical genre and,
when it appeared in their territories, Soviet and East German officials sought to eradicate
it. Their respective youth, on the other hand, couldn’t resist it and took it up as a symbol
of their distance from official culture.
As we’ve seen in chapter five, jazz was, in fact, in the process of definition during
the 1950s. At the beginning of the decade, jazz was not a stable object— the boundaries
of its sound were widely open to dispute. Like in West Germany, the range of
performances and recordings that received the title “jazz” in East Germany was
enormous.

552 Ryback, Rock Around the Clock, 9; Marina Dmitrieva, “Jazz and Dress. Stiliagi in
Soviet Russia and Beyond,” in Jazz behind the Iron Curtain: Jazz under State Socialism,
ed. Gertrud Pickham and Rüdiger Ritter (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2010). Karl
Brown, “Jazz and Hooliganism in Communist Hungary, 1948-1956,” in Jazz behind the
Iron Curtain: Jazz under State Socialism, ed. Gertrud Pickham and Rüdiger Ritter
(Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2010).
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Over the course of the 1950s, East Germany also underwent a transformation of
the meaning and sensory components of jazz. Although there was clear overlap with its
western neighbors, jazz’s process of development was different from that of West
Germany. During the 1950s, East Germany was the home of an inconsistent multitude of
different media languages about jazz: the sonic/visual divide and entertainment regime
established during the Nazi era, a new communist discourse on jazz as capitalist
manipulation, hot club discourse, and a host of novel postwar musical sounds circulating
from American and West German radio stations. Defining jazz in the GDR was
ultimately about the negotiation of these different languages.
At the center of this negotiation was the collaboration and clashing of East
German hot club fans and state cultural officials. East German jazz circles did not think
of their embrace of jazz as resistance. They sought to incorporate themselves into state
institutions and actively attempted to participate in the construction of socialism. Far
from desiring the overturn of their system, they hoped to see their own inclusion within
the state and they optimistically viewed socialism as the best forum to cultivate and
encourage the growth of jazz. Jazz was, for these fans, a music fundamentally opposed to
the racism, exploitation, and the commodification of culture of capitalism.
GDR jazz fans—chief amongst them Reginald Rudorf—were steeped in the new
hot club and international jazz scholarship appearing in West Germany during the 1950s.
Eastern fans held many of the same ideas and aims as those in the West and, like their
counterparts in the FRG, East German hot clubs sought to create a limited sonic domain
for jazz. As it was for Berendt or Horst Lippmann, jazz was not an amorphous tag
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attached to any form of modern pop music, but a distinct sound, practice, and canon with
a historical lineage beginning in turn-of-the-century New Orleans. Again, as in the vision
of Western hot clubs, jazz stood in opposition to crass, commercialized Schlager. Unlike
jazz fans in the West, however, Rudorf and his following gave the meaning and
consumption of jazz an explicit Marxist tinge.
There was a common thread running through the politics of East and West
popular aesthetics after fascism. Both the West German hot clubs and the SED were
concerned with the political effects of commercial music and both were attempting to
reconstruct a new post-fascist pop music in the wake of the Third Reich. As we’ve seen,
the Nazis built a significant portion of their appeal on the pleasures, titillation, distraction,
and normalcy of their audio-visual mediascape and their embrace of pop culture. After
fascism, many intellectuals became wary of extravagant pop culture productions and the
aesthetics of mass commercial culture. European cinema after 1945, for example, was
“haunted by a persistent ‘specter:’ the fascist cinema of spectacle” and “ much of the
pleasure associated with cinema [had] become suspect, potentially contaminated by its
association with fascism.”553 Similarly, to those disturbed by the media regime of the
Nazis, the fun and superficiality of Schlager and German dance music was also deeply
suspect.554

553 Siobhan S. Craig, Cinema After Fascism: The Shattered Screen (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2010), 1-2.
554 See the discussion of the hot clubs’ antipathy towards Schlager in chapter 3.
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Thus, at roughly the same time that Rudorf and the hot clubs in the East were
attacking commercial dance music, socialist officials were attempting to create a new
form of socialist popular music. In the official eyes of the state, postwar pop music
should be a form of music that was both anti-fascist and anti-capitalist. Socialist music, in
the eyes of its aspiring creators, would be a cultural form that corresponded to the
thoughts and feelings of the new revolutionary personality. This culture was also
supposed to shape and reflect a new sensory regime—the socialist personality would be
based in a new form of perception. Following Marx’s assertion that the composition of
the human senses are themselves a historical product, a change in perception—as part of
an elemental transformation of consciousness—should accompany the shift from a
capitalist to socialist economy.555 Socialists should operate with an entirely new sensory
apparatus, that is, they should see, hear, smell, and touch in vastly new ways. Since
socialism had not yet been fully achieved, and since it was to be a state of being radically
different than that experienced under capitalism, the precise content of a socialist culture
and the socialist senses was not entirely clear. During the 1950s, East German cultural
officials expended a great deal of effort, time, and paper attempting to work towards such
a culture. Dance music—one of the most prevalent and popular forms of mass culture—
was therefore crucial.

Marx argued that “the forming of the five senses is a labour of the entire history of the
world down to the present.” Karl Marx, “Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of
1844,” in The Marx and Engels Reader, ed. Robert C. Tucker (New York: Norton, 1972),
75.
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But the SED also needed to legitimate itself to its citizens. Faced with a
population whose sonic tastes and expectations had been formed during the Nazi period,
East German officials struggled in their project to produce a new socialist form of dance
and entertainment music.556 At first they attempted to perform yet another discursive
surgery on the sounds first established in 1920s as “jazz”: they attempted to absorb and
continue the sounds of National Socialist deutsche Tanzmusik and to combine these
sounds with the language and ideas of socialism. What was previously the core of the
Nazi pop music soundscape was to now be sozialistische Tanzmusik. Like the Nazis, jazz
was sometimes used as a textual bully club. Unlike in the Third Reich, however, jazz was
also tied to specific sounds. Cultural officials were aghast at the new postwar soundscape
broadcast from West German and American radio stations. The new harmonic textures,
timbres, and rhythms of bebop, cool jazz, and rhythm and blues were noise to these
officials and, in the early years of the 1950s, they branded anything outside their sonic
order as “jazz.”
Despite these initial attacks, a symbiotic union between these two different
projects—hot club jazz and socialist dance music—seemed possible. GDR officials and
musicians were earnestly attempting to find a new sound for socialism and, beginning in
1952, they cautiously allowed Rudorf to make a case for his alternative classification of
jazz. During the second half of the 1950s, however, it began to become clear that the hot
club movement had a different framework for socialist listening—one that was, in many

556 Toby Thacker, Music after Hitler, 1945-1955 (Aldershot, England: Ashgate, 2007),
179-200.
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ways, fundamentally at odds with the system maintained by state officials, theorists, and
composers. An assemblage of clubs, concerts, lectures, and radio broadcasts, the East
German jazz movement developed a similar framework for listening as their West
German counterparts, although it also contained a distinct Marxist and Eastern bloc
inflection. The conflict between the East German hot club movement and the East
German state highlighted the challenge that jazz—if recognized as a legitimate art or folk
music—presented to the hegemonic system of art music aesthetics. Based in the form
and practices of nineteenth century public concerts and middle class amateur practices,
this system understood itself as universal and, at the same time, specifically German.557
The East German jazz movement, however, took American popular music on its own
terms and argued that it had its own aesthetic logic. The state-driven movement for a
socialist Tanzmusik (dance music), on the other hand, based itself in a system that related
all musical sounds to the established German concert tradition. For GDR musical
officials like the composer Hanns Eisler or the musicologist Ernst Hermann Meyer,
music had a single set of criteria and a single way to listen. There weren’t different
genres with different rules, but one exclusive scale on which all music was measured.
Socialist dance music was supposed to ultimately lead all members of the workers’ and
peasants’ state to an appreciation of the German concert tradition and contemporary

557 For a discussion of the national and universal characteristics of German concert
music, see Bernd Sponheuer, “Reconstructing Ideal Types of the ‘German’ in Music,” in
Music and German National Identity, ed. Celia Applegate and Pamela Potter (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 2002).
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socialist works. By the middle of the 1950s, the emphasis on skilled listening in the jazz
movement presented rival forms of aesthetics and listening.

1.

After the collapse of the National Socialist state and the end of the European war,
the Eastern zone initially promised to be a site of resurgence for music calling itself
“jazz.” With the destruction of the Nazi cultural apparatus, the perceptual schism of jazz
in the media lapsed. With the appearance of the American, British, and French occupying
forces, press, and radio, jazz again fused to the sounds of the popular soundscape. This
was also true in the Soviet zone. During the first years of occupation, the Soviet regime
was quite tolerant of open cultural expression and a diversity of aesthetics.558 This
tolerance also applied to pop music. SMAD, the Soviet occupation authority, allowed
orchestras to perform American swing tunes like “Sentimental Journey” or “In the
Mood”; the RBT-Orchestra, the house orchestra for the Soviet zone radio station Radio
Berlin, played at an event called “Jazz am Sontagmorgen (Jazz on Sunday morning)” at
the Friedrichspalast in 1948; Karlheiz Drechsel founded the “Jazz Circle of Anti-fascist
Youth” in Dresden; Kurt Michaelis re-founded his Hot Club in Leipzig and held regular
jam sessions; young musicians founded jazz bands and “swing septets” across the East;
Horst Lange broadcast the series “A half hour for jazz fans” on Radio Berlin in 1946; and

558 Schivelbusch, In a Cold Crater.
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the new Soviet controlled East German record label Amiga pressed many of the first postNazi jazz sides, including the RBT-Orchestra’s “Rolly’s Be-bop” and a number of
meetings between the African American musician Rex Stewart and a handful of German
musicians.559
Beginning in 1948, however, the political-cultural winds changed. With the
increasing tension between the Soviet Union and its previous allies—most dramatically
embodied in the Berlin airlift that took place between 1948 and 1949—the Soviets and
their subordinate states began to distance themselves from the commercial culture of the
United States and Western Europe. After the creation of two separate states in 1949, East
and West Germany began to attempt to adopt different, opposing identities and cultures.
As Edith Sheffer shows through her analysis of the twin cities Sonneberg and Neustadt
bei Coburg, the mental division between East and West grew over the course of 1950s
and was long established by the time the Berlin wall was built in 1961.560 Music was not
exempt from this political remaking of culture. By the early 1950s, there were two
distinct musical cultures.561 In the West, music was celebrated as an autonomous art form

559 Lange, Jazz in Deutschland, 119-133. Rainer Bratfisch, “So viel Anfang war nie.
Eine Spurensuche nach 1945,” in Freie Töne: Die Jazzszene in der DDR, ed. Rainer
Bratfisch (Berlin: Ch. Links Verlag, 2005), 19-28.
560 Edith Sheffer, Burned Bridge: How East and West Germans Made the Iron Curtain
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2011).
561 Thacker, Music after Hitler; Elizabeth Janik, Recomposing German Music: Politics
and Musical Tradition in Cold War Berlin (Leiden: Brill, 2005).
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that was fundamentally free of political affiliation; in the East, it was valued as a
humanistic cultural tradition that should be owned and produced by the masses.562
Beginning in 1949, the East German authorities adopted the stance taken by the
Soviet Cultural Tsar Andrei Zhadanov two years earlier and the party press began to
criticize jazz as a “cosmopolitan” product of monopoly capitalism. Shortly thereafter,
state pressure forced jazz clubs to disband and radio and dance orchestras to reconfigure
their repertoire. East Germany’s dominant socialist political party, the SED, quickly
moved to centralize cultural production and required all cultural groups to register with a
state institution, organization, or factory. Musical performance and composition was
regulated through the Academy of Arts, the VDK (Union of German Composers and
Musicologists), Stakuko (State Commission for Artistic Affairs), and, after the demise of
Stakuko in 1954, the Ministry for Culture.563
In many ways, East Germans continued the strategy pioneered by the Nazis: they
used jazz’s textual and linguistic existence as an ideological-media weapon. In public,
jazz again became a conceptual object to decry and attack. East German authorities also
adopted much of the language of the National Socialists, declaring jazz to be “decadent”
and “degenerate.”564 In his 1951 address at the founding of the VDK (Union of German
Composers and Musicologists), Hanns Ernst Meyer, one of the most powerful music

562 Thacker, Music After Hitler, 3.
563 See a in depth discussion of all these agencies, see Thacker, Music after Hitler.
564 This was not necessarily unique to East Germany and some West Germans also
repeated Nazi discourse about jazz. Uta Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels, 45.
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officials in the GDR, vehemently asserted that “American Schlager and entertainment
kitsch…appeals to the lower instincts in man and has dishonest, inauthentic content.” A
“typical phenomenon of mass production in the age of monopoly capitalist,” it is “the
expression of imperialistic decadence and spiritual unproductiveness,” he argued.
Schlager is jazz under capitalism, Meyer claimed. Although it had once been the
“expression of living, big city-folk life of Negros and whites in the American southern
states,” it had become “false,” “lost its original vitality, and become a cheap, disgusting
perfumed mass product.”565
The first few years of the 1950s are typically characterized as a moment of intense
cultural repression in East Germany. Most scholars argue that jazz was effectively
prohibited in public life in East Germany during this period.566 According to Uta Poiger,
for example,
hostile words were accompanied by administrative action. By 1950 the Radio
Berlin Dance Orchestra was a disbanded, along with other bands and informal
group that some avid jazz fans had founded. Authorities banned jazz from the
East German radio waves, stopped jazz recordings, and even destroyed the Amiga
originals of the Rex Stewart releases. The border police confiscated jazz records
that fans tried to bring into East Germany. In 1952 authorities prohibited
American names for bands. As a result of such repression many East German jazz
musicians left for West Germany.567
565 Ernst H. Meyer, “Realismus—die Lebensfrage der deutschen Musik,” Musik und
Gesellschaft 2 (1951): 41.
566 Uta Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels, 31-70; Thomas Heimann, “Vom Lebensweg des
Jazz: Notizen zu einem umstrittenen Dokumentarfilm der DEFA,” in Apropos: Film
2000: Das Jahrbuch der DEFA-Stiftung, ed. Ralf Schenk and Erika Richter (Berlin:
DEFA-Stiftung/Verlag Das Neue, 2000), 229; Christian Schmidt-Rost, “Heisse
Rhythmen im Kalten Krieg: Swing und Jazz hören in der SBZ/DDR und der VR Polen
(1945-1970),” Zeithistorische Forschung 3 (2013).
567 Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels, 59.
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This repression was less straightforward and more complicated than most accounts make
it seem, however. As we’ve seen in chapter three, there was no clear correlation between
jazz as a musical concept and as jazz as sound during this period. This was also true in
the East. In a 1952 report on the state of dance music to the music section of the East
German Academy of Arts, Max Butting observed that “the concepts of dance music, jazz,
and entertainment music are for many people one and the same.”568 Although it cracked
down on repertoire, band names, and American recordings, East Germans continued to
produce dance music that was clearly associated with or related to what the population
considered jazz. In Eisenach, for example, jam sessions continued between 1949 and
1954 in the music room of a local school.569 Even more importantly, East German
Schlager was always heavily dependent on American and West German models and
sounds.570 Much of the Schlager and Tanzmusik available in the GDR, in fact, stemmed
directly from West Germany. During the first half of the 1950s, the Federal Republic
developed an extensive and efficient popular music industry that successfully integrated
and dominated live performance, publishing, and recording. Popular songs or tunes
written in the U.S., England, France, and Italy could quickly be translated, published, and

568 Max Butting, Tanzmusik Abschlussbericht 1952, 2, DR 1-240, Bundesarchiv Berlin.
569 Manfred Blume, “Die Geschichte des Eisenacher Jazz – oder die Eisenacher
Jazzstory,” Folder AG Jazz Archiv I, Arbeitsgemeinschaft Jazz Eisenach Sammlung,
Lippmann+Rau-Musikarchiv Eisenach.
570 Adelheid von Saldern, “Der Schlager is grundsächlich ein Politikum: Populäre Musik
in der DDR,” Melodien für die Millionen: Das Jahrhundert des Schlagers, ed. Petra
Rösgen (Bielefeld: Stiftung Haus der Geschichte der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 2008),
107.
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distributed throughout East and West Germany within weeks and the repertoire of bands
playing live could easily be synchronized to the recordings being played on the radio. In
the early fifties, East German music publishers produced only a tiny number of printed
scores and, consequently, East German bands were dependent on West German
publishers (who often sent charts for free) for their repertoire.571 Much of the repression
was based in language, not in sound—i.e. East Germans banned American songs and
English titled bands, not all the sounds associated with jazz at the time.
But it was not exclusively discursive. The occupation of Germany by American
soldiers also brought a new set of musical styles into the German soundscape. The most
recognizable and, to East German authorities, most horrendous new sounds were R&B
and the body of music stemming from the innovations of Charlie Parker, Kenny Clarke,
Thelonious Monk, Miles Davis, and Lennie Tristano: bebop and cool jazz. These sounds
were always available in the East, for West German stations, American stations based in
West Germany, and the short wave broadcasts of Voice of America were always a part of
the GDR soundscape.572 East German authorities only ever had control of a part of what
sounds—and their on-air characterization—that their citizens heard.

571 Toby Thacker, Music After Hitler, 180-1, 189-90.
572 For a description of radio role in the history of jazz in postwar Eastern Europe, see
Rüdiger Ritter, “The Radio—a Jazz instrument of its Own” in Jazz behind the Iron
Curtain: Jazz under State Socialism, ed. Gertrud Pickham and Rüdiger Ritter (Frankfurt
am Main: Peter Lang, 2010).
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East German music officials singled out R&B, which they referred to as “boogie
woogie,” as particularly troublesome. Ernst Meyer, for example, reserved some of his
strongest insults for it:
today’s boogie woogie is a canal through which the poison of Americanism
invades and threatens to stupefy the brains of workers. This threat is just as
dangerous as a military attack with poison gas…In West Germany American
Schlager-kitsch is propagated in a great style. Through radio, film, and records a
flood of boogie-woogie is let loose on the German Volk, from which the German
Democratic Republic [GDR] also in no way remains completely untouched.573
In an atmosphere of blurry genre distinctions, jazz was connected with these new sounds.
When it was associated with sound, jazz and boogie-woogie remained noise—auditory
experiences beyond the accepted sonic order. The performances of bands—such as the
RBT-Orchestra, which was broken up in 1950—could be characterized as “jazz” and
disciplined when they played music that offended or didn’t make sense to the ears of
cultural officials, even if these sounds were based in or related to other music propagated
by the state.
As they increasingly tried to associate jazz with the new sounds of R&B, bebop,
and progressive big band music, those in charge of musical affairs attempted to claim
other sounds historically tied to jazz and pop music as their own. During the first half of
the 1950s, those in charge of popular music at the VDK, Stakuko, and the Ministry of
Culture actively attempted to construct a new form of socialist dance music. Tanzmusik in
the GDR, according to its aspiring creators, would be a specifically socialist form of
popular music and thoroughly distinguish itself from its Western counterpart. The

573 Ernst H. Meyer, “Realismus,” 42.
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project, in effect, attempted to re-brand many of the sounds of Nazi deutsche Tanzmusik
in much the same way that Goebbels’s cultural apparatus attempted to re-associate the
sonic qualities of jazz of the 1920s and early 1930s with the Volksgemeinschaft.
The crafters of socialist music were not satisfied with the current way that their
light music sounded, however, and they sought to build something new out of the old.
Socialists expected dance music to be part of a larger culture of socialist music. They
were not content to simply take the sonic aesthetics of German commercial pop and
integrate it into a new discourse on socialism. They were interested in producing
something recognizably different from the Western culture industry, even if it would, at
the same time, be based in the established pop forms.
Producing new sounds to match the new discourse of music was part of a larger
attempt by the East Germans to educate a revolutionary socialist personality.574 The
socialist personality was to be a new type of human being, freed from the manipulation
and alienation of capitalism, who was to be prepared and acclimated to live in a
harmonious society. The new person would be characterized by “communist awareness,
[the] highest all-around education, constructiveness, harmony with society and fellow
human beings, moral perfection, material wealth and stable happiness.”575
The SED believed that music was essential in the quest for a new human being,
for East German “cultural officials accorded music an exceptional power to shape its

574 For an overview of the socialist personality in East Germany, see Angela Brock,
“The Making of the Socialist Personality: Education and Socialisation in the German
Democratic Republic 1958-1978” (PhD diss, University College London, 2005).
575 Angela Brock, “The Making of the Socialist Personality,” 35.
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audience.”576 A music commission in 1951, for example, argued that “music is an
important factor in the formation of man’s consciousness. Music can affect man’s
character in an ennobling, but also a brutalizing manner.”577 Propelled by this convention,
the SED produced an extensive, rich landscape of music and musical activities, including
a rich array of concerts and festivals. Under the SED, the early 1950s saw an explosion of
community orchestras and prestigious ensembles like the Dresden Philharmonic and the
Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra attempted to attract those traditionally excluded from
concert life.578
In the eyes of those concerned, Socialist Realism—whose tenets were exclusively
endorsed by the 1951 Party Plenum—would supply this new cultural direction for the
nascent nation. During its first few years, the VDK’s journal Musik und Gesellschaft
(Music and Society) focused on clarifying the meaning of socialist realist music.
According to Meyer, East German music would, above all, not be formalistic. Musical
formalism—music where the focus was on experiments in form and not on content—he
claimed, divided artists from the people through its incomprehensibility and was a revolt

576 David Tomkins, “Musik zur Schaffung des neuen sozialistischen Menschen:
Offizielle Musikpolitik des Zentralkommitees der SED in der DDR in den 50er Jahren”
in Die Macht der Töne: Musik als Mittel politischer Identitätsfindung im 20 Jahrhundert,
ed. Tillmann Bendikowski et al. (Münster: Westfälisches Dampfboot, 2003); David
Tomkins, “Sound and Socialist Identity: Negotiating the Musical Soundscape in the
Stalinist GDR,” in Germany in the Loud Twentieth Century: An Introduction ed. Florence
Feiereisen and Alexandra Merley Hill (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 112.
577 As quoted in Tomkins, “Sound and Socialist Identity,” 112.
578 David Tomkins, “Orchestrating Identity: Concerts for the Masses and the Shaping of
East German Society,” German History 30, no. 3 (2012).
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against both Volksmusik (folk music) and the classical German tradition. Envisioning
itself as an embodiment of and vehicle for the interests of common Germans, East
German cultural institutions insisted on a clear connection between music and the
German Volk. Socialist music was also to be national music. GDR composers were
supposed to embrace the canonical forms of German classical and romantic composition
and “deploy stylistic principles used by their eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
forebears.”579 Twentieth century modernism, from Schoenberg’s dodecaphonic music to
Krenek’s Zeitopern, did not express the feelings and aspirations of common people, but,
instead, he argued, reflected the nihilism of the turn-of-the-century bourgeoisie. If
formalism took music away from the people, American dance and entertainment music
offered them illusion and superficiality. It was kitsch: pseudo-art which uses “fake
folkloric, classical, or romantic stylistic devices which are easily received by the
masses.”580
The sonic characteristics of music were intimately tied to national sensibility,
subjectivity, and perception. In his report on dance music, Max Butting contended that
the “German dance-sensibility” was tied to the melody of music and not the rhythm.
American music, he claimed, was the opposite—rhythm dominated melody. The
heightening of rhythm was tied to the social and cultural disarray of capitalist modernity.
Germans accepted American dance music in the interwar period, he claimed, because

579 Laura Silverberg, “East German Music and the Problem of National Identity.”
Nationalities Papers 37, no. 4 (2009): 502.
580 Meyer, “Realismus,” 41.
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“one lost oneself in the misery and confusion [of that period] or in superficial life and one
did not hear enough of the melody of one’s own life. One did not need melody—one had
rhythm.” This overwhelmingly “motorized” American dance rhythm threatened the
senses and sensibility of the German Volk, Butting warned. Rhythmic variety “will
always support expression and feeling and through it lead to perceptions that are full of
life.” Rhythmic monotony, as in America, “must stupefy and level out.”581 In sum, the
whole sensibility of GDR citizens was at stake in the aural attributes of dance music.
Thus, like concert music, dance and entertainment music needed to be connected
to Volksmusik. Within GDR music circles, there was some dispute, however, over which
Volk songs and melodies were important and should be emphasized. Should they stem
from 18th and 19th century sources like Herder and Goethe’s collections of folk songs? Or
should they come from the more recent past? In the first issue of Musik und Gesellschaft,
Kurt Schwaen contended that traditional folk songs did not embody the life and attitudes
of GDR citizens and were virtually unknown to German youth. Tied to a previous
economic system, the more familiar Kampflieder (songs of struggle) of the Weimar-era
working class were not a sound model of Volklieder either, he argued. Volk songs should
embody the new structural and cultural changes of a new society. Youth and other mass
organizations, Schwaen set forth, should break with the past and concentrate all their
energy on the new songs of the GDR: “new work songs, songs of activists, songs of the
joys of construction, songs for peace and unity.”582

581 Max Butting, Tanzmusik, 7-9.
582 Kurt Schwaen, “Über unsere Volksmusik” Musik und Gesellschaft 1 (1951): 26-27.
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Arguing that this amounted to a renewal of the Proletcult, Harry Goldsmith
argued that exclusive reliance on the new would lead in the wrong direction. The German
cultural heritage, he strongly countered, should not be disregarded and older forms of
folk songs and dance should be critically absorbed. The greatness of Bach, Hayden,
Mozart, and Beethoven—the established masters of German national music—was born
out of their ability to break the bourgeois barriers between Volk and Kunst (the people
and art); these composers’ music, he argued, was steeped in folk melodies. Folk song, as
the “purest and most precious expression of our national uniqueness,” was the most
forceful protest in sound “against cosmopolitanism and American colonial imperialism.”
The fact that current dance and entertainment music, in the form it was in, seemed
so far from where it needed to go only added to the frustration. Max Butting claimed that
the German entertainment music during the Weimar and Nazi periods offered few
resources. During the early 1920s, he contended, pop music became a narcotic and, over
the course of the decade, it became more “glittery, rhetorical, and contentless.” Picking
up on this, the Third Reich used it for more nefarious political purposes and employed it
as a social anesthetic, numbing the masses in order to divert their eyes from the regime’s
genocidal agenda. Having inherited this music, Butting found little hope in its immediate
transformation and could not himself outline the contours of a new music. He could only
suggest that serious composers needed to employ their powers for the masses.583 Nearly a
year later, in July 1952, the situation did not seem much better. What do GDR citizens

583 Max Butting, “Zur Situation der Unterhaltungsmusik,” Musik und Gesellschaft 3
(1951): 13-15.
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commonly hear in film, radio, or in the streets, asked Erwin Johannes Bach in an article
on “Unterhaltungsmusik”? In most cases, he answered, entertainment music of such “an
abysmal lowbrow level that we want to call it villainous.”584
Actual regulation of dance music was the responsibility of Stakuko. Toby Thacker
observes that Stakuko’s efforts towards dance music involved both repression and
creation. After publishing a “crudely worded prohibition of jazz,” the agency sought to
control what was played by controlling who played it. Initial attempts at coordination
were impractical, however. Stakuko stipulated that all musicians would need to obtain a
license from a local commission and any unlicensed performance would be fined 500
Deutsche Marks. Private performances were forbidden.585 Plagued by ambiguities in its
formulation and criticism from outside, the regulation of pop music encountered
enormous difficulties in practice. On the creative side, Stakuko employed various
measures to aid the construction of a socialist alternative. It promoted GDR-produced
songs on the radio, encouraged composers to “write ‘progressive’, ‘realistic’, new music
reflecting everyday life,” pushed the state music publisher and state record company to
increase the production of nationally-based sheet music and 78s, and coordinated the
publication of a series of articles on the new music in the press. In conjunction with the
VDK, Stakuko also tried to give a monetary incentive to individual creators and set up a

584 Erwin Johannes Bach “Unterhaltungsmusik,” Musik und Gesellschaft 7 (1952): 10.
585 Thacker, Music after Hitler, 184.
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competition for new songs and melodies in 1952, offering up to 1000 DM to its
winners.586 These incentives failed to produce any satisfactory results, however.

2.

It was during these years of uncertainty that Reginald Rudorf joined the public
conversation about Tanzmusik. Rudorf, a recent graduate of Leipzig University, had been
active in illegal jazz circles and, since 1948, was a member of the SED. Rudorf during
this period was concerned, above all, with creating a viable “Marxist jazz theory.”587 In
August 1952, Musik und Gesellschaft published an article by Rudorf. Despite his later
posturing as a political dissident, Rudorf’s “Für eine frohe, ausdrucksvolle Tanzmusik”
(For a joyous, expressive Dance Music) reproduced much of the language and anxiety of
the official line.588 Lambasting American commercial kitsch as a dire threat to German
national identity and cultural sovereignty, he attacked boogie woogie and other forms of
American and West German mass music while asserting the primacy and necessity of
folk musics and dances for the development of a new East German form of Tanzmusik.
Rudorf also made a clear attempt to rehabilitate jazz and other forms of African
American music. Many of the core arguments that Rudorf would espouse a few years

586 Ibid., 187.
587 Reginald Rudorf, Jazz in der Zone (Köln: Kiepenheuer & Witsch, 1964), 33-37.
588 Rudorf’s jazz memoirs were written and published in West Germany in 1964 after
his flight from the GDR. Amongst many things, Jazz in der Zone can be read as a
justification and defense of Rudorf’s claim to asylum in the West as a political dissident.
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later were here in nascent form: the distinction between decadent culture industry
products and African American blues, spirituals, and jazz; jazz as an African American
proletarian Volkmusik; a focus on the history of African American musical development;
and the interpretation of jazz and blues as a “plaintive communication of the life of an
exploited people.”589 Rudorf also pointed out a previously ignored contradiction within
GDR musical policy: although East German radio, record production, and public dances
stopped “the flood of nervous American Hot music,” it encouraged “perverted sweet
Schlager kitsch.” Convinced both of the power of popular music and its deplorable state,
Rudorf argued that the GDR’s new socialist dance music should bind itself more closely
to lively foreign folk musics. Rudorf was still cautious at this point, however, and
included African American jazz, spirituals, and blues as only one of many Volksmusik
that could serve as raw material for a new modern dance music.
At first, both Rudorf and those in charge of developing a new Tanzmusik were
interested in utilizing each other for their own purposes. Rudorf sought to legitimize jazz
within the eyes of the state and the dance music Commission wished to draw on the
young lecturer and writer’s expertise to help sort out their own problems and
confusions.590 Between 1952 and 1954, it seemed possible that the jazz and socialist
Tanzmusik movements could become one and the same thing, or, at least, work

589 Reginald Rudorf, “Für eine frohe, ausdrucksvolle Tanzmusik,” Musik und
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harmoniously. Interestingly, as Rudorf attempted to define more and more closely what
jazz actually was (and what it was not) during these years, he also opened an imaginative
space where it could meld with German Tanzmusik and become something entirely new.
In his last article for Musik und Gesellschaft in 1954, he pointed forward to this new
hypothetical music. In his vision, this future music would embrace the improvisation and
instrumentation of early, New Orleans jazz while maintaining German melodies and
“national intonation.” By allowing GDR dance bandleader Kurt Henkel to form a
Dixieland group that played German melodies in a march-style, he claimed, one would be
able to glimpse the future of socialist dance music.591
During the same year as this article, however, Rudorf also laid down the material
and discursive foundation for the jazz movement to form its own public soundscape. In
February, he published a laudatory article on bebop in the Berliner Zeitung, a state
controlled Berlin newspaper.592 Beginning in May, he and his friend and collaborator,
Heinz Lukasz, began a series of radio broadcasts on East German stations and,
throughout the year, Rudorf lectured on jazz in a number of cities. All of this activity was
intended to spread the “Jazz-Marxist” listening framework that Rudorf had developed.
Much like the later discussion in the Akademie der Künste (see below), Rudorf’s lectures
used recorded examples to embody the history he told and the arguments he made. Like

591 Reginald Rudorf, “Die Tanzmusik muss neue Wege gehen,” Musik und Gesellschaft
3 (1954): 15.
592 Reginald Rudorf, “Bebop oder moderne Tanzkultur: Die Verfälschung des Jazz in
der Amerikanische Schlagerindustrie und unsere Lehren,” Berliner Zeitung (February 3,
1954), 4.
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the West German hot club record nights, his historical descriptions and the definitions of
African American music that he gave in lecture were meant to instill the music he played
with meaning and give rudimentary training to the ears of his audience.593 Likewise,
Rudorf and Lukacs’s radio programs—which combined the DJs’ descriptions and
commentary with its musical content—sought not only to introduce listeners to
“authentic jazz” but to frame the way they heard it.
Seeking to bring together a like-minded community, Rudorf helped establish the
Jazz-Interessengemeinschaft (Jazz-Interest Group) in the Freie deutsche Jugend (Free
German Youth) clubhouse in Leipzig in January 1955, the first legal jazz club in the
GDR. The club’s purpose was very similar to clubs in West Germany. It functioned as a
forge for jazz listening and an information- and music-sharing point: Rudorf gave
lectures on jazz history and musicians, records were listened to and commented on,
concerts and jam sessions were held and critiqued, and current jazz news was
communicated.594 The body was, in another way, an organizational manifestation of the
listening framework itself. Like in the West, Eastern fans’ aural appreciation of jazz
required factual material about recordings, musicians, bands, and general history. The IG
constructed a form of jazz listening and provided the extra-musical substance to nourish
it by allowing members to gather and exchange this information by hearing lectures,

593 The content of these lectures was similar to the arguments he would make against
Eisler a few years later. See “Konspekt für eine Vorlesung über: ‘Wesen und Geschichte
des Jazz und seine Bedeutung für uns,’” DR 1/243, Bundesarchiv Berlin.
594 Copy of the meeting plan of the Leipzig Jazz-Interessengemeinschaft, 26.1.1956, DY
24/0392, Bundesarchiv Berlin.
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entering into discussion with fellow members, or simply by asking questions. Given the
fact that material records generally did not contain more than the name of the ensemble,
song title, and composer on its label and American, British, and West German jazz
periodicals were not available in East Germany, there was often no other source for such
knowledge. The club became a small conduit for information readily available outside the
GDR’s borders.
Rudorf sought to spread this model throughout East Germany. Keeping up a
dizzying pace, he gave 46 lectures in more than 7 cities and was heard by close to 10,000
listeners during 1955.595 After a lecture, the local jazz circle usually approached him, he
reported, and he would exchange addresses with them. Thereafter, he provided monthly
letters about his running negotiations with the state, jazz reports, and jazz articles to his
correspondents. By doing so, he created an informal network of jazz knowledge and
listenership through the post. He also, he later claimed, encouraged these circles to push
for their own legal jazz clubs within state cultural organizations like the FDJ or
Kulturbund.596 By the beginning of 1956, the number of jazz groups in East Germany had
increased dramatically and there were semi-official jazz clubs in Berlin, Halle, Jena,
Frankfurt am Oder, Dresden, Rostock, Gera, Jütorborg, Böhlen, and Plauen.597 Following
Leipzig, theses jazz organizations began to reproduce the jazz soundscape across East

595 Copy of the Jazz-Journal of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Jazz, Halle, December
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Germany by holding meetings, writing club journals, and hosting public concerts and
lectures of their own. The Halle Jazz Journal reported that concerts occurred in Dresden,
Jena, and Halle in the first few months of 1956; Karlheinz Drechsel, the leader of the jazz
circle in Dresden, it claimed, conducted 36 lectures during the course of 1955.
This growing network was not limited to the geographic boundaries of the GDR;
it also cultivated international connections. The Leipzig Interessengemeinschaft and the
Halle Arbeitsgemeinschaft, for example, maintained a correspondence with the West
German Hot Club in Düsseldorf.598 For Rudorf, jazz fostered a transnational link between
East Germans and Western Europeans through similar interests and political beliefs. In a
letter to one GDR official, he claimed that he had received “countless” letters from West
Germany, Italy, France, and England about his radio broadcasts. These jazz fans, he
argued, were part of an international peace movement who maintained faith and hope in
the progress of the GDR. Since it adhered to “authentic jazz,” the West German Jazz
Federation was committed to a struggle against American musical barbarism and
commercialism and constituted an “important reserve for our struggle for peace and the
unity of our country.”599 Seeking to actualize this potential, the Leipzig IG drafted a letter
to the Düsseldorf club calling for a common front against the Paris Agreements (Pariser
Verträge), the treaty which had solidified the division of Germany in September 1954.600
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Rudorf’s arguments and ideas were themselves part of the growing body of
postwar international jazz criticism discussed in chapter five. The GDR was never
isolated from the western fragmentation of music genres and Rudorf’s mission was part
of the larger sensory re-definition of jazz in the 1950s. Many of the binaries which were
at the center of Rudorf’s claims —folk music/ commercial music, early jazz/modern jazz,
emotional expressiveness/formalistic technique—emerged in the “Moldy Figs” debates
that took place in American jazz journals during the 1940s.601 The East German Marxist
take on jazz was not entirely singular either. During the New Deal era, many American
jazz writers, producers, and promoters were part of a socialist National Front.602 Rudorf
repeated quoted from the American Marxist Sidney Finkelstein’s book Jazz: A People’s
Music and he recommended non-socialist books by Berendt and the Swiss writer Jan
Slawe to SED bureaucrats.603 Like Berendt, Rudorf attempted to define jazz sonically for
East German listeners and raise listening into ascendency in the music.
As we’ve seen, however, jazz remained an ambiguous musical entity in SED
circles in the early 1950s. As a result of these differences in specificity, Rudorf and the
SED musical bureaucracy began to clash. Despite his immense achievements, 1955 was
also a year of great controversy and strife for Rudorf. Two articles by prominent party
musicologists attacked his theses in Musik und Gesellschaft and disputed his claim that

601 Gendron, From Montmartre to the Mudd Club, chapter 6.
602 Lewis A. Erenberg, Swingin’ the Dream: Big Band Jazz and the Rebirth of American
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603 Letter from Rudorf to Gerden 16.2.55, DR1/243, Bundesarchiv Berlin.
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jazz was an African American Volksmusik. Jazz was, in fact, a decadent, commercial
perversion of an earlier African American folk music by Tin Pan Alley and the American
pleasure industry, they argued. To discipline his mistaken views, the VDK called Rudorf
before a collection of members and forced him to recant and correct his opinions.
Aggravated by Rudorf’s increasingly intransigent manner, the Ministry of Culture set out
to silence his project and exclude his voice from state mediums. Through pressure on
other state agencies, the Ministry shut down his most important endeavors—DDR radio
ended his broadcasts, his concerts were cancelled, DEFA heavily edited its film
collaboration with him, the VEB stopped production on his prospective jazz history
record set, and the FDJ forcefully disbanded the Leipzig Jazz-IG.604

3.

It was at this point that Rudorf and his junior partner, Heinz Lukasz, were called
in for a lengthy discussion over jazz with GDR officials. On May 14th, 1956, Hanns
Eisler presided over the debate in the East Berlin Akademie der Künste. Called together
for the benefit of the GDR’s Ministry for Culture, the assembled group’s purpose was to
“lead a debate over the problem of jazz, so that the Ministry knows what it is.”605 Most of
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East Germany’s most prominent musicologists, composers, and music bureaucrats
attended. In addition to Max Butting, who had been the expert on dance music at the
Academy, and the head of Music Department at the Ministry for Culture, Hans-Georg
Uszkoreit, three of the “mighty handful”—the group who wielded the most authority in
GDR musical policy during the 1950s and 1960s—were present: Georg Knepler, Nathan
Notowicz, and Harry Goldschmidt.606
Eisler was himself one of the most celebrated composers in the GDR and part of
the generation of vanguard Weimar Republic communist cultural figures who had been
forced to emigrate during the Third Reich and then beseeched by the GDR Minister of
Culture to settle in East Germany after the war. One of modernist pioneer Arnold
Schoenberg’s favorite students, Eisler became prominent during the interwar period for
his Kampflied collaborations with Bertolt Brecht and later for his book Composing for
Films with Frankfurt School theorist Theodor Adorno. His decision to return to Germany
in 1948 gave the fledgling socialist nation much needed cultural capital and, despite a
dispute over the libretto for his Faust opera in the early 1950s, he remained a revered and
symbolic figure in the GDR until his death.
The 1956 discussion reveals that the controversy over jazz in the GDR was not
simply about its American origins and Cold War politics. By 1956, it was clear that there
was a sharp conflict between Rudorf and the authorities’ frameworks for listening. Even

mistakenly spells Rudorf’s name “Rudolph.” All other quotes from this discussion will be
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606 Laura Silverberg, “Between Dissonance and Dissidence: Socialist Modernism in the
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though many of the participants commented, Eisler and Rudorf dominated the dialogue’s
time and substance and they expounded two separate modes for listening to music in
general and, specifically, jazz.
Rudorf’s jazz listening, however, came into conflict with the mode of listening
favored by Eisler and his colleagues at the Academy of Arts. Mixing elements of
contemporary international jazz criticism with his own dedicated understanding of
Marxism, Rudorf’s jazz listening bound the aural appreciation of jazz’s unique
characteristics with knowledge of external information and sociological distinction.
Eisler’s system, on the other hand, asserted that when listening to music, one should
listen only to the music, i.e. only abstract sounds were meaningful. Furthermore, Eisler
held the language and history of European concert music as the ultimate standard. Every
contemporary music—regardless of origin or intention—should be judged in comparison
to it.
The debate involved more than a simple disagreement in taste or individual
perspective. Occurring in a state dedicated to the active construction of a new socialist
personality, it was, more fundamentally, a conflict over how the senses and aesthetics of
this new subject should be constituted. During the debate, Rudorf made a number of
direct statements and comments on recordings that communicate a general outline of his
model of listening. Rudorf’s system of listening was quite similar to one proposed by
Berendt and other West German jazz writers. For Rudorf, jazz was, above all, a music in
which sociological and historical information external to the music provided essential
content for aural meaning and pleasure. The names of soloists, the recording and
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performance history of a band, the year a recording was put to disc all added depth and
substance to the two to three minutes following the moment when the needle hit the 78.
After listening to a cut by Stan Kenton’s orchestra, for example, Rudorf insisted on
naming the musicians and their corresponding instruments, despite an objection moments
before by Eisler. Knowing the names and personal histories of players and bands
individualized the timbre and musical content of each note on a recording, building up
sound-personas.607
Knowing the names and histories of musicians and bands also allowed one to map
and categorize recordings and personalities. Classification was a fundamental process
within jazz listening for Rudorf and he was particularly concerned with historical and
stylistic divisions. In charge of providing the musical examples for the informal
conference, he chose records that exemplified, from his perspective, different styles
within the jazz tradition. He then presented them in an order that was meant to show
jazz’s historical development, as if they were a family tree in sound. The shellac would
resonate history, reproducing the movement of jazz from its pre-forms to “progressive”
big band music and “cool” jazz. When presented with a recording, a well-informed
listener would be able to place it within a narrative stream and hear it as an instance
within a larger developing whole.
According to Rudorf’s ears, being part of this development of African American
music endowed jazz with a form of authenticity. Before presenting a recording by the

607 Berendt, Das Jazzbuch.
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Spirit of Memphis Quartet, he clarified what he believed to be the critical difference
between a “Concert-Spiritual” and a “Negro-Spiritual.” “Negro-Spirituals,” sung by a
collective “with a very specific articulation,” stood in opposition to the solo voice
“Concert Spirituals” of Paul Robeson and Marion Anderson. This type of authenticity, for
Rudorf, differentiated commercialized and/or “concert” music from Volksmusik. And
while he and Eisler bickered over the use of the term “polyphony,” the connection of
multi-voiced interaction with Volk authenticity was crucial for him, for it was this
musical characteristic which he believed continued on into early jazz.
Volk authenticity was meaningful to Rudorf in at least two ways. For one, it
legitimized jazz in the terms defined by official GDR musical policy. Thus, Rudorf
argued that jazz was a Volk music of the African American proletariat and,
consequentially, a music appropriate to the construction of socialism. Secondly, there is
a sense that, for Rudorf, jazz, as a black American Volkmusik, offers an auditory entrance
into something “other.” This alterity emerges in two forms in Rudorf’s comments. On the
one hand, it was racial and social: jazz was the expression of impoverished and oppressed
Southern blacks. Knowing that King Oliver, due to his social situation, did not have
technical control over his instrument (due to a lack of training) and could not read music
imbued the recording with positive qualities and allowed it to transcend its “objective”
musical defects i.e. false playing and bad articulation. There is a patronizing element of
romanticized primitivism to this perspective; nevertheless, poverty and suffering became
a quality one heard and, perhaps, more positively, could embody a type of listeningempathy. On the other hand, hearing jazz could also provide a rare example of a social
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alternative. Since African Americans were extremely divided from their white
counterparts, Rudorf argued, New Orleans jazz resisted commercialization during its
formative years. As such, it offered a singular instance of organic music—a music still
connected to its community in the industrial age. In this, it was exceptional, he asserted;
no other comparable “type of large city folk music” existed.
After Notowicz and Eisler questioned the usefulness of making such distinctions
(and the ability to make them at all), Rudorf argued that Volk authenticity can, in fact,
only be apprehended in performance and is determined by a piece’s interpretation, not the
character of the piece itself. In a music closely connected with the recording industry, the
commercial context of the music did not inherently destroy authenticity in jazz and
Volksmusik in general. It was not in the notes of a song, but something enunciated by the
performer and heard by the skilled listener.
These assertions were points of conflict throughout the discussion. For Eisler, the
only thing important, and the only thing by which music should be judged, is “what one
can hear with the ears.” Everything beyond the musical notes (and the score of those
notes) was irrelevant. From the outset, Eisler demanded that external details be excluded
from the conversation. Speaking directly to Rudorf, he declared that, as musical “experts”
examining jazz, they would not discuss “dates, books, newspaper articles, names of band
leaders or musical directors and instrumentalists.” These were not the province of
experts, he argued, but of “ardent fans” (feurigen Liebhaber). Eisler, in essence, objected
to the addition of non-aural material to music from the outside, that is, the imposition and
integration of text in the perception of music. He asserted that sound was the only thing
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to be evaluated. Eisler discouraged a type of listening which was synaesthetic—that
combined the lives, history, and environment described in texts with the tones and
rhythms of a piece of music.
For Eisler, this combination of sound and text in Rudorf’s framework opened up
instrumental music to domination from outside, diminishing listening’s ability to be an
autonomous sense. Eisler believed that the ear held the greatest emancipatory potential
amongst the senses. Composing for the Films—the book he wrote in collaboration with
Adorno—argued that “the human ear has not adapted itself to the bourgeois rational and,
ultimately, highly industrialized order as readily as the eye, which has become
accustomed to conceiving reality as made up of separate things, commodities, and objects
that can be modified by practical activity.” The auditory, for Eisler, offered a key sensual
field for the construction of socialism and the socialist subject, for “acoustical perception
preserves comparatively more traits of a long bygone, pre-individualist collectivities than
optical perception.”608 Allowing vision—and specifically text from outside which was
part of the bourgeois star system and culture industry—to enter the realm of the ear
threatened this potential.609
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music when one often meant something completely different.” People commonly asked,
“have you ‘seen’ a boogie woogie”? and “wish to improve the music on the basis of a
visual impression.” Butting, Tanzmusik, 1.
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Eisler also rejected Rudorf’s insistence on specific stylistic distinctions. He
understood and used the term “jazz” as a spacious, loose concept and defined it as the
“jazzy music-making that arrived [in Europe] around 1913/14.” Eisler did not give any
specific clarity to the phrase “jazzy music-making,” but it is clear that the term was meant
to embrace a vast amount of popular music made in Europe and the United States during
the previous 40 years and to circumnavigate arguments over what is and what is not jazz,
which he asserted “led to nowhere.” Consequently, he insisted that the spiritual by the
Spirit of Memphis Quartet, for which he had particular enthusiasm, be considered “jazz.”
Rudorf repeatedly objected to this. Eisler also argued that Rudorf’s interest in and
distinction for Volk authenticity was misled. In reality, he asserted, the folk music of
African Americans quickly fell under the domination of the American “pleasure
industry” and consequently became corrupted almost from its inception. Rudorf’s
category was thus little more than an illusion.
Rudorf’s musical hearing was also calibrated to the unique performance logic of
the music he desired to propagate. Attempting to make the others hear this as well, he
focused on two characteristics: improvisation and swing. He seemed especially keen that
it be clear in the recordings where the arrangements stopped and the improvisation began.
The fact that something was spontaneously created differentiated it from music written
down beforehand and thus needed to be heard in a divergent manner. When asked what
he enjoyed about the piece, he identified the “development of the theme” (by which we
can assume he means the improvisation), even if it was, he admitted, “very simple and
primitive.” The others criticized the simplicity, “primitivity,” and provinciality of the
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improvised variations. Retreating from the virtues of improvisation, Rudorf focused on
the notion of “swing.” Unfortunately, he didn’t elaborate on how he understood this
slippery concept, but he did highlight what he called the “rhythmic formation of conflict”
in a recording by the Modern Jazz Quartet and later referred to it as “co-propulsion.”
Rudorf attempted to ground his aesthetics in performance dynamics. Swing
occurs within the performance and has to do with the rhythmic interlocking and
interaction of specific musicians. It emanates from a different source than the abstract
attributes of a written score. For those who have the “feeling” for it, Rudorf claimed, the
“rhythmic formation of conflict” should transfer from the grooves of the record to the
bodies of the listeners. While listening, one should move along to the rhythm and be
possessed, in effect, by the ghost in the machine. In a comical moment in the midst of
tension, Rudorf chastised Eisler for not correctly moving along with the beat.
After this criticism, the conversation quickly deteriorated into bickering and
pettiness. The conflict, however, brings into relief a sharp disagreement between the two
listening camps. Rudorf’s listening system was also corporeal; bodily participation was
essential. The others, however, found this to be an extremely objectionable notion and
believed that this type of “getting carried away” was foreign and degenerate. After
Rudorf attempted to tie physical movement to all Volk musics, from Africa to North
America, Eisler explicitly characterized this lack of control as a mark of racial difference:
he exclaimed that he was “from Leipzig, not South Africa!” and thus didn’t allow himself
to be carried away. Goldschmidt took this racially rooted denigration further and implied
that it was simply “animality” (Animalität).
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Eisler and the others refused to see jazz in the terms presented by Rudorf. For
them, the European concert tradition was the ultimate standard by which all music and
listening was to be judged. After listening to the improvisation praised by Rudorf, Eisler
judged it to be “variations of the most primitive sort” and quickly dismissed them since
“the techniques of variation have developed colossally [beyond it] in the last 200 years.”
The fact that they had been created extemporaneously—which was so important to
Rudorf—made no difference in their appraisal. True to his word, the notes themselves
were the only things that counted for Eisler.
In a similar vein, he criticized a piece Rudorf played by Louis Armstrong for its
lack of harmonic complexity. Schlager from the 1920s, he claimed, was bolder.
Armstrong’s piece contained “filthy harmonic servility” and was simply “half-refined.”
Later, in a moment of excitement, he exclaimed that he and the other “old buttons” in the
room were accustomed to listening to complicated, advanced music. In comparison, jazz
was “childish”; it was “milk soup,” “a little lamb in the woods.” Their ears, which had
grown up with the music of Schoenberg and the Second Viennese school, he argued,
were too advanced to find real interest in it.
Eisler and the others present believed that these standards, as laid out by the
European art tradition and musicology, needed to remain in place, for the appreciation of
the German classical tradition by the entire German population was the goal of socialist
listening.610 In opposition to this mission, jazz listening would degrade general listening.

610 Hanns Eisler, “On Good Listening,” in A Rebel in Music: Selected Writings, trans.
Marjorie Meyer (New York: International Publishers, 1978), 176.
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The harmony of the Armstrong piece, he claimed, would not challenge the listening
practices of the young. Moreover, jazz variation is not true variation, he claimed, but
“association”: a thoroughly conventional stringing together of empty phrases whose
“picturesque” combination appeared unconventional to the “naïve” listener. Jazz requires
nothing of listeners, he argued, and, in fact, intoxicates them through “motorizedrhythmic gratification.” Most importantly, listening to this “empty motor” could
overwhelm one’s general sense of listening, prompting one to find it in all other musics.
A dedicated jazz enthusiast would find it in Bach, he claimed, and that would create a
“miserable” listener of Bach. Furthermore, Rudorf’s listening system, with its stylistic
and authenticity distinctions, could dangerously divide the unified working classes
through “secretarianism” and promote “fetishization,” two attributes Eisler saw in
Rudorf. The music could dangerously spread throughout the nervous system, releasing
untamed emotions and erratic behavior, and thus thwart the construction of a new
socialist person.
The discussion ended with no real conclusion. Shortly before the group
disbanded, Max Butting reiterated “What is Jazz music then? I must know!” Despite this,
however, there was a sense of partial rapprochement between the opposing parties. Jazz
was generally accepted as being better than the current popular music officially supported
in the GDR and the group agreed that a council should be formed for further investigation
into the jazz question.
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4.

During the year after the discussion at the Academy of Arts, Rudorf was arrested.
He was not arrested, it seems, because of his association and affinity to jazz, but for his
disagreements with the musical authorities and his refusal to submit to the party. Rudorf
had continued to claim in lectures that jazz was the only proper folk music of the
twentieth century and that it was the proper foundation of a future German socialist
Volksmusik.611 Perhaps most offensive to the Ministry for Culture was his repeated
declaration that jazz was fundamentally anti-fascist and that anyone who oppressed it
practiced totalitarianism (by which, he clearly meant, GDR officials). In the months
before his arrest, Rudorf openly criticized Walter Ulbricht, the head of the SED, and the
party in a speech to the medicine faculty at the University of Leipzig and, at a guest
lecture in Munich, he characterized jazz as an opponent to ideological dogmatism in East
Germany and a source of democratic reform.612
As the relationship between the Ministry for Culture and Rudorf became more
tense, they increasingly accepted a version of the definition of jazz put forward by Rudorf
and East German hot clubs. About a month before he was arrested, the Ministry for
Culture held another discussion over jazz without Rudorf. After questions about how
easy it would be to separate jazz fans from Rudorf, representatives from radio, music

611 Letter from Rolf Meinig and Horst Wilde to Becher, 7.1.1956, DR 1-243,
Bundesarchiv Berlin.
612 Rudorf, Jazz in der Zone, 90-95.
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education, and the VDK argued that the state needed itself to propagate a full audiotextual conception of jazz through radio, books on jazz, and records. Professor Johannes
Knepler from the Conservatory of Music in Berlin and Dr. Köhler from the VDK
suggested that a Jazz-Activ (Jazz Action) be organized. This group would educate the
East German population in the sounds and meanings of jazz through broadcasts and texts.
Another representative from radio suggested that half hour radio shows be produced
which explained the English texts of the blues and framed the composers and interpreters
of the jazz.
At the end of the discussion, an official from the music department of the
Ministry of Culture summarized the meeting’s findings: jazz was not banned and should
be supported. The Ministry would not give speeches about jazz or form jazz circles, but
those who had an interest in it could organized themselves together and play records and
give informal talks. “Real” jazz should be separated from modern dance music and it
should be made clear to the young that there exists a difference between the two. The
meeting also concluded that a committee should be made that would form an
“information service over Jazz” to influence the content of press articles and concerts and
to promote the new definition of jazz through radio, records, and music competitions.613
Over the course of 1957, state policy towards jazz still varied as the conception of
jazz was still negotiated between its different cultural institutions. A few months after the
meeting at the Ministry for Culture, the Ministry backtracked and advised the radio

613 “Protokoll zur Diskussion über Jazzmusik am 8. Februar 1957,” DR 1/243,
Bundesarchiv Berlin.
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station to oppose the distinction between jazz and dance music, even if it admitted that
jazz broadcasts were necessary.614 In September, however, MfK members met with the
state record company and recommended that jazz recordings be continued, that work with
East German jazz bands be increased, and that the radio and music conservatory in Berlin
put together a new ensemble.615
As rock and roll began to pose a more serious threat between 1957 and 1959, the
hot club conception of jazz appeared more and more congenial.616 The Halbstarken
controversy and the Bill Haley riots made jazz circles seem tame in comparison and, after
Rudorf had been disciplined for his challenge to party power, the hot clubs’ willingness
to exist within state institutions like the FDJ was appealing. Despite the controversy
around Rudorf, East German authorities and media began to repeat some of the core
tenants of his ideas. In February 1958, the relatively new East German magazine for pop
music, Melodie und Rhythmus, published the article “Metamorphose der
Jazzinterpretation” (Metamorphosis of Jazz Intepretation). The piece, placed in the state’s

614 “Empfehlungen für die Verbesserung der Rundfunkarbeit der Gebiete des Jazz,” DR
1/243 Bundesarchiv Berlin.
615 “Aktennotiz über die am Freitag, den 13.9.57 durchgeführte Besprechung mit dem
Thema ‘Jazzproduktion des VEB Deutsche Schallplatten,” DR 1/243, Bundesarchiv
Berlin.
616 For examples of concerns over rock and roll within the Ministry for Culture, see of
“Protokoll über die Aussprache mit Leitern bekannter Tanz- und Unterhaltungskapellen
am Montag, dem 24. Juni 1957 in der ‘Möwe,’” DR 1/236, Bundesarchiv Berlin;
“Mechanische Musikaufführungen/Ausschreiteungen Junglicher nach dem Abspielen von
Rock’n Roll-Schallplatten auf dem Halleschen Herbstjahrmarkt,” DR 1/243,
Bundesarchiv Berlin; Letter from Schneider to Uszkoreit, 9. März 1959, DR 1/236,
Bundesarchiv Berlin.
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official voice to East German youth about pop music, sought to instruct its readers in
many of the same principles that the international hot movement espoused. Offering a
historical portrait of change, it attempted to displace past conceptions that considered
jazz, dance music, and entertainment music as one and the same. “The concept ‘jazz,’” it
asserted, “today includes a variety of music forms and practices (separate from the
portion of dance and entertainment music which contain elements of jazz and therefore
often are falsely identified with ‘jazz’).” Many of the line could have come straight from
the Hot Club News: “real jazz” can be aurally distinguished from other forms through its
“rhythmic elements, from blues tones which are important for the melody and harmony,
and from a special style of performance which, though a particular development, is a
feature of every single note.” These characteristics are found in “hot” jazz, the first stage
in jazz development. Modern jazz, it argued, changed these features, bringing jazz closer
to European art music.617
Like in West Germany, the violence and chaos of Bill Haley’s concerts in West
Berlin and Essen helped pry jazz and rock and roll apart. After the widely publicized
tumult of the concerts and the celebration of jazz by the West German Minister of
Defense, articles in Neues Deutschland and the Berliner Zeitung in early November 1958
tied together rock and roll, jazz, militarism, and barbarism. They attributed “the rock and
roll excesses and orgies of musical un-culture” to “jazz idiots” and asserted that jazz and

617 Jürgen Elsner, “Metamorphoses der Jazzinterpretation: Wandlung der Vortragsweise
als Symptom einer inneren Wandlung des Jazz,” Melodie und Rhythmus 1 (February
1958), 14.
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rock and roll were part of a larger “plan of the militarists” to turn the East “into a NATO
atomic mass grave.”618
Shortly thereafter, however, audiences and authorities increasingly divided the
two musics. The Berliner Zeitung published a letter from a self-described jazz fan who
decried the “degenerate people” who participated in the “Bill Haley excesses” but
asserted that jazz and rock and roll were absolutely not the same thing.619 A few days
later, during the question and answer portion of a youth forum in the Dynamo-Sporthalle
in Berlin, the actor Günter Simon declared that cultural authorities had nothing against
classic jazz and, in fact, wanted to make a film about it. They would have nothing to do
with the “antics” of rock and roll, however.620 At another youth forum on the “American
lifestyle,” the head of the East German state, Walter Ulbrich, argued that fans of Bill
Haley were clearly part of a de-evolution of mankind and he compared their behavior to
the Orangutans in the Leipzig zoo.621 Rock and roll should not be confused with jazz, he
asserted:
many people have claimed that [this rock and roll noise] is the continuation of
jazz. But the Negro, to whom the music of jazz quintessentially belongs, has
protested against this. They have said that it has absolutely nothing to do with

618 “Hintergrund der Sportpalastschlacht,” Berliner Zeitung (October 28, 1958), 1; “Mit
Rock’n Roll ins Massengrab,” Neues Deutschland (November 2, 1958), 2.
619 See the letter from Fritz Ley in “Bärchens Freunde hat das Wort,” Berliner Zeitung
(November 4, 1958), 6.
620 “Fragen und Antworten im Non-Stop-Tempo,” Berliner Zeitung (November 5,
1958), 4.
621 “Leipzig ist nicht New York,” Neues Deutschland (November 13, 1958), 5.
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jazz. In fact, this noise is nothing other than a rampage, the expression of a lack of
restraint. It mirrors the anarchic relationships of capitalist society.622
The separation of jazz, as the folk music of African Americans, from the capitalist
“anarchy” of rock and roll by the first secretary of the SED showed how much the ideas
of Rudorf had penetrated official discourse by 1958. Shortly after, in January 1959, the
leadership of the FDJ and the local automobile union founded the Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Jazz Eisenach, the first permanent jazz club in East Germany.623 A few months later, the
group began to produce a house journal, Die Posaune, which imitated the information
sheets put out by West German clubs earlier in the decade.624
Over the course of the 1960s, jazz increasingly became part of the official culture
of the GDR. In 1964, Werner Sellhorn began the series “Jazz und Lyrik,” which paired
poetry and the Dixieland band the Jazz-Optimisten Berlin, and Karlheinz Drechsel began
producing concerts of modern jazz at the Dresden Hygiene Museum that were broadcast
on radio and TV.625 In 1965, Louis Armstrong toured through East Germany and the
concert series “Jazz in der Kammer” began in the East Berlin Deutsches Theater.626 In

“Walter Ulbricht beantwortet Fragen der Jungen Generation: Comics, Jugend und
Freiheit,” Berliner Zeitung (November 13, 1958), 3.
623 Blume, “Die Geschichte des Eisenacher Jazz,” 6.
624 See the collection of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Jazz Eisenach in the Lippmann+RauMusikarchiv.
625 Rainer Bratfisch, “Die Sechziger Jahre: Jazz in der (ein)geschlossenen Gesellschaft,”
in Freie Töne: Die Jazzszene in der DDR, ed. Rainer Bratfisch (Berlin: Ch. Links Verlag,
2005), 89.
626 Schmidt-Rost, “Heisse Rythmen im kalten Krieg,” 2.
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1966, the composer Andre Asriel published Jazz: Analysen und Aspekte with the state
music publisher VEB Lied der Zeit.
The adoption of the fundamentals of the international definition of jazz by the
East German state by the end of the 1950s also split the East German pop soundscape
into an array of genres. The lines along which music genres were separated were roughly
similar to the West, although differences remained. Jazz was separated from dance music
and rock and roll. In the West, however, rock was increasingly integrated into Schlager
and dance music by the end of the decade; in the East, rock and roll, however, was not
absorbed into the officially sanctioned dance music genre. Rock and roll—considered
something different than just dance music, which the GDR actively propagated—
remained an outlier in East Germany until into the following decade. The “Lipsi,” the
East German state’s infamous attempt to create a sound-dance-conceptual alternative to
rock and roll, failed to catch hold.627
Despite the failure of socialist dance music and the Lipsi, the East did create its
own pop musical genre during the 1950s. East German officials constructed a notion of
capitalist noise music. Born in the East German discourses on jazz, Schlager, and boogie
woogie during the late 1940s and early 1950s, it had a form of rolling admission and, in
the late 1950s and early 1960s, it absorbed rock and roll and Beat Music (British
Invasion). Its written and broadcasted conceptual language remained the same throughout

627 Toby Thacker, “The Fifth Column: Dance Music in the Early German Democratic
Republic,” in The Workers’ and Peasants’ State: Communism and Society in East
Germany under Ulbricht 1945-1971, ed. Patrick Major and Jonathan Osmond (New
York: Palgrave, 2002).
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this period, however: it was a product of the capitalist West—overly rhythmic, out of
control, and spiritually deadening—that manipulated Germans in the Federal Republic
and attempted to subvert socialism in the East. There was a consistency throughout the
1950s. In 1951, Meyer argued that boogie-woogie constituted a “fifth column” that was
part of a “preparation for war.”628 In 1958, the Department of Music at the Ministry for
Culture, contended that
the enemies of our republic attempt through all means, even in the area of
entertainment and dance music, to hinder our cultural development through
methods of enfeeblement and destruction. Our ensembles are inundated day to
day through a flood of illegal imported scores from Western publishers, declared
as gift packages. With all commercial cunning, these titles are hustled until they
become “hits (Schlager).” They are heard over countless broadcasts and on
records and our people are influenced in a negative sense through methods of
decadent racket.629
The same year, the newspaper Neues Deutschland called Bill Haley a “rock and
roll gangster” who produced an “orgy of noise.” Haley’s music and the riots
which accompanied his concerts, it contended, were part of a plot against the
East: the West German mayor of Berlin, Willy Brandt, wanted to produce
depraved youth who went amok. Taking his cue from the 1956 Hungarian
“counterrevolution,” Brandt would march these “unknowing, abased, barbaric
youth” against the Brandenburg gate. The riots were, in the words of the author,
“a [military] parade grounds of the Cold War.”630

628 Meyer, “Realismus,” 42.
629 “Grundlegende Regelung auf der Unterhaltungs- und Tanzmusik” Melodie und
Rhythmus 2. (January 1958): 7.
630 “Eine Orgie der Amerikanischen Unkultur,” Neues Deutschland (October 28, 1958).
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Although the terms and rhetoric of capitalist noise music stayed largely
the same, the sounds associated with it fluctuated, from swing, R&B, and rock
and roll in the 1950s to Beat music (British Invasion) in the 1960s. This audio
variety was unified around one key attribute: East German authorities and its
followers heard it as noise, a garble beyond comprehension. Capitalist noise
music was a useful tool: it could be employed to denounce or discipline a
musician or a record collector without excluding definitely types of sounds from
the East German soundscape. In the end, capitalist noise was a genre created by
the East German state to solve the issues stemming from its musical situation: it
could not wholly divorce itself from the sounds of the West even as it sincerely
wished to form its own universe of socialist sound. Capitalist noise was one
audio-visual solution. Its combination of flexibility and ideological conviction
allowed the GDR to absorb the sounds permeating its borders from the West and
simultaneously distinguish itself from it.
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Conclusion

In the mid-1960s, after more than fifteen years as a jazz critic, Joachim Ernst
Berendt reflected on jazz’s progress since 1945. At this point, Berendt had been the most
powerful and successful writer on jazz in Germany for more than a decade and he had
many reasons to believe that his years of missionary work on jazz’s behalf had been
extremely successful.631 When he began his work as a DJ and critic in the late 1940s, jazz
still provoked controversy, skepticism, and racist hostility. By the end of the 1950s, it
was a respectable part of West German culture and the music of choice of the young
middle class. As Berendt had himself put it at the end of 1957, jazz had “arrived” in West
German society.632
As he reflected back in 1966, however, Berendt concluded that something strange
had happened to jazz during the 1950s. Since the beginning of the 1960s, critics had
nostalgically spoken of the “jazz boom” of the previous decade, he observed. This
nostalgia, Berendt argued, highlighted the “absolute paradox” of the 1950s: “jazz critics
generated huge editions with their books, but jazz musicians went hungry.” Reconceiving the narrative of success, he contended that the “boom” of previous decade
was not one of performance, but “was a boom of talk.” There had existed, as he put it in a

631 For an overview of Berendt’s career and his importance in West German cultural
history, see Hurley, The Return of Jazz.
632 Joachim Ernst Berendt, “Der Jazz arriviert,” Jazz Echo (December 1957).
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later formulation, “an imbalance between reading about jazz and listening to jazz for
years.”633 It was true that more and more Germans were interested in and experiencing
jazz, but the main way that they chose to encounter it was through reading.
The rise of “talk” during the 1950s had dangerous consequences for the creation
and perception of jazz, Berendt concluded. Jazz had become defined, and, as such, deeply
constrained. At the end of the war, jazz had been, according to Berendt, a “terra
incognita,” “there” but unmapped. By the end of the 1950s, this empty expanse had been
thoroughly filled in: “the most and the most decisive which could be written at this stage
about jazz was written,” he declared. And with a completed map came stifling consensus.
Audiences were unable to comprehend the music themselves, but simply regurgitated
descriptions and opinions that they had read. Critics had vigorously debated the meaning
and definition of jazz in the early postwar period; by 1960, they all agreed on the
fundamentals. The glut of writing about jazz stifled the primacy of perceptive, free
listening.
It was only over the course of the 1960s, he contended, that “jazz playing and jazz
listening became more important than all talk.” Speaking to his mid-1960s audience, he
affirmed that “only now do we finally have a healthy relationship between music and
criticism in jazz. The critics are no longer ahead of the musicians—as it had appeared in
the 1950s—but the musicians have removed themselves from the established criteria of

633 Joachim Ernst Berendt, Ein Fenster aus Jazz: Essays Portraits Reflexionen
(Frankfurt am Main: Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, 1978), 13.
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ten or fifteen years ago and made the music which they themselves hold to be right.”634
The dynamics of jazz’s parts had been put back in order—the production of sound by
musicians and the aural reception of that sound by audiences were once again the main
substance of jazz’s presence and the guiding voices of its intelligibility.
Berendt’s observations are fascinating, for they recognize the vital role that
writing played in the construction of jazz’s ascendency of listening during the postwar
period but are, at the same time, still caught up within its logic. He observes that jazz can
be primarily something other than sound but, seeing this as an abnormal situation, asserts
the necessity of rectifying such an arrangement. Jazz’s most natural state, he still
contends, is sound. Berendt’s comments show the limits of the jazz movement
concerning the historicity of its own project. Berendt could not ultimately accept a
determining role for the written word in the perception of jazz. Moreover, Berendt’s
piece was an exception—from the mid-fifties on, other jazz critics treated jazz as sound
and tacitly considered writing as something quite exterior to it.
The piece’s insight—despite Berendt’s disavowal—stands as a historical residue
of the greater transformations of jazz that occurred during the half century before it. Over
the course of fifty-odd years, jazz moved from being a primarily visual and textual
phenomenon to a sonic-textual one. Its movement was not smooth and progressive, but
jagged and often discontinuous. It was not, as Berendt might have seen it, a story where
jazz’s true state as sound was finally victorious.

634 Berendt, “Zwischen zwei Stadien der Jazzkritik,” 136-137.
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As the preceding chapters bear witness, jazz’s shifts in form were not isolated,
but part of larger structures of media and perception. Between 1918 and 1960, jazz
travelled through two distinct media-sensory regimes in Germany. The first regime
reached back into the nineteenth century. Although telegraphy and sound recording
existed by the turn of the century, public communication—and the cultural objects
composed within it—was dominated by text and visual culture during this regime. It was
the age of mass print, posters, advertising, visual spectacles, and silent film. Sound
certainly existed in this public world, of course, but it was highly individualized. The
aural perception that accompanied shared cultural objects varied widely. The sonic
imaginations of readers for the same article or the musical accompaniment to the same
UFA film, for example, were highly variable.
The second regime began with the rise of sound film in Germany in 1929. From
this point on, sound was a powerful, if often elusive, source of stimulation and
communication in media life. Talkies gave most Germans their first, or at the very least
first consistent, exposure to electronic sound. Sound film, in this respect, was the decisive
medium for the entrance of sound in modern media society, not radio or the phonograph.
During the late 1920s and early 1930s, radios and phonographs were still owned by a
privileged minority. As such, music films were also the decisive medium for the
introduction of the sounds of modern pop music to the bulk of the German population.
This regime went through two phases between 1929 and 1960. During the first
phase, sound was still deeply embedded in a corresponding visuality. Media sound
occurred predominantly within sound film. Radio audiences did increase over the course
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of the 1930s, but a majority of German households did not own a set until the end of the
decade.635 Indeed, the linking of song to the images and plot of a film remained even for
those who listened to radio. As the record and film industries became more intertwined
and consolidated during the 1930s, the hits played on the radio were increasingly the
same as those within film. Radio’s use of recordings kept the record industry alive, for
the sale of records dropped over the course of the decade.
The second phase began in the late 1930s when a majority of German households
owned radios. Reproduced sound grew in presence over the next two decades with
radio—over 70% of German households owned one between 1940 and 1944 and
somewhere between 70 and 85% had a least one set at home between 1948 and 1960.636
As radio became a media on par with sound film, the disembodied “acousmatic” aural
experience of broadcasting contended with the audio-visuality of film.637 The growth of
record sales and the appearance of jukeboxes and car stereos after the middle of the
1950s only reinforced this balance. The period between roughly 1940 and 1960 saw the
co-existence of these two forms of media aurality.

635 Ross, Media and the Making of Modern Germany, 287. Registered sets comprised
44.3% of German households in 1937, but did not reach a majority of households until
1938/1939. There were certainly an unknown percentage of unregistered sets as well.
Axel Schildt places the achievement of a majority slightly earlier, at the end of 1937.
Schildt, Moderne Zeiten, 210.
636 Schildt, Moderne Zeiten, 210-212. Axel Schildt, Sozialgeschichte der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland bis 1989/90 (München: R. Oldenbourg, 2007), 26;
Alexander Badenoch, Voices in Ruins: West German Radio Across the 1945 Divide
(Basinstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), 25.
637 In Pierre Schaeffer’s terms, acousmatic sound occurs when the sight of the original
producer of a sound is removed. Schaeffer, “Acousmatics.”
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Jazz’s form was deeply influenced, if not determined, by these changing
perceptual fields.638 Its passage through these sensory-media regimes would become all
but invisible to its postwar historians and critics, however. Berendt and the hot club’s
focus on the sonic was itself historical and part of the constitution and development of the
second regime, even if they idealized this state as natural. Ultimately, the privileging of
sound in jazz by Berendt and the hot club movement obscured the drastic alterations in
the basic perceptual fabric of jazz in Germany that had occurred for close to fifty years.
The love and embrace of what came out of instruments and speakers ultimately involved
a turning away from jazz’s native German past.
This turning was part of a larger search for a new aural aesthetic in Germany
after Nazism. As discussed in chapter 3, many composers and listeners were disturbed by
nineteenth century romanticism and Maximalism’s integration into the audio-visual
world of the Third Reich and they actively sought a new, post-fascist music.639 The
absolute abstraction and de-personalization of Total Serialism, electronic music, and
aleatoric music during the 1950s stemmed from a quest to avoid any future political

638 This should not be taken as a statement of technological determinism. As highlighted
in chapter 2, the form of a cultural object did not necessarily equate to the overall media
landscape. For discussions of the cultural origins of media technology, see Lisa Gitelman,
Scripts, Grooves, and Writing Machines: Representing Technology in the Edison Era
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999) and Jonathan Sterne, The Audible Past.
639 “Maximalism” is the term used by Richard Taruskin to characterize the expansive
compositions of Anton Bruckner, Gustav Mahler, and Richard Strauss. See Taruskin, The
Oxford History of Western Music, 790-805.
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utilization of music.640 Sound, as they demonstrate, still seemed to offer hope for postwar
German intellectuals and artists when visuality seemed barren. As Andreas Huyssen has
claimed, “there is a sense that the image orgy of Nazism and its fiery downfall—from
torch marches and political spectacles at Nuremburg to Albert Speer’s floodlight operas
in the night sky and the fireworks of antiaircraft flak over burning cities—had
overwhelmed and exhausted the German visual imagination, both East and West.”641
The turn towards sound gave jazz a new degree of stability and uniformity in
Germany during the 1950s. Unlike the decades before, it did not change radically in
composition.642 This new constancy was not strictly local, however, but part of a larger,
global re-definition of jazz. Such uniformity stretched from Europe to the United States.
Music recorded on Mod records in Köln in the mid-1950s was quite similar to
contemporary recordings on the Pacific Jazz label in Los Angeles. Berendt’s ideas and
arguments were not far from the work of Marshall Stearns in the United States or André
Hodier in France. This was a new situation. Just twenty years before, the difference
between jazz in Germany and the United States was stark: under the Nazis, it was a

640 Gesa Kordes, “Darmstadt, Postwar Experimentation, and the West German Search
for a New Musical Identity,” in Music and German National Identity, ed. Celia Applegate
and Pamela Potter (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002); Paul Griffiths, Modern
Music and After (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 6-8.
641 Andreas Huyssen, “Trauma, Violence, and Memory: Figures of Memory in the
Course of Time,” in Art of Two Germanys: Cold War Cultures, ed. Stephaine Barron and
Sabine Eckmann (New York: Abrams, 2009), 227.
642 This does not mean that jazz did not change in form. The advent of free jazz during
the second half of the 1950s certainly ushered in an immense period of formal
experimentation.
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musical Other without a voice while in America it was a national sound associated with
democratic pluralism.643
This would ultimately have dramatic consequences both for the historicization of
jazz and its musical development in Europe. The definition of jazz established after
World War II promoted a specific type of jazz history. Since sound was most important,
histories of its development were largely formal histories. Jazz history followed the most
crucial innovators of its sonic form: from Buddy Bolden, its mythical originator, through
Louis Armstrong, Fletcher Henderson, Charlie Parker, and (later) Ornette Coleman. The
story of jazz became a narrative of incremental changes in tone, rhythm, harmony, and
instrumentation. The progressive view of jazz development asserted by Berendt—and
around the same time by Marshall Stearns —was a way of making sense of jazz as, above
all, a sonic thing. At the same time, it gave order to the massive amount of recorded
sound bequeathed by the American popular music industry by putting this material in a
specific chronological order and then listening closely to how such a series altered itself.
The postwar agreement about sound also clearly located the history of jazz in the
United States. Although jazz was a music spread across the globe since its earliest
stages—Europe, for example, became conscious of it at roughly the same time that it
became a national phenomenon in the United States in the late teens—it became a story
of American musicians and American sound-making.644 On the one hand, this narrative

643 Erenberg, Swingin’ the Dream.
644 For a short overview of the recorded evidence of the rapid spread of jazz bands
across the world, see John Szwed, “World Views Collide: The History of Jazz and Hot
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had immensely positive effects. It offered a powerful contribution to the growing
appreciation of the essential intellectual and cultural contributions of African Americans
to the twentieth century. There is little doubt that the most important creative acts and
paradigmatic styles in jazz have been by African American and the sonic world
constructed by these musicians over the course of the twentieth century is one of
immensely compelling complexity, subtlety, genius, and beauty. Such a narrative also
had long-term political effects. As the United States government recognized the
appreciation of such accomplishments across the globe, it realized jazz’s use as a Cold
War political tool and a form of cultural diplomacy. This, in turn, ultimately aided the
African American freedom movement in America.645
On the other hand, this narrative of sound marginalized Europe and the rest of the
world in the history of jazz. Since the late 1940s international musicians and scenes have
had a significant presence in local and national jazz journals like Jazz Podium in
Germany, Jazz Hot in France, or Jazz Hihyo in Japan. Despite this extensive coverage,
these musicians and scenes were not integrated into general histories of the music
(beyond the occasional mention of Django Reinhardt). Germany and other nations
remained all but invisible in the vast majority of popular and scholarly works on jazz
during the rest of the twentieth century. Even the most substantial attempt to add
Europeans to the story—Ekkehard Jost’s Europas Jazz—considers jazz in Europe before

Dance,” in Crossovers: Essays on Race, Music, and American Culture (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2005).
645 Penny M. Von Eschen, Satchmo Blows Up the World: Jazz Ambassadors Play the
Cold War (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2004).
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the late 1960s to be essentially a non-event. “In the years around 1970,” Jost argues,
“Europe’s jazz found itself.” Before that, it “amounted to something like an exotic plant
in a barren soil”; “until well into the 1960s, [European jazz] was a word combination,
which must have appeared as bizarre as British Flamenco or Moscow musette
waltzes.”646
Beginning in the 1980s, a growing academic literature has addressed the presence
of jazz outside of the United States.647 These scholarly works have added important new
dimensions to our understanding of jazz’s history beyond New Orleans, Chicago, New
York, or L.A. They have largely focused, however, on the dissemination of American
jazz to new audiences, the absorption of American sonic practices by local musicians,
and, especially, its local social significance and discursive construction. Faced with a
well-established narrative that places its formal development in the United States, these
new extra-American studies have largely avoided discussions of its production or its
internal aesthetic transformations. Consequently, there remains a great divide between
popular histories of jazz, which still remain driven by formal changes in sound and
mostly exclude the rest of the world, and scholarly works about Europe (and elsewhere)
which discuss context, dissemination, and discourse.648 In such a scholarly division of

646 Jost, Europas Jazz, 9, 11.
647 See, for example, S. Frederick Starr, Red and Hot: The Fate of Jazz in the Soviet
Union, 1917-1980 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1983); Michael Kater, Different
Drummers; Uta Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels; and E. Taylor Atkins, Blue Nippon:
Authenticating Jazz in Japan (Durham: Duke University Press, 2001).
648 There are some exceptions, notably Jost, Europas Jazz; Knauer, “Emanzipation
wovon?”; Schwab, Der Frankfurt Sound; and Lewis, “Gittin’ to Know Y’all.” This
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labor, jazz clearly matters to the world, but the world largely does not matter much to
jazz.
To make sense of the significance of jazz’s formal development outside of the
United States, we have to think of aesthetics beyond just internal sonic forms. From this
angle, we can see the aesthetic transformations of sound film, fascism, and the post-1945
economic boom alongside those ushered in by Armstrong, Henderson, Parker, and
Coleman. This other story of jazz does not look like an organic, modernist movement of
innovation; one cannot hear the unfolding of the possibilities of improvisation or the
“freedom principle.”649 It looks and sounds something like closer to the prologue:
attributes pop up, then disappear, then re-appear, all in varying combinations. In
Germany, at least, the enormous, modernistic changes in form in pop music were driven
not by great personalities, but by large historical processes. Moved by more anonymous,
collective forces, the social and the technological were its great innovators.
Finally, jazz’s unique history in Germany shows the limitations of viewing the
history of entertainment culture and popular culture in Europe through the lens of
“Americanization.” The history of even the most iconic cultural products of the United
States were never simple stories of adoption or transfer. Bobbed hair, Taylorism, or jeans
never arrived with their meaning intact; scholars have shown that Hollywood films or

literature and a growing number of ethnomusicological and jazz studies work on Europe
do address sonic practices, musicians, and meaning. They still, however, follow the main
American jazz narrative and Europeans only join this story as contributors in the late
sixties with free jazz.
649 John Litweiler, The Freedom Principle: Jazz after 1958 (New York: W. Morrow,
1984).
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American business models always entered into a local world of meaning and thus their
significance always reflected the specific historical conjuncture in which they
appeared.650
This dissertation further illustrates that local histories of the spread of global
American culture were not linear movements towards an established American model.
The story of jazz in Germany was not one where Germans increasingly learned to play or
understand jazz the way that Americans did. It was not a story of the expansion of
technologies of culture, i.e. that, as more and more Germans used records and radios,
more and more Germans encountered and learned about “real” jazz. Nor was it a
straightforward story of cultural resistance and eventual cultural acceptance. Ultimately,
it was a narrative with more non-sequiturs and dead ends. The more or less global
definition and form of jazz that became established in the 1950s was but one possible
outcome in a tumultuous, conflict-ridden half-century of media use.

650 For a discussion of “Americanization” in Germany, see Alf Lüdtke, Inge Marssolek,
and Adelheid von Saldern, Amerikanisierung: Traum und Alptraum im Deutschland des
20, Jahrhunderts (Stuttgart: Steiner, 1996).
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